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0. NON-TECHNICAL SUMMARY  

0.1. BACKGROUND AND RATIONALE FOR THE STUDY  

In Senegal, under the Environmental Code, projects likely to generate environmental and social 
impacts are subject to an Environmental and Social Assessment (ESA), depending on the type 
of installation that is indicated after classification in the nomenclature. In this context, the 
construction and operation project of a 30MWp solar power plant feeding a 15MW / 45MWH 
storage system in the Commune of Niakhar, Department and Region of Fatick is classified 
according to the nomenclature, the Environmental Code and its implementing decree as a first 
class project. This requires the execution of an Environmental and Social Impact Assessment 
(ESIA). 

This project of construction and operation of a solar power plant in Niakhar comes in response 
to the problems that Senegal faces in the production, storage and the uninterrupted distribution 
of electricity. 

0.2. PURPOSE OF THE ESIA  

This study will highlight all the risks and potential impacts on the receiving environment. 
Depending on their nature, it will propose improvement and mitigation measures and, if 
necessary, compensation measures. This study will also make it possible to propose an 
Environmental and Social Management Plan in order to ensure good environmental and social 
management of this project in accordance with the national regulations.  

0.3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION  

The project will be carried out by Teranga Niakhar Storage SA, whose capital is 100% owned 
by Energy Resources Senegal SA. The project will be implemented by the Vinci Energies 
Group represented by Omexom. 

The power plant will be built on a 59-hectare plot of land located to the South in the Commune 
of Niakhar. This land was allocated to Senelec by a decision of the Niakhar Municipal Council. 
The various components of the photovoltaic power plant are the installed equipment and the 
technical premises.  

 EQUIPMENT TO INSTALL   

 Polycrystalline modules ;  
 Single-axis trackers ;  
 Cables;  
 Junction boxes with string fuses;  
 The fence.  

 TECHNICAL PREMISES 

The technical rooms will be composed of: 

 Inverters and HV substations;  
 Battery storage system;  
 A  P50 yield (excluding battery and module power degradation): 3,350 kWh/kWp/year;  
 Delivery station. 
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The activities that will be carried out under this project can be divided into the construction and 
the operation phase. 

 PROJECT ACTIVITIES  

0.3.3.1. In construction phase 

The activities planned for the construction phase are as follows:  

 Release of site right-of-way; 
 Construction of access roads and storage area ; 
 Installation of the equipment; 
 Installation of technical stations. 

During this phase, potential waste materials include brush cuttings, garbage similar to 
household waste, and septic and packaging waste. The proposed waste management plan takes 
into account collection, storage, transportation and reuse / recycling / disposal according to the 
available technology and means. 98 direct employment positions will be created. The water 
supply will be  sourced from the SEN'EAU network or from the Mbane borehole. Electricity 
will be supplied from the Senelec network and a generator will be installed at the construction 
site in case of unavailability of electricity from Senelec. 

0.3.3.2. In Operating phase 

The activities of the plant in the operational phase are as follows:  

 Putting in place preventive and corrective maintenance of the various technical 
equipment (maintenance of the cold units and materials);  

 Cleaning of the solar panels and maintaining high hygiene standards at the site;  
 Maintain good management relations with the dispatchers;  
 Monitor the operation of the project.  

Video surveillance cameras as well as drones will be installed on the site. The required water 
will be provided by the SEN'EAU network or the Mbane well. Approximately 26 staff members 
will be required during this phase. During the operation phase, the waste management plan 
recommends storage of electrical and electronic waste, electronic waste and liquid waste. 

0.4. LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL POLICY FRAMEWORK  

The ESIA contains a summary analysis of the policies, programs, environmental strategies, 
biodiversity, electricity, etc., and the regulatory and legislative aspects of the project under 
study. To this end, a brief review of Senegal's environmental policy was carried out, but also 
and above all of the relevant legislative, regulatory and normative texts in the context of the 
project. This framework translates and takes into account the international treaties ratified by 
Senegal and that may be relevant to the management of the expected risks and impacts during 
the implementation of this project. 

The environmental and social management of the project will involve the following actors:  

 The Teranga Niakhar Storage Project Management which ensures the coordination of 
the project; 

 Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development (MEDD ) services, notably 
the DEEC and the DREEC of Fatick; 

 The MEP authorities, notably Senelec, the CRSE; 
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 The  Regional Water and Forest  inspection of Fatick and the departmental sector of 
Fatick; 

 The DCP and the National Fire Brigade through the Fatick Fire Company; 
 The Regional Hydraulic Division (DRH) of Fatick; 
 The Regional Labor and Social Security Inspectorate of Fatick (IRTSS); 
 The Regional Hygiene Brigade of Fatick; 
 The Regional Committee for Environmental and Social Monitoring (CRSE) of the 

Fatick Region; 
 The Governor  of Fatick  Region; 
 The Commune of Niakhar ; 
 The Department of Fatick through the Prefect and the Departmental Council; 
 Local organizations and associations, NGOs, service providers, projects involved in 

rural development issues or social and environmental impact. 
Teranga Niakhar Storage will recruit an Environmental and Social Expert to ensure that 
Quality, Health, Safety and Environment standards are maintained. The intervention of these 
actors and others who  will be involved in the project will ensure an effective and sustainable 
implementation of the measures proposed in the ESIA, particularly in the ESMP. 

0.5. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE ENVIRONMENT  

The power plant will be located in the south of the Municipality of Niakhar, on an 59 ha site 
straddling the villages of Mbane, Kandiou 1 and 2 and Poukhame. The targeted site is limited. 

 To the north by the villages of Mbane (less than 100 m from the nearest dwellings), 
Nguéss (about 1 km away), the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack toll highway (about 300 m 
away), part of the Fatick-Bambey road which is right next to the site, a temporary 
watercourse and herbaceous and shrubby vegetation ;  

 To the south by the localities of Poukhame 1 and 2 (about 100 m away) and the town of 
Fatick, a Poukham village cemetery (about 350 m away), the Kaolack-Fatick HT line 
(right next to the site) and the the school for non-commissioned officers of the 
Gendarmerie (Barracks General Waly Faye) at approximately 550 m;  

 To the east by the villages of Kandiou 1 and 2 (at about 150 m) and temporary water 
bodies;  

 To the west by the Fatick-Bambeye road and the MV line bordering this road (between 
300 and 50 m), and the Senelec electrical substation (about 200 m away), the University 
of Sine-Saloum site (about 400 m from a point west of the site and less than 100 m from 
the northwest of the site), a temporary watercourse and part of the Fatick-Kaolack HT 
line. 

To determine the environmental issues, an analysis of the environmental and social baseline 
situation in the project area was carried out.  

The Commune of Niakhar is characterized by a flat relief despite the existence of some low-
lying areas in the south and east of the commune, consisting of shallows and valleys. The site 
of the power plant is generally low, with altitudes varying between 4 and 10 m above sea level.  
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The Commune is occupied by Secondary, Tertiary and Quaternary formations which are at the 
origin of the pedological characteristics of the project area. Five types of soils are encountered 
in the communal area: tropical ferruginous soils with little leaching or Deck-dior, tropical 
ferruginous soils with leaching or Dior, tropical ferruginous soils without leaching or Deck, 
halomorphic soils (tans) and hydromorphic soils. 

The climate in the area is Sudano-Sahelian under the influence of the harmattan and the 
monsoon. In general, the highest speeds are noted in the dry period when the continental trade 
winds dominate (N, NE, N). Peaks occur between March and April (2.9m / s and 2.8m / s), and 
this period is dominated by the presence of the harmattan which can sometimes reach 3m / s. 
The minima are noted during the months of July (2.3m / s), August (1.9m / s), September (1.9m 
/ s) coinciding with the rainy season where the monsoon circulation dominates. 

The duration of insolation is important in the project area with a minimum of 6.1 h per day and 
a maximum of 8.6 h in April. The high insolation in the area is an asset for this solar power 
plant project. 

The rainfall is at the origin of the cloud cover which attenuates the insolation. However, it is 
characterized by an interannual variability and lasts only three months. Therefore August is the 
month with least sunshine. The average annual rainfall is 590 mm. Flooding can occur in the 
area, which should be taken into account in this project.  

Subsurface water bodies consist of the groundwater body (located between 15 and 20m), 
Maestrichtian water resources (between 300 and 350 m) and Paleocene water resources (at 
35 m). The surface waters in  the municipality are constituted of ponds and temporary marshes 
and an arm of the sea located in the southeast of the municipality. A section of the northern part 
of the site encroaches on a temporary watercourse. Water resources are prone to pollution and 
their use must be rationalized. 

The site is located in an agrarian area that has contributed to the modification of the natural 
habitat. However, there are species that are important to the local population and are used for 
traditional medicine, fodder and human consumption. In addition, Adansonia digitata, 
Zizyphus mauritiana and Faidherbia albida are species of particular conservation interest. In 
addition to these plant species, a local bird fauna has been identified.  

Regarding the social situation of the area, the study shows that the demography follows a 
sustained growth trend and the population is very young. 60.57% of the population is under 20 
years old. 

Basic social infrastructure is insufficient in the commune of Niakhar and is sometimes poorly 
equipped. Agriculture and livestock are the main sources of income, but there are many 
constraints on these activities. Salinization and soil degradation are problems in the area and 
livestock feed is expensive.  

0.6. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES IN THE PROJECT AREA  

While the installation and operation of a solar power plant will contribute to the reduction of 
carbon dioxide and greenhouse gas emissions, some of the objects around the site may be 
damaged.  
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 The soils identified on site are sensitive to water and wind erosion; 
 Temporary watercourses may be affected, one of which is located in the northern part 

of the site, a place where pollution is prone to occur if proper hygienic rules and 
pollution prevention measures are not enforced in the site operations. Groundwater must 
also be preserved; 

 · The air can be polluted by the generation of dust, especially during the construction 
phase.  

Environmental issues influence the social issues of the project. Water pollution can lead to a 
deterioration of the health of humans and animals. There may be impacts on the quality of life 
due to air and noise pollution, especially for the villages that are closer to the site. In addition 
to this risk, it is necessary to note the loss of arable land which at the same time serves as a 
grazing area in an area where the income-generating activities are agriculture and livestock. 

0.7. PUBLIC CONSULTATION  

The ESIA was carried out in consultation with all the stakeholders concerned by the project at 
national, regional, departmental and local levels. The various meetings held as part of the public 
consultations showed that the project is socially acceptable. The process of sharing information 
and collecting all the opinions, recommendations and fears of the stakeholders was appreciated 
by all stakeholders, who welcomed the project with great enthusiasm. However, they 
recommend that a detailed ESIA be carried out on the human and biophysical environment and 
that all their recommendations be taken into account. Teranga Niakhar Storage should pay 
particular attention to the application of the recommendations formulated in the ESMP but also 
take into account the needs of the populations whose satisfaction would strengthen their 
adherence to the project. 

0.8. ANALYSIS OF TECHNOLOGICAL OPTIONS  

In this study, the following options were analyzed: 

 The "no project" option; 
 The "with project" option; 
 The location of the plant ;  
 The technology of electrical energy production ;  
 Energy storage technology.  

These options are analyzed on the basis of technological, socio-economic and environmental 
criteria. In view of this analysis, the "no project" scenario would contradict the main objectives 
of the new national energy policy based on an energy mix where renewable energies occupy an 
important part. This is especially true since solar energy offers significant opportunities for the 
production of electrical energy, which the country needs to advance its development.  

Regarding the analysis carried out on the location of the power plant, it shows that the choice 
of site is relevant not only for the proximity of the Senelec substation in Niakhar which 
facilitates the connection but also by the availability of surface where the panels could be fitted 
out and long periods of sunshine recorded throughout the year. 

As for the energy production and storage technologies, the comparison with other plants shows 
that the solar plant is the one with the least negative impacts on the environment. The 
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installations for the tracker system were chosen for their high efficiency capacity and while the 
Lithium ion batteries have minimal pollution levels and easy to recycle.  

Despite these choices, which take into account the environmental and social sensitivity of the 
environment in which the project is located, potentially negative impacts are identified. 
Nevertheless, positive impacts are also identified. 

0.9. POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT  

Positive and negative impacts have been identified in both the construction and operation 
phases. They concern the physical and social environment. 

 IN THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE  

The impacts identified within the framework of the project in the construction phase are given 
in the table below. 

Table 1 : Positive and negative impacts identified during the construction phase 

Receiver 
component 

Activity/ 
source 

Impact 
Mitigation and enhancement 

measures 

Positive impacts 

Socio-
economic 
activities 

Establishment 
and operation 
of the site 

 Job creation ; 
 Opportunity 

for SMEs/ 
SMIs in the 
region. 

 Inform the local population 
and the local authorities of the 
start of the work; 

 Prioritize the recruitment of 
local labor with equal 
qualifications; 

 Facilitate the access of local 
businesses to procurement 
markets for goods and 
services. 

The negative impacts 

Air quality 
and climate 

Preparation, 
layout and 
construction 
work 

 Pollution from 
dust and 
exhaust 
emissions 

 Watering the tracks likely to 
generate dust; 

 Use existing trails; 

 Make air quality 
measurements; 

 Inform and educate the local 
population; 

 Carry out strict maintenance 
and technical control of the 
vehicles. 

Soil and 
topography  

Preparation, 
development 
and 

 Compaction 
and settling;  

 Structure 
destruction; 

 Conduct geotechnical 
studies; 

 Educate drivers; 
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construction 
work 
construction 
work 

 Contamination.  Limit the construction site to 
the strictly necessary area; 

 Ensure good waste 
management.  

Groundwater Preparation, 
layout and 
construction 
work 

 Soil and water 
pollution  

 Ensure that no vehicle 
maintenance will be allowed 
on site; 

 Collect used oil for recycling; 

 Set up sanitary facilities and 
changing rooms in the 
facilities in compliance with 
the standards; 

 Implement a rapid response 
procedure in the event of a 
major spill of hazardous 
materials on the ground. 

Surface water Preparation, 
layout and 
construction 
work 

 Pollution risk; 
 Water Erosion; 
 Disruption of 

runoff. 

 Collect and dispose of 
construction waste; 

 Preserve natural water runoff; 
 Conduct geotechnical and 

hydrological studies. 

Drinking 
water 

Water use for 
site and 
personnel 
needs 

 Decline in 
available water 
resources 

 Promote a rational water 
management policy in the 
construction site; 

 Coordinate with relevant 
stakeholders in the 
management of water 
resources. 

Flora Site clearing  Loss of 
vegetation; 

 Proliferation of 
invasive 
species. 

 Address a correspondence to 
the forestry sector of Fatick, 
provide the necessary 
documents and the 
coordinates of the site for 
observation; 

 Establish a request to cut the 
shrub species present after 
advice from the Forestry 
Sector; 

 Avoid the introduction and 
propagate of invasive species. 

Wildlife Development 
and 

 Disturbance of 
species 
present; 

 Carry out a follow-up of the 
fauna, the avifauna in 
particular; 
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construction 
work 

 Habitat Losses; 
 Mortality. 

 Mark out work areas and limit 
access to adjacent areas; 

 Reduce noise at the source. 

Land use and 
allocation 

Land 
acquisition 

 Loss of arable 
land 

 Accompanying people with 
the company's CSR activities; 

 Respect the commitments 
made with the city council. 

Pastoral 
activities 

Land 
acquisition 

 Forage and 
range losses  

 Provide watering holes 
around the site and ensure 
their maintenance; 

 Develop a reforestation plan 
with the populations and the 
competent authorities, using 
appropriate species. 

Living 
environment  

Construction 
work;  

Transport of 
equipment 

 Deterioration 
of the living 
environment 

 Use low-noise equipment and 
tools and respect the 85 dB 
limit at 1 m; 

 Ensure waste traceability; 

 Timely entry of pneumatic 
tools, machines and 
equipment to keep the noise 
level generated at an 
acceptable level. 

Hygiene, 
Health and 
Safety of 
workers and 
populations 

Construction 
work;  

Transport of 
equipment 

 Lung or 
respiratory 
tract disorders, 
cardiovascular 
disorders, 
asphyxiation ;  

 Noise 
pollution;  

 Fire;  
 Contagious 

diseases  
  

  

  

  

 Implementing an HSE policy; 

 Establish an accident log; 

 Implement an awareness and 
prevention plan as soon as the 
work begins; 

 Avoiding or minimizing 
nuisance to road traffic; 
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 IN THE OPERATING PHASE  

Table 2 : Impacts identified during the operation phase 

Receiver 
component 

Activity/source Impact Mitigation and enhancement measures 

Positive impacts 

Weather Energy 
production from 
solar 

CO2 
equivalent 
reduction 

 Compensate for the vegetation 
destroyed by reforestation around 
the site; 

 Limit the use of equipment that 
emits greenhouse gases 

Socio-
economic 
activities 

Operation of the 
plant 

Job creation Favor the local workforce 

Increase in 
national 
electricity 
production 

 Respect the clauses of the contract 
with Senelec; 

 Ensure a continuous supply of 
electricity. 

Participation in 
local 
development 
and increased 
income for the 
municipality 
(CSR policy 
expectation). 

 Respect the commitments made 
with Niakhar City Hall; 

 Restore the livelihoods of people 
affected by the project; 

 Carry out the actions developed in 
the memorandum of 
understanding; 

 Regularize tax payments; 

 Value the project's externalities on 
the carbon market. 

Negative impacts 

Soil and 
groundwater  

Maintenance 
work 

  

 Water 
contaminati
on 

 Limit accidental spills and leaks by 
providing anti-pollution kits during 
maintenance;  

 Inform and train workers in the 
implementation of waste 
management programs. 

Soil and 
surface water  

Presence of 
module fields 
and their 
maintenance 

 Water 
Erosion; 

 Stormwater 
Disruption; 

 Surface 
water 
contaminati
on.  

 Ensure proper stormwater 
management; 

 Manage waste rationally; 

 Install storm water drains. 
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Receiver 
component 

Activity/source Impact Mitigation and enhancement measures 

Drinking water  Maintenance 
work  

 Soil and 
water 
pollution;  

 Loss of 
water 
resources. 

 Implement a policy to reduce water 
consumption; 

 Send a request for water supply to 
the steering committee of the 
Mbane borehole under the DRH of 
Fatick, with an appeal to the sub-
prefect of Niakhar in case of 
connection to the local network. 

Sound 
environment 

Operation of 
equipment and 
maintenance 
work  

 Generation 
of noise 
and 
vibration  

 Ensure good planning of the 
maintenance of the equipment to 
limit the breakdowns and to reduce 
the displacements of the vehicles; 

 Select suitable vehicles in good 
condition for the transportation of 
personnel and for maintenance 
trips. 

Fauna and flora  Maintenance 
work  

 Pollution; 
 mortality 

 Maintain the herbaceous layer; 

 Reduces noise aspects. 

Socio-
economic 
activities  

Operation of the 
plant  

 Job 
Creation; 

 Power 
generation 

 Respect the commitments made 
with the city council; 

 Valuing project externalities on the 
carbon market. 

Living 
environment  

Maintenance 
work 

 Deteriorati
on of the 
living 
environme
nt  

 Establish a schedule and 
procedures that limit noisy work to 
a minimum; 

 Collect, sort and transport waste to 
authorized sites. 

   

Landscape  Operation of the 
plant  

 Landscape 
change  

 Rehabilitate the vegetation cover 
by developing a landscaped area 
within the site; 

 Level the surfaces. 

Health, safety 
and security 

Operation of the 
plant  

 Optical 
effects; 

 Electromag
netic field ; 

 Noise 
pollution  

 Establish hedges around the site of 
the solar power plant;  

 Implement effective on-site 
hydrocarbon management 
procedures; 

 Installing water reserves on site 
(tank or basin) to fight a possible 
fire; 
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Receiver 
component 

Activity/source Impact Mitigation and enhancement measures 

 Install silencers in the ventilation 
ducts (if necessary). 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. CONTEXT OF THE STUDY  

The present Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) is carried out within the 
framework of the environmental regulations and the Senegalese administrative procedures 
relating to the requests for authorization to build and operate a 30MWp solar power plant 
supplying a 15MW/45MWH storage system in the Niakhar Commune, Department and Region 
of Fatick. 

According to the ICPE nomenclature (A1400 and A1401), the law 2001-01 of January 15, 2001 
on the Environmental Code (Articles 09 to 11) as well as its application decree (article R40 and 
appendix 1), the electrical energy production activity is classified as category one (01) and must 
be the subject of a thorough impact study (EIA).  

Moreover, article L4 of the Environmental Code specifies that "the protection and enhancement 
of the environment are an integral part of the national policy of socio-economic and cultural 
development. Any development project set up in the country must take into account the 
imperatives of protection and enhancement of the environment. » 

Thus, this environmental and social assessment consists of carrying out an environmental and 
social impact assessment (ESIA) of the project of construction and exploitation of a 
photovoltaic power plant with a storage system in the Commune of Niakhar, Department and 
Region of Fatick.  

1.2. JUSTIFICATION OF THE PROJECT  

The Senegalese government and Senelec have taken a leading position in West Africa in 
integrating renewable energy into their energy mix. The successful development of the selected 
projects has resulted in a high penetration of renewable energy in the country's energy mix. The 
installed solar equipment reaches a total capacity of 131 MWp (105 MW) distributed over : 

 Senergy 2: 20 MWp 

 Malinkounda: 11 MWp 

 Senergy PV: 30 MWp 

 Kahone: 20 MWp 

 Ten Merina : 30MWp 

 Sakhal: 20 MWp 
The average maximum power demand on the grid in 2017 was 606 MW; the penetration of 
intermittent energy is therefore 17.4% (in France, the same ratio is less than 6%). During the 
hours of high irradiation (between 2pm and 3pm), solar energy represents more than 30% of 
the total energy produced. This high penetration rate, combined with a lack of spinning reserve, 
leads to a high frequency instability thus causing  network outages. The current spinning reserve 
capacity in the country is about 20 MW and is well below the recommended level capable of  
stabilizing the grid. 

This situation creates an urgent need for a frequency control system that can (i) stabilize the 
grid frequency by absorbing overproduction or releasing energy in case of underproduction and 
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(ii) produce clean and competitive energy at peak hours when solar plants are off and demand 
is highest. 

Solar photovoltaics combined with energy storage systems (ESS) have started to develop in 
recent years. Today, storage is technically and economically competitive with conventional 
spinning reserves based on thermal power generation. This trend is mainly due to two ongoing 
improvements in the energy sector, namely the decreasing costs of solar photovoltaic power 
plants (which in fact are one of the cheapest energy sources in the world) and the large-scale 
implementation of battery storage technologies. 

In Senegal, with the country's high solar irradiation, a solar PV-powered SSE installation offers 
Senelec a unique solution to meet current and future grid needs. By providing a better match 
between solar energy generation and maximum demand on the grid, the hybrid solution will 
also provide additional frequency control support to the grid operator. 

The implementation of this project must comply with Senegalese environmental regulations, 
particularly Articles L4 and L5, which call for the Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable 
Development (MEDD) to take into account the issue of the environment and its governance in 
conjunction with the State Technical Services (STE), local authorities and the population. 

1.3. OBJECTIVES OF THE ESIA  

This study will highlight all the risks and potential impacts on the receiving environment. 
Depending on their nature, it will propose improvement and mitigation measures and necessary, 
compensation measures if required.  

In summary the objectives of the ESIA are to highlight:  

 The regulatory obligations to be respected during the implementation, operation and, if 
necessary, closure and dismantling phases of the solar power plant; 

 The receiving environments (human, biological and physical) by highlighting the 
potential positive and negative impacts during the different phases of the project; 

 An Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) that proposes improvement, 
mitigation and even compensation measures for the potential impacts of the project;  

 Guidance and recommendations to assist in decision making; 

 The expectations of the populations on the potential impacts of the project and 
especially to involve them more in the decision making process.  

1.4. METHODOLOGY FOR CONDUCTING THE ESIA  

The impact study was undertaken guided by recognized methods, allowing the identification 
and evaluation of the project's impacts on the environment to the best of current knowledge. 

The approach used to conduct this environmental assessment is generally guided by the 
requirements of the Senegalese Environmental Code and related texts. 

In practice, the ESIA was conducted in three main stages: study initiation, data collection and 
data processing. 
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 STUDY INITIATION 

This step was carried out as follows: 

 Exchange and meeting with the Teranga Niakhar Storage team in charge of the project; 

 Collection and analysis of documents relevant to the study (reports, plans, geographic 
coordinates, etc.); 

 Preparation and submission of the project notice, Installations Classified for the 
Protection of the Environment (ICPE) and TDRs to the MEDD; 

 Elaboration of the planning of the study; 

 Development of a questionnaire for the sponsor ; 

 Identification of stakeholders concerned by the project (administrative authorities, State 
technical services, municipal authorities and the populations closest to the plant site, 
etc.); 

 Preparation of the site visit. 
This step allowed the firm to identify the elements to be taken into account in this study. 

 DATA COLLECTION  

Data collection was done through meetings and exchanges with the developer and other 
stakeholders, a review of existing literature on PV storage systems and panels, field visits and 
public consultations. 

1.4.2.1. Meeting and exchanges with the promoter  

Meetings and exchanges with Teranga Niakhar Storage provided basic data on the project 
(plans, technical documents, land documents, etc.). 

1.4.2.2. Document research  

The document research consisted essentially of collecting information on the biophysical and 
socioeconomic characteristics of the project's areas of influence, as well as on the political, 
legislative and regulatory framework governing the environment in Senegal. All of the 
documents consulted are listed in the bibliography that will be appended to the report.  

Data were collected from ETS and other interested parties (administrative and local authorities).  
Others, however, are accessible through internet search engines, or websites such as those of 
the DEEC, the National Agency for Statistics and Demography (ANSD), the Electricity Sector 
Regulatory Commission (CRSE), the World Bank, etc. 

1.4.2.3. Site visit  

This step was carried out as follows: 

 Development of maps of the project site and its immediate vicinity; 

 Identification of existing sensitive areas; 

 Visit of the site by the team of the Cabinet EES and Teranga Niakhar Storage ; 

 Submission of preliminary information letters for public consultations with 
stakeholders. 

This visit allowed the firm to (i) know the site, (ii) appreciate and identify the study area, (iii) 
verify and validate the information collected during the document research, and (iv) appreciate  
the environmental and social sensitivity of the site. 
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1.4.2.4. Public Consultations  

Group and individual interviews were carried out with the actors involved in order to inform 
them and collect their opinions, fears and recommendations on the project. 

In this context, technical services were consulted at the national and regional level. Public 
meetings were also held with local residents. 

 DATA PROCESSING  

This step entails processing, analyzing and synthesizing all the information collected in the 
previous step.  

Thus, an environmental analysis was carried out to identify and evaluate positive and negative 
modifications of the project on the biophysical and human environment. 

The assessment of the environmental and social context of the existing site identified key 
environmental issues that relate to the available space, the built environment, and existing site 
use. 

The processing of all the data collected was done with software such as : 

 MS Word for text entry; 

 MS Excel for data management, analysis and graphic processing; 

 Arc Gis and Google Earth for the identification of the concerned areas and the realization 
of the maps. 

This data processing allowed the firm to: 

 Describe the initial project environment; 

 Identify and assess impacts; 

 Carry out the hazard study ; 

 Develop the ESMP. 
The description of these different parts allowed us to have a draft report validated by the 
promoter. 
At the end of these preliminary tasks of the consultant, this provisional report was produced in 
accordance with Ministerial Order No. 9472 MJEHP - DEEC dated November 28, 2001 on the 
content of the Environmental and Social Impact Assessment report.  

1.5. STRUCTURE OF THE ESIA  

The ESIA report is organized as follows: 

 Non-technical summary: an appreciative summary of the information provided, 
including the main findings and recommendations of the study; 

 Introduction: contextualizing the project and the ESIA as well as the methodology for 
conducting the study; 

 Project description and justification: justification of the project and site, technology 
used, determination of the geographical limits of the project area, etc. ; 

 Legal and institutional framework: outline of the legal framework of the study and 
reminder of the legislation related to the project at national, community and 
international levels; 
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 Analysis of the baseline: description of the baseline conditions (biophysical, socio-
economic and cultural environments);  

 Analysis of alternatives: description of the project alternatives with an identification 
of feasible alternatives, a comparative analysis of the alternatives, a justification of the 
choice and a description of the chosen alternative; 

 Impact assessment: assessment of the likely impacts (positive or negative, direct or 
indirect, cumulative, short, medium or long term) that the project is likely to generate 
during the construction and operation phases; 

 Danger Study : evaluation of the risks of technical accidents by an analysis of the risks 
and the proposal of safety measures and an emergency plan; 

 Environmental and Social Management Plan including the environmental 
monitoring and follow-up plan: identification and description of measures to control, 
mitigate and compensate for negative impacts; 

 Public consultations: presentation of the public consultation reports for the 
introduction of the project, the public consultation process throughout the project;  

 Conclusion: a general conclusion based on the main measures to be taken to limit or 
eliminate the most significant negative impacts and to indicate the shortcomings that 
could reduce the validity of the results obtained; 

 Appendices: technical appendices complete the report and include useful and 
complementary information for the understanding of the whole project. 

1.6. PRESENTATION OF THE EES CABINET  

EES Sarl is an office in the study, design, engineering and consulting for industry, local 
communities, development organizations, the Administration, etc. 

The firm is strongly focused on environmental assessments, training and general aspects related 
to Environment, Health and Safety. 

Having the approval of the Ministry in charge of the Environment (ministerial n° 2147 of 
18/02/2013) as well as that of the Directorate of Civil Protection for the realization of hazard 
studies and internal operation plans, EES has carried out several activities validated by the 
Directorate of the Environment and Classified Establishments with the participation of the 
Directorate of Civil Protection 

EES is a pool of high-level multidisciplinary experts working in the energy, chemical and 
petrochemical industries, agribusiness, food industry, construction and public works. Its fields 
of intervention  focus on the diagnosis of emissions and immissions, engineering and 
consulting, quality, environment, health and safety, training and assistance. 

The environmental impact assessment of the construction and operation of a solar photovoltaic 
power plant with a storage system by Teranga Niakhar Storage was carried out by a 
multidisciplinary team consisting of : 
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Table 3 : Consultants who participated in the study  

First and last name Title 

Serigne Mouhamadou DIOP Polytechnic engineer, energy specialist, environmentalist 

Fatou DIOP QHSE Engineer 

Aissatou SENE Environmental geographer  

Ndèye SAGNE Environmental geographer specializing in GIS 

Serigne Omar SENE Naturalist and QHSE engineer 

Astou Mbacké MBAYE Geographer 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROJECT  

2.1. HISTORY OF THE PROJECT  

In recent years, the renewable share of Senegal's energy mix has increased significantly. 
Senelec has thus been able to reduce its production costs and become less dependent on fossil 
fuels. However, intermittent energy production, of which renewable energies are a part, has a 
significant penetration rate on the network. In fact, it represents 17.4% of the average maximum 
power demand. In addition, during the hours of high irradiation, solar energy represents 30% 
of the total energy produced. This high penetration rate combined with the lack of a spinning 
reserve leads to high frequency instability and network outages. 

In order to maintain grid stability, Senelec must have a sufficient spinning reserve for 
intermittency management and frequency regulation. The energy storage solution, while 
solving the above-mentioned problems, will reduce the system's operating costs and facilitate 
the integration of future renewable projects in the short and medium term while improving its 
quality of service.  

This storage system must be able to: 

- Provide a fast response spinning reserve (in the millisecond range); 

- Provide clean electricity during periods of high demand when solar plants are 
unavailable; 

- Participate in the network restart (black-start) ; 

- Offer technical and economic advantages. 

Due to the high solar irradiation in Senegal and the low cost of producing photovoltaic energy, 
a hybrid system with a storage unit composed of lithium-ion batteries powered by a solar plant 
seems to offer the ideal solution. This system will allow Senelec to meet current and future 
energy needs, while continuing to diversify its production sources. This approach is innovative 
and unprecedented in sub-Saharan Africa. 

The following table contains general information about Teranga Niakhar Storage: 

Table 4: General Project Information  

ADMINISTRATIVE IDENTIFICATION 

Company name Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS 

Name of the General Manager: Moustapha SENE 

Head office address: 
Dakar, Immeuble Alla Groupe Ouakam Lot N°68 Route 
Statue de la Renaissance 

Legal form: Public Limited Company (PLC) 

Capital (F CFA) : 500 million FCFA 

Address of the operating site Commune of Niakhar, Department and Region of Fatick 

PRODUCTION AND STORAGE CAPACITY 

Solar field power 30 MWp 

Storage power 15MW 
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Storage capacity  45MWh 

WORK ORGANIZATION  

Staffing: 
Permanent staff (CDI): 06 

Permanent employees (CDD): 15 

Need for employment for the 
new project 

Construction 
phase 

98 

Operation phase  26 

INFORMATION ON THE SITE OF IMPLANTATION 

Overall land holdings 59 ha 

Previous land use 
Agricultural activities with the cultivation of millet and 
peanuts 

IMMEDIATE ENVIRONMENT OF THE SITE 

Neighborhood of the site Northern boundary: villages of Mbane, Nguéss and the 
projected route of the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack toll highway.  

Southern boundary: Poukham 1 and 2 and the city of 
Fatick, a cemetery (about 350 m away), the Kaolack-Fatick 
HV line (right next to the site) and the Gendarmerie non-
commissioned officer school (General Waly Faye barracks) 
about 450 m away. 

Eastern boundary: villages of Kandiou 1 and 2 and 
temporary water bodies to the northeast. 
Western boundary: Fatick-Bambey road (350 m) and the 
Senelec electrical substation (250 m), the site of the 
University of Sine-Saloum (UFR of Fatick) and a temporary 
watercourse. 

2.2. PRESENTATION OF THE PROMOTER  

The project will be carried out by Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS, whose capital is 100% owned 
by Teranga Energies Développements SA. as developer.  

2.3. PROJECT ORGANIZATION  

The project will be implemented by the Vinci energy Group, a global player in the construction 
and concession business, whose various activities focus on energy, transport and 
communication infrastructures, plants, buildings and information systems. The Vinci Group is 
represented by Omexom, its brand specialized in projects for the production, transmission, 
transformation and distribution of electricity, up to its use throughout the grid. The latter is 
organized as follows: 
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Table 5: Organizational chart for the implementation of the project  

Service Position in the 
company 

Responsibility 
in the project 

Missions 

TERANGA NIAKHAR STORAGE 
General 
Management  

Developer  Search for 
financial and 
technical 
partners  

 Signature Authority;  

 Strategic decision;  

 Meeting with partners ;  

 Contract negotiation ; 

 Management. 
Rural 
Electrification 

Head of 
Department 

Project 
management 

 Meeting with the 
administrative authorities ;  

 Ensures the coordination 
between the different 
administrative services 
concerned;  

 Leads the ESIA impact 
studies; 

 Implement the CSR Policy. 
SENELEC Head of the 

Administrative 
Department of 
SENELEC 

Management of 
land titles  

 Negotiation to obtain the land 
rights. 

OMEXOM (company in charge of the works) 
Management / 
steering 
 

Head of the 
project 

In charge of the 
project 

 Ensure the execution of the 
project's stages over time by 
providing the necessary 
technical, human and financial 
resources; 

 Manage relationships with 
contractors, ensure contract 
management, change 
management and overall 
planning. 

Assistant to the 
project manager 

Assists the 
project manager 
in all his tasks 

Purchasing/Logi
stics 

Purchasing/Logi
stics Manager 

In charge of 
ordering 
equipment, 
materials and 
their transit 

 Ensure the supply of the site 
with the necessary equipment 
and materials to follow up on 
the purchase requests; 

 Control and monitor costs. 
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Service Position in the 
company 

Responsibility 
in the project 

Missions 

Support Administrative 
and financial 
manager 
QSE Manager 

Administrative 
and financial 
management 
QSE 
Management 

 Leading and participating in 
assignments, planning, 
management and coordination 
of financial and accounting 
administrative tasks. 

 Deploy a good QSE policy in 
the site 

 Environmental Officer  

 Guarantee the health and 
safety of the site's personnel 
and ensure the preservation of 
the environment 

Technical 
service 

Studies, tests, 
trials and 
measurement 
manager 

Technical 
installation 

 Organizes the technical means 
necessary for the proper 
operation of the facilities; 

 Ensures commissioning and 
control. 

2.4. LOCATION OF THE PROJECT  

The power plant will be built on a 59ha plot of land located south of the Commune of Niakhar, 
which is administratively dependent on the Department of Fatick, Region of the same name 
(see following map). The geographical coordinates of the power plant site are given in the 
following table. The location of the site at municipal level and the description of its environment 
are given in chapter 04 (reference situation of the project area). 

Table 6: Geographical coordinates of the site  

Points x y 

P1 348104.00 1589772.00 

P2 348104.00 1588437.00 

P3 347897.00 1588437.00 

P4 347504.00 1588652.00 

P5 347504.00 1589529.00 

P6 347308.00 1589529.00 

P7 347361.00 1589772.00 
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Map 1: Location of the plant site in the Fatick region   
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2.5. PRESENTATION OF THE TECHNICAL COMPONENTS OF THE 
PROJECT  

The different components of the photovoltaic plant are the installed equipment and the technical 
premises.  

The equipment that will be installed is :  
1. Polycrystalline modules ; 
2. Single-axis trackers ; 
3. Cables; 
4. Junction boxes with string fuses; 
5. The  fence. 

The technical rooms will be composed of :  

 Inverters and HV substations; 

 Battery storage system; 

 A Specific P50 yield (excluding battery and module power degradation): 3,350 
kWh/kWp/year; 

 A delivery station. 

 INSTALLED EQUIPMENT  

2.5.1.1. Photovoltaic solar modules  

They convert solar radiation directly into electricity (direct current) by means of the 
photovoltaic effect. This effect results from the movement of electrons in modules after contact 
of the solar rays with the interconnected semi-conductor photovoltaic cells.  

The photovoltaic cells used for this project will be of polycrystalline type, made from melting, 
cooling and assembling fragments of sillicon (see photo below).  

A total of 94,500 polycrystalline modules with a power range of 300 to 320 Wp will be installed 
with a peak power of 40.8 KWp. The rows will be composed of 90 photovoltaic panels installed 
in portrait mode. An inter-row distance is planned to avoid mutual shading of the panels and to 
maximize production. These cells are encapsulated between a transparent face (usually glass) 
and a reinforcing material (usually plastic or glass). 

Picture 1: Polycrystalline modules  

 

Source : http://www.elysun.fr/module-photovoltaique-polycristallin-210w.html 
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2.5.1.2. The module supports and the installation system of the photovoltaic panels  

The photovoltaic collectors will be installed on galvanized steel or aluminum support 
structures. 

 The supporting structures will be constituted as follows: 
o The 90 modules are installed on steel tracker structures;  
o 1 of 90 modules placed vertically; 
o The movement of the photovoltaic panels is along a single horizontal axis over a 

range of 50 to 100°C;  
o 1 control motor with a power of 1000 W 24VDC ; 
o The depth of the piles will be confirmed after conducting a pull-out test; 
o The minimum distance between the bottom of the module and the ground will be 

approximately 1.25 m when it is at 0°C and 1.95 m when it is inclined at 50°C ; 
o Each 90-module structure will be composed of 20 poles, this number will be 

confirmed after a pull-out test.  

 Anchor Type: 
Anchoring by driven poles: because of the depth of the anchoring, this system is insensitive 
to surface modifications, such as possible gullies and erosion caused by runoff water. This 
solution also limits the leveling of the ground. 

Picture 2: Module layout/ Tracker system model  

 

Source : OMEXOM 

2.5.1.3. Cables and junction boxes  

The panels are connected to each other by electrical cables, positioned at the back of the panels 
and along the supporting structures. The wiring is grouped in connection boxes (junction 
boxes), fixed at the back, from which the electricity will be recovered and routed to the 
inverters. These connection boxes integrate the protection elements (fuses, surge protectors). 

The outer cables are UV resistant, resistant to humidity and temperature variations. 

The cables that connect the different rows of modules to the transformer station will run along 
the anchoring systems of the tables, or will be placed in semi-buried troughs. In addition, the 
junction box will serve as a connection point for the different module cables of each tracker. It 
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will be located in a place accessible to the operators and will include identification labels and 
danger signs. 

 

Figure 1: Underground network cabling system   

2.5.1.4. The fence  

A fence will be installed to ensure the security of the site against any outside intrusion 
(vandalism, theft, animals). It will be made of heavy wire mesh 152.4 cm high with a diameter 
of 3 mm. The fence made of three lines of barbed wire will be 3900 m away. There will also be 
an access gate and a gate for pedestrian traffic. 

Physical surveillance of the site will also be provided by a security company. 

 TECHNICAL ROOMS  

2.5.2.1. HV substations and inverters 

The power generated by the inverters requires an additional voltage increase to reach the 
required voltage for the grid which will be done by the transformer.  

Inverters are required to convert direct current (DC) electricity to alternating current (AC) for 
connection to the grid. A large number of strings of modules in series and strings in parallel are 
connected to the inverters. The plant will be equipped with 2 power transformers of 4500kVA 
- 0.40kV/30kV and 175 decentralized inverters of power 175kVA 1500Vdc of Huawei brand 
or equivalent.  

2.5.2.2. Storage system  

2.5.2.2.1. Description 

The system will be composed of lithium-ion batteries with a net useful capacity of 45 MWh, 
with the following characteristics: 

 Regulation of the network frequency according to Senelec's requirements;  
 The frequency will be regulated according to a dead band of 0.6 Hz around a target 

value to be defined; 
 The maximum storage reserve will be mobilized for a variation of 0.9 Hz along a 

linear curve; 
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 The battery will be charged and discharged over the course of day and night according 
to the criteria defined by Senelec. 

2.5.2.2.2. Anatomy of a Lithium-ion cell  

In the most basic sense, the term "Li-ion battery" refers to a battery where the negative electrode 
(anode) and the positive electrode (cathode) serve as hosts for lithium ions (Li +). Lithium ions 
pass from the anode to the cathode during discharge and are intercalated (inserted into voids) 
in the crystallographic structure of the cathode. The ions change direction during recharging, 
as shown in the figure below: 

Figure 2 : Operation of a lithium-ion cell 

 
Source: NFPA (National Fire Protection Association, 200X) Energy Storage System Using 
Lithium-ion Battery Hazard Assessment Report 
In a Li-ion cell, the alternating layers of anodes and cathodes are separated by a porous film 
(separator). An electrolyte composed of an organic solvent and dissolved lithium salt is the 
medium for transporting lithium ions. A cell can be constructed by stacking alternating layers 
of electrodes (the classic method for high capacity prism cells) or by winding long strips of 
electrodes to achieve a typical "roll cake" configuration of cylindrical cells, as shown in 
Picture 3. 
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Picture 3: Base of a Lithium-ion cell 

 

Source: National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Lithium-ion Battery Energy Storage 
System Hazard Assessment Report 

Picture 4: Unrolled cell revealing several layers: the separator is white, the 
aluminum current collector (cathode part) is shiny (bottom) 

 

Source: National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) Lithium-ion Battery Energy Storage 
System Hazard Assessment Report 
The battery will charge and discharge during the day and night according to the criteria defined 
by Senelec. The battery lifetime is 10 years. 

2.5.2.2.3. Specific features of the storage system 

The purpose of the storage system will be, according to the priorities defined by Senelec: 

 Frequency regulation; 
 Smoothing the production of the PV plant and delivering energy to the network on 

request from the dispatch; 
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 Participation in network black-start procedures; 
  Piloting of the departure towards Fatick in case of absence of the network. 

2.5.2.3. Delivery post  

The electricity produced, after having been possibly increased in voltage, is injected into the 
network via the Senelec substation located less than 200m from the project site. 

It is made up of 3 MV outlets which are Niakhar, Fimela and Fatick. Fimela, Niakhar, the city 
of Fatick, as well as the surrounding localities are supplied by this post. 

The transformer has a power of 40 MVA with voltages of 225 kV / 30 kV. The 225 kV voltage 
is supplied by the new Fatick-Kaolack line and the 30 kV serve the distribution networks. 

2.5.2.4. Counters  

A metering system with at least one battery meter, one PV generation meter and one grid meter, 
should also be installed. It will allow the batteries to meet the operational demands demanded 
by Senelec. 

 DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES IN THE CONSTRUCTION PHASE  

The activities in the construction phase will take place in four stages: 

 

Figure 3 : Description of activities in the construction phase  

2.5.3.1. Site preparation 

The site will be prepared by cutting of trees and levelling, as well as the construction of access 
tracks. Nine tracks of 5m width will be built between the solar panel modules within the 
perimeter of a site. Tracks will be constructed with a 20cm laterite baselayer. 

•Tracing and construction of access roads
•Tree cutting
•Land leveling
•Establishment of the site

Site preparation

•Arrangement of equipment storage areas
•Sanitary installation
•Fencing
•Staking of table supports

Preparation of the ground

•Installation of the tracker system mechanism
•Installation of modules
•Cable connection

Equipment installation

•Installation of UPS / transformer stations
•Connection of cables to the delivery station
•Operational tests

Installation of technical 
stations
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Figure 4 : Description of a track 

Source: Teranga Niakar Storage 
 
The tracks will be created by leveling and compacting the platform. If there is a need for 
occasional backfilling, only the materials present on the site will be used. 
 

2.5.3.2. Preparation of the grounds 

The preparation of the land requires the creation of storage areas for the various equipment. A 
platform is planned for the storage of the components of the photovoltaic solar power plant on 
the site. All the components will be packaged in transport packaging (pallets) and stored on the 
site during the work. 

The site facilities will consist of: 

 Covered dining hall                50 places 

 Sanitary container                  2 units 

 Material container                  3 units 

 Container office meeting room                 2 units 

 Waste dumpster including monthly collection    3 units 
 

2.5.3.3. Equipment installation 

Installation of photovoltaic panels, which will operate according to a tracker system, and 
installation of the modules and connection of cables. 
 

2.5.3.4. Technical station installation 

Installation of the photovoltaic panels will be followed by installation of related equipment such 
as inverters and transformers. The installation will then be connected to the Senelec substation. 
The last phase of construction activities will comprise testing and commissioning, as the first 
attempt to start up the plant. 
 

 DESCRIPTION OF ACTIVITIES DURING THE OPERATION OF THE 

POWER PLANT  

The activities of the plant in the operational phase are as follows: 

 Preventive and corrective maintenance of the various technical equipment (maintenance 
of refrigeration units and equipment); 

 Cleaning the solar panels and the site; 
 Managing relations with dispatching; 
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 Monitoring of operations. 

2.5.4.1. Security monitoring system  

Video surveillance cameras as well as drones will be installed to ensure site security. 

2.5.4.2. Fire prevention measures  

Each installed container includes a system designed to detect and suppress any fire. If smoke is 
detected or the system is manually triggered, the alarm bell sounds, the strobe vibrates and is 
followed by a flash, then a clean fire suppression substance (NOVEC 1230) will be released. 
The fire detection and suppression system consists of the following main components: 

 

 two levels of smoke detectors made up of a detection system based on the detection of 
Aspiration smoke (DFA) and regular infrared heat; 

 central fire control panel: monitoring of all sensors, alarms and control of all relays in 
the suppression systemde. 

 
 

 

Figure 5: Fire detection and suppression system  

2.5.4.3. Site security measures  

 During the construction phase  
In order to ensure security against any external intrusions (vandalism, theft, animals), the plant 
site will be fenced. The fence will be 3900 m apart with a height of about 2 m with three lines 
of barbed wire. 

The guarding will be completed by an electronic alarm system. 

 In the operating phase  
Video surveillance cameras as well as drones will be installed in the site.  

2.5.4.4. Health and safety policy  

Health and safety management at the project site during the construction and operation phases 
will be provided by the VINCI Energies Group. The Group's general policy is based on the 
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principle of "safety first" with the objective of "zero accidents". Omexom is the VINCI Energies 
brand specializing in projects involving the production, transmission, transformation and 
distribution of electrical energy, right through to its use in the regions. Omexom is certified ISO 
9001: 2015, ISO 14001: 2015 and OHSAS 18001: 2007 for its activities in the management, 
design, construction, commissioning, operation and maintenance of photovoltaic plants.  

In order to achieve this objective and to continuously improve its safety performance, Omexom 
is taking the following actions:  
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 Analysis of working conditions, dangerous situations, work accidents and occupational 
diseases;  

 The evaluation and internal management of dangerous situations and the reporting of 
near misses. 

In addition, Omexom ensures that any subcontractor complies with VINCI Group's safety 
policy and takes concrete actions to mitigate the risks associated with the work performed, 
including prevention which includes: 

 Training; 

 Promoting respect for safety as a value on and off the job.  

During construction, the Omexom supervisor will also take special care, for the company and 
all subcontractors, to ensure: 

 The cleanliness of the site by regular cleaning of the interior and exterior boxes, 
accesses and passage areas, as well as the work areas; 

  The correct execution of the sorting of waste on the building site (the burning of 
waste on the building site is prohibited); 

 The correct execution of the delivery procedures; 

 Control of the environmental quality of the materials and products used. 

A Health and Safety Officer will be appointed at the beginning of the project. The Health and 
Safety Officer will prepare a safety plan applicable to all phases of construction of the project. 

2.6. TIMETABLE OF THE PROJECT  

The construction of the solar power plant with storage system in the Commune of Niakhar will 
take 12 months and will be carried out according to the following schedule: 
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Table 7: Project Implementation Schedule  

Activities Month 

1 

Month 

2 

Month 

3 

Month 

4 

Month 

5 

Month 

6 

Month 

7 

Month 

8 

Month 

9 

Month 

10 

Month 

11 

Month 

12 

Project development; Preliminary studies             

Clearing and leveling of the site             

Installation of the fence              

Reception in Dakar of construction 

materials from abroad  

            

Basic installation on site and technical 

premises  

            

Development of on-site storage areas and 

internal tracks 

            

Foundations and installation of metallic 

structures  

            

Installation of the panels             

Inverter and transformer installations              

Storage battery installations             

Electrical wiring             

Connection to the Niakhar electrical 

substation 

            

Testing and commissioning of the plant             
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2.7. RESOURCES REQUIRED FOR THE REALIZATION OF THE PROJECT  

 ACQUISITION AND SECURING OF LAND  

The power plant will be built on a 59 ha plot of land located in the Commune of Niakhar. This 
land was made available to Senelec by deliberation of the municipal council, and has been the 
subject of the PV No. 06/CNR/2016 of May 21, 2016. It will be retroceded to Teranga Niakhar 
Storage by Senelec. The retrocession procedure is underway. This land for agricultural use 
exploited by the populations of the surrounding villages is part of the national domain. 

 NEED FOR MANPOWER  

The project will result in the recruitment of skilled and unskilled personnel. Thus, jobs will be 
created during site development, civil works, transportation and equipment installation. 

The project manager will call upon local subcontractors to reinforce his team. In this case, he 
will make sure that the environmental, social, health and safety standards also apply to these 
subcontractors. 

Around the construction sites that require a local workforce, we can expect the development of 
small local markets and a local economy (restaurants, small businesses, etc.). 

Teranga Niakhar Storage expects to create 98 direct jobs during the construction of the plant 
and 26 during the operation phase. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will apply the provisions of the Labor Code and its various decrees 
of application to ensure good working conditions. It will promote the recruitment of local 
personnel to ensure the ownership of the project by the local population. In addition, it will 
implement a communication and awareness plan on STIs/AIDS, rape, sexual abuse, etc. 

 MATERIALS AND EQUIPMENT NEEDED FOR THE CONSTRUCTION  

During the construction phase, the equipment and materials required are : 

 Bulldozers and shovels during site preparation (cutting vegetation and leveling the 
ground, installing fencing, creating access roads); 

 Shovels during the construction of the electrical network (opening of the trenches); 

 Manuscopic machines for the implementation of the photovoltaic system; 

 Crane trucks during the installation of the inverters-transformers and the delivery station 
as well as during the cabling and electrical connection; 

 Hydraulic excavator for anchoring the poles. 

 WATER REQUIREMENTS  

2.7.4.1. In the construction phase  

The water will be used for civil engineering work and to supply staff. It will come from the 
SDE network; the Mbane borehole will also be able to meet the water demand during the 
construction phase (according to the Fatick Regional Hydraulics Division). For the supply of 
water to the personnel, mineral water bottles and sachets can be used. 
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2.7.4.2. In the operating phase  

The water requirements during this phase are mostly for : 

 Cleaning and maintenance of signs and premises; 

 Drinking and sanitary uses; 

 The fire network. 

In order to allow the regular cleaning of the photovoltaic modules, about 80 m3 of water will 
be needed per month.  

 ENERGY REQUIREMENTS  

During the construction phase, the power will be supplied by Senelec and a generator in case 
of unavailability of electricity from Senelec. 

 TRANSPORT OF EQUIPMENT  

Equipment will be transported to the plant by heavy or light vehicles from suppliers or from the 
Dakar Autonomous Port (for imported equipment). For this purpose, the transport vehicles will 
use the available and authorized access roads. 

 WASTEWATER MANAGEMENT  

The wastewater that may be generated is associated with the cleaning of equipment (concrete 
mixer, wooden box, shovels, photovoltaic panels, etc.) and the use of sanitary facilities. The 
sanitary wastewater generated will be collected in a septic tank that will be maintained during 
all phases of the project. It will then be taken care of by an approved service provider. 

 SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT  

Teranga Niakhar Storage will pay particular attention to the management of waste generated 
during the construction activities of the plant. The construction contractor and its subcontractors 
will be responsible for the management of all waste from the construction site. They will be 
responsible for its removal, transportation and treatment in appropriate conditions. Teranga 
Niakhar Storage will put in place an HSE manager to supervise these activities. 

During the operation phase, waste such as broken panels and used batteries will be stored in 
accordance with the standards and then evacuated in a regular way in the dedicated recycling 
centers. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will implement a waste management system that will: 

 Store waste in safe conditions prior to disposal; 

 Promote the recovery of waste and ensure its traceability; 

 Dispose of or have this waste disposed of in good conditions and in facilities that comply 
with the standards in force and promote their recovery as much as possible; 

 Produce waste that is less hazardous to health and the environment; 

 Sort waste ; 

 Avoid mixing materials of different nature or destination; 

 Separately collect special waste. 
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The management of green waste following the felling of trees for the construction of the solar 
power plant in Niakhar. 

 Assembly and storage of waste 
After the trees have been cut down, OMEXOM agents will collect all the tree and shrub waste. 
The waste will be stored in an area on the perimeter of the plant and near the gate. The agents 
will sort between woody, leaves and shrubs before storing them. This waste will be spread out 
over the entire available area to promote rapid drying. 

Storage of the waste is expected to last until the dead wood and brush is actually dried, 
approximately one (1) month at most.  

 Recovery of waste by neighboring villages 
At the end of the storage period, we will invite the chiefs of the surrounding villages to come 
and collect the dead wood to distribute it to the concessions in order to make firewood.  

This recovery will be done within a week, taking into account the means of transport used and 
the proximity or not.  

 Removal of leaf litter and other twigs 
The brush, dead leaves or other residues, in case the villagers do not need them, will be buried 
or burnt openly. 

The table below summarizes the waste management system recommended within the solar 
power plant. 

Table 8: Waste Management Plan  

Types of waste Collection methods Recommended 
treatment 

Construction phase 
Inert waste : 

o Earth and 
earthwork 
materials 

o Cement ; 
o Concrete ; 
o Rubble 

On-site reuse for land reclamation 
Recycling (manufacture of aggregates) 

Common waste : 
o Copper electric 

cables ; 
o Scrap metal from 

electrical cabinets. 
o Wood ; 
o Cardboard ; 
o Plastic bags ; 

Collect, sort and put each type of 
waste in a bin  

Reuse or energy 
recovery 
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Types of waste Collection methods Recommended 
treatment 

o  plastic module 
packaging 

Hazardous waste : 
o Paintings ; 
o Solvent-based 

varnishes ; 
o Used oil 

Put in a bin and a pictogram 
displayed on the bin 
 
 
Collection in a suitable bin 

Reuse 
 
 
 
Contract an approved 
service provider 

Operation phase 
Common waste : 

o Non-degradable 
plastic bags ; 

o Aluminium 
packaging ; 

o Toilet paper 

Put in a bin and a pictogram 
displayed on the bin 

To provide the plastic 
recycling plant with 

Dismantling phase  
Industrial waste : 

o Scrap metal from 
cabinets and 
fences; 

o Solar panels ; 
o Support table ; 
o Inverter. 

This action includes the dismantling 
of all project equipment at the end of 
its life cycle. 
Put in the different containers and 
transport by an approved 
organization. 

Recycling channel by 
the foreign supplier 
company 

 PROCEDURE FOR DISPOSAL OF USED BATTERIES   

The operator and its subcontractor must manage the waste generated in the construction and 
operation of the plant. The operator shall install marked waste bins or containers. Each 
subcontractor must sort waste at source and deposit it in the bins provided. 

The purpose of this procedure is to describe the steps and actions taken in the event of a proven 
failure of certain battery modules delivered to the field that cannot be installed in the battery 
system, or in the event of the removal of defective battery modules from the system during 
operation that must be disposed of. 

Due to the nature of the equipment, special attention is paid to safety and the environment. The 
supplier must comply with all applicable laws and regulations in Senegal. 

 Preparation 
The battery modules will be uninstalled from the brackets (if already mounted) according to the 
manufacturer's instructions. The supplier will conduct a review to assess the root cause of the 
failure, and determine if the modules can be transported safely. 

Modules must be completely unloaded before shipping. All modules must be free from cracks 
or damage to the outer protection to prevent electrolyte leakage. In the event of cracks or 
chemical leaks, the modules will be stored in a specific bin and evacuated to an approved or 
authorized waste treatment plant. In cases where the subcontractor is responsible for waste 
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management, he can only call on waste management service providers approved by the local 
authority. 

Prior to shipment, unloaded modules can be stored in a storage area covered with a layer of 
impermeable soil. Thus, the waste is not in contact with rainwater and cannot end up in the 
environment. Hazardous wastes should be stored in such a way as to avoid contact between 
incompatible wastes and to allow inspections between bins to control leaks and spills.   

 Shipping  
Empty modules can be transported in an unrefrigerated container. The packaging process must 
be the same as the delivery of the modules. Safety data sheets (SDS) informing about safety 
and environmental risks must be provided to the carrier. 
The supplier must prepare the packing slips and take care of all the authorizations required for 
the export of the modules outside the country of installation (if necessary). The customer must 
assist the supplier in this process. 
 
 Elimination  

Battery modules are returned to the manufacturer for proper disposal and recycling. If a root 
cause analysis is required, the modules can then be sent to a specialized third-party laboratory 
for investigation, on the basis of mutual agreement between the parties. 
 

  PROJECT ICPE NOMENCLATURE 

Table 9: ICPE classification applicable to the project 

A1400 Production and distribution of electricity, gas, steam and hot water, combustion, 
compression and refrigeration 

A1401 
  

Electricity production and distribution (Steam generator and turbine process) 

Whatever the capacity The project consists of the 
construction of a 30 MWp 
photovoltaic plant  

TO EIA 

A1402 
  

Production and distribution of electricity (combustion process) (thermal power stations, 
generator set, etc.) 

If the maximum thermal 
power is: 

 Greater than 50 KW Less 
than 500 KW. 

A generator will be installed on the 
site to serve as a backup in the 
event of unavailability of electricity 
from Senelec. This generator will 
have a power of less than 500 kW. 

D 
 

NO 
 

A2200 Collection (water intake), treatment, water distribution and sanitation 

A2102 Water collection (water intake), treatment and distribution 

 Installations for the intake 
and / or treatment of water 
when the capacity is  

 Greater than or equal to 
2000 m3 / d (A) 

Water needs will be met by drilling 
Mbane if possible. 50 m3 will be 
needed for cleaning the panels 
during the operating phase. The 
water collection or distribution unit 
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 Greater than 200 m3 / d but 
less than 2000 m3 / d (D) 

that will be installed taking into 
account the need will have a flow 
rate between 20 and 30 m3 / h 

S700 Flammable liquids 

S702 Flammable and combustible liquids (storage of) 

Whose flash point is less 
than 23 ° C and the initial 
boiling point is greater than 
35 ° C (Category B - highly 
flammable liquids) and 
whose storage capacity is: 

 greater than 2000 m3; (TO) 

 greater than 50 m3 but less 
than 2000 m3; (TO) 

 greater than 5 m3 but less 
than 50 m3. (D) 

Diesel is the fuel used to power the 
generator set and construction 
machinery. A tank with a quantity 
of approximately 1 m3 will be 
used. 
  

D NO 

S 900 Fuel products 

S 901 Coal, coke, lignite, peat, charcoal, tar, asphalt, pitch, bitumen, (deposits of): 

 The maximum quantity 
likely to be stored in the 
installation being: 

 greater than or equal to 300 
t; 

 greater than 30 t but less 
than 300 t. 

There will be no storage on site Unclassified NO 

Conclusion according to the Senegalese nomenclature on ICPEs, the energy production activity 
with a power of 30 MWp is a first-class installation and therefore subject to authorization. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

3. POLITICAL, LEGAL AND INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT  

3.1. INTRODUCTION  

Any development project or activity likely to affect the environment, as well as policies, plans, 
programs, regional and sectoral studies, must undergo an environmental assessment (Article 
L 48 of the Environmental Code). This allows permits to be obtained under national law, to 
meet the requirements of stakeholders and for project financing purposes. 
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This 15MW/45MWh storage system project powered by a 30 MW solar power plant in the 
Commune of Niakhar by Téranga Niakhar Storage SA will be carried out in accordance with 
national and international environmental and social requirements. For this purpose, this chapter 
presents the policy and regulatory framework of the relevant national legislation and 
international guidelines. 

3.2. THE POLITICAL FRAMEWORK  

The the environment in Senegal is becoming an increasing concern for decision makers. 
Senegal, like other countries in the world, is looking for ways to anticipate the consequences of 
human actions on the environment. This research has multiplied with the increased awareness 
of the degradation of our planet with the advent of several disasters related to oil spills or other 
pollution of the seas, the production of nuclear energy and the chemical industry. Industrial 
development in large cities has led, among other things, to pollution of all kinds and to 
urbanization. Since then, scientific research aims to find solutions to avoid the excesses of 
uncontrolled development and growth on a global scale. These problems have given rise to 
much debate on the issue of the environment. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a first wave of 
reflections and debates focused on the limits of growth and led to the first world conference on 
the environment (Institut de la Francophonie pour le development durable and University 
Senghor, 2019). 

Thus, the first United Nations Conference on Environment and Man held in Stockholm in June 
1972 highlighted and polarized the theme of zero growth and ecological development. It 
proclaimed "the right of human beings to a healthy environment and their duty to protect and 
improve it for future generations". 

Since then, new concerns about the environment have arisen. It is also in this context that the 
Government of Senegal has signed and ratified several international legal instruments for the 
protection of the environment. 

Policies, programs, legislative, regulatory and normative texts for environmental protection and 
economic and social development have also been adopted.  

This study will be governed by the conventions, agreements and treaties ratified by Senegal on 
the one hand, and by national regulations on the other hand. 

This project of Téranga Niakhar Storage.SA will be done in accordance with the policies, 
guidelines and strategies provided both at the national and international level in terms of 
environmental, social, economic, security and all other policies that apply to this project.  

For the drafting of this chapter, the plans, policies, programs, laws, decrees and all other texts 
developed at the national and international level in the context of environmental management, 
on the electricity sector, water, Health, Safety and Security (HSE), battery storage, etc. 
constitute the documentary reference base.  
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 ENERGY POLICY IN SENEGAL  

Senegal, like almost all developing countries, is facing an energy crisis that has lasted for 
decades. To face this situation, successive governments have undertaken several initiatives 
including: 

 the reforms of the energy sector to make it more efficient initiated in 1998 through law 98-
29 of 14 April 1998 on the electricity sector led to the creation of the Rural Electrification 
Agency and the Electricity Sector Regulation Commission; 

 the 2003 energy sector policy letter; 

 the 2008 energy sector policy letter; 

 the recovery plan and the restructuring of the energy sector which was implemented in 2011. 

However, despite the efforts made, the crisis in the sector had still not been resolved in a 
sustainable manner until 2012. The electricity service remained inefficient and the rate of access 
to electricity had still not reached the expected levels in addition to numerous disruptions that 
were regularly observed in the supply of electricity. 

Thus, in 2012, the Government put in place a policy for the development of the energy sector 
including the Lettre de Politique de Développement du Secteur de l'Énergie (LPDSE). 

At the time of signing of the 2012 LPDSE, Senegal was going through a deep energy crisis, 
mainly due to delays in investments but also to the increase in the price of oil per barrel. 
Disruptions were noted in the supply of electricity, crude oil and refined products, especially 
butane gas for household cooking needs. This situation had negative impacts on both the social 
and economic levels. 

The new state policy of October 2012 was based on two axes: situation and constraints of the 
sector and a vision and objectives of the new energy policy.  

The Government's strategy aims at "an emerging economy guaranteeing sustainable 
development, the positive effects of which are distributed in a spirit of solidarity". Energy 
diversification through renewable energies for electricity production is one of the strategies that 
has been retained. 

Thus, the Government intends to diversify energy sources, including renewable energies such 
as solar energy, which would stimulate strong economic growth and equitable social 
development.  

In order to establish its energy policy in a practical way, the State of Senegal launched a call 
for tenders for solar power plant projects in 2012. Of the 10 solar projects that received an 
agreement from the Ministry of Energy, only six (06) were selected. These are the power plants 
of: 

 The Bokhol power plant commissioned on August 12, 2016 with a capacity of 20 
MW; 

 Malicounda whose commissioning date began on September 24, 2017 with an 
installed capacity of 22 MW; 

 Santhiou Mékhé commissioned on November 02, 2017 with a capacity of 29.5 MW; 
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 TEN Merina commissioned on October 31, 2017 with a capacity of 29, 5 MW; 
Kahone commissioned on January 09, 2018 with an installed capacity of 20 MW; 

 Sakal commissioned on 09 August 2018 with an installed capacity of 20 MW. 

It should be noted that in addition to the promotion of these solar power plants selected, finally 
06 in number, the State is more committed with Senelec to improve the conditions of supply of 
electricity and its transfer price to consumers. Thus, significant investments are still made to 
rehabilitate and support the national distribution network.  

In 2014, Senegal adopted an economic and social development strategy called the Emerging 
Senegal Plan (ESP). This strategy, which aims to achieve economic emergence by 2035, 
constitutes the benchmark for economic and social policy in the medium and long term, and 
energy is one of its main pillars. The ESP naturally places the energy sector among the 
"foundations of emergence" aimed at guaranteeing broad and reliable access to cheap energy 
by 2035. The relaunch of the integrated electricity plan involves, among other things, the 
diversification of electricity production sources to rebalance the energy mix with the choice of 
developing production based on coal, gas, hydroelectric, solar and wind power. 

The ESP's flagship electricity recovery project, whose main objectives are to provide sufficient 
electricity (more than 1,500 MW of available installed capacity), in a reliable manner and at a 
competitive cost (between 60 and 80 FCFA/kWh), has enabled the implementation of many 
electricity production projects while developing the energy mix, including coal, 
hydroelectricity, wind power and solar energy. These projects have resulted in the reduction of 
the production deficit and reduced the undistributed energy from 44.9 GWh in 2014 to 
19.6 GWh in 2018, thus making it possible to almost win the bet of the availability of energy 
in sufficient quantities with the commissioning of new capacities and the rehabilitation of 
existing generators. Over the period 2013-2018, Senelec commissioned 484.9 MW of new 
capacity increasing the installed capacity from approximately 804 MW in 2013 to 1,141 MW 
in 2018 (LPDSE, 2019-2023).  

The development of production has been achieved with a more diversified energy mix. It is 
worth noting that 143 MW of solar photovoltaic capacity has been added to the interconnected 
network. A significant drop in production costs has been recorded, with the variable production 
cost falling from 85.5 FCFA/kWh in 2013 to 53.9 FCFA/kWh in 2018, thanks in particular to 
a drop in the price of petroleum products and to new investments made1. 

In Senegal, the Energy Sector is a major support to the development of the economy and the 
reduction of social and territorial inequalities. Thus, the State of Senegal continues to put in 
place new strategies for the development of the energy sector. 

 

1 Source : http://www.finances.gouv.sn/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/fiche-dopportunite-sectorielle-energie.pdf 

. Accessed 02/04/2021. 
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The country's new strategy has been set out in the Lettre de Politique de Développement du 
Secteur de l'Energie (LPDSE 2019- 2023). 

This LPDSE (2019-2023, see next section), which sets out the government's policy guidelines 
for managing the development of the energy sector over the next five years, constitutes the 
reference framework that brings together all the strategic guidelines, objectives and actions to 
be implemented in order to ensure that the sector plays its role as a pillar of the country's 
emergence. 

3.2.1.1.  The Energy Sector Development Policy Letter (2019-2023) 

The vision that underpins the sector's development policy for 2023 is "sustainable, quality 
energy that respects the environment and is the basis for the country's emergence". Its overall 
objective through the implementation of the sector's orientations by 2023 is "to strengthen 
access for all to energy in sufficient quantity and quality at lower cost, sustainable and 
environmentally friendly" in order to achieve the country's emergence objectives clearly stated 
in the PSE. The LPDSE is broken down into four strategic directions that constitute the main 
priority areas of intervention in response to the major challenges identified. Among these 
strategic orientations, it is important to note the strengthening of access to electricity with a 
quality and continuity of service at a lower cost and in a sustainable manner. This orientation 
contributes to a satisfactory response to the country's emergence objectives. This option will 
require the establishment of efficient production units and the optimization of the energy mix 
based on hydroelectricity, coal, heavy fuel oil, local natural gas, sub-regional interconnections 
and renewable energies. It will also include the presence of private and independent production 
plants in accordance with the law, alongside Senelec's own plants in order to guarantee a certain 
energy sovereignty, in a proportion of 60% for IPPs and 40% for Senelec (LPDSE 2019-2023).  

However, for the stability of the electrical system in the face of the interminence of renewable 
energies such as solar, a sufficient and rapidly mobilizable spinning reserve and/or storage 
batteries will have to be implemented. 

It is in this current context of the energy policy of the Government of Senegal that this project 
has been initiated. It will contribute to the improvement of the energy production and 
distribution system through a new technology allowing (i) to stabilize the frequency of the 
network by absorbing the overproduction or by releasing energy in case of underproduction and 
(ii) to produce clean and competitive energy at peak hours when the solar power plants are off 
and the demand is the highest. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT POLICY FRAMEWORK  

3.2.2.1. The economic and social policy framework at the national level 

The promoter must be in phase with the ideologies of the environmental and social management 
policies in order to be part of the environmental protection dynamics. 

Some of the social and economic development policies and programs that are relevant to the 
context and objectives of the project are listed below.  

 The Emerging Senegal Plan  
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In order to be on the path towards emergence by 2035, Senegal has adopted the ESP since 2014, 
which constitutes the reference framework for its economic and social policy. This approach 
reflects the political will to set in motion a dynamic of economic expansion while guaranteeing 
the well-being of the population.  

The implementation of the first phase of the PES, over the period 2014-2018, has given a new 
impetus to economic growth and contributed to the consolidation of the macroeconomic 
framework. The GDP growth rate averaged 6.6% per year over the period, compared with 3% 
between 2009 and 2013. It was maintained in a context of inflation control and reduction of the 
budget deficit. 

Phase II will contribute to the realization of the vision of "an emerging Senegal in 2035 with a 
society based on solidarity and the rule of law", which is broken down into three axes, including 
Axis 1, which consists of amplifying the current strong growth dynamic through, among other 
things, improved access to energy. 

The flagship project "Integrated Electricity Recovery Plan" has made it possible to address the 
vital issue of energy within the framework of the PSE. Within this framework, several power 
plants have been installed, rehabilitated and put into service to strengthen the energy mix and 
to instill a productive dynamic in the regions. 

The years 2016 and 2017 saw the commissioning of 270 MW and 205 MW respectively, with 
the completion of the Santhiou Mékhé solar power plant (29.5 MW), the TEN MERINA power 
plant in Merina Dakhar (29.5 MW), the Kahone power plant (20 MW), the Bokhol power plant 
(20 MW), the Malicounda power plant (22 MW) and the Sendou coal-fired plant (125 MW). 
The commissioning of these new capacities has brought SENELEC's installed capacity to more 
than 1,100 MW, with 19% renewable energy. With a demand of around 610 MW, SENELEC 
has sufficient reserves to meet its maintenance schedule and to transfer part of it to our 
neighbors Mali and The Gambia. 

Thus, the new PES strategy has focused on access to energy. Indeed, in order to boost private 
investment, the country is firmly committed to making production factors such as access to 
energy available, which is of strategic importance and affects the performance of socio-
economic sectors. 

The provision of diversified energy services, including renewable energy, and the provision of 
dedicated spaces are necessary for the sustainable development (environmental, economic and 
social) of the country. 

The expected effects in the field of energy in the framework of the PES are "access to quality 
energy, in sufficient quantity and at lower cost, is ensured. » 

In this context, the ESP has made universal access to energy a priority in order to reduce 
inequalities between rural and urban areas. The issue of access to quality energy, in sufficient 
quantity and at lower cost, is a prerequisite for emergence. In this respect, the proportion of the 
population with access to electricity should increase from 61.7% in 2017 to 85.9% in 2023. 
With regard to the energy mix, renewable energy, which was 17.23% in 2017, is expected to 
rise to 29.2% in 2023. The main actions planned are among others : 
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 Improve access to electricity and efficiency in its production and distribution; 

 Develop access to quality energy services in rural and peri-urban areas; 

 Develop renewable energies such as solar energy. 
This battery storage project, which will be powered by a solar plant, will provide a frequency 
control system capable of:  
4. Stabilizing the grid by absorbing overproduction or by releasing energy in case of 

underproduction; 
5. Producin0067 clean, competitive energy during peak hours when solar plants are off-line and 

demand is highest. 
Using a stock of storage batteries will make it possible to regulate the frequency of the national 
grid from 12 hours (30% load) and thus solve the problems of intermittency that appear during 
the hours of so-called solar production (overproduction compared to demand) and in the 
evening (underproduction). It translates the materialization of the PSE in its energy component 
because all projects undertaken in this policy need sufficient energy. In addition, the technology 
that will be used is in line with the objectives of the PES in terms of providing electricity from 
renewable sources such as solar photovoltaic. 

 Act III of Decentralization 

The Government of Senegal is planning a major overhaul of the State's territorial action through 
the decentralization reform project. The general objective of this reform, called "Act III of 
Decentralization", is to organize Senegal into viable, competitive territories that will promote 
sustainable development. This reform is broken down into four fundamental objectives : 

 Clarification of competencies between the State and local authorities; 
 An anchoring of territorial coherence for a renewed administrative architecture;  
 Development of contractualization between these two decision-making levels;  
 Modernization territorial public management, with a reform of local finances and a 

sustained promotion of the quality of human resources. 
The implementation of this project in the Fatick Region is part of the State's decentralization 
policy.  

3.2.2.2. Strategic framework and environmental policies 

 National environmental strategies, programs and policies are to be taken into account within 
the framework of this project to ensure better environmental and social management. 

Table 10: Strategic Framework and Environmental Policies  

Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
Environment and sustainable development 

The 
Environment 
and 
Sustainable 
Development 
Sector Policy 

The objective of the LPS/EDD is to 
"create a national dynamic for 
improving environmental and natural 
resource management, integrating the 
principles of sustainable development 
into policies, and strengthening the 

Due to the fragility of the 
country's ecosystem, 
environmental preservation 
remains central to the strategy 
of producing new pollution-
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Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
Letter 
(LPS/EDD) 
(2016-2020) 
 

resilience of populations to climate 
change. 
The Letter has provided for two 
strategic axes which are the 
management of the environment and 
natural resources and the promotion of 
sustainable development. The letter 
encourages the use of renewable energy 
and energy efficiency, the strengthening 
of human capital, scientific, technical, 
logistical and infrastructural means. 
Strategic objective 2 focuses on the 
integration of sustainable development 
principles into public policies, 
management of the living environment, 
promotion of livelihoods, resilience of 
vulnerable groups and production and 
consumption patterns. In this context, it 
is requested that the projects targeted in 
all sectors, such as energy, be developed 
in a sustainable manner, taking into 
account the environment and 
sustainable development. 

free technology from the said 
plant. 

The 
Sustainable 
Development 
Goals (SDGs) 

Access to clean and affordable energy 
and the fight against climate change are 
concerns of the international 
community. After the MDGs2 
galvanized unprecedented efforts to 
address the most critical needs in energy 
and environmental protection, for 
example, UN member states adopted the 
SDGs, which include 17 goals to 
address economic, social and 
environmental challenges by 2030. The 
FAO sees the SDGs as offering a vision 
of a more just and prosperous, peaceful 
and sustainable world in which no one 

For a greater translation of the 
SDGs at the national level, the 
Government must develop 
incentives to enable all 
development actors to achieve 
the expected results in energy 
and environmental protection. 
This project of energy 
production from solar energy is 
in phase with the objectives 7 
and 13 of the SD.  
 

 
2 At the Summit on Sustainable Development on September 25, 2015, UN member states adopted a new 
sustainable development agenda, which includes a set of 17 global goals to end poverty, fight inequality and 
injustice, and address climate change by 2030. 
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Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
is left behind. According to the UN, the 
SDGs provide a roadmap to a better and 
more sustainable future for all. They 
address the global challenges we face, 
including those related to poverty, 
inequality, climate, environmental 
degradation, prosperity, peace and 
justice. In the energy sector, Goal 7 
recommends a focus on universal access 
to energy, increased energy efficiency, 
and increased use of renewable energy 
through new economic and employment 
opportunities to create more sustainable 
and inclusive communities and 
resilience to environmental challenges 
such as climate change. The goals are 
interconnected and, to leave no one 
behind, it is important to achieve each of 
them, and each of their targets, by 2030.  

The National 
Action Plan for 
the 
Environment 

The National Action Plan for the 
Environment (PNAE) adopted in 
September 1997, constitutes a strategic 
framework that allows the Senegalese 
State to identify environmental 
priorities and to define the basis for 
effective planning and management 
systems for natural resources and the 
environment. One of its main objectives 
is to take into account the environmental 
dimension in the planning of economic 
and social development. 

This project of energy 
production from solar energy is 
in phase with the NAPE since it 
constitutes a clean energy that 
does not generate harmful 
emissions in the exploitation 
phase.  

Biodiversity and Ecosystem 
The National 
Action 
Program to 
Combat 
Desertification 
and 
Sustainable 
Land 
Management  

Following the Rio Conference in 1992, 
Senegal, like other Sahelian countries, 
became fully involved in the 
Convention's implementation process.  
The country has signed and ratified the 
United Nations Convention to Combat 
Desertification (UNCCD) and adopted 
in October 1998, its National Action 
Plan to Combat Desertification 

The implementation of the 
project may result in the 
generation of solid and liquid 
waste and the risk of accidental 
hydrocarbon spills. These 
wastes, if not properly 
managed, can be a source of 
soil pollution.  
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Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
(NAP/CD), the main instrument for 
implementing the convention at the 
national level.  
Several years have passed since the 
adoption of this Plan, which has faced 
difficulties in reversing the trend to 
combat land degradation. 
In order to adopt and expand sustainable 
land management actions to effectively 
contribute to the implementation of the 
UNC/CAD, the State of Senegal has 
updated the NAP/CAD which has 
become the NAP/CAD SLM.  
The general objective of this new plan is 
to fight against land degradation, ensure 
the improvement of the resilience of 
ecosystems and the living conditions of 
populations.  

Sustainable land management 
and protection in the 
implementation of this project 
would allow Teranga Niakhar 
Storage to participate in the 
achievement of the objectives 
of this program. 
 

The National 
Strategy and 
Action Plan for 
Biodiversity 
Conservation 

The national strategy aims to preserve 
the achievements of biodiversity 
conservation in Senegal while involving 
the population and the various 
stakeholders in sustainable management 
by integrating it into their production 
activities (agriculture, livestock, 
fisheries, industry, etc.). 

Vegetation throughout the site 
right-of-way will be destroyed. 
Teranga Niakhar Storage must 
comply with the objectives of 
this policy by implementing 
measures for the restoration 
and conservation of the 
biodiversity of the project area. 

Senegal's 
Forestry Policy 
(2005-2025) 
 

Senegal's Forestry Policy follows on 
from the Forestry Action Plan (PAF), 
which itself is an extension of the 1982 
Forestry Development Master Plan. 
It provides for several actions, including 
the creation of a coordination 
framework for natural resource 
management, the rationalization of 
logging and the empowerment of local 
communities in the management of 
local forest resources.  

The construction of the plant 
will require the removal of all 
vegetation on the site. In order 
to meet the objectives of this 
policy, Teranga Niakhar 
Storage will have to implement 
actions to compensate the 
vegetation that will be 
destroyed. 

Climate change 
Senegal's 
Nationally 
Determined 

In 2016, Senegal embarked on the 
process of updating its CPDN into a 

Nationally Determined Contribution 

 

Today, climate change has led 
to the international use of less 
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Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
Intended 
Contribution 
(NDIC) to be 
integrated into 
the strategic 
and policy 
framework 

(NDC), which constitutes the country's 
commitment to the framework of the 
Paris Agreement.  

This NDC is part of the forward-looking 
vision, "Plan Sénégal Émergent (PSE)", 
its strategy and development plans as 
well as sectoral programs for 
sustainable management of its natural 
and environmental resources. 

Under the mitigation component of its 
NDC, Senegal has set an unconditional 
target for reducing its emissions relative 
to those projected, which will be 
achieved with national resources (State, 
local authorities, private sector, NGOs, 
etc.) and a conditional target that will be 
achieved with the support of the 
international community. 

Thus, the contribution foresees a 
reduction in GHG emissions for 2025 
and 2030 in different sectors of the 
economy compared to the projected 
emissions for the same years according 
to a "Business as Usual" (BaU) 
reference scenario based on a number of 
assumptions. Activities that generate 
GHG emission reductions will be 
carried out in several sub-sectors 
including the priority energy sector. 

polluting energy sources. Thus, 
the use of solar energy becomes 
a basis for an energy 
substitution more favorable to 
the protection of the 
environment and sustainable 
development. 
 

Land use planning 

National Plan 
for Territorial 
Planning and 
Development 
(PNADT) 
Horizon 2035 

 

The Government of Senegal has opted 
to place land use planning at the heart of 
public policies in order to lay the 
foundations for efficient and sustainable 
economic and social development. It is 
a matter of putting in place a structuring 
territorial planning for a harmonious 
development of the territory. 
The strategy, which focuses on a 
territorial approach to development, 

Based on the objective of this 
plan, this project is in line with 
this land use policy. It will 
strengthen the energy and 
environmental policy in the 
area.  
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Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
consists in impelling, in each territory of 
the space, a qualitative, prospective, 
evolutionary, adjustable and modulable 
process of transformation of the 
economic, environmental, demographic 
and cultural structures. It will be mainly 
based on the intelligent exploitation of 
all available and/or hidden resources. 
This strategy is based on the updating of 
the national land use plan to implement 
the new land use policy: 

 redefine the territories (A new 
territorial division) ; 

 to accompany the ACTE III of 
decentralization ; 

 implement the territorialization of 
public policies. 

The new policy will: 

 articulate the planning documents; 

 to progressively reduce the 
disparities that exist between the 
different territories in order to 
ensure their balance; 

 to better guarantee the development 
possibilities of the different 
territories; 

 to ensure equal access for 
Senegalese to basic services 
(security, employment, health, 
education, training, housing, sports, 
drinking water, electricity, justice, 
sanitation, Republic of Senegal One 
People One Goal One Faith Ministry 
of Land Management and Territorial 
Collectivities housing, sports, 
drinking water, electricity, justice, 
sanitation, culture, etc.). 

One People - 
One Goal - One 
Territory 
Regional 

They are declinations of the strategic 
orientations of the National Land Use 
Plan at the regional level. 

Within the framework of this 
project, Teranga Niakhar 
Storage will implement social 
actions in its CSR policy that 
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Political texts Content and objectives of the text Application in the project 
Development 
Plans (SRAT) 

The main objectives of the Regional 
Land Use Plan for the Fatick Region are 
to 

- Promote human settlements;  
- Strengthen basic socio-

economic infrastructure and 
facilities;  

- Develop communication 
networks;  

- Improve the territorial 
framework;  

- Develop regional economic 
activities; 

- Strengthen environmental 
management 

will contribute to the economic 
development of the region, 
particularly the Commune of 
Niakhar, and to the 
strengthening of the energy 
sector 

Other strategic plans and policies applicable to this project 

The National 
Sanitation 
Strategy 

It aims in particular at the institutional 
level at the systematic integration of the 
sanitation component in any industrial 
project. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage must 
implement a site sanitation 
system to minimize the risk of 
pollution. 

Domestic 
Governance 
Sector Policy 
Letter 

 

Adopted in June 2010, this letter is a 
preliminary step to the implementation 
of development projects and programs 
and specifies the Government's 
orientations, particularly in terms of 
security of persons and property and 
civil protection. 
Objective 2 of this letter is to strengthen 
the means of prevention in terms of civil 
protection and disaster management. 
Within this framework, it is planned to 
strengthen the prevention capacities of 
all kinds of risks, as well as the 
protection of people, property and the 
environment against all disasters and 
catastrophes. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will 
have to put in place appropriate 
measures and means for the 
prevention of risks of any kind, 
the information and warning of 
the population, the 
safeguarding of people, 
property and the environment 
against accidents and disasters 
through preparation and 
implementation. 

 

3.3. INSTITUTIONAL FRAMEWORK  

The institutional analysis allows for the identification of the structures that are interested in 
their responsibilities, functions and roles, by the actions that will be carried out in the 
framework of this project. 
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Several institutions, national, regional and local structures are involved in this energy project, 
with different roles in the management of environmental and social aspects. We note the 
technical services of the State and the local authorities. The areas of intervention of these 
structures and institutions in terms of environmental protection will be diverse, at all stages of 
implementation of the project.  

These interventions will take the form of environmental compliance monitoring and 
verification, assistance and support in the implementation of measures to eliminate, reduce and 
compensate for the harmful impacts of the project on the environment.  

The environmental and social management of the project will be carried out at three levels: 

 At the national level: through the DEEC, the National Technical Committee, the 
Electricity Directorate and other national directorates and technical services involved in 
the management of the project; 

 At the regional level: through the Regional Committee for Environmental and Social 
Monitoring (CRSE); 

 At the level of local authorities: administrative authority: Governor, Prefect, municipal 
authority: Town Hall, Municipal Council etc. 

The analysis of the institutional framework allowed us to identify all the relevant actors 
involved in the management of the environmental and social aspects of this project. The 
institutions and structures likely to be involved are listed below. 

 THE AUTHORITIES INVOLVED IN THE ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT OF THIS 

PROJECT  

3.3.1.1. At the national level 

 The Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development (MEDD) 

Environmental management is the responsibility of the Ministry of the Environment and 
Sustainable Development (MEDD). It is this ministry that "prepares and implements the policy 
decided by the Head of State in terms of environmental monitoring, pollution control and 
protection of nature, fauna and flora3. As such, it is responsible for the fight against pollution 
of all kinds and the fight against desertification, the protection and regeneration of soils, forests 
and other wooded areas, the rational exploitation of forest resources, as well as the protection 
of animal and plant species and natural environments.  

The Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development includes departments 
responsible for implementing Senegal's environmental policy, including: The Department of 
Community Protected Marine Areas (DAMCP), the Department of Environmental Planning 
and Monitoring (DPVE), the Department of National Parks (DPN), the Department of the 
Environment and Classified Establishments (DEEC), and the Department of Water, Forests, 
Hunting and Soil Conservation (DEFCCS). In conducting and monitoring ESIA procedures, 

 
3Source: http://www.environnement.gouv.sn/presentation-du-ministere/missions-et-attributions, accessed July 13, 2018 at 

11:30 am. 
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the Ministry relies on the Directorate of the Environment and Classified Establishments 
(DEEC) and the National Technical Committee. 

The MEDD will ensure the environmental compliance of the project, before issuing the 
certificate of compliance. 

To carry out its assigned tasks, the MEDD relies on the following technical directorates. 

 The Directorate of the Environment and Classified Establishments (DEEC) 

The DEEC plays an important role in the implementation of the Government of Senegal's 
development policy. 

Under the authority of the MEDD, the DEEC is in charge of implementing the State's policy in 
the field of the environment, in particular the protection of nature and humans against pollution 
and nuisances. To implement the State's environmental policy, DEEC's mission is to: 

 Prevent and control of pollution and nuisances; 

 Follow-up of the actions of the various services and organizations intervening in the 
field of the Environment; 

 Develop legislative and regulatory texts that promote the rational management of basic 
resources; 

 Follow-up of the agreements related to its missions; 

 Integration of the environmental dimension into development policies, programs and 
projects through environmental assessment; 

 Control of the classified installation for the protection of the environment; 

 Coastal management. 

The DEEC is particularly involved in the management of chemicals, waste, pollution control 
and climate change. In conducting and monitoring ESIA procedures, the MEDD relies on the 
Directorate of the Environment and Classified Establishments (DEEC) and the Technical 
Committee. Within this framework, it oversees the application of the provisions relating to 
Environmental and Social Assessments (validation of the TORs for in-depth ESIAs; convening 
of the Technical Committee; monitoring of the process; etc.). It prepares, for the supervisory 
Ministry, the opinions and decisions relating to the ESIAs. The framework: 

 Validates the specifications or terms of reference specifying the content of the 
environmental assessment; 

 Assesses the eligibility of studies; 

 Ensures the control and follow-up of the measures taken for the protection of the 
environment. 

The DEEC also has decentralized services at the regional level to ensure local monitoring of 
environmental issues, which are the Regional Divisions of the Environment and Classified 
Establishments (DREEC). The Fatick Regional Division, in conjunction with the DEEC, will 
ensure the environmental and social management of this project. 

These different missions of the DEEC are divided between the following divisions and 
structures: 
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 Environmental Impact Assessment Division (EID); 

 Classified Facilities Division (DIC); 

 Division of Pollution and Nuisance Prevention and Control (DPCPN); 

 Coastal Management Division (CMD); 

 Administrative and Financial Division (AFD); 

 Sustainable Development Unit; 

 Planning and Monitoring and Evaluation Unit; 

 Legal Affairs Unit; 

 Communication Unit; 

 Air Quality Management Center; 

 Basel Convention Regional Center; 

 Environmental Emergency Management Center; 

 Fourteen regional divisions throughout the country. 

The Division of Impact Assessments (DEI), the Division of Classified Installations (DIC), the 
Division of Pollution and Nuisance Prevention and Control (DPCPN), and the Environmental 
Emergency Management Center (CGUE) are the most involved in this study. 

The DEEC, through its various structures, ensures the environmental and social monitoring of 
this project (from the notification of the project until the end of the project's life). 

 The National Technical Committee  

The CTN was established by Ministerial Order n°009469 of 28 November 2001 and supports 
the Ministry of the Environment and Sustainable Development in the validation of impact study 
reports. The CTN includes representatives of sectoral ministries, local authorities and socio-
professional organizations. Its secretariat is provided by the DEEC (validation of ESIA reports, 
participation in public hearings, etc.). 

The technical committee will participate in the validation of the ESIA report and the monitoring 
of the implementation of environmental and social measures of this project in relation to the 
DEEC. 

 The Directorate of Water, Forests, Hunting and Soil Conservation (DEFCCS) 

The Directorate of Water and Forests, Hunting and Soil Conservation (DEFCCS) ensures the 
prerogatives devolved to the State in terms of conservation and management of forests, soils 
and wildlife. This department has many missions, including ensuring that the law is respected, 
developing and improving spaces, restoring degraded spaces and protecting all threatened 
species, giving permission to cut trees, etc. This department has branches at the regional 
(regional inspections), departmental (departmental inspections or Water and Forestry sectors) 
and district (brigades) levels. 

The DEFCCS, through the Fatick Regional Inspection, is responsible for assisting Teranga 
Niakhar Storage in obtaining authorization to cut down trees, as well as for monitoring and 
managing the fauna and flora on the site. 
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3.3.1.2. At the regional level 

 Regional Divisions of Environment and Classified Establishments (DREEC)  

At the decentralised level, the DEEC has regional environmental divisions responsible for 
carrying out its actions, activities and missions in their respective administrative districts. The 
DREEC thus has the same prerogatives as the DEEC and implements the Government's 
environmental policy at the regional level, in particular through the protection of nature and 
mankind against nuisances and hazardous waste. 

In the area of environmental assessments, they lead the procedure for Initial Environmental 
Analyses (IEA) and the environmental and social monitoring of projects and programs at the 
regional level. For ESIAs and SEAs, they are associated by the DEEC with the validation of 
the TORs and the study report and with environmental monitoring. Projects that require only 
simple mitigation measures and do not require an EIA. 

In addition, the DREECs provide the secretariat of the Regional Committees for the 
environmental monitoring of development projects. 

For this project, the DREEC of Fatick in collaboration with the DEEC ensures the 
environmental and social follow-up of this project (from the notification of the project until the 
end of its life).  

 Regional Inspectorates of Water and Forests (IREF) 

At the regional level, they carry out the missions assigned to the Directorate of Water, Forests, 
Hunting and Soil Conservation. Each IREF includes at the level: 

 Departmental: a water and forestry sector; 
 District level: a forestry brigade; 
 Communal level: a forestry triage. 

Each Regional Service is responsible for: 
 Representing DEFCCS at the regional level; 

 Developing regional forestry programs for forest protection and management, hunting 
and protected area management; 

 Executing the forestry program and apply the forestry and hunting regulations; 

 Carrying out actions and prosecutions in matters of forestry and hunting in accordance 
with the regulations in force. 

In the implementation of the project, the IREF of Fatick in relation with the forestry sector will 
ensure the protection of plant species and the respect of forestry regulations. They will 
accompany the promoter in obtaining the authorization to cut trees/deforest the site, the 
implementation of the measures recommended in the PGES, namely the reforestation 
campaigns, but also the monitoring and management of the fauna and flora at the site.  

 The Regional Soil Conservation Commission (CRCS) 

The Regional Soil Conservation Commission, chaired by the Governor, is made up of several 
members including the Regional Water and Forestry, Hunting and Soil Conservation Service, 
which provides the secretariat. Within the framework of this project, this Commission is 
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responsible for examining the land clearing application file in accordance with the provisions 
of Article 37 of the Forestry Code Enforcement Decree. It has two months from the date of 
submission to transmit its opinion to the Departmental Council. 

 THE ELECTRICITY SECTOR AUTHORITIES INVOLVED IN THE PROJECT  

 The Ministry of Petroleum and Energy 

 The Minister of Petroleum and Energy prepares and implements the policy defined by the 
Head of State in terms of energy production and distribution, and the promotion of renewable 
energy. 

The Ministry of Energy, through its various structures, executes all the restructuring programs 
of the energy sector in Senegal. 

It is responsible for: 

 The regular supply of energy products and their availability to households and 
businesses; 

 To set up a dynamic rural electrification program; 

 To elaborate, in particular, plans and programs of energy saving and development of 
alternative energies able to get to the national economy a substantial reduction of the 
weight of the conventional energies that are oil, gas and coal; 

 Regular distribution of electricity to households and production units; 

 To ensure the adequacy of the technological choices specific to solar, hydro and wind 
energy sources and ensures, in connection with the ministries concerned, the 
valorization of scientific and technological achievements. It is in this context that the 
Ministry has granted a production license to Teranga Niakhar Storage for the 
construction and operation of a 15MW/45MWH battery storage system powered by a 
30 MP solar plant. 

Several parts of the Ministry related to the project can be cited. 

 The Electricity Branch 

The Electricity Department's mission is to ensure the country's electricity supply under the best 
conditions of price, safety and quality. It is responsible, among other things, for : 

 Preparing and monitoring the implementation of development plans and energy 
programs; 

 Planning and monitoring the development of rural and urban electrification in relation 
with the concerned organizations and structures; 

 Following up with the Commission de Régulation du Secteur de l'Électricité, the 
execution of delegated management contracts in electricity. 

The Electricity Department, as part of its mission, is monitoring the implementation of this 
project. 

 The National Electricity Company of Senegal (SENELEC) 
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Senelec is a public limited company with majority public participation, (law 98-06) 
concessionaire for the production, transport, distribution and sale of electrical energy, but also 
the identification, financing and construction of new works on its perimeter (Law 98-29 
amended by law 2002-01). It operates with its own resources and must ensure the balance of its 
operating account.  

The State ensures the regulation and control of the sector for the search for the efficiency of 
economic system in view of the strategic position of the electrical industry in the national 
economy. The State performs these functions through the Ministry of Energy, which provides 
administrative and technical supervision of the energy sector through of the Energy Department 
and the Regulation Commission of the Electricity (CRSE). 

For the operational management of the sector, Senelec has, at the time of the reform, of a 
concession for the production, transmission and distribution of electricity on a geographical 
scope covering the electrified area with a few localities linked to its electrification obligations. 

The production sector is open to independent producers for its future development. However, 
Senelec has sole purchaser status under of Article 19 of Law No. 98-29 of April 14, 1998 for a 
period of 10 years from March 31, 1999. This period of exclusivity is extended by 10 years 
from March 31, 2009. 

Law 2002-01 introduced an exemption allowing Senelec to build its own power plants. 

In addition, it is responsible for the development of production, using new production facilities 
of its own or independent production. 

For this project, Senelec negotiated the terms of the energy purchase contract based on the 
guidelines for the sale of energy to customers set by CRSE. 

 Electricity Sector Regulatory Commission (CRSE) 

It was created by Law No. 98-29 of April 29, 1998, it is related to the electricity sector and 
organized by Decree No. 98-333 of April 21, 1998. Article 4 of the law stipulates that the 
Commission, composed of three persons, is an independent administrative authority in charge 
of regulating the activities of production, transmission, distribution and sale of electrical energy, 
in accordance with the provisions of this law. 

For this project, this commission participates in the production license allocation process. 

 The Permanent Secretariat for Energy  

It is responsible for: 

 Defining the Energy Sector Investment Plan scorecard; 
 Controlling the implementation of the operations of the Energy Sector Investment Plan; 
 Adopting the budget for the Energy Sector Investment Plan and the actions to be 

proposed for financing by the Special Energy Sector Support Fund; 
 Coordinating and following -up on the performance contracts of the different entities of 

the sector in relation with the concerned national departments; 
 Preparing periodic reports on the progress of the implementation of projects entrusted 

to it by the Minister in charge of energy; 
 Making all recommendations aimed at the development of the sector. 
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The Permanent Secretariat for Energy is placed under the authority of a Permanent Secretary 
for Energy appointed by interministerial order of the Minister of Finance and the Minister of 
Energy. 

The staff of the Permanent Secretariat for Energy is recruited by the Permanent Secretary. This 
staff includes Coordinators and Project Officers who may be appointed by the Minister in 
charge of Energy. 

The functioning of the Permanent Secretariat for Energy is specified by interministerial order 
of the Minister of Finance and the Minister of Energy4. 

 THE OTHER STRUCTURES CONCERNED BY THE PROJECT  

3.3.3.1. The Ministry of the Interior 

3.3.3.1.1. At the national level 

 The Directorate of Civil Protection 
The DPC is responsible for the prevention of risks of all kinds, as well as the protection of 
people, property and the environment against all disasters and catastrophes. In this respect, it 
proceeds among others to: 

 Elaborate the texts which govern the field of the civil protection; 

 Design emergency plans; 

 Identify and mobilize additional plans to be engaged in case of disaster, for logistical 
support to the rescue teams; 

 Organize the prevention of screws, Make follow-up on the application of the safety 
prescriptions of the aforementioned establishments. 

The CPD ensures that adequate and sufficient safety measures are in place during all phases of 
the project. It also gives its opinion before the authorization to operate an ICPE is granted. 

3.3.3.1.2. At the regional level 

 National Fire Brigade 

The law n° 82-12 of July 23, 1982 subjects the personnel of the National Fire Brigade to the 
military status and the decree 2012-1434 of December 13, 2012 erects the Group into a National 
Fire Brigade (BNSP) and fixes its missions and its organization. 

Thus, the National Fire Brigade is a large military formation and command under the Ministry 
of the Interior. It is commanded by a general or superior officer appointed by decree and who 
takes the title of Commander of the National Fire Brigade. 

Its units may participate in official reviews, parades and ceremonies, provided that firefighting 
and rescue services are provided. 

 
4  Source : http://www.energie.gouv.sn/les-services-internes/# . Accessed on March 22, 2021 at 4:03 pm. 
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The National Fire Brigade, whose competence extends over the entire national territory, is in 
charge of rescue and protection against fires as well as against perils or accidents of all kinds 
threatening public safety. In this respect, it is particularly responsible for: 

 Prevention and forecasting of risks for the protection of people, property and strategic 
installations; 

 Emergency assistance and the fight against fires, perils and accidents of all kinds that 
may threaten public safety. 

Within the framework of its missions, the National Fire Brigade contributes with the other 
services concerned, to the management of disasters and the protection of the environment5. This 
same role will be ensured within the framework of this project through the fire department of 
Fatick. 

 The Governor  

Within the framework of Environmental and Social Assessments, the Governor chairs the 
CRSES of development projects that he sets up by order and is a member of the CTN. The 
application for authorization of a facility classified in the 1st class for which this project is the 
subject of a public inquiry triggered by a decision of the Governor of the region concerned 
(Fatick Region) for a period of 15 days.  

3.3.3.2. Ministry of Economy, Finance and Planning (MEFP) 

This ministry through the General Directions: 

 Taxes and Domains (DGID); 

 Financial Sector and Competitiveness (DGPPE); 

 De la Comptabilité Publique et du Trésor (DGCPT) ; 

 Finance (DGF). 

Among other things, it is responsible for approving the project as meeting the macroeconomic 
framework. As the sole delegated authorizing officer of the State budget, MEF is responsible 
for negotiating with development partners, budgeting the project, and financial execution 
through its departments. The MEF initiates the decree declaring the project to be in the public 
interest. 

3.3.3.3. The Ministry of Water and Sanitation (MEA) 

 The Directorate of Water Resources Management and Planning 

Under the provisions of Article 13 of Decree No. 2003-358 of May 26, 2003, it is responsible 
for, among other things 

 Setting up and management of measurement and observation networks on the different 
aquifers and watercourses; 

 
5 https://interieur.sec.gouv.sn/cabinet-et-service-ratache/la-brigade-nationale-des-sapeurs-pompiers. Accessed 12/26/2019. 
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 Provision to the structures of the department of data banks necessary for the 
mobilization of water resources through the programs of realization and maintenance of 
hydraulic works. 

 The Regional Division of Hydraulics (DRH) of Fatick 

The MHA is responsible for implementing the policy defined by the Head of State in the areas 
of water and sanitation. To carry out its tasks, the Ministry is organized into several directorates, 
including the Hydraulics Directorate. At the regional level, the latter is represented by the 
Regional Hydraulics Department which is responsible for the execution of its actions, activities 
and missions in their respective administrative districts. This service has the same prerogatives 
as the Directorate of Hydraulics and the DGPRE and applies at the regional level the 
Government's policy on water resources management.  

It is through these missions that the Fatick Regional Directorate of Hydraulics participates in 
the environmental management of this project, especially with regard to the management of 
water resources (surface and ground water). 

Thus, this department will ensure that Energy Resources' project activities do not impact on the 
water resources of the project area, but also to guide, accompany and lead it to comply with the 
regulatory texts on water resources management in Senegal and to obtain the authorization to 
build a borehole if Energy Resources decides to build a borehole to meet its water needs. 

 The Regional Sanitation Department of Fatick 

This Directorate is placed under the supervision of the Director of Sanitation. It implements the 
sanitation policy defined by the government in the Fatick Region. As such, it is in charge of, 
among other things: 

 Coordinating all actions dedicated to the implementation of sanitation activities; 

 Conducting awareness activities for behavior change in hygiene and sanitation; 

 Assisting local authorities in their sanitation projects and programs. 
The Fatick regional sanitation department is a member of the TC for the validation of this report, 
but also of the CRSE for the environmental and social monitoring of the project. 

3.3.3.4. Ministry of Labour, Dialogue, Professional Organizations and Relations with 
Institutions 

 General Directorate of Labor and Social Security (DGTSS) 

The DGTSS is in charge of all matters related to labor, social security, occupational health 
and safety, and manpower. This Directorate is represented at the regional level by the 
Regional Inspection of Labor and Social Security (IRTSS) and at the departmental level by 
the Departmental Inspections.  

 Regional Labor and Social Security Inspectorate (IRTSS) 

The labor inspectorate is in charge of all matters concerning work, social security, health and 
safety at work and the workforce. Its mission is to: 
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 Follow the execution of the laws and regulations for the above-mentioned matters, as 
well as for the employers, private or public, the workers, as for the institutions and 
organizations of social security; 

 Provide advice and recommendations to employers and workers; 
 Carry out, within the framework of its attributions defined by the Labour Code, all 

studies and investigations relating to the various problems within its competence; 
 Bring to the attention of the competent authority any information and useful 

information in the field of labor, social security, employment and manpower, health 
and safety at work. 

Within the framework of the project, the IRTSS of Fatick must intervene in the verification of 
the conformity of the work in the building sites with the defined code (working hours, basic 
wages, ages; etc.) 

3.3.3.5. Ministry of Local and Regional Government of Development, Development and 
Local and Regional Government 

 Regional Service for Territorial Planning and Development (SRADT) 

At the deconcentrated level, the Agence Nationale de l'Aménagement du Territoire (ANAT) 
has the SRADs responsible for carrying out its actions, activities and missions in their 
respective administrative districts. The SRADs thus have the same prerogatives as ANAT and 
apply at the regional level the Government's land use planning policy, in particular the 
promotion and implementation of the Government's land use planning policy, geographic and 
cartographic work and the improvement of the population's living environment. 

Within the framework of this project, the SRADT of Fatick must be involved in the validation 
of the choice of the site of the power plant. It must inform on the land use of the site, and the 
development of the project area. In addition, it provides the consultant with all available 
planning documents for the areas concerned by the project. He is also a member of the TC and 
CRSES. 

 The Regional Development Agency (ARD) of Fatick 

PREDA's general mission is to provide technical support for local government interventions 
and initiatives in the area of local development. In monitoring projects such as the Teranga 
Niakhar Storage project, PREDA Fatick is responsible for  

 Facilitating the integration of general and specific environmental requirements 
(including any management plans and standard specifications) into the tender 
documents (DAO/DRP) and contracts of the companies in charge of the works; 

 Ensuring the strict application of environmental and social measures by the actors 
concerned. 

3.3.3.6. Ministry of Health and Social Action (MSAS) 

 Regional Hygiene Brigade 

A part of the National Hygiene Service (SNG) which is attached to the MSAS and whose 
missions include: the preparation and implementation of health policy in terms of hygiene, 
the education of the population in terms of hygiene and public health, the implementation of 
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actions to ensure compliance with hygiene legislation and regulations, and the investigation 
and reporting of hygiene violations. 

3.3.3.7. The representatives of the State at the level of the territorial communities in the 
Region of Fatick 

According to Article L 270 of Law No. 2013-10 of December 28, 2013 on the General Code of 
Territorial Collectivities, the representatives of the State are the delegates of the President of 
the Republic in their constituency. They are appointed by decree. The representatives of the 
State shall ensure the safeguarding of national interests, the respect of laws, public order. Under 
the conditions fixed by the present code, they exercise the control of legality and budgetary 
control. They also ensure the regular exercise of their powers by the local authorities. They 
represent each of the ministers and have authority over the decentralized services of the State 
in their district, subject to the exceptions provided for in other texts. They are the only ones 
authorized to speak on behalf of the State before the elected councils of their districts. 

Article 271 stipulates that "the prefect represents the State in the department, in the city, in the 
commune that is the capital of the department and in all other communes that are attached to it 
by decree. The sub-prefect represents the State with respect to the other communes in his or her 
arrondissement. » 

The Prefect is the President of the Departmental Commission for the Census and Evaluation of 
Expenses (CDREI). This commission was set up by the Prefect of the Department of Fatick as 
part of the land acquisition procedure for this project to compensate those economically 
impacted. 

3.3.3.8. The Local Authorities 

With respect to national unity and territorial integrity, the territorial authorities of the Republic 
are the department and the commune (Article 1 of Law No. 2013-10 on the General Code of 
Local Authorities). 

 The Department  

According to Article 20 of the Law on the Environmental Code, the department is a local 
authority, a legal person under public law. It is administered by a departmental council elected 
by direct election. The departmental council, through its deliberations, and the president of the 
departmental council, through the instruction of business and the execution of its deliberations, 
contribute to the administration of the department. The Departmental Council settles the affairs 
of the department by its deliberations. Within the framework of environmental and natural 
resource management, the Departmental Council is given the following powers, among others: 

 Creation and management of forests, protected areas and natural sites of departmental 
interest; 

 Development and implementation of local environmental action plans; 

 Protection of ground and surface water; 

 Firefighting and nature protection; 

 Authorization to clear land after the opinion of the municipal council concerned; 
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 Issuance of felling permits. 

In the framework of this project, the clearing authorization must be issued by the Departmental 
Council of Fatick. The latter is also involved in the environmental and social management of 
the project. 

 The Commune 

The municipal council, through its deliberations, and the mayor, through his decisions, by 
investigating matters and carrying out deliberations, contribute to the administration of the 
municipality (Article 71 of the Local Authorities Code). 

The mayor is the representative of the local community. In this capacity, he is responsible, 
among other things, under the control of the municipal council: 

 To pass, according to the same rules, the acts of sale, exchange, sharing, acceptance of 
gifts or legacies; 

 To ensure the protection of the environment; 

 To take the appropriate measures to prevent or eliminate pollution and nuisances, and 
to ensure the protection of green spaces; 

 To contribute to the embellishment of the commune;  

 To appoint to communal jobs. 
The municipal council regulates the affairs of the municipality through its deliberations. It must 
ensure the best living conditions for the entire population, without discrimination. It may issue 
written wishes on all matters of local interest, particularly those concerning the economic and 
social development of the commune. The Municipal Council ensures, among other things, the 
protection and management of natural resources and the environment on its territory.  

As part of this project, Teranga Niakhar Storage will have to collaborate with the Mairie of the 
Commune of Niakhar for the allocation of land. The Mayor must also be involved in the 
recruitment of the necessary manpower for the realization of the project.  

As a member of the CRES, the Mayor and the Municipal Council are also involved in 
monitoring the application of measures in the Environmental and Social Management Plan 
(ESMP). He will also give his opinion before the Departmental Council of Fatick grants the 
clearing authorization. 

3.3.3.9. Non-governmental actors 

The implementation of the project could also be carried out in consultation with organizations 
of agricultural producers (market gardeners, poultry farmers, etc.), Women's Promotion Groups 
(GPF), civil society, non-governmental organizations (NGOs) active in the environment or 
local development, etc. These local structures, which should benefit from this energy project 
through the promoter's social actions and the jobs that will be generated, are potential 
facilitators in terms of involvement and mobilization and can play an important role in 
monitoring the implementation of certain ESIA activities. 
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3.4. LEGAL FRAMEWORK  

The legal framework applicable to this project includes national texts completed by conventions 
ratified by Senegal. 

 INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS  

At the international level, Senegal has acceded to several international conventions applicable 
to the environmental sector. In relation to the context and activities of the project, the 
international conventions concerned are listed in the following table: 
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Table 11: International conventions applicable to the project  

Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 

Fight against climate change and protection of the ozone layer 

United Nations Framework Convention 
on Climate Change (UNFCCC) signed 
by Senegal in June 1992 and ratified on 
14 June 1994 

The Convention was adopted on May 9, 1992 in New 
York and signed in 1992 at the Earth Summit in Rio de 
Janeiro by more than 150 countries and the European 
Community.  

Its ultimate goal is to "stabilize greenhouse gas 
concentrations in the atmosphere at a level that would 
prevent dangerous anthropogenic interference with the 
climate system.  

It contains commitments for all Parties. Under the 
Convention, Annex I Parties aim to reduce greenhouse 
gas emissions not controlled by the Montreal Protocol to 
1990 levels by the year 2000. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Existence of activities such as clearing 
the site prior to the installation of the 
power plant and equipment (generator 
set, machinery, etc.) that are sources of 
greenhouse gas pollution (CO2 and 
NOx emissions, in particular) during 
the construction phase. 

However, the production of electricity 
from solar energy is in line with the 

The Kyoto Protocol to the United 
Nations Framework Convention on 
Climate Change signed on 11/12/1997 
and ratified on 20/07/2001 

The Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) was adopted 
at the third session of the Conference of the Parties to the 
UNFCCC in 1997 in Kyoto, Japan.  

It contains legally binding commitments, in addition to 
those under the UNFCCC. Countries included in Annex 
B of the Protocol (most Organization for Economic Co-
operation and Development countries, and countries 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 
with economies in transition) have agreed to reduce their 
emissions of anthropogenic greenhouse gases (carbon 
dioxide, methane, nitrous oxide, hydrofluorocarbons, 
perfluorocarbons, and Sulphur hexafluoride) by at least 
5% below 1990 levels for the commitment period 2008-
2012. 

desire to develop clean energy and thus 
fight against climate change. 

Solar energy is inexhaustible and 
produces no waste or greenhouse gases. 

 

 The Paris Agreement on Climate 
Change in 2015 

This Agreement, by contributing to the implementation 
of the Convention, including its objective, aims to 
strengthen the global response to the threat of climate 
change, in the context of sustainable development and 
poverty reduction. 

The Montreal Protocol on Substances that 
Deplete the Ozone Layer was adopted in 
Montreal in 1987, and was subsequently 
modified and amended in London (1990), 
Copenhagen (1992), Vienna (1995), 
Montreal (1997), and Beijing (1999). 

Regulates the consumption and production of 
stratospheric ozone-depleting chemicals containing 
chlorine and bromine, such as chlorofluorocarbons 
(CFCs), methyl chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, and 
many others. 

The production of electrical energy 
through solar energy does not generate 
pollutants and contributes to the 
preservation of nature. However, during 
the construction phase, Teranga Niakhar 
Storage must ensure that the products 
and tools that will be used are not ozone 
depleting elements. If the products that 
will be used contain such elements, 
Teranga Niakhar Storage must take 
measures to remedy the situation.  

Vienna Convention for the Protection of 
the Ozone Layer adopted in Vienna on 
22 March 1985, ratified on 19 March 
1993. 

 

To protect human health and the environment from the 
adverse effects of ozone depletion and to control 
emissions of ozone-depleting substances. 

To this end, the convention provides for: the phase-out 
of Ozone Depleting Substances (ODS), including 
Chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 
Hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) by 2010 and 2030 
respectively. 

Law n° 2003-07 of May 28, 2003 
authorizing the President of the Republic to 
ratify the Amendment to the Montreal 
Protocol to the Vienna Convention on the 
Protection of the Ozone Layer in Beijing 
(People's Republic of China) in December 
1999. 

Preservation of stratospheric ozone. Regulation of 
activities that may cause damage to the ozone layer. 

Management of natural resources and protection of fauna and flora 

African Convention on the Conservation of 
Nature and Natural Resources, Maputo 
(Mozambique), adopted in Algiers on 
March 15, 1968 and ratified by Senegal in 
1971. 

Law n° 71-66 of November 30, 1971 
authorizing the President of the Republic to 
ratify the African Convention on the 
Conservation of Nature and Natural 
Resources, adopted in Algiers on March 
15, 1968. 

To improve the protection of the environment, promote 
the conservation and sustainable use of natural 
resources, and harmonize and coordinate policies in 
these areas with a view to establishing environmentally 
sound, economically sound and socially acceptable 
development policies and programs. 

The project shall not cause degradation 
of the surrounding biodiversity either 
through pollution or through the 
discharge of any waste. The ESIA has 
assessed the impacts and appropriate 
mitigation measures to compensate for 
the biodiversity that will be destroyed 
are proposed. 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 

United Nations Convention on Biological 
Diversity, signed in June 1992 and ratified 
on June 14, 1994 

The Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic 
Resources and the Fair and Equitable 
Sharing of Benefits Arising out of their 
Utilization to the Convention on Biological 
Diversity (2010) 

Conservation of biological diversity, the sustainable use 
of its components and the fair and equitable sharing of 
the benefits arising out of the utilization of genetic 
resources. 

Identify processes and categories of activities that have, 
or are likely to have, significant negative impacts on the 
conservation and sustainable use of biological diversity, 
and monitor their effects through sampling and other 
techniques.  

Introduce appropriate procedures requiring 
environmental impact assessment of proposed projects 
that are likely to have significant adverse effects on 
biological diversity, with the objective of avoiding or 
minimizing them, and, to the extent practicable, allow 
for public participation in these procedures.  

The project must not destroy the 
surrounding biodiversity either by 
pollution or by the discharge of any 
waste. In this context, a biodiversity 
baseline study must be carried out as 
part of the ESIA prior to the 
construction and operation phase in 
areas of potential impact. The ESIA 
must assess the impacts and develop 
appropriate mitigation measures to 
compensate for the vegetation that will 
be destroyed.  

Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance especially as 
Waterfowl Habitat-UNESCO adapted on 
February 02, 19716. Entered into force in 
Senegal on November 11, 1977. 

Law No. 77-39 of April 10, 1977 
authorizing the President of the Republic to 

This convention is an intergovernmental treaty that 
serves as a framework for national action and 
international cooperation for the conservation and wise 
use of wetlands and their resources. 

The project site does not encroach into 
any Ramsar-listed wetlands.  

 
6Law No. 77-39 of April 10, 1977 authorizing the President of the Republic to accede to the Convention on Wetlands of International Importance especially as Waterfowl Habitat, as amended 

adopted on February 2, 1971. 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 
accede to the Convention on Wetlands of 
International Importance especially as 
Waterfowl Habitat, as amended, adopted 
on February 2, 1971 

Cultural heritage 

Convention concerning the protection of 
the world cultural and natural heritage 
adopted in Paris on 16 November 1972 
and ratified by Senegal on 13 February 
19767. 

Law n° 75-110 of December 20, 1975 
authorizing the President of the Republic to 
ratify the Convention concerning the 
Protection of the World Cultural and 
Natural Heritage adopted in Paris on 
November 16, 1972 

This convention specifies the conditions under which 
cultural heritage must be protected 

No classified cultural heritage is 
identified on the site, but in case of 
discovery of remains, the national 
procedure must be followed. 

 
7Law n° 75-110 of December 20, 1975 authorizing the President of the Republic to ratify the Convention concerning the protection of the world cultural and natural heritage adopted in Paris on 

November 16, 1972. 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 

Human rights 

African Charter on Human and Peoples' 
Rights adopted in Nairobi on September 
23, 1981 and ratified by Senegal by Law 
No. 82-04 of June 15, 1982 

Article 24 which enshrines the right of peoples to a 
healthy environment. 

The project must respect the rights of the 
local population to live in a healthy 
environment. 

Chemical and waste management 
Stockholm Convention on Persistent 
Organic Pollutants (POPs) - ratified by 
Senegal in May 2003 8 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Senegal is a signatory to the Stockholm Convention, 
which aims to reduce the manufacture, use and sub-
production of 21 organic pollutants that are known to 
persist and bioaccumulate in the environment.  

Target species include pesticides such as aldrin, dieldrin 
and DDT, as well as PCDF, PCB, PFOS, dioxins and 
furans. The purpose of this Convention is to: 

 reduce or eliminate the production and use of 
persistent organic pollutants in the natural 
environment; 

 minimize Pops to better protect human health, 
quality of life and the environment. 

According to experts, a solar power 
plant is a clean energy that does not 
pollute. However, during the 
construction phase, the implementation 
and management of the project must not 
be a source of organic pollutants 
covered by the convention 

 

 

 

 

 
8Law n° 2003-08 of May 28, 2003 authorizing the President of the Republic to ratify the Convention on Persistent Organic Pollutants, adopted in Stockholm (Sweden) on May 22, 2001 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 

MINAMATA Convention on Mercury, 
adopted in Kumamoto, Japan, on 
October 10, 2013 and signed by on 
October 13, 2013 

Protection of human health and the environment from 
anthropogenic emissions and releases of mercury and 
mercury compounds. 

The products to be used by Teranga 
Niakhar Storage in the implementation 
of its project shall not contain mercury 
compounds in accordance with the 
requirements of the agreement. 

The Basel Convention on the Control of 
Transboundary Movements of 
Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal 
adopted on March 22, 1989 and entered 
into force on May 5, 1992 

The Basel Convention applies to wastes listed in Annex 
I, if they exhibit the hazard characteristics listed in 
Annex III. Hazardous waste means explosive, 
flammable, poisonous, infectious, corrosive, toxic or 
ecotoxic waste. 

The Convention has focused on regulating the 
"transboundary" movement of hazardous wastes, i.e. the 
movement of these substances across international 
borders, and on defining criteria for environmentally 
sound waste management.  

More recently, the work of the Convention has focused 
on the full implementation of the treaty's commitments, 
the promotion of environmentally sound management of 
hazardous wastes, a life-cycle approach and the 
reduction of their generation. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will be 
required to comply with regulatory 
requirements for hazardous materials. A 
Hazardous Materials Management Plan 
will need to be developed if hazardous 
materials are to be used in this project. 

 

The Protocol on Liability and 
Compensation for Damage resulting from 
Transboundary Movements and Disposal 
of Hazardous Wastes (Basel, 1999). 

To establish a comprehensive regime of adequate and 
prompt liability and compensation for damage resulting 
from the transboundary movement and disposal of 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 
hazardous wastes and other wastes, including illegal 
traffic in such wastes. 

Health, Safety and Security 

The ILO Convention No. 120 on hygiene 
in commerce and offices ratified by 
Senegal in 1966. 

Hygiene in the workplace and in infrastructures. This 
convention regulates hygiene in certain infrastructures. 

Hygiene, health and safety at work are 
transversal to all project activities. 

Convention n°155 on safety and health of 
workers (1981) and its protocol (2002) 

This convention provides for the adoption of a coherent 
national policy on occupational safety and health, as well 
as measures to be taken by public authorities and in 
enterprises to promote occupational safety and health 
and improve working conditions. 

Occupational Health Services Convention 
No. 161, 1985 

This agreement provides for the setting up of an 
occupational medicine service at company level, whose 
mission is essentially preventive and which is 
responsible for advising the employer, the workers and 
their representatives on the prevention of health and 
hygiene in the workplace. 

Convention n°14 on weekly rest in 
industrial establishments of November 17, 
1921 

Convention No. 18 on Occupational 
Diseases of June 10, 1925 

Health, Safety and Security The construction and operation of the 
plant will require the use of a workforce 
that will need to be protected. For 
employment management, Teranga 
Niakhar Storage can refer to 
international commitments if necessary. 
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Texts Regulated areas Application in the project 

Convention No. 100 concerning Equal 
Remuneration for Men and Women 
Workers for Work of Equal Value, adopted 
in Geneva on June 29, 1951  
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 LEGAL FRAMEWORK AT THE NATIONAL LEVEL  

In relation to the context and activities of the project, the national legal framework is marked 
by several texts that deal with environmental and social aspects.  

3.4.2.1. The Constitution of Senegal 

The country's institutional and regulatory framework is based on Senegal's Constitution, 
established in 1959, which was last revised in 2016 (Constitutional Law 2016-10 of April 5, 
2016 revising the Constitution of January 22, 2011). 

Thus, article 25.1 states: "Natural resources belong to the people”. They are used for the 
improvement of their living conditions. 

The exploitation and management of natural resources must be done in a transparent manner 
and in such a way as to generate economic growth, promote the well-being of the population in 
general and be ecologically sustainable. The State and local authorities have the obligation to 
ensure the preservation of land assets. 

Article 25-2 guarantees the right to a healthy environment and obliges public authorities to 
preserve and restore essential ecological processes, to provide for the responsible management 
of species and ecosystems, to preserve the diversity and integrity of the genetic heritage, to 
require environmental assessment for plans, projects or programs, to promote environmental 
education and to ensure the protection of the population in the development and implementation 
of projects and programs whose social and environmental impacts are significant Such 
provisions encourage the consideration of environmental protection by all actors in the project 
implementation process. 

The national legal framework is marked by several other environmental texts concerning the 
management of the living environment, in particular pollution and nuisances, natural resources 
(fauna, flora, water), the institutional framework of the management of the environment and 
natural resources, etc.  

3.4.2.2. Environmental Code and its application texts 

The regulatory framework relating to the environment is defined by Law No. 2001-01 of 
January 15, 2001 on the Environmental Code and Decree 2001-282 of April 12, 2001 on the 
application of the Code. The latter, which is currently being revised, establishes a set of 
fundamental principles intended to manage and protect the environment against all possible 
forms of degradation. This law makes the environment a national heritage that must be 
protected and establishes the general principles of prevention and precaution. The 
Environmental Code provides a framework for all sectors of the environment and sets out the 
guiding principles of good management, which must be respected in all areas. It also defines 
key environmental terms and establishes the national environmental policy in five main areas: 
classified installations, water pollution, noise pollution, air pollution and foul odors, and soil 
and subsoil pollution.  
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However, since June 2007, more complementary information on the project lists has been 
completed by the introduction of a manual on the Nomenclature of Installations Classified for 
Environmental Protection (ICPE). 

 Classified Installations for the Protection of the Environment 
According to Article 2 of law n° 2001- 01 of January 15, 2001 on the Environmental Code, 
factories, plants, factories, stores, workshops, warehouses, construction sites, quarries, 
industrial, artisanal or commercial installations are subject to the declaration and authorization 
regime of the Installations Classified for the Protection of the Environment (ICPE). Classified 
installations are divided into two classes according to the danger or the seriousness of the 
inconveniences that their exploitation can present, they are subjected either to authorization or 
to declaration. 

The first class to which this project belongs includes installations that present serious dangers 
or inconveniences for the interests referred to in article L 9 of the Environmental Code. The 
operation of these installations can only be authorized on condition that measures specified by 
ministerial order are taken to prevent these dangers or inconveniences. 

The second class includes installations which, although they do not present serious 
inconveniences for the interests referred to in article L 9, must respect the general prescriptions 
decreed by the Minister in charge of the environment in order to ensure the protection of these 
interests. 

The classification of a project is carried out by DEEC based on the provisions of the 
Environmental Code and the ICPE Nomenclature manual. 

Generally speaking, with reference to the provisions of the Environmental Code and the ICPE 
nomenclature, this solar power plant project is therefore subject to authorization, conditional 
on the prior completion of a thorough environmental and social impact study.  

The operating permit must be granted to the proponent of this project by DEEC prior to the 
construction or commissioning of the facility. 

According to article L13 of the Environmental Code, the operating permit is "obligatorily 
subordinated" to the fact that the distance between the and "the dwellings, the buildings usually 
occupied by third parties, the establishments receiving the public and the zones intended for the 
dwelling, a watercourse, a lake, a communication route, a water catchment", is of 500 meters 
minimum. 

In the event of a transfer of operating rights, the new operator is required to make a declaration  
to the Minister of the Environment. 

With reference to Article 12, the Minister of Civil Protection has an advisory role to the Minister 
of Environment. 

Authorizations are granted without prejudice to the rights of third parties. They do not prevent 
the application of the provisions of the Town Planning Code regarding building permits (article 
L14). 
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The application for authorization of a first-class installation must be the subject of a public 
inquiry prescribed by decision of the State representative under conditions set by decree (Article 
L16). 

According to Article R4 of the Code's implementing decree, authorizations for the opening and 
operation or commissioning of ICPEs, as well as the classification of each of them, are 
determined by order of the Minister of the Environment, after consultation with the Ministers 
of Mines and Civil Protection. 

This project of construction of a solar power plant must be the subject of an application for 
authorization to operate an ICPE in collaboration with the DIC and the DREEC of Fatick. 

 Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) 
According to Article L48 of the Environmental Code, any development project or activity that 
may affect the environment, as well as policies, plans, programs, regional and sectoral studies, 
must undergo an Environmental and Social Assessment (ESA). This is necessary to obtain 
permits under national law, to meet stakeholder requirements and for project financing 
purposes.  

Among the environmental assessment formats that may be relevant to this project is the 
Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA).  

The proponent is responsible for the implementation of environmental assessments and for 
forwarding them to the appropriate authorities. 

The decree n°2001-282 of April 12, 2001 applies the Environmental Code by stipulating in 
particular the need to carry out an environmental assessment before the development of any 
activity likely to affect the environment. The decree defines the scope of application of the 
environmental impact assessment. Depending on the potential impact, nature, scale and location 
of the project, the types of projects are classified in one of the following categories 

 Category 1: projects are likely to have significant environmental impacts; an 
environmental impact assessment study will allow environmental considerations to be 
integrated into the economic and financial analysis of the project; this category requires 
a thorough environmental assessment.  

 Category 2: projects have limited environmental impacts or impacts can be mitigated 
through measures or design changes; this category is subject to a summarised 
environmental analysis.  

The battery storage system that will be powered by a solar power plant, is classified in category 
1 of projects subject to an in-depth environmental assessment, in accordance with the 
implementing decree of law 2001-01 of January 15, 2001 on the environmental code (Article 
R40 and Annex 1) and the nomenclature of Installations Classified for Environmental 
Protection (ICPE). This project is therefore subject to prior authorization conditioned by the 
prior realization of an ESIA which is the subject of this report. 

The following decrees have been published by the Ministry of the Environment to regulate the 
procedures and modalities for conducting an EIA: 
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 Decree No. 009471 on the content of the terms of reference for ESIAs. Teranga Niakhar 
Storage has complied with this requirement; 

 Decree No. 009470 establishing the conditions for the issuance of the approval for the 
exercise of activities related to ESIA; 

 Decree No. 009468 regulating public participation in the environmental impact study. 
This text specifies the procedure for public participation; 

 Decree No. 009469 on the organization and operation of the technical committee. This 
text supports the Ministry of the Environment in the validation of the environmental 
impact study report; 

 Decree No. 009472 on the content of the ESIA report. This text specifies that the impact 
study report must contain, among other things, a description and analysis of the project's 
variants, an assessment of the project's potential impacts, the risks of technological 
accidents, measures to mitigate and compensate for negative effects, and a framework 
for an environmental monitoring and follow-up plan 

The circulars n°009 PM.SGG/SP of July 30, 2001, n°001/PM/SP of May 22, 2007 and n°008 
PM/SGG/SP of June 24, 2010. They remind all national structures of the need to respect the 
provisions of the law N°2001-01 of January 15 on the Environmental Code and of the 
application decree N°2001/282 of April 12, 2001 by stipulating that any development project 
or activities likely to affect the environment and the health of the populations, as well as public 
policies, plans, programs will have to be the object of an environmental assessment before their 
implementation. 

3.4.2.2.1. Process of realization of the ESIA according to the Senegalese regulation 

The Environmental Code defines the procedures to be followed in conducting an ESIA. Teranga 
Niakhar Storage and the company in charge of the work shall ensure that:  

 Appropriate consultations with stakeholders and interested parties are carried out; 

 The ESIA is carried out according to the Terms of Reference and the obligations of 
Senegalese law.  

The current ESIA process for projects in Senegal is described below:  

The administrative procedure of authorization of ICPE begins with the reception, by the DEEC, 
of the request for authorization addressed to the Minister whose subject is "Request for 
authorization of a first class installation" and must include at least the following details  

 the nature and volume of activities, manufacturing processes, materials used and 
products manufactured; 

 the maximum daily production (finished products), the maximum storage capacity of 
raw materials and finished products, diesel oil and any other type of input and output; 

 the type and power of the equipment used to operate the facility; 
 etc.  

This information is used to classify the installation in reference to article L9 of the 
Environmental Code, specified, if necessary, by the ICPE nomenclature. 
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Once the project is classified, the notice of the project as well as the letter of request for 
authorization of a 1st class facility must be filed with the Ministry of the Environment and 
Sustainable Development (MEDD). Thereafter, a site visit and notification of the project's 
classification must be made. 

The Terms of Reference (TOR) for the ESIA of Category 1 projects such as Teranga Niakhar 
Storage must be submitted to the MEDD for approval. The TORs must comply with Ministerial 
Order No. 9471 of November 28, 2001 on the content of the Terms of Reference for 
environmental impact studies. 

As part of the process of obtaining a certificate of conformity, the DEEC generally transmits 
the draft TOR to the DREEC concerned, which then conducts an on-site visit. For this project, 
it was the Fatick DREEC in collaboration with the DEEC that conducted the validation visit of 
the TOR. Following the site visit, a report is sent to the DEEC, which validates the TOR based 
on the results of the visit. 

The ESIA of this project is carried out by the EES firm, authorized to carry out environmental 
impact studies in Senegal, in accordance with Ministerial Order No. 9470 MJEHP-DEEC of 
November 28, 2001 setting the conditions for the issuance of the approval for the exercise of 
activities relating to environmental impact studies. The ESIA is carried out in accordance with 
Ministerial Order No. 9472 of November 28, 2001 on the content of the Environmental Impact 
Assessment report.  

After the ESIA report is submitted to the DEEC, a technical committee is organized in Fatick 
to validate the report, as specified in Order No. 9469 of November 28, 2001. This order defines 
the members and responsibilities of the committee. The Secretariat of the committee is provided 
by the Directorate of Environment and Classified Establishments (DEEC). 

Following the Technical Committee meeting, the Committee Secretariat prepares a report. The 
consultant and proponent are required to incorporate the comments and concerns of the 
technical committee and provide an updated report to the committee.  

After the technical committee has validated the report, a public hearing is held. This public 
hearing presents the summary of the environmental impact assessment report in the local 
language and collects the opinions, remarks and suggestions for modifications from local 
stakeholders. Article 7 of the Ministerial Order specifies that the public hearings must be 
chaired by the technical department whose field of activity is related to the activities envisaged 
in the environmental impact study. For this energy project, this is the Electricity Department. 
The decentralized authority concerned acts as vice-chair and the secretariat is composed of 
members of the DREEC in Fatick or DEEC in Dakar. On the other hand, at the local level, the 
chairmanship of the public hearings is assumed by the local authority (Mayor of the Commune 
of Niakhar). 

Following this consultation, the Technical Committee Secretariat prepares a report of the public 
hearing. The consultant and proponent are then required to incorporate the public concerns and 
provide an updated report to the Committee.  
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Based on the final study (containing any comments received during the public consultation and 
the Technical Committee), the Technical Committee shall present a decision to the Ministry 
under the request of Teranga Niakhar Storage. The Ministry shall then report the decision 
(positive or negative).  

The DEEC is the highest authority that awards the Environmental and Social Compliance 
Statement, signed by the DEEC Director if the ESIA is approved by the Technical Committee. 
The MEDD then provides an environmental compliance certificate by ministerial order, once 
the environmental compliance attestation has been signed and issued by the DEEC.  

3.4.2.2.2. Public Consultation Legislation 

Article L 53 of the Environmental Code stipulates that "the participation of the populations 
responds to the will to democratize the decision-making process and it is guaranteed by the 
State in the sense of decentralization and regionalization. » 

Ministerial decree n°9468 MJEHP-DEEC dated November 28, 2001, regulating public 
participation in the environmental impact study. The objective of the public hearing "is to 
present the summary of the ESIA report and to gather opinions, observations and 
recommendations from local stakeholders". 

Article 1 of the decree states that "public participation is a constituent element of the 
environmental impact study. It follows the following procedure: 

 Announcement of the initiative by posting at the town hall or at the governance and/or; 

 press release (written or spoken); 

 filing of documents at the town hall or local authority concerned; 

 holding an information meeting; 

 collection of written and oral comments; 

 negotiations if needed; 

 preparation of the report. 

The public hearings must be chaired by the Technical Ministry, whose activities are analyzed 
in the environmental impact study report. The decentralized community concerned shall act as 
vice-chair. The Directorate of Environment and Settlements provides the secretariat. 

The table below provides a summary of the laws of the Environmental Code and its 
implementing decree concerning the project:
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Table 12: Some basic articles of the Environmental Code and its application decree related to the project  

Themes Main content 
related to the 
project 

Articles Summary of the application text Relevance to the 
project 

General 
provisions 

Respect for the 
Environment 

Article L.1 The Senegalese environment is a national heritage, an integral part 
of the world heritage. Its protection and the improvement of the 
resources it offers to human life are of general interest and result 
from a national policy whose definition and application are the 
responsibility of the State, local communities and citizens. Every 
individual has the right to a healthy environment under the 
conditions defined by international texts, the present Code and other 
environmental protection laws. This right is accompanied by an 
obligation to protect the environment. »  

This project must be 
carried out in 
accordance with the 
provisions of the 
Environmental 
Code. 

Technological 
risks, Chapter I 
(TITLE II 
Prevention and 
control of 
pollution and 
nuisances) 

Management of 
establishments 
presenting 
technological 
risks 

Article L.9 Describes facilities classified for environmental protection. The project is a 
classified facility. 

Article L.10 Divides facilities classified under L.9 into two classes. Some of the 
facilities present 
risks to the 
biophysical and 
human 
environment; this 
solar power plant 
project is a first 
class project. 

Article L.11 "The first class includes facilities that present serious dangers or 
inconveniences for the interests referred to in article L.9 [...] the 
second class includes facilities that, not presenting serious 
inconveniences for the interests referred to in article L.9 [...] " 
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Article L.12 "The categories of installations subject to the provisions of this law 
and the classification of each of them are defined by order of the 
Minister in charge of the environment, after consultation with the 
Ministries in charge of industry and civil protection. ». 

This project must 
comply with this 
section. 

Article L.13 "The installations classified in the first class must be the subject, 
before their construction or commissioning, of an operating 
authorization issued by order of the Minister in charge of the 
environment under the conditions fixed by decree.  This 
authorization is obligatorily subordinated to their distance, on a 
radius of 500 m at least, of the dwellings, the buildings usually 
occupied by thirds, the establishments receiving of the public and 
the zones intended for the dwelling, of a water course, a lake, a way 
of communication, a water catchment ". 

The project will 
comply with this 
provision prior to 
commissioning.  
However, this report 
is aimed at 
obtaining the 
environmental 
clearance before 
obtaining the 
certificate of 
compliance. 

Article L.14 "Authorizations are granted without prejudice to the rights of third 
parties. They do not prevent the application of the provisions of the 
Urban Planning Code concerning building permits. ». 

Article L.16 "The application for authorization of a first-class facility must be 
the subject of a public inquiry prescribed by decision of the State 
representative under conditions set by decree. 

Article L.23 "In the event that the operation of classified installations presents, 
for the interests mentioned in article L 9, serious dangers or 
inconveniences that the measures to be taken under the provisions 
of the present law are not likely to eliminate, the closure or 
suppression of these installations must be ordered by decree taken 
by the Minister in charge of the environment [...]". 

Teranga Niakhar 
Storage will 
implement all 
measures to control 
the risks that could 
affect its personnel 
and the environment 
around the site. 
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Waste 
management, 
Chapter III 
(TITLE II: 
Prevention and 
control of 
pollution and 
nuisances). 

This chapter 
sets out the 
conditions for 
solid waste 
management. It 
will cover 
general waste 
information, 
discharge 
conditions and 
solid waste 
treatment. 

Article L.30 "Waste must be disposed of or recycled in an environmentally 
sound manner in order to eliminate or reduce its harmful effects on 
human health, natural resources, fauna and flora or the quality of 
the environment. 
The provisions of this chapter shall apply to all categories of waste, 
including biomedical waste. ». 

Téranga Niakhar 
Storage must 
manage the waste 
that will result from 
the construction and 
operation work. 

Article L.31 "Any person who produces or holds waste must ensure its 
elimination or recycling or have it eliminated or recycled by 
companies approved by the Minister of the Environment [...]". 

Article L.37 "The elimination of waste by the industrial, producing and/or 
treating structures must be made on authorization and supervision 
of the Ministry in charge of the environment which fixes 
prescriptions". 

Article L.38 "When waste is abandoned, deposited or treated contrary to the 
provisions of the present law and the regulations taken for its 
application, the authority holding the power of police must, after 
formal notice, automatically ensure the elimination of the said 
waste at the expense of the person responsible. [...] ». 

Pollution and 
degradation of 
soils and 
subsoils, 
Chapter III 
(TITLE III 
Protection and 
enhancement of 

Management of 
contaminated 
soils. 

Article L81 The protection of the soil, the subsoil and the wealth they contain, 
as limited resources, renewable or not, against all forms of 
degradation is ensured by the State and the Local Communities. 

The project must not 
lead to soil 
pollution. 
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receiving 
environments) 
 
Air pollution 
and offensive 
odor, Chapter 
II 

Air pollution 
prevention 

Article L78 In order to avoid air pollution, buildings, agricultural, industrial, 
commercial or artisanal establishments, vehicles or other movable 
objects owned, operated or held by any natural or legal person, shall 
be constructed, operated or used in such a way as to meet the 
technical standards in force. They are all subject to a general 
obligation to prevent and reduce harmful impacts on the 
atmosphere. 

The implementation 
of the project shall 
not cause air 
pollution or odors 
that inconvenience 
the surrounding 
population, 
compromise public 
health or safety. 

Sound 
Pollution, 
chapter IV 
Impact study 

Prevention of 
noise pollution 

Article A84 Noise emissions that are likely to harm human health, constitute an 
excessive nuisance for the neighborhood or harm the environment 
are prohibited. The natural or legal persons at the origin of these 
emissions must take all necessary measures to eliminate them. 
When the urgency justifies it, the Minister in charge of the 
environment, in connection with the Minister of the Interior and the 
Minister of the Armed Forces, must take all enforceable measures 
intended to stop the disturbance. 

The construction 
and operation works 
must not emit noise 
that could affect the 
population and 
workers. 

Impact 
assessment 
devices 

Article L. 48 "Any development project or activity that may affect the 
environment, as well as policies, plans, programs, regional and 
sectoral studies, must be subject to an Environmental Assessment 
(EA). The impact study is part of an existing authorization, approval 
or concession procedure; the main actors involved in the 
environmental impact study procedure are the promoter and the 
competent authorities. 

Compliance with 
these provisions is 
the result of this 
study. 
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The impact study is prepared by the promoter and submitted to the 
Ministry of the Environment, which issues a certificate of 
authorization after receiving technical advice from the Directorate 
of the Environment and Classified Establishments; 

Article L 51 The environmental impact study includes at least an analysis of the 
initial state of the site and its environment, a description of the 
project, a study of the changes that the project is likely to cause, and 
the measures envisaged to eliminate, reduce or compensate for the 
negative impacts of the activity, as well as the cost of these 
measures before, during and after the completion of the project. A 
decree issued on the basis of a report by the Minister for the 
Environment specifies the content of the impact study; 

Article L.52 The public hearing process is an integral part of the environmental 
impact assessment; 

Article A53 The participation of the population is a response to the desire to 
democratize the decision-making process and is guaranteed by the 
State in the sense of decentralization and regionalization; 

Internal 
Operation Plan 
(POI)  
 

Preventive 
measures 

Article L56 

Obligation for the promoter "to establish a POI to ensure the 
alerting of the competent authorities and neighboring populations 
in the event of a disaster or threat of a disaster, the evacuation of 
personnel and the means to contain the causes of the disaster". 

In the operational 
phase, the developer 
will have to set up a 
POI. 

Participation of 
the Territorial 
Communities in 
the 
environmental 
and social 

 Article L. 107 Local communities and environmental associations, when they are 
approved by the State in the field of nature and environmental 
protection, may file appeals before the competent courts according 
to the administrative procedure or the common law procedure. 
They may also exercise the rights granted to the civil party with 
regard to acts constituting an offence under this law that directly or 

The populations of 
the Niakhar 
Commune must 
participate in the 
environmental 
management of this 
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management of 
the project (Title 
IV 
Penalties and 
miscellaneous 
provisions) 
Chapter III: 
Miscellaneous 
provisions 

indirectly harm the collective interests that they are intended to 
defend. 
Environmental protection associations may be recognized as being 
of public utility under the conditions set by decree. Associations 
wishing to benefit from the recognition of public utility shall make 
a written request addressed to the Minister in charge of the 
environment who must give a favorable opinion, before its 
transmission to the competent authority. 

project in 
accordance with the 
provisions of the 
Code. 
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 Other environmental regulations and standards 
I. Air Quality Protection (NS 05-062) 
The standard NS 05-062 approved by decision n°00000041 of the Board of Directors of the 
Senegalese Standardisation Association (Association Sénégalaise de Normalisation) on 
December 12, 2018 and takes effect on December 12, 2018 replaces the version of December 
2004. This standard was adopted by the Technical Committee for Standardization in the field 
of Environment (ASN/CT5). It completes the decree n°2001-282 of April 12, 2001 on the 
application of the law n°2001-01 of January 15, 2001 on the Environmental Code.  It cancels 
and replaces the standard of the same index on the same subject and published in December 
2004. Its purpose is to protect the environment and people against harmful or inconvenient air 
pollution. It applies to existing and new fixed installations and to vehicles likely to generate 
gaseous effluents. It includes exhaust emissions from land motor vehicles, permissible limit 
values and control procedures.  

This standard sets out the requirements for gases and fumes from motorized land vehicles, the 
control and measurement procedures and the related equipment. It applies only to carbon 
monoxide (CO), volatile hydrocarbons (HC) and smoke opacity. This standard is applicable to 
the project because during the construction phase there will be dust and exhaust emissions 
caused by the works and equipment (machines, cars etc.). 

II. Water Quality Protection (NS 05-061)   
This standard applies to wastewater discharges within the territorial limits of the country, 
whether they are to receiving environments such as surface, ground or marine waters.  

According to the standard, any discharge of liquid effluents causing stagnation, inconvenience 
to the neighborhood, or pollution of surface, ground or marine waters is prohibited throughout 
the national territory. 

The following are also prohibited: 

 all discharges of substances likely to promote the manifestation of odor, flavor or 
abnormal colorations in natural waters when they are used for human or animal 
consumption or other needs; 

 all spills of hydrocarbons or other chemical products, toxic by ships or other means of 
transport and by pipes etc; 

 any discharge into lakes, ponds and puddles. 

This standard is applicable to this project because the work will generate discharges of water 
for cleaning equipment. Teranga Niakhar Storage shall avoid discharging any wastewater if it 
exists into the natural environment in accordance with the provisions of this standard. 

III. Protection against noise  
There are no specific norms regulating noise emissions, but protection against noise is governed 
by article L.84 of the Environmental Code, which stipulates that: "noise emissions likely to 
harm human health, to constitute an excessive nuisance for the neighborhood or to harm the 
environment are prohibited". Limit values for human health (corresponding to the limit values 
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measured at the level of the nearest dwellings) are defined in the regulatory part of the 
Environmental Code: 

 55 dB(A) to 60 dB(A) by day; 

 40 dB(A) at night. 

Decree no. 2006-1252 of November 15, 2006 setting out the minimum requirements for the 
prevention of certain physical environmental factors (Chapter IV. - Noise). Articles 13 and 14 
are particularly noteworthy : 

 give preference to the least noisy manufacturing processes; 

 reduce at the source the noise emitted by professional equipment and, in particular, 
machines; 

 isolate, in specific rooms, noisy equipment whose operation requires only a limited 
number of workers; 

 avoid the diffusion of noise from one workshop to another; 

 design work areas to reduce the reverberation of noise off glass walls or ceilings; 

 organize the work so that employees are away from the noise. 

Art. 14. - The daily noise exposure level received by a worker during the entire working day 
must not exceed eighty-five (85) A-weighted decibels (dB (A)). If it is not technically possible 
to reduce the daily noise exposure level below 85 dB (A), the employer must provide employees 
with suitable personal protective equipment. The employer must ensure that this equipment is 
actually used. This 85 dB (A) limit, required for the use of personal protective equipment, can 
be lowered depending on the nature of the work, intellectual or otherwise, requiring 
concentration. 

In addition, interministerial orders relating to measures to reduce sources of noise pollution are 
notified to the operators of noise emission sources.  

These requirements must be respected in the implementation of the project. Indeed, the 
installations must be built, equipped and operated in such a way that their operation cannot be 
the source of noise transmitted by air or by ground likely to compromise the health or safety of 
the neighborhood or to constitute a nuisance for its tranquility. 

Transport vehicles, handling equipment and construction machinery used inside the facility, 
and likely to constitute a nuisance for the neighborhood, must comply with these regulations, 
as well as construction machinery.  

 Chemicals 

The construction and operation of the plant will require the use of chemicals (paint, cement, 
etc.). The use of chemicals is governed by Decree No. 2006-1257 of November 15, 2006, 
which sets out the minimum requirements for protection against chemical risks.  Its purpose 
is to protect workers against risks to their health and safety. The prevention of such risks is 
mandatory. 

This decree applies to employers, workers and establishments falling within the scope of the 
Labour Code (Article 1).  
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The main requirements for employers are as follows: 

 Use only packaged, labeled substances and preparations with safety instructions; 

 Choose techniques that do not require the use of the least hazardous substances or 
preparations and to reduce their use to a minimum; 

 Limit the number of workers exposed to chemical risks; 

 Implement collective and individual protective measures, adapted to the risks involved, 
Ensure the protection of exposed workers; 

 Guarantee the information and training of workers on the risks and the means of 
preventing them. 

These provisions must be taken into account in this project. 

Other legislative texts concerning the environment and the management of natural resources, 
and likely to be relevant to the project, are cited below. 

3.4.2.3. The Hygiene Code 

The law n°83-71 of July 5, 1983 on the Hygiene Code essentially regulates individual public 
or collective hygiene and environmental sanitation. The law defines, among others, the hygiene 
rules relating to the fight against epidemics as well as those applicable to dwellings, industrial 
installations, public roads and waste disposal. The Code provides for a real hygiene police force 
to ensure its effective application.  

Title II of this Code deals with public hygiene. Chapter 1 describes, through articles 2 to 13, all 
the provisions to be taken into account in the framework of hygiene on public roads. Chapter 2 
regulates hygiene in dwellings (Art. L14 to L 35). Chapter 3 gives guidelines on the hygiene of 
foodstuffs. 

During the construction and operation phases, Teranga Niakhar Storage and its workers must 
take into account all measures put in place by the Code to ensure rational waste management 
as well as hygiene and health at the site. 

3.4.2.4. The Urban Planning Code 

It is described by the law n°2008-43 of August 20, 2008 on the Urban Planning Code, 
completed by the decree n° 2009-1450 of December 30, 2009. The Urban Planning Code sets 
the rules for building standards and regulates urban plans in three categories: the urban planning 
scheme, the urban planning master plan and the urban planning detail plan. 

The urban master plan and the detailed urban plan determine the distribution and organization 
of land in the urban area, the layout of roads, the locations reserved for public services, facilities 
of general interest, open spaces, building rules and easements, land use conditions, etc. 

Any authorization to build a classified facility is subject to the prior authorization of the 
departments of the Ministries in charge of Classified Establishments and Civil Protection (art. 
R367), indicating all the necessary information in accordance with article R368 of the Code. 

In addition, article R38 relating to the Urban Master Plan requires that the graphic documents 
show the classified installations covered by the Environmental Code. 
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This Teranga Niakhar Storage project is a classified installation. The promoter must have a 
construction permit according to the provisions of this Code described in chapter 2 by articles 
68 to 73. 

3.4.2.5. Texts relating to electricity 

Among the texts relating to the electricity sector in connection with the project, we can cite the: 

 Law 83-72 of July 5, 1983 creating Senelec; 

 Law 90-07 of June 26, 1990 relating to the organization and control of companies in 
the Para public sector and to the control of legal persons of private law benefiting from 
the financial assistance of the public authorities; 

 Law 98-06 of 01/28/1998 authorizing the transformation of the National Electricity 
Company into a Public Limited Company (SA) into majority public participation; 

 Law 98-29 of April 14, 1998 governing the electricity sector; 

 Law 2002-01 of December 26, 2001 repealing and replacing Article 19, paragraphs 4 
and 5, and Chapter IV of Law 98-29 of April 14, 1998 on the electricity sector; 

 Electricity Sector Development Policy Letter (ESDPL) signed in October 2012; 

 Performance Contract 2016-2019 signed between Senelec and the State of Senegal. 
Chapter III: Activities conducted in the electricity sector of Law 98-29 of April 14, 1998 
governing the electricity sector gives the following requirements applicable to this project: 

 Article 16-Production licenses, in the context of this project, Teranga Niakhar Storage 
must first obtain a production license from the Minister of Petroleum and Renewable 
Energy in accordance with this provision; 

 Section 17-Distribution Grants ; 

 Article 18-Licenses of sale ; 

 section 19-Exclusive wholesale purchasing, transportation and sales concession; 

 Article 20-Criteria for awarding licenses and concessions; 

 article 21-licensing and concessions procedure; 

 article 22 - procedure for amending licenses and concessions. 

3.4.2.6. The Forestry Code 

The Forestry Code results from Law No. 2018-25 of November 12, 2018 on the Forestry Code, 
which repeals and replaces Law No. 98-03 of January 8, 1998 on the Forestry Code, 
supplemented by its implementing decree No. 219-110 of January 16, 2019. The purpose of the 
Code is to set the general rules for the management of forests, trees outside the forest and land 
with forestry vocation of the National Domain. It also aims to determine the conditions of 
exploitation of private forests. Clearing procedures are described in Chapter 2 of the decree 
implementing the Forestry Code in its Art. R.36 to Art. R. 44. 

All clearing applications are examined by the municipal councils concerned, which transmit 
their detailed opinion on the application to the Departmental Council (Art. R. 44).  

The Regional Soil Conservation Commission is responsible for examining the clearing file in 
accordance with the provisions of article R. 37. 
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According to the IREF of Fatick, it will be a matter of paying taxes and fees before felling any 
tree in accordance with Article 43 of Decree 2019-110 of January 16, 2019, which states that 
"the beneficiary of a tree cutting permit must pay taxes and fees in accordance with the 
provisions relating to forestry exploitation.  

The Code fully or partially protects certain plant species. Exemptions for the felling of fully 
protected species can only be obtained for scientific or medicinal reasons (Art R 51).  

However, partially protected species can be felled with the authorization of the Water and 
Forestry Services. 

Regarding protected species, the regulations are defined in the code of hunting and protection 
of fauna for wildlife species, and in the Forest Code for flora. 

As part of this project, work to clear the access ways will require tree cutting or removal. These 
activities will be conducted in accordance with the provisions of the Code. 

3.4.2.7. The Hunting and Wildlife Protection Code 

Law No. 86-04 of 24 January 1986 on the Hunting and Wildlife Protection Code and its 
implementing decree No. 86-844 of 14 July 1986 specify the hunting regime in Senegal. Within 
this framework, certain animals are subject to protection.  

The project is not being carried out in an area reserved for hunting. 

3.4.2.8. The Sanitation Code 

It is described by Law n°2009-24 of July 08, 2009 on the Sanitation Code and the 
implementation decree n°2011-245 of February 17, 2011 on the implementation of the law on 
the Sanitation Code. This law defines a unique and harmonized code of sanitation, which allows 
access to all to the rule of law in sanitation in Senegal. 

"Any discharge, flow, deposit, throwing, burying and immersion of liquid waste, of domestic 
and industrial origin, in the natural environment must be subject to a preliminary clean-up under 
the conditions fixed by the texts in force" (Art. L3).  

"The sources of pollution are regulated, the legal provisions in force in particular, the present 
code, the environmental code, the water code and the hygiene code. The sources of pollution 
are obliged to submit to the controls of the agents sworn under these various codes or their 
delegates. " (Art. L4) 

The Teranga Niakhar Storage site must be equipped with a system for the disposal of domestic 
waste9 water in accordance with the provisions of this Code, its implementing regulations and 
other applicable laws (Art. L15). 

The authorization to connect a domestic wastewater disposal system to a public sewer shall not 
be issued unless the application is supported by plans or diagrams of the requested connection, 
information concerning the volumes of water likely to be discharged and, if necessary, any 

 
9In the sanitation code, domestic wastewater is defined as "wastewater originating from a public place, dwellings or any other 

similar establishment". 
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other information intended to assess the quality of the effluent and the importance and 
advisability of the requested connection. (Art. L16). 

3.4.2.9. Water Code and its texts related to water 

The law n°81-13 of March 4, 1981 on the Water Code provides for the various provisions to 
fight against water pollution while reconciling the requirements related to drinking water supply 
and public health, agriculture, biological life of the receiving environment and fish fauna, 
protection of sites and water conservation.  

Title II of this text (Articles 47-63) relating to the qualitative protection of water deals in 
particular with water pollution. The various provisions foreseen make it possible to fight against 
water pollution while reconciling the requirements related in particular to drinking water supply 
and public health, to agriculture, to life in the receiving environment and the fish fauna, to the 
protection of sites and to the conservation of water. 

For this reason, no discharge, flow, dumping, direct or indirect deposit in a groundwater or 
watercourse likely to modify its characteristics can be made without the authorization of the 
Minister in charge of hydraulics and sanitation (Art. 49).  

The texts implementing the Water Code were published relatively recently:  

- Decree n°98-555 of June 25, 1998 implementing the provisions of the Water Code 
relating to water policing, which concerns both surface and ground water. The decree provides 
for measures to fight against water pollution and their regeneration to satisfy certain demands, 
including those relating to the supply of drinking water to populations, the biological life of the 
receiving environment and especially to fish fauna, the protection of sites and the conservation 
of water;  

- Decree n°98-556 of June 25, 1998 applying the provisions of the Water Code relating to 
authorizations for the construction and use of water catchment works;  

- Decree n°98-557 of June 25, 1998 creating the Superior Council of Water.  

A Technical Committee on Water was created by order n°9060 of December 14, 1998. 

For water resources, activities must comply with the Water Code (qualitative protection of 
water as well as the various uses and their prioritization). 

Table 13 : Selected Water Code sections relevant to the project 
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Subject/Theme Content (Article)  Relevance to the 
project 

Title I Water Use 
Regime (Section I, 
Authorizations) 

Art. 9: "On the date of entry into force of 
this Code, any person wishing to: carry out 
a groundwater catchment work by means 
of wells, boreholes or drainage galleries 
that must discharge more than 5 cubic 
meters per hour or equip an existing 
catchment work or draw from a water 
table classified in Zone I [...] must submit 
an application for authorization to the 
Ministers in charge of Water and 
Sanitation. » 

In the event that the 
developer decides to 
construct a borehole to 
meet his water needs, he 
must submit an 
application for 
authorization to the 
Ministers in charge of 
Water and Sanitation in 
accordance with this 
Article. 

Sec. 12. "The authorization shall specify: 

 Marital status of beneficiaries ; 

 the nature and location of the 
works; 

 Duration of the authorization ; 

 Reservations of the rights of third 
parties; 

 the conditions to which the 
authorization is subject; 

 the daily and annual volumes of 
water that can be withdrawn from 
the aquifer; 

 the maximum daily flow to be 
delivered in low water period; 

 all safety and hygiene measures 
intended to ensure the 
conservation and healthiness of 
the water. » 

The authorization 
obtained must comply 
with the provisions of 
this article. 

Art. 13. "If the authorization is granted, 
the beneficiary must undertake to indicate 
the rate of exploitation of the water table. 
The authorization shall determine the 
periodicity for providing the information 
referred to in Article 12.” 

The provisions of this 
section must be complied 
with by the developer 
after authorization has 
been obtained. 
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Subject/Theme Content (Article)  Relevance to the 
project 

Sec. 16." The withdrawal of water is 
subject to the collection of a fee " 

The developer must pay 
the water taxes if a 
borehole is constructed. 

Title II Water 
Quality Protection 
(Section 1, General) 

Art. 47. The provisions of this title are 
intended to control water pollution and to 
reclaim water in order to meet or reconcile 
the requirements of: 

 the drinking water supply of the 
populations and public health; 

 agriculture, industry, transportation 
and all other human activities of 
general interest; 

 the biological life of the receiving 
environment and especially of the 
fish fauna; 

 Leisure and water sports ; 
 Site protection ; 
 Of water conservation. 

The developer must take 
into account all these 
provisions for good water 
resource management.  

Art. 48 "These provisions apply to spills, 
flows, discharges, direct deposits of 
materials of any kind and more generally 
to any act likely to cause or increase the 
degradation of water by modifying its 
characteristics, whether surface or ground 
water.” 
Art. 49 "No discharge, flow, dumping or 
direct deposit into an underground water 
table or a watercourse likely to modify its 
physical, including thermal and radio 
atomic, chemical, biological or 
bacteriological characteristics, may be 
made without an authorization granted, 
after investigation, by the Ministers in 
charge of Water and Sanitation.” 
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Subject/Theme Content (Article)  Relevance to the 
project 

Section 2 
Standards to be 
respected according 
to use 

Art. 51 "The water supply must meet the 
standards of portability in force, 
particularly with regard to its physical, 
chemical, biological and bacteriological 
characteristics.” 

The water used to feed 
the workers of the plant 
must meet the standards 
of portability in force in 
accordance with this 
provision  

Art. 59. Spills, flows, discharges, direct or 
indirect deposits of water or materials, and 
more generally any act likely to alter the 
quality of surface or underground water 
are subject to 

The construction and 
operation of the plant 
must not affect the 
quality of groundwater 
and surface water in the 
project area. 

Title III 
Various water uses 
and priority of use 

Art. 64. Any person who offers water to 
the public for human consumption, 
whether in return for payment or free of 
charge and in any form whatsoever, 
including ice cream, is required to ensure 
that the water meets the standards set forth 
in this title. 
The use of non-potable water for the 
preparation and consumption of all 
foodstuffs and goods is prohibited. 

The proponent shall 
ensure the quality of the 
water for human 
consumption.  

Title V: 
Infringements and 
Sanctions (Section 
2 
Criminal 
provisions) 

Art. 101. Any person who will have 
introduced matters likely to harm the 
salubrity of any water, or abandoned 
objects, putrefiable bodies in the natural or 
artificial crevices will be punished by an 
imprisonment from two months to two 
years and a fine from 20,000 Francs to 
2,000,000 Francs or one of these penalties 
only. 

The sponsor shall not 
commit such a violation. 

Art. 105. Any user of ground or surface 
water must make a declaration to the 
Ministers in charge of Water and 
Sanitation in the manner specified by 
decree issued on the report of the said 
ministers. The declaration period is set at 
six months. 

The promoter must 
declare his borehole to 
the Ministry of Water and 
Sanitation if he is to build 
it. 
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Subject/Theme Content (Article)  Relevance to the 
project 

Art. 106. The authorization is considered 
to be acquired for all surface or 
groundwater catchments existing on the 
date of entry into force of this Code. 
However, any extension or modification 
of existing installations is subject to the 
general regime of new authorizations. 

If the Developer decides 
to construct a borehole or 
modify the facilities of its 
borehole, it must submit 
a new application for 
authorization. 

 

3.4.2.9.1. Labor Code and its application texts 

In the implementation of this project of Teranga Niakhar Storage, different texts related to the 
health of workers must be respected. Among these texts, we have: 

 Law No. 97-17 of December 1, 1997 on the Labor Code, which sets out working 
conditions, particularly with regard to working hours, which must not exceed 40 hours 
per week, night work, the contracting of women and children, and weekly rest periods, 
which are mandatory. The text also deals in its title 11 (Art L.167 to 187) with hygiene 
and safety in the workplace and indicates the measures that any activity must take to 
ensure hygiene and safety guaranteeing a healthy environment and safe working 
conditions. 

 Law No. 73-37 of July 31, 1973, on the Social Security Code, as amended by Law No. 
97-05 of March 10, 1997, which deals with occupational accidents and diseases in its 
Title II. The code gives indications on all the provisions related to the prevention of 
work accidents and occupational diseases that must be taken during the implementation 
of the project; 

 Law No. 2010-03 of April 9, 2010 on HIV/AIDS, which emphasizes information on 
HIV/AIDS, especially in the workplace and for people involved in transportation; 

 Decree No. 67-1359 of December 29, 1967, repealing and replacing Articles 25 and 
30 of Decree No. 62-146 of April 11, 1962, organizing the manpower service. It 
stipulates that: "For equal professional qualifications, priority in hiring must be given 
to workers of Senegalese nationality usually residing in the department of the place of 
employment or in the region of the place of employment". The decree only covers jobs 
that do not require a high level of qualification: laborers and other trades in the same 
category. 

In 2006, new decrees were added to the provisions in place. These are : 

o Decree no. 2006-1249 of November 15, 2006 setting minimum health and 
safety requirements for temporary or mobile work sites; 

o Decree no. 2006-1250 of November 15, 2006 on the circulation of vehicles and 
machines within companies; 

o Decree no. 2006-1251 of 15 November 2006 on work equipment; 
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o Decree no. 2006-1252 of November 15, 2006 setting minimum requirements 
for the prevention of certain physical environmental factors; 

o Decree No. 2006-1253 of November 15, 2006, establishing a medical 
inspection of work and setting its powers; 

o Decree no. 2006-1254 of November 15, 2006 on the manual handling of loads; 
o Decree no. 2006-1256 of November 15, 2006, setting out the obligations of 

employers in terms of safety at work; 
o Decree No. 2006-1257 of November 15, 2006, setting minimum requirements 

for protection against chemical risks; 
o Decree no. 2006-1258 of November 15, 2006 setting the missions and rules for 

the organization and operation of occupational medicine services; 
o Decree no. 2006-1260 of November 15, 2006 on the conditions of ventilation 

and sanitation of workplaces; 
o Decree no. 2006-1261 of November 15, 2006 setting out general health and 

safety measures in establishments of any kind. 

Texts relating to occupational medicine 

 Decree n°2006-1253 of November 15, 2006 instituting a medical inspection of work 
and fixing its attributions; 

 Decree n°2006-1258 of November 15, 2006 fixing the missions and the rules of 
organization and functioning of the occupational medicine services; 

 Decree n°2006-1255 of November 15, 2006 relating to the legal means of intervention 
of the Departmental Inspection of Work and Social Security in the field of Health and 
Safety at Work. 

During the construction and operation phase, Teranga Niakhar Storage must comply with the 
provisions of the Labor Code for the management of the workforce. 

Table 14: The main provisions of the Labor Code applicable to the project 

Theme References Regulated area 
Relevance 

to the 
Project 

Health 
and safety 

Article 
L172 

Where the measures taken are not sufficient to 
ensure the safety or health of workers, personal 
protective measures against occupational risks 
must be implemented. When these personal 
protective measures require the use of appropriate 
equipment by the worker, the latter shall be 
provided and maintained by the employer. In this 
case, no worker shall be admitted to his 
workstation without his personal protective 
equipment. 

These 
regulatory 
provisions 
apply to 
project 
activities 
during all 
phases. 
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Theme References Regulated area 
Relevance 

to the 
Project 

Health 
and safety 

Article L 
176 

The state of health of workers must be subject to 
regular surveillance under the conditions and 
according to the procedures established by the 
administrative authority. This surveillance 
includes a medical examination prior to hiring and 
periodic examinations.  
The supervision provided for in the first paragraph 
of this section shall not result in any expense to the 
worker concerned.  
When it is not advisable for a worker to remain in 
a job for medical reasons, every effort must be 
made to assign him or her to another job 
compatible with his or her state of health. 

Health 
and safety 

Article L 
177 

All workers must be fully informed of the 
occupational hazards existing in the workplace 
and be given adequate instructions on the means 
available and the conduct to be adopted to prevent 
and protect themselves against such hazards.  
This information and instructions must be brought 
to the knowledge of the workers under conditions 
and in a form which allow each of them to have a 
good minimum general training in hygiene and 
safety 

Health 
and safety 

Article L 
178 

The employer shall submit an annual report on 
health and safety in the company to the health and 
safety committee and the occupational safety 
department, as well as to the workers' 
representatives, in particular on the measures 
adopted during the previous period. In addition, it 
keeps them informed during the year of any new 
measures taken in this area.  
The workers or their representatives may consult 
the representative organizations to which they 
belong on the measures in question, subject to 
industrial or commercial secrets as defined by the 
employer. 
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Theme References Regulated area 
Relevance 

to the 
Project 

Health 
and safety 

Article L 
179 

The employer is obliged to regularly monitor 
compliance with the regulatory health and safety 
standards, and to periodically carry out 
measurements, analyses and assessments of 
environmental conditions and, where necessary, to 
take collective or individual protection measures 
to prevent damage to the health and safety of 
workers.  
It shall also collect such data relating to worker 
safety and health and the working environment as 
the competent authority deems necessary. 

Health 
and safety 

Article L 
182 

Occupational health and safety measures as well 
as training or information activities are the 
exclusive responsibility of the employer. 

Health 
and safety  

Article L 
185  

Employers are required to organize a work safety 
service and a health and safety committee.  
The safety service assists and advises the employer 
and, where appropriate, the workers or their 
representatives, in the development and 
implementation of an occupational health and 
safety program.  
This service may be provided by a single 
company, by several companies or by an external 
organization. Workers' safety representatives and 
a joint health and safety committee cooperate in 
the development of this program.  
The organization, missions, operation and means 
of action of the occupational safety services, as 
well as the procedures for appointing and 
intervening in safety delegates and joint health and 
safety committees, are set by decree.  

Health 
and safety 

Article L 
186  

Employers are obliged to organize an occupational 
health service in the company for all workers. The 
occupational health service is a service organized 
at or near the workplace, designed to:  
 Ensure the protection of workers against 

any health hazard that may result from 
their work or the conditions in which it is 
carried out.  
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Theme References Regulated area 
Relevance 

to the 
Project 

 Contribute to the adaptation of 
workstations, techniques and work 
rhythms to human physiology.  

 Contribute to the establishment and 
maintenance of the highest possible 
degree of physical and mental well-being 
of workers.  

 Contribute to the sanitary education of the 
workers for a behavior in conformity with 
the standards and the instructions of 
hygiene of the work. 

Working 
hours 

Art.L.135 

In all establishments referred to in Article L3, the 
legal working hours may not exceed 40 hours per 
week. However, on farms, working hours are fixed 
at 2,352 hours per year. Within this limit, an order 
of the Minister of Labor will set the legal weekly 
working hours according to the season. 

These 
regulatory 
provisions 
apply to the 
activities of 
this solar 
power plant 
project 
during all 
phases of 
the project 

Night 
work 

Art.L.140 

Work performed between 10 p.m. and 5 a.m. is 
defined as night work. The terms of application of 
night work are set by order of the Minister of 
Labor. 
 

Art.L.141 
Women and children must have a minimum of 
eleven consecutive hours of rest. 

3.4.2.10. The regime of historical monuments and excavations discovered  

The law n° 71-12 of January 25, 1971 fixes the regime of historical monuments and that of 
excavations and discoveries. It is completed by decree n° 73-746 of August 8, 1973. In the site 
targeted by the project, there are no sites that are classified under the decree of September 12, 
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2007 publishing the list of classified historical sites and monuments near or within the rights-
of-way of the sites. 

However, the law n° 71-12 of January 25, 1971 specifies in its article 20 that "when following 
work or any other fact, monuments, ruins, vestiges of dwellings or ancient burials, inscriptions 
or generally objects which can interest prehistory, history, art or archaeology are brought to 
light, the discoverer of these objects and the owner of the building where they were discovered 
are obliged to make the declaration to the competent administrative authority". 

In the event of the discovery of archaeological remains and/or physical cultural properties, the 
company in charge of the work must notify the services of the Ministry in charge of historical 
heritage. 

3.4.2.11. Texts on land and land acquisition 

The lands of Senegal are divided into three categories: 

 the national domain, which is made up of land not classified in the public domain, not 
registered and whose ownership has not been transcribed to the land registry; 

 the State domain, which includes the public domain and the private domain, and 
includes all the property and real estate rights belonging to the State; 

 the domain of individuals, which is the land registered in the name of individuals. 

These lands are governed by a land legislation through several texts, the most relevant for this 
project are: 

 The Constitution of Senegal. It is the fundamental law of Senegal, and its Art. 15 
guarantees the right to property, which can be infringed only in the case of legally 
controlled public necessity, subject to fair and paid compensation; 

 Law No. 64-46 of June 17, 1964 on the national domain, governs real estate belonging 
to the nation and administered by the State and local authorities; 

 The decree n°64-573 of July 30, 1964 fixing the conditions of application of the law 
n°64-46 of June 17 relating to the national domain, is a text which determines the 
conditions of application of the law on the national domain; 

 Decree n°72-1288 relating to the conditions of allocation and disallocation of land in 
the national domain; 

 Law No. 76-66 of July 2, 1976, on the State Property Code, governs movable and 
immovable property belonging to the State and included either in its public domain or 
in its private domain; 

 Decree 81 - 557 of May 21, 1981 on the application of the State domain code, is a text 
that determines the conditions of application of the law on the State domain; 

 Law 76-67 of July 2, 1976, on expropriation for public utility and other land operations 
of public utility, constitutes the legal basis for relocation and compensation procedures; 

 Law No. 2013-10 of December 28, 2013 called "Act III of Decentralization" on the 
General Code of Local Authorities. 
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Among these texts, Law No. 64-46 of June 17, 1964, on the national domain is more relevant 
to the project and will be analyzed in the context of the project. This law divides the national 
domain lands into four zones:  

 Urban areas are made up of land in the national domain located on the territories of the 
Communes and urban planning groups provided for by the applicable legislation. A 
decree will establish the conditions for the administration of land with agricultural 
vocation located in urban areas;  

 Classified areas consist of forestry areas or protection areas that have been classified 
under the conditions provided for by the specific regulations applicable to them. These 
types of land are not affected by the project; 

 Pioneer areas, which are areas planned for special actions that are not yet developed; 

 The land in the terroir zone corresponds to land that is regularly used for rural habitat, 
cultivation or livestock.  

The land intended as the site forthis project is part of the national domain belonging to a terroir 
zone of the Niakhar Commune. 

 Law No. 2013-10 of December 28, 2013 on the General Code of Local 
Authorities takes into account the management and use of the national domain. 
Article 300 stipulates that "projects or operations initiated on the national domain 
by a natural person, a local authority or any other legal entity distinct from the 
State, are established in accordance with the provisions of the law on the national 
domain. For projects and operations that it initiates on the national domain, the 
State makes the decision after consulting the local authorities concerned, except in 
the case of imperative national defense or public order. This decision is 
communicated, for information, to the local councils concerned. This Teranga 
Niakhar Storage project must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of 
this law. To do so, it must approach the local councils of the Commune of Niakhar 
for the acquisition of land.” 

 Land acquisition by the project 
The land targeted by this project is national domain land located in a terroir area, in the 
Commune of Niakhar. In accordance with the provisions of the National Domain Law, national 
domain lands are held by the State, with a view to ensuring their rational use and development, 
and they can only be registered in its name.  

Land in the terroir zone is assigned to members of the Communes, who develop and use it under 
the control of the State and in accordance with the laws and regulations (Article 8 of the Law 
on the National Domain).  

The lands of the terroir area are under the authority of the State and under the conditions set by 
decree, by the municipal council and by the President of the said council (Article 9 of the Law 
on the National Domain). 

According to Article 2 of decree n°72-1288 of October 27, 1972 relating to the conditions of 
allocation and disallocation of land in the national domain, modified by decrees n°80-1051 of 
October 14, 1980 and 86-445 of April 10, 1986, "the land for cultivation and clearing is 
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allocated by deliberation of the Municipal Council. In application of article 24 of Law n°72-25 
of March 19, 1972, this deliberation is enforceable only after being approved by the Prefect of 
the department. 

In order to obtain land for its project in the commune of Niakhar, Teranga Niakhar Storage 
requested and obtained a site of 59 ha by deliberation, after approval from the populations 
concerned (see annex). 

3.4.2.12. Decree on the organization of livestock trails 

Decree No. 80-268 of March 10, 1980, on the organization of livestock grazing, sets out the 
conditions for the use of pastures, including provisions on access to grazing areas, watering 
points and the use of pesticides (Articles 18 to 26). 

 The project site is a livestock range. The promoter will have to take into account the provisions 
of this decree during the construction and operation phases, especially by securing the site of 
the power plant. 

 THE AUTHORIZATIONS TO BE PROVIDED BY TERANGA NIAKHAR STORAGE  

As part of this project, Teranga Niakhar Storage must provide the following approvals to 
comply with national regulations: 

 a certificate of conformity issued by the Ministry of the Environment after technical 
advice from the Directorate of the Environment and Classified Establishments on the 
ESIA report submitted by Teranga Niakhar storage; 

 An authorization to operate a first class ICPE (Classified Installation for the Protection 
of the Environment - Installation Classée pour la Protection de l'Environnement) ; 

 An authorization to build a classified installation which is subject to prior authorization 
from the services of the Ministries in charge of Classified Establishments and Civil 
Protection (Art. R367), indicating all the necessary information in accordance with 
Article R368 of the Urban Planning Code; 

 A tree cutting permit is issued by the County Council on the advice of the relevant City 
Council. 

 

3.4.3.1. The Orientation Law for Land Use Planning and Sustainable Development 
(LOADDT) 

Law 2021-04 concerns the Orientation for Land Use Planning and Sustainable Development 
(OADDT). This Law sets out the principles, guidelines, tools, bodies and instruments for the 
planning and sustainable development of territories. 
 

 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS  

IFC's Sustainability Framework outlines the Corporation's strategic commitment to promoting 
sustainable development and is an integral part of the institution's approach to managing risk. 
The Framework consists of : 
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 The Environmental and Social Sustainability Policy, which outlines IFC's 
commitments, roles and responsibilities in this area; 

 Corresponding Performance Standards for clients, which provide guidance on 
identifying risks and impacts and are designed to help clients avoid, mitigate, and 
manage risks and impacts in order to operate in a sustainable manner. In this regard, 
they also cover clients' obligations to collaborate with stakeholders and communicate 
information about project-level activities; 

 IFC's Access to Information Policy, which represents IFC's commitment to promoting 
transparency and good governance in its operations, and outlines the conditions for 
disclosure of information required for its investments and advisory services. 

IFC requires its direct investment clients (including project and corporate finance provided 
through financial intermediaries) to apply the Performance Standards to manage environmental 
and social risks and impacts in ways that enhance development opportunities. IFC uses the 
Sustainability Framework along with other strategies, policies, and initiatives to guide its 
activities to achieve its overall development goals. The Performance Standards may also be 
applied by other financial institutions. There are eight (08) Performance Standards (PS) : 

 Performance Standard1: Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social 
Risks and Impacts; 

 Performance Standard 2: Labor and Working Conditions; 
 Performance Standard 3 : Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention ; 
 Performance Standard 4: Community Health, Safety and Security; 
 Performance Standard 5: Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement; 
 Performance Standard 6: Biodiversity Conservation and Sustainable Management of 

Living Natural Resources; 
 Performance Standard 7 : Indigenous Peoples ; 
 Performance Standard 8 : Cultural Heritage. 

IFC's eight Performance Standards (PS) define criteria for environmental, social, health and 
safety sustainability that must be met throughout the life of investments. The IFC has also 
prepared a series of Guidance Notes, corresponding to the 8 Performance Standards. These 
Guidance Notes offer useful guidance on the requirements contained in the Performance 
Standards, including reference documents, as well as on good sustainability practices aimed at 
improving project performance. To these documents are added a set of specific, more technical 
manuals and guidelines. 

The standards which are : 

 Performance Standard 1: Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social 
Risks and Impacts; 

 Performance Standard 2: Labor and Working Conditions; 

 Performance Standard 3 : Resource Efficiency and Pollution Prevention ; 

 Performance Standard 4: Community Health, Safety and Security; 

 Performance Standards 5 : Land Acquisition ; 
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 Performance Standard 6: Biodiversity Conservation and sustainable Management of 
Living Natural Resources. 
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Table 15: Performance Standards applicable to the project  

Standards Objectives Relevance to the project 

Performance 
Standard 1: 
Assessment and 
Management of 
environmental and 
social risks and 
impacts 

This standard emphasizes the importance of managing the 
environmental and social performance of a project throughout its 
life. Its objectives include to: 

 Identify and evaluate the environmental and social risks and 
impacts of the project; 

 Adopt a hierarchy of mitigation measures to anticipate and 
avoid impacts, or where this is not possible, to mitigate as 
much as possible, and where residual impacts remain, to 
compensate for the risks and impacts faced by workers, 
affected communities and the environment; 

 Ensure that grievances from affected communities and 
external communications from other stakeholders are 
responded to and managed appropriately; 

 Promote and provide the means for meaningful dialogue with 
affected communities throughout the project cycle to cover 
issues that may affect them, and ensure that relevant 
environmental and social information is disclosed and 
disseminated. 

To be effective, an Environmental and Social Management 
System (ESMS) must ensure the continuation of a dynamic and 
continuous process, established and supported by the 
management team and involving engagement between the client, 
its workers, the local communities directly affected by the project 

This environmental and social impact assessment 
report identifies the environmental and social 
impacts and risks and proposes measures.  
Through public consultations, all stakeholders 
involved in the project are informed. In addition, the 
ESMP recommends that the proponent establish 
procedures for: 

 Grievance management and tracking ; 

 information and communication to the public. 
The promoter and the company in charge of the 
works will have to take into account its 
recommendations for a better environmental and 
social management of the project. 

Where environmental and social risks and impacts 
are identified, the client is required to manage them 
through its Environmental and Social Management 
System (ESMS) in accordance with the provisions 
of Performance Standard 1. An ESMS is not yet in 
place for this project, but the proposed ESMP in 
accordance with national regulations will manage 
all project impacts. 
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Standards Objectives Relevance to the project 

(the Affected Communities) and, where appropriate, other 
stakeholders10. 

Performance 
Standard 2: Labor 
and Working 
Conditions 

It recognizes that the pursuit of economic growth through the 
creation of jobs and income must be balanced with the protection 
of basic worker rights. The workforce is a valuable asset to any 
business, and sound management of worker relations is a critical 
factor in business sustainability. The objectives of this standard 
are to: 

 Promote fair treatment, non-discrimination and equal 
opportunity for workers; 

 Establish, maintain and improve relations between workers 
and management; 

 Promote compliance with national labor and employment 
laws; 

 Protecting workers, including vulnerable categories of 
workers such as children, migrant workers, third party workers 
and workers in the client's supply chain; 

 Promote safe and healthy working conditions and protect the 
health of workers; 

The implementation of the project will require the 
use of a workforce. The sponsor shall develop and 
implement written labor management procedures 
that apply to the project.  These procedures shall 
describe how project workers will be managed, in 
accordance with the requirements of national law 
and this SOP. 

 
10 Other stakeholders are those who are not directly involved in the project but who may have an interest in the project. These may include national and local authorities, 
neighboring projects, and/or non-governmental organizations. 
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Standards Objectives Relevance to the project 

 Avoid the use of forced labor. 

Performance 
Standard 3: Resource 
Efficiency and 
Pollution Prevention 

This Performance Standard defines a resource-efficient approach 
to pollution prevention and control at the project level that is 
consistent with internationally available technologies and 
practices. In addition, this standard promotes the ability of private 
sector firms to adopt such technologies and practices, to the extent 
that their use is practical in the context of a project that relies on 
commercially available expertise and resources. The objectives 
are to: 

 Avoid or reduce adverse impacts on human health and the 
environment by avoiding or reducing pollution generated by 
project activities; 

 Promote more sustainable use of resources, including energy 
and water; 

 Reduce project-related GHG emissions. 

Construction and maintenance work will be a source 
of soil, water and air pollution. But also, emission 
of greenhouse gases through the movement of 
vehicles and construction equipment. These 
activities will have to be done in accordance with 
the objectives set by this standard for a better 
sustainable use of natural resources. 

Performance 
Standard 4: 
Community Health, 
Safety and Security  

This Performance Standard covers the client's responsibility to 
prevent or minimize risks or impacts to the health, safety and 
security of communities that may result from its project activities, 
with particular attention to vulnerable groups. The objectives are 
to: 

 Anticipate and avoid, during the life of the project, adverse 
impacts on the health and safety of the Affected Communities 
that may result from ordinary or non-ordinary circumstances; 

The project activities must not be a source of 
potential impact and risk for the population, 
especially with the risk of accidents and exposure to 
magnetic fields. 
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Standards Objectives Relevance to the project 

 Ensure that the protection of personnel and property is 
provided in accordance with applicable human rights 
principles and in a manner that avoids or minimizes risk to 
affected communities. 

Performance 
Standard 5 

Performance Standard 5 recognizes that project land acquisition 
and land use restrictions associated with specific projects can have 
negative impacts on the people and communities that use the land. 
The objectives of this standard are to: 

 Avoid or at least minimize involuntary resettlement 
whenever  
possible, by considering alternative designs to the project; 

 Avoid forced eviction ; 

 Mitigate adverse social and economic impacts resulting from 
land acquisition or use restrictions by: i) providing 
compensation for loss of assets at replacement cost; and ii) 
ensuring that resettlement activities are accompanied by 
appropriate information provision, consultation and informed 
participation of affected people; 

 Improve or at least restore the livelihoods and living 
conditions of displaced persons; 

 Improve the living conditions of displaced persons through 
the provision of adequate housing with land rights in 
resettlement sites. 

The work will result in loss of business as the site is 
an agricultural and livestock area. However, to 
comply with the objectives of this standard, a RAP 
will have to be put in place to compensate all those 
who will be affected.   
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Standards Objectives Relevance to the project 

Performance 
Standard 6: 
Biodiversity 
conservation and 
sustainable 
management of living 
natural resources 

This Performance Standard addresses how clients can sustainably 
manage and mitigate impacts on biodiversity and ecosystem 
services throughout the project life cycle. The objectives are to: 

 Protect and conserve biodiversity ; 

 Maintain the benefits of ecosystem services; 

 Promote the sustainable management of living natural 
resources through the adoption of practices that integrate 
conservation needs and development priorities. 

Consideration of the objectives and requirements of 
this standard in the implementation of the project 
will allow the developer to ensure proper 
management of biodiversity on site. 
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SITUATION OF THE PROJECT 
AREA  

This chapter describes the project's receiving environment in terms of its various biophysical, 
human and socio-economic components. Its objective is to characterize the initial state 
(baseline) of the environment of the site and the extended study area in order to highlight the 
sensitive elements that could be affected by the project. 

4.1. GEOGRAPHIC AND ADMINISTRATIVE LOCATION OF THE PROJECT 
AREA  

The power plant will be located in the commune of Niakhar, in the Department of Fatick and 
the Region of the same name.  This region is limited: 

 To the North by the Diourbel Region; 

 To the Borthwest by the Region of Thiès ; 

 To the South by the Gambia ; 

 To the East by the Kaolack Region; 

 To the West by the Atlantic Ocean. 

The Commune of Niakhar, the project area, is one of the territorial communities of this region. 
It is located in the west of the country, more than 150 km from Dakar and the chief town is 17 
km from the city of Fatick on the road linking Fatick to Bambey. It is limited (see map 1):  

 To the North by the Communes of Patar and Ngayokhéme;  

 To the West by the district of Tattaguine;  

 To the East by the Commune of Diakhao;  

 And to the South by the Communes of Fatick, Diouroup and Mbellacadiao. 
 

4.2. LOCATION OF THE PLANT SITE  

The power plant will be located in the Commune of Niakhar, in the south and straddling the 
villages of Mbane, Kandiou 1 and 2 and Poukhame. The site is limited : 

 To the north by the villages of Mbane (less than 100 m from the nearest dwellings), 
Nguéss (about 1 km away), the projected route of the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack toll 
highway (about 300 m away), part of the Fatick-Bambey road which is right next to the 
site, a temporary watercourse and herbaceous and shrubby vegetation; 

 To the South by the localities of Poukhame 1 and 2 (at about 100 m) and the city of 
Fatick, a cemetery (at about 350 m), the Kaolack-Fatick HT line (just next to the site) 
and the school for Gendarmerie non-commissioned officers (General Waly Faye 
barracks) at about 550 m; 

 To the East by the villages of Kandiou 1 and 2 (at about 150 m) and temporary water 
bodies; 

 To the West by the Fatick-Bambeye road and the MV line bordering this road (between 
300 and 50 m), and the Senelec electrical substation (about 200 m away), the University 
of Sine-Saloum site (about 400 m away from a point located west of the site and less 
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than 100 m from the northwest of the site), a temporary watercourse and a part of the 
Fatick-Kaolack HT line. 
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Map 2: Location of the power plant site in the Commune of Niakhar 
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4.3. ACCESSIBILITY OF THE PLANT SITE  

The accessibility of the plant site at the national level depends on the geographical location. 
The administrative offices of Teranga Niakhar Storage are located in Dakar. Some of the 
equipment that will be imported will be transported to the site from the Autonomous Port of 
Dakar. From the Dakar Region, the site is accessible by : 

 The toll highway and the national road number 3 (RN3) to Bambeye. From there, the 
Fatick-Bambeye road (Rd) leads to the site at the level of Mbane and the Senelec 
electrical station; 

 The toll highway and the national road number 1 (RN1) Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack to 
Fatick. From Fatick, the Fatick-Bambeye road leads to the site from the tracks at the 
Senelec electrical substation. 

The route of the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack toll highway is about 300 m from the plant site. After 
the construction of this section of the toll highway, the accessibility of the site will depend on 
the exit that will be built on the highway.   

 

Figure 6: Accessibility of the plant site  
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Map 3: Accessibility of the plant site 
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4.4. ZONE OF INFLUENCE OF THE PROJECT  

 DEFINITION OF THE ZONES OF INFLUENCE  

A zone of influence depends on: 

 The nature and components of the project; 

 The types of activities planned for the project; 

 The effects of the project on the surrounding biophysical and socio-economic 
environments.  

It is considered to be the project's right-of-way area and the area in which the effects of the 
project are potentially perceptible, whether they are direct effects related to the right-of-way or 
indirect effects related to the site's environment. Depending on the potential sources of impact 
related to the project, two zones of influence can be distinguished (direct and indirect). 

 ZONE OF DIRECT INFLUENCE  

It is defined according to the sources of potential impacts related to the construction and 
operation phases. It is considered to be the restricted area or right-of-way of the site that will 
house the activities planned for this project on a 59-ha land base. 

4.4.2.1. Land use in the zone of direct influence 

The plant site occupies an area of 59 ha. The right-of-way of the site is occupied by rain-fed 
crop fields, a water body, a mango orchard in its northwestern part, access roads (Kandiou-
Mbane and Mbane-Poukham) and vegetation. This vegetation is sparse. The woody stratum is 
composed of trees of interest to the populations. The large trees are fairly far apart.  Among the 
woody species present are Cordila pinnata, Adansonia digitata, Ziziphus mauritiana, 
Acacia albida, Guiera senegalensis, Neocarya macrophylla, Piliostigma reticulatum, 
Accacia radianna, Ficus sp. It is also a grazing area. 

Picture 5, 6 and 7 : View of the environment of the plant site 

   

6 5 
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  Photos: Cabinet EES, site visit June 2019  

Pictures 5,6 and 7 illustrate respectively the presence of millet stalk remains, the vegetation 
present on site and the existence of access roads within the site's right-of-way. 

 INDIRECT ZONE OF INFLUENCE  

The zone of indirect influence is defined as the area receiving remote and induced effects where 
impacts may be observed during construction and operation. It takes into account all the area 
disturbed by the project activities. 

For this study, it is considered to be the area outside the property line of the project site. It 
includes the area located at 500 m on either side of the direct influence zone (near direct 
influence zone) and the area that can be assimilated to the whole of the Niakhar Commune 
which is located in the Fatick Region (distant indirect influence zone). 

Details of the remote direct influence zone are given in the geographical location and the 
description of the biological and human environment. 

4.4.3.1. Land use in the zone of indirect influence 

The immediate environment of the project site is occupied by: 

 Plant species (Cordila pinnata, Adansonia digitata, Ziziphus mauritiana, Acacia albida, 
Guiera senegalensis, Neocarya macrophylla, Piliostigma reticulatum, 
Accacia radianna, Ficus sp; 

 Road infrastructures such as the Fatick-Bambeye road not far from the site, the projected 
route of the toll highway of the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack section (about 300 m and access 
tracks for inter-village and livestock mobility); 

 Dwellings: villages of Nguesse (1 km), Kandiou 1 and 2 (150 m), Mbane (less than 
100 m) and Poukham 1 and 2 (100 m) and the city of Fatick; 

 A temporary water body with west, northwest, east and northeast boundaries; 

 Electrical infrastructure (HV line Fatick-Kaolack at 35m, a medium voltage line at 
between 50 and 360m and the Senelec electrical substation at about 200m); 

 A cemetery (about 350 m away); 

 Orchards located to the north and northwest of the site with a portion of each orchard 
within the site right-of-way; 

 The school for non-commissioned officers of the Gendarmerie (General Waly Faye 

7 
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barracks at about 550 m); 

 The site of the University of Sine-Saloum (between 100 and 400 m). 

Picture 8 and 9 : Mango orchard north of the site 

 

Photos credit: Cabinet EES, site visit; June 2019 

Photos 8 and 9 show the orchard northwest of the plant site boundary, part of which is within 
the right-of-way. The species found in the orchards are: mango, cashew, 
Neocarya macrophylla, Acacia albida etc. This orchard is fenced by Euphorbia SP (salana).  

 

Figure 7 : Location of identified orchards to the north in relation to the plant site 

Figure 6 shows the location of the two orchards with a portion of their area within the site right-
of-way. 
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Picture 10 and 11 : Lowland along the northern and eastern boundaries of the plant site 

  

Photo credit: Cabinet EES, June 2019 visit 

Picture 10 shows vegetation that illustrates the presence of water. Picture 11 shows a shallow 
area and the Mbane-Kandiou access road. This shallow area is not used for agricultural purposes 
but is used as a watering place for livestock. 

 

Figure 8: Location of the plant site in relation to the temporary watercourse 

 

 

Picture 12 and 13: Electrical substation, vegetation and HV line north of the site 
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Photo credit: Cabinet EES, June 2019 visit 

Picture 14:: Temporary stream north of the site 

 

Photo credit: Cabinet EES, June 2019 visit 
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Figure 9 : Location of the electrical substation and the HV line in relation to the site 

To the West of the site of the power plant,  is identified as  the site of the University Sine 
Saloum El-hadj Ibrahiam NIASS of Fatick. It is a university with an agricultural vocation for 
food security, sustainable development and prosperity. This university plans to set up a course 
on renewable energy. According to the Director of Heritage and Maintenance, the construction 
of this plant near the university is an opportunity for students who will benefit from internships 
or practical courses in collaboration with Teranga Niakhar Storage. The following image shows 
the position of the power plant site in relation to the university. 
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Figure 10: Position of the university site in relation to the plant site  

The following image shows the position of the houses in the Commune of Niakhar in relation 
to the power plant site. 

 

Figure 11: Position of the plant site in relation to dwellings 
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The villages of Mbane and Poukhame 1 and 2 as well as the city of Fatick are the closest to the 
power plant site. The following table gives the distances and orientations of the infrastructures 
in relation to the power plant site. 

Table 16: Distances and orientations of infrastructures in the vicinity of the site  

Designation Distances Orientation 
HV line Fatick-Kaolack Right next to the 

site 
South 

MT line   
The projected route of the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack toll 
highway  

At about 300 m North 
 

The first settlements in the villages 
of : 

Mbane Less than 100 m 
Nguess 1 km 
Poukhame 1 
and 2  

100 m  South 

Kandiou 1 and 2  150 m East 
Part of the Fatick-Bambey road  About 300 m West 
Part of the Fatick-Bambey road  50 m North 
A cemetery  About 350 m South 
The school of the Gendarmerie's sub-officers (General 
barracks waly Faye)  

About 550 m  South 

Senelec's electrical substation  About 200 m West 
The site of the University of Sine-Saloum (UFR of 
Fatick)   

About 100 and 
400 m 

North and 
Northwest 
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Map 4: Surroundings of the site 
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4.5. THE PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT OF THE PROJECT AREA 

This section reviews the physical environment of the project, presenting the various 
topographical, geological, climatological, hydrological and soil characteristics. 

 TOPOGRAPHY AND RELIEF 

Senegal is topographically flat and low. Like the Fatick Region, the Municipality of Niakhar is 
characterized by a flat relief despite the existence of some low-pressure parts to the South and 
East of the commune consisting of shallows and valleys including that of the Sine which crosses 
the commune from north to south. The altitudes are generally low and rarely reach 25 m. The 
highest altitudes are located to the northern part of the commune and the low to the east, south 
and southeast. At the plant site the altitudes are low and vary between 4 and 10 m. 

 GEOLOGY 

The municipality of Niakhar, the site of the plant, belongs to the Senegalese-Mauritanian 
sedimentary basin. Its geology is part of that of the southwest of this basin which is of secondary 
and tertiary age. The Commune is occupied by secondary, tertiary and quaternary formations. 
Secondary formations are not represented on the reference map (geological map of Senegal at 
scale 1/500,000, northwest and southwest leaves, 2009 of PASMI/Directorate of Mines and 
Geology). The Tertiary formations are represented by: 

 the Lower Eocene, also called Ypresian, is made up of clays, marls and limestone with 
phosphate levels; 

 the Middle Eocene or Lutetian whose facies range from clays to marls through 
limestone and are generally phosphate. 

These Eocene formations cover almost the entire area of the Commune (89.4%). The 
Quaternary trainings are essentially made up of: 

 Holocene, which constitutes the Deltaic formation, is composed of vases and sea sands. 
These facies are deposited in depressions during the marine transgressions of the 
Quaternary; 

 and the Pleistocene, which consists of the rubified sands of continental dunes from wind 
formations. 

These geological formations are at the origin of the soil characteristics of the project area. 
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Map 5 : Digital Model of Project Area Land 
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Map 6 : Geological map of Niakhar Commune 

 

Extract from the geological map of surface formations (PASMI data, 2009) 
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 CLIMATE 

Climate plays an important role in human life and activities and the evolution of the physical 
environment. The climate of the Municipality of Niakhar is of the Sudano-Sahelian type 
characterized by the alternation of two (02) seasons: 

 a dry season of 09 months on average (November to July); 

 a short rainy season of 03 months (between July and October). 

The Municipality of Niakhar is subject to the influence of two main flows: the continental trade 
winds or harmattan and the monsoon: 

 The maritime trade winds are derived from the Azores anticyclone. From North to 
Northwest, this flow is characterized by moisture that manifests itself in the form of 
dew and morning fogs. Its long course over the Atlantic Ocean allows it to load with 
water vapor, which gives it its wet, cool (sometimes cold) character and small thermal 
deviations. It loses its humidity and freshness when it arrives in Niakhar because of the 
continentality of this locality; 

 The harmattan, derived from the Saharan-Libyan anticyclone, hot and dry with high 
temperatures, is the dominant flow in the area. It is a prevailing north-easterly and 
easterly wind and is responsible for the high temperatures in the area between March 
and April; 

 The monsoon is, according to (LEROU. M,1983) cited by (KA. A, 2012) "a flow 
originating from one hemisphere and integrating into the circulation of the other 
geographical hemisphere." It is therefore an extension of the trade winds as it crosses 
the geographical equator. Senegal, especially the Municipality of Niakhar, is impacted 
by the monsoon that comes from the St. Helena highland in the South Atlantic. This 
monsoon enters the country in April, but does not really affect this part of the country 
until June to July. Its dominant direction is Southwest. It is characterized by significant 
humidity and creates conditions for precipitation. 

4.5.3.1. Climate settings 

The analysis of climate parameters focuses on winds, temperature, insolation (1991-2015) and 
rainfall (1984-2013) at Fatick Station, which is closest to the project site. The data is collected 
at the National Agency of Civil Aviation and Meteorology of Senegal (ANACIM). For each 
parameter, the monthly averages are calculated before proceeding with the graphic 
representation or table form and then the analysis. The years of reference vary depending on 
the availability of climate data. 

 Winds 

The speed and direction of the winds vary from season to season, as shown in the figure and 
the table below. 

 November to April where the wind direction is oriented from N to E (November, 
December, January and February) and from N to W (March and April) with the 
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dominant N direction throughout the months except January when the NE direction 
dominates. These winds are those of the trade winds. Their speed is generally high. The 
maximum is recorded during this period in March (2.9 m/s). This period coincides with 
the dry season in the project area. 

 June to September, monsoon winds take over. The weather equator is located North 
of the Commune. This explains the predominance of the WSW wind. Its winds from 
July to September (2.3 to 1.9 m/s) are observed at a low wind speed. This period 
corresponds to the rainy season in the project area. 

The month of May when the winds are oriented from N to W with the most apparent NW 
component is the transition from the dry season to the rainy season. The winds of the trade 
winds and the monsoon blow at the same time.  The October period is the transition period 
announcing the withdrawal of the monsoon and thus the end of the rainy season and the 
beginning of the dry season. 

 

Figure 12 : Dominant Directions at Fatick Station as a % from 1991 to 2015.  

In general, wind speeds are generally low in the project area. The highest speeds are recorded 
during dry periods when the continental trade winds dominate (N, NE, N). Maximums occur 
between March and April (2.9m/s and 2.8m/s), and this period is dominated by the presence of 
harmattan, which can sometimes reach 3m/s. Minima are noted during the months of July 
(2.3m/s), August (1.9m/s), September (1.9m/s) coinciding with the rainy season where 
monsoon circulation dominates. The wind speed increases the evaporation potential of the 
atmosphere and the temperatures. 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 17: Monthly Average Speeds and Prevailing Wind Directions at Fatick Station from 
1991 to 2015 
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Mon
th  

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Year 

Spee
d in 
m/s 2,6 2,8 2,9 2,8 2,7 2,6 2,3 1,9 1,9 2 2,0 2,2 2,4 

Dd NE N N N NW SW SW W W NW NE E   

To minimize the impacts of dust, and to ensure the health of the workers, the provider in charge 
of the works as well as Teranga Niakhar Storage must take into account the direction and speed 
of the winds, especially in this area which is marked by the predominance of the harmattan and 
the nearest inhabitants are less than 100 m from the site of the power plant. 

 Insolation 

The average duration of insolation is 7.4 hours. It is important in the project area as illustrated 
in the following figure. 

The period from June to September corresponding to the rainy season, the values decrease with 
a minimum of 6.1 hours per day in August. This decrease results from the presence of clouds 
that prevent direct solar radiation from reaching the surface of the ground; 

The period from October to May corresponding to the non-rainy season, the values of insolation 
increase with a maximum of 8.6 hours per day in April. During this period, the sky is clear, the 
insolation lasts a long time and the temperatures are high. But there may be a decrease in 
insolation during this period such as December (7.2 hours) and January (7.6 hours). This 
decrease may be caused by the effect of fog or maritime trade winds. 

 

Figure 13 : Monthly average change in insolation at Fatick Station from 1991 to 2015  

Senegal has one of the best solar potential in West Africa, with an average of 5.5 kWh/m2/day 
of gross solar energy exceeding 2,000 kWh/m2 per year in most of the country. Enough to feed 
the energy needs of the entire population, all over the country. This resource offers excellent 
prospects for photovoltaic projects as well as for the use of solar thermal technologies. The fall 
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in the prices of PV panels and system components makes solar energy an attractive solution, 
especially if the cost of alternatives in this case imported petroleum products is high.  

Every year the sun exposes the territory of Senegal to 394 thousand million kWh or 
33,830,000,000 PET (petroleum equivalent tons). This energy represents 15 million times the 
country's total energy consumption (sie Senegal 2006). The country's low energy consumption, 
combined with the available solar potential, offers Senegal the opportunity to quickly become 
self-sufficient in energy. For example, a city like Dakar receives almost twice as much sunshine 
as Paris, when a Senegalese consumes 20 times less primary energy than a Frenchman. 

The average electricity consumption of a Senegalese is 210 kWh/year (data SIE Senegal 2007). 
In theory, a photovoltaic system  of 150W per person would be sufficient to cover all the 
electrical needs of the country's population. 

Sunshine in Senegal is stable throughout the year. The rainy season offers a little less sun than 
the dry season, with August as the least sunny month of the year. 

However, the difference between the lowest solar potential in August and the strongest in March 
is only 25%.11 

The Fatick Region, like all of Senegal, has an interesting potential for solar installations, 
because sunshine is high and present for most of the year especially in the area where the plant 
will be located. 

 Temperature 

Maximum, minimum and average temperatures range from 16.6°C to 39.2°C.  Analysis of the 
following Figure 14 shows that temperatures are generally high in the project area (28.6°C on 
average).  

 

Figure 14 : Average monthly change in maximum, minimum and average temperatures 
at Fatick Station from 1991 to 2015  

 
11 http://cieree.com/resources/energie-solaire: Consulted on 07/08/2019. 
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The evolutionary curve is bimodal. The main maximum is recorded in April (39.2°C) before 
the start of wintering. The second maximum is recorded in November (36.7°C) coinciding with 
the end of the rainy season when the end of the rains cause an increase in temperatures. On the 
other hand, the main minimum is recorded in January (16.4°C) that is to say in the heart of the 
boreal winter. The second in September 24.5°C during the rainy season. This decrease is 
certainly due to heavy cloudiness and heavy rainfall. While the strong heat in June and October 
can be explained by the strong insolation. The amplitudes are generally high in the project area 
(14.5°C on average). 

In general, temperatures are higher from February to June corresponding to the so-called dry 
season and the period when sunstroke values are high. Teranga Niakhar Storage will have to 
take this thermal effect into account for its workers, especially in this area where it is very hot.  

 Rainfall 

Rainfall is marked by monthly and annual variability with an annual average of 591.7 mm. The 
analysis of the following figure shows a division of the year into two seasons: 

 A rainy season that lasts on average 3 to 5 months (June to October), sometimes 3 to 4 
months (July to October). Rainfall varies over time and is related to the Ecuador 
Meteorological (EM) and grain lines. August remains the wettest month with 238 mm 
followed by September (173 mm) and July (106.3mm). The Fatick station has a 
unimodal rainfall regime, with most of the rainfall recorded between July and 
September; 

 The dry season that lasts 07 to 08 months (November to June/July). During this period, 
the meteorological equator is far from the North-Sudan zone; making rainfall in the 
Commune virtually impossible. But despite these unfavorable conditions, «heug" or 
"off-season rain" rains are recorded over a period of three (03) months from December 
to February. They are generally low but can sometimes reach high values as in 1992 in 
February (28.1 mm) and in 2002, in January (57.9 mm). 

 

Figure 15: Monthly average rainfall changes at Fatick Station from 1986 to 2015  

The interannual evolution of precipitation in the project area over the period 1986 to 2015 
shows a downward trend as has been the case throughout the Sudan-Sahelian zone since the 
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early 1970s. Since the latter period, these countries have experienced an unprecedented rainfall 
deficit, compounded by the randomness, high seasonal, interannual and intra-seasonal 
variability of rainfall.  Rainfall is characterized by an interannual irregularity aggravated by 
their inter-monthly irregularity.  Also, this period of drought is characterized by the shortening 
of the duration of the rainy season. 

The interannual evolution of precipitation alternates between wet and dry years; which gives it 
a saw-toothed evolution.  

Overall, the evolution of annual rainfall has been marked by irregularity and variability in recent 
years

 

Figure 16: Interannual variation in rainfall at Fatick Station from 1984 to 2013 

Rainfall is the cause of the cloud cover that reduces sunstroke. However, it is characterized by 
interannual variability and lasts only 03 months. In addition, August is considered to be the 
least sun-left month. The average annual rainfall is 590 mm. It is also a flood factor to be taken 
into account in this project. 

 WATER RESOURCES 

The water resources in the project area consist of surface water resources and groundwater. 

4.5.4.1. groundwater 

 The ground water table, which is between 15 and 20 meters, feeds traditional wells 
and provides fresh water quality. However, the salinity rate is higher in the western part 
with an average of 1 gram per liter; 

 The Maastrichtian which is captured by drilling with depths ranging from 300 to 
350 m and flows of 20 and 40m3;   

 Paleocene, which is located at a depth of 35 meters. It is used to feed most of the 
traditional wells. However, its water is brackish due to the high salt content. 
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The village of Mbane is closest to the site of the power plant (less than 100 m). It has a borehole 
that is used for water supplying people and for watering livestock. 

4.5.4.2. Surface water 

According to the PDC of the Municipality of Niakhar (2018-2022), temporary ponds and 
backwaters including 22 (01 in the Niakhar 1 zone; 10 in the Sagne 2 zone; 07 in the Sanghaïe 
zone and 04 in the Sagne 1) are identified with water retention times of approximately five (05) 
to six (06) months. These freshwater reservoirs are used for watering livestock. It is identified 
in the south-eastern part of the municipality an arm of the valley of the sine which is a 
permanent surface water course. It is a dead valley covering 6.5 km² of the area of the 
municipality. This stream is more than 2 km south of the power plant site. 

Within the north, south, east and west limits of the power plant, a temporary watercourse is 
identified. Part of the site's right-of-way to the north encroaches on this watercourse. (See map 
8). 

Map 7 : Niakhar Municipality Hydrogeology 
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Map 8: Project Area Water System 
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 THE SOIL TYPES OF THE PROJECT AREA 

The project area has a pedological diversity characteristic of that of the Fatick Region to which 
it is attached. The soils found in the communal area are five (05) types according to their 
characteristics: 

 Tropical ferruginous soils or Deck-Dior are transitional soils between Deck and Dior. 
Located in the immediate vicinity of the valleys, cover the bulk of the commune with a 
representative rate of 75% (PDC Commune Niakhar, 2018-2022).  They are relatively 
sandy, mobile when they dry out and permeable when it rains. They are very rich in 
organic matter and are suitable for maize and sorghum crops; 

 Leached tropical ferruginous soils or Dior are located at plateau level in the central-
west and north and account for 15% of arable land (PDC Commune de Niakhar, 2018-
2022). These types of soils have a sandy texture that makes them light, soft and 
permeable. They are sandy, or sandy on the surface, silty, silty-clay deep. They are very 
vulnerable to wind and water erosion that takes away their fertilizing capacity. Their 
sandy character makes them very easy to work with whether they are dry or soaked. 
They support a wide range of crops such as sorghum, millet, maize, but also peanuts; 

 Unsustained tropical ferruginous soils or Deck: With a more compact structure, these 
soils have a high-water retention capacity and a better organic content. They are located 
in the centre and north-east of the Commune and occupy nearly 8% of the arable land 
(PDC Commune Niakhar, 2018-2022);  

 holomorphic soils (tannes) are soils affected by salinization. Located to the East and 
Southeast of the community, these soils account for 2% of the land and no longer favor 
farming. However, the salt bevel is gaining ground insidiously (PDC Commune 
Niakhar, 2018-2022); 

 Hydromorphic soils are soils of semi-permanent valleys. They are located on the edge 
of temporary, sometimes permanent ponds. They represent a small part of the area of 
the Commune and are located to the southwest. They are very varied, and are 
characterized by a high clay content, very fine, hard sands, with a surface horizon. Their 
texture is clay with a strong water retention capacity. They are rich in organic matter 
and chemical elements. 

The site of the plant is located on tropical ferruginous soils little leached or Deck-Dior that are 
sandy, or sandy-luminous on the surface, and silty to silty-clay in the depth. The geophysical 
study will determine the texture and types of soils in each depth.  
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Map 9: Soil Types in the Project Area 

 

 

 AIR QUALITY 

Changes in air quality are linked to rainfall seasonality, wind patterns and anthropogenic 
activities. Wind direction plays an essential role in the dispersion of pollution and in the 
possible combination of pollutants from different sources. Harmattan, which carries fine 
particles of sand and dust in suspension, occurs in the area between March and April. During 
this period, winds move from north to east with the dominant direction north (52.2% in March 
and 61% in April). Currently, baseline air quality data from the project area are not available. 
However, the study recommends that Teranga Niakhar Storage: 

 Take into account the Wind Directorate during construction work so as not to impact 
the populations closest to the site, particularly those of Kandiou and Poukham; 

 Make air quality measurements to find out the baseline situation before work begins; 

 Respect the regulation, including Article L.76 of the Environmental Code and NS-05-
062. 
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Map 10: Land occupation of Niakhar Commune) 

 

4.6. INTRODUCING THE ORGANIC ENVIRONMENT 

The installation of the solar power plant will require changes in the structure and components 
of the ecosystem. The elements of the environment will be affected to varying degrees by these 
changes. To do this, a detailed description of the flora and fauna was carried out. 

The site of the project is in an agricultural zone. Vegetation is influenced by climate factors 
(decreased rainfall) and anthropogenic actions (pruning, cutting, cultural activities, etc.). It is 
usually made up of trees that have been set up by farmers. 

These trees provide significant ecosystem services for local populations. The very diverse 
woody vegetation is dominated by Acacia albida which is used in traditional medicine by the 
population but also as fodder for livestock. 

The herbaceous stratum is marked by the dominance of Cenchrus biflorus. The rather rough 
characteristics of the climate mean that in this part, the fauna is almost non-existent, thus 
limiting itself to a few species of reptiles and birds. 

 HABITATS 

4.6.1.1. Generals on habitats 

Habitats are geographic units that are home to a variety of living organisms, and their 
interactions with the non-living environment. Their determination is based on the level of 
disturbance resulting from human activities and the biodiversity values of the site. 
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The project area contains mosaics of habitats with varying levels of disturbance mainly of 
human origin (roads, power lines, growing areas). The project site is located in an agrarian 
environment. Habitats do not present regulatory and/or conservation issues. 

 DESCRIPTION OF THE FLORISTIC ENVIRONMENT 

The vegetation on the site is sparse. It is of the type savannah treed with shrub.  The tall trees 
are quite far apart. The woody layer is composed mostly of species that have been set up by 
farmers. This vegetation consists of trees of interest to the local population. It is dominated by 
Acacia albida. 

Table (14) follows gives a list of woody species identified at the plant site and their use by local 
populations.  

Table 18: Floristic List of Woody Species and Their Use 

Family Scientific name Vernacular 
name 

in Serer 

usage 

Leaves Roots Bark Fruit 

Anacardiaceae Mangifera indica Mangaru Mt   ly 

Spondias mombin yoga    ly  

Asclepiadaceae Calotropis procera Mbodafod Mt Mt Mt  

Bombacaceae Adansonia digitata Bak Al, Fr, 
Mt 

Mt Mt ly 

Caesalpiniaceae Bauhinia rufescens Njambayargin Fr, Mt Mt Mt Br 

Piliostigma 
reticulatam 

Ngayox Fr, Mt  Mt Br 

Tamarindus indica Sob Al, Fr, 
Mt 

Mt Mt ly 

Cordyla pinnata Nar   Mt  ly  

Detarium 
senegalensis 

Ndooy Mt   Mt  ly  

Combretaceae Anogeissus 
leiocarpus 

Ngojii Fr, Mt Mt   

Combretum 
glutinosum 

Yay Al, Mt Mt Mt  
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Family Scientific name Vernacular 
name 

in Serer 

usage 

Leaves Roots Bark Fruit 

Terminalia 
macroptera 

     

Guiera senegalensis Ngud Fr, Mt    

Euphorbiaceae Euphorbe 
balsamifera 

Ndamol Al, Mt  Mt  

Meliaceae Azadirachta indica Nim Mt    

Mimosaceae Faidherbia albida Sas Br  Mt Br 

Acacia seyal Ndomb Br  Mt  Mt  Br  

Acacia nilotica Nenef Fr, Mt   Mt  Mt  Br  

Acacia atoxocantha Ngol Fr, Mt  Mt  Br  

Acacia sp.      

Prosopis Africana Somb Fr, Mt Mt  Mt  Br  

Dischrostachys 
cinerea 

Sus Br   Mt   

Parkia biglobosa Sew Mt   Mt  ly  

Rhamnaceae Ziziphus mauritiana Ngic Fr, Mt Mt Mt ly 

Balanitaceae Balanites aegyptiaca Model Fr, Mt Mt Mt Al, 
Fr 

Rubiaceae Mitrogyna inermis Ngaul Fr, Mt  Mt  Mt   

Moraceae Ficus sp.  ly  Mt  Mt  ly  

Ebenaceae Diopyros 
mespiliformis 

Nen Mt   Mt  Mt  ly  

Tiliaceae Bicolor Grewia Ngel Br   Mt   
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Family Scientific name Vernacular 
name 

in Serer 

usage 

Leaves Roots Bark Fruit 

Chrysobalanaceae Neocarya 
macrophylla 

Daf Br   Mt  ly  

Other Other      

 

Mt- Traditional Medicine; En- Furrage; Al- Human food. 

The photo below illustrates the characteristics of the vegetation encountered on the site. 

Picture 15: Features of the vegetation encountered on the site 

 

Photo: Cabinet EES, visit in June 2019 

There are about thirty woody species on the site spread over just over 16 families. The most 
represented families are the Mimosaceae, the Caesalpines and the Combrénted with 8, 5 and 4 
species respectively. 

The shrub layer is dominated by Combretum glutinosum and Guierra senegalensis, while the 
tree layer is dominated by Faidherbia albida. A relatively young stand of this species as well 
as that of Balanites aegyptiaca was encountered on and around the site. 

Large trees are also present on site with diameters of up to 8 meters in some cases and a length 
sometimes exceeding 13 meters. 

The herbaceous stratum is dominated by grasses. The following species were identified during 
the surveys:  
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 Cenchrus biflorus "khakham" 

 Cassia obtusifolia "mbente" 

 Leptadenia hastata "thiakhat" 

 Eragrostis tremula "salguf." 

4.6.2.1. List of species inventoried on the site 

The inventory of plant species identified by the departmental commission for the inventorying 
and assessment of expenditure is listed in the table below. 

 

Source: report of the Departmental Commission for the Evaluation and Census of Expenses, 
March 2021 
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In addition to these 1044 individual trees which are natural species, 02 mango trees (Manguifera 
Indica) belonging to a family have also been recorded on the site. 

4.6.2.2. Protected species 

Some of the species found at the site are classified as partially protected by Senegal's Forest 
Code. These are Adansonia digitata, Zizyphus mauritiana and Faidherbia albida. These 
species are of particular conservation interest. 

4.6.2.3. Protected areas 

The borough of Niakhar is sparsely supplied with forest structures. This characteristic is the 
result of natural phenomena causing water stress and anthropogenic actions (bad cultural 
activities, excessive cutting, etc.). 

The Mahécor Classified Forest (FC) located in the Tataguine district between 5 and 6 
kilometers from the site of the plant is the closest relevant forest structure. 

The following image shows the situation of the Mahécor FC in relation to the site of the plant. 

Map 11: Location of the site in relation to the nearest classified forest 
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 WILDLIFE 

The various types of wildlife on the site are presented in this study. Avian fauna is the most 
represented in the area. Birds observed on site are mainly local species. Most of them are flying 
over or looking for food. Few nests are observed at the site due to the lack of favorable habitats. 

The project area is highly anthropogenic. It does not play major functional roles for local flora 
and fauna. 

The chart below shows a list of birds identified on or near the site. 

Table 19: Bird Wildlife List 

Family Scientific name Vernacular name 

Accipitridae Milvus migrans Black kite 

Accipritidae Gyps africanus African vulture 

Buceridae Tockus erythrorynchus Red-billed Calao 

Otididae Eupodotis sp. Little outard 

Columbidae Streptopelia senegalensis Turtle dove 

Corvidae Corvus albus Crow 

Sturnidae Lamprotornis caudatus Metallic robin 

Ardeidae Bubulcus ibis Heron keeps beef 

Passeridae Pass domesticus House sparrow 

4.6.3.1. Protected species 

Among the species identified Bubulcus ibis, Milvus migrans, Gyps africanus, 
Tockus erythrorynchus have conservation concerns (Law 86-04 of January 24, 1986 and Decree 
No. 86-844 of July 14, 1986). 

4.6.3.2. Other animal species present 

Other animals encountered on site or in the vicinity are: arthropods (ants, locusts, butterflies...), 
reptiles (snake "fangol", chameleon "yagone", margouillat "thiakar", python "fel" ...) mammals 
(mice, rats...). 

4.6.3.3. Ecological Services  

Biodiversity and the many services it provides enable humanity to benefit from resources that 
are particularly important in terms of nutrition, economics, health, environmental, educational, 
aesthetic, recreational, social and cultural functions (Convention on Biodiversity, 1992). These 
services form the foundation of the well-being of humanity. According to the World Health 
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Organization (WHO), the health of human populations depends on ecosystem goods and 
services such as availability of fresh water, food, energy, etc. 

Among the ecosystem services provided by the area to accommodate the plant are human and 
livestock feed, the use of plants for medicinal purposes, wood production (service and energy), 
etc. There are also regulatory and support services that play an important role in maintaining 
and stababilising biophysical phenomena 

 

4.7. BASIC SOCIO-ECONOMIC CONDITION OF THE PROJECT AREA 

 DEMOGRAPHIC SITUATION 

The future solar power plant will be built in the Niakhar Rounding, Department and Fatick 
Region precisely in the Municipality of Niakhar. 

According to official ANSD data, the Municipality of Niakhar has thirty-two official villages 
with a population of 30779 in 2013. This population is distributed in 2313 households over an 
area of 185 km2. The population density is 165.5 inhabitants per square kilometer. In 2019, the 
municipal population is estimated at 34,777. 

Table 20: The number of households and population of the Municipality of Niakhar 

Villages Number of households population 

Bibane 50 779 

Godaguene 80 1013 

Kandiou 29 291 

Konème 35 551 

Langheme 67 910 

Mbafaye 52 762 

Mbane 61 755 

Mboltogue 48 631 

Mboudaye 68 1165 

Mboukhoutour 51 653 

Same 49 772 

Ndianeme 65 835 
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Ndiemou 52 666 

Ndoffane Burre 36 355 

Diaraff 61 685 

Ndoss Mbadiock 64 694 

Ngoyère 22 471 

Nguesse 33 388 

Niakhar 624 8568 

Nianiane 37 600 

Nioudoune 32 447 

Poleck 62 802 

Podome 25 447 

Poukham 44 570 

Sagne 82 972 

Sagne Folo 57 749 

Sanghaie 114 1611 

Sass Mack 24 397 

Sassar 32 492 

Sateme 18 275 

Sorokh 140 1327 

Yenguélé 99 1146 

Source: Fatick Regional Statistics and Demography Service, RGPHAE,2013 

The closest locations to the site of the future power plant are Kandiou, Mbane, Nguess and 
Poukham  

The Municipality of Niakhar is located in the heart of the Sine, an ancient Serer kingdom. The 
population consists mainly of Serers (98%). There are also Wolofs and Peulhs who make up 
minorities. 
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Islam is the main religion (95%). Christianity and other religions such as animism occupy 5% 
of the population. 

 EDUCATION 

Formal education includes pre-school, elementary education, general middle and secondary 
education, technical education and vocational training. This formal public education is 
supplemented by private formal education. 

For formal education, the Municipality of Niakhar has: 

 Ten (10) preschool facilities including two (02) private daycares, two (02) Early 
Childhood Centres (ECCs), three (03) kindergartens and three (03) toddler-care 
facilities; 

 Twenty-nine (29) elementary structures shared in 26 private public,03 and a Franco-
Arab School (EFA); 

 08 medium-sized educational facilities, including 04 public and 04 private. The CEMs 
are divided as follows five (05) in the area of Niakhar 1 of which four are private; 01 
CEM in the Sagne 1 and 02 CEM area in the Sanghaïe area. 

 One (01) high school, three (03) private schools;  

 Four (04) high schools including three private mixed schools in the Niakhar 1 area; 

 One (01) vocational training centre. 

Non-formal education covers the fields of literacy and Koranic education. The commune has 
05 Daaras (03 in the area of Niakhar 1 and 02 in the area of Niakhar 2) and 15 Arab schools 
including one under construction. 

Most schools have no electricity, water, latrines nor fences.      

The average educational institutions and high schools are insufficient. This partly explains the 
mobility of students once they pass the sixth-grade entrance and the end of school exams under 
often difficult study conditions.  

 The villages in the vicinity of the central site have the following school infrastructure: 
a primary school, a pre-school and a Franco-Arab school in Mbane; 

 a primary school in Nguess; 

 a Franco-Arab school in Kandiou and a French-Arab primary school and high school in 
Mbane. 

 HEALTH 

The municipality of Niakhar has enough sanitary infrastructure. According to the PDC data, it 
has: 

 One (01) health centre in the Niakhar 1 area (Niakhar);   
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 Three (03) health posts including 01 under construction (01 in the Sagne 1 area (Sagne 
health post) and 02 in the Sanghaïe area, 01 of which are under construction (Ndoss 
Mbadiock health post and Sorokh health post under construction);  

 Seven (07) health points (02 in the Sagne 1 area (Mbafaye and Mbane); 03 in the 
Sanghaïe area (Poukhame, Sanghaïe, Bibane) and 02 in the Sagne 2 area (Mboudaye 
and Mboukhoutour);   

 Two (02) dispensaries, 01 of which are private in the Niakhar 1 area (Niakhar) and 01 
in Yenguélé;   

 One (01) pharmacy in the area of Niakhar 1 (Niakhar); 

 Four (04) maternity units (01 in the Sagne 1 area; 01 in the Sanghaïe area; 01 in the 
Niakhar area 1 and 01 in the Niakhar 2 area). 

The health center is run by a doctor while the post nurses manage the health posts. Health points 
provide basic care to populations far from the health centre and health posts. 

The health facilities closest to the plant site are;  

 the Sagne health post that polarizes the villages of Mbane, Sagne, Mbafaye, Godaguène, 
Nguèss, Ndiémou, Nianiane, Mboudaye, Kandiou 

 the health points of Mbane and Poukham; 

Existing infrastructure is characterized by its dilapidated, lack of equipment and qualified 
personnel which explains their low attendance. The most common diseases are malaria, 
diarrhea and infectious diseases. 

 LAND USE - LAND USE - LAND PROBLEM 

The municipality of Niakhar is divided into four sub-areas: 

 The Niakhar area of 11 villages (the villages of Niakhar 1 and Niakhar 2). It is the most 
populated area and concentrates most of the social infrastructure of basics and services; 

 The Sanghaïe area of eight (08) villages. It includes the largest number of villages after 
the Niakhar area 

 The area of Sagne 1 with seven (07) villages; 

 The area of Sagne 2 is the least populated with six (06) villages;   

The villages closest to the site are Mbane, Kandiou, Nguess (in the Sagne 1 zone) and Poukham 
(Shanghai area). 

Agricultural activity in the commune remains penalized by the advance of salt and land 
degradation. 

The municipality is currently marked by strong land pressure because of its proximity to the 
town of Fatick, but also the presence of structuring projects such as the University of Sine 
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Saloum, the Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack motorway, the school of NCO officers of the Gendarmerie. 
This has greatly reduced the municipality's land reserves. To this the advance of the salt lands. 

 DRINKING WATER SUPPLY AND SANITATION 

The villages of the commune are served with drinking water through a network of EPA and an 
interconnection of existing boreholes in the area. According to the PDC, the municipality has 
seven (07) boreholes, one of which (01) is under construction (02 in the Sagne 1 area (Sagne 
and Mbane); 03 in the Sanghaïe area (02 to Sanghaïe including 01 under construction and 01 
drilling at Sorokh); 01 in the Sagne 2 area (Nianiane) and 01 in the Niakhar 1 area (Niakhar)).  

The connections to the Nianiane and Niakhar boreholes are as follows:  

 968 social connections (132 for Nianiane drilling and 836 for Niakhar); 

 15 community connections (01 for Nianiane and 14 for Niakhar);  

 17 standpipes (04 for Nianiane and 13 for Niakhar). 

Drilling is supplied with drinking water from the "Maastrichtian" slick captured between 250 
and 400m deep. Drilling is managed by ASUFOR which sells per cubic meter of water between 
300 and 400 FCFA. The Mbane drilling is close to the site of the future power plant. It serves 
the villages of Kandiou, Poukham, Nguess, Ndiemou, Mboudaye, Mbane, Ngoye and Niowar. 

In addition to these boreholes, the Commune has one hundred and nine (109) community wells, 
12 of which are non-functional. 

The Municipality of Niakhar does not have controlled garbage dumps for the management of 
household waste. Solid waste such as wastewater is released wildly into the wild, most often 
behind concessions.                                                                                                                             

 AGRICULTURE 

It is the main activity and source of income for the population. It is a highly dependent activity 
on rainfall. The area lies between the 400 and 600 mm annual average rainfall of 591.7mm.    

The main crops are millet, sorghum, peanut, cowpea, rice and watermelon. The cultivation of 
millet is the main food crop. Peanut is in the area a cash crop.  

Market gardening is practiced in the dry season around existing ponds, shoals and other water 
points. It is a more practiced activity in the villages of Konème, Sanghaïe, Mbafaye and Mbane. 
The commune has seven (07) community perimeters, including one (01) for each of the 
following villages: Ndoss Diaraf, Sanghaïe, Konème, Sorokh, Ndiondioune, Poleck and 
Ndiémou. 

This sector faces many challenges, including climatic hazards, the reduction of arable land, 
unsuitable farming techniques, the dilapidated equipment and difficult access to inputs. 

 BREEDING 

Livestock farming is the second most important economic activity after agriculture in the 
municipality. It is associated with Agriculture for land fertilization needs to increase 
productivity.  
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The herd consists of cattle, sheep, goats, asins, equines, pigs and poultry. Livestock farming is 
an activity associated with agriculture, especially with equines and cattle used for traction.    

It is an activity increasingly confronted with a reduction in the ranges of livestock and water 
points for watering. The result is significant herd mortality.  

The practice of pastoral activity is facilitated by the existence of pastoral infrastructures, among 
which are counted nine (09) troughs, thirty-five (35) pastoral wells of which two (02) are non-
functional and five (05) vaccination parks according to the PDC of the commune. At the 
organizational level, the municipality has a Farmers' House (MDE), a dynamic breeders' 
association (Niawoul), a Centre for Impulse and Modernization of Livestock (CIMEL) and an 
office of the Directorate of Women in Breeding (DIRFEL). 

The project site is a livestock range because of its proximity to temporary pools of water, 
watering it from the Mbane borehole. 

 HANDCRAFT 

The handcrafts are very little developed in the project area. Traditional crafts are practiced by 
blacksmiths who are asked to repair machines used in the agricultural field. Modern crafts 
involve activities such as masonry, carpentry, sewing, shoemaking, etc.  

 ENERGY 

The rate of access to electricity is low in the rural municipality of Niakhar. Of the thirty-two 
villages in the Commune, only Sagne, Mbafaye, Godaguène, Niakhar, Sanghaïe, Ndoss Diaraf, 
Poukham and Ngoyère are electrified. 

 COMMERCE 

It is an activity that is not very developed in the municipality due to the lack of commercial 
infrastructure. The exchanges concern agricultural products, livestock and are facilitated by the 
existence of a permanent and weekly market in Niakhar. 

People also frequent the markets of the two nearest urban centers: Fatick and Bambey. 

Shops provide retailing specifically for basic necessities in each village.  

 GENDER SITUATION IN THE PROJECT AREA 

In Senegal, as described in the National Strategy for Gender Equality and Equity, male and 
female roles and statuses, through the gender division of labor, determine the division of tasks 
between men and women. Inscribed in the context of production, reproduction and community 
level activities, this differentiation allows men to be assigned structuring work and women to 
be assigned maintenance and care activities. 

In the commune, women are increasingly joining women's promotion groups. According to the 
PDC, women's participation in local development is expressed by a more or less important 
dynamism of the female population with:  

 Niakhar's Municipal Union of Women's Promotion Groups (GPF) (56 GPF members);  

 The existence of a woman's home (Niakhar);  
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 Parity in the council and municipal office  

The presence of partners (PAFC, PDIF) and microfinance institutions (CMS, PAMECAS, 
CAURIS FINANCE, etc.) play a significant role in financing women's activities and improving 
their participation in the development of the local economy. In addition, the Priority Investment 
Guarantee Fund (FONGIP) has set up a funding line for GPF. In addition, to further improve 
their access to financing, women have set up self-financing mechanisms through tontines and 
the Village Savings and Credit Group (VSLG) system. 

In addition, the national policy in favor of gender equality has also made it possible to find 
women in the decision-making spheres. Thus, the municipal council of the municipality of 
Niakhar is composed of 46 councilors, elected by direct universal suffrage and installed in July 
2014. It is a joint council with 50% of men and 50% of women.  

4.8. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

 ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES AND CHALLENGES IN THE PROJECT AREA 

In Senegal, climate change, water and soil pollution, air pollution, coastal erosion, wind and 
water erosion and floods are the main environmental challenges and challenges. 

Climate change due to increased greenhouse gases poses a major challenge to Sahelian 
countries such as Senegal, which are highly sensitive to climate change due to the impact on 
the environment, agriculture and other key sectors of socio-economic development (CSE, 
2015). 

The Municipality of Niakhar, an area of the project in the image of the other municipalities of 
Senegal, has suffered the consequences of the climate pejoration which has resulted in, among 
other things, recurrent rainfall deficits and a shortening of the rainy season. Added to this is the 
rapid growth of the population, which has led to a saturation of space.  

These two phenomena have the major consequence of the degradation of natural resources in 
the Commune. Actually: 

 On the physical environment, the Municipality of Niakhar is affected among other 
things by phenomena of saline intrusion into agricultural land, salinization of water 
resources, a decrease in water tables, a drying of wells, a drying of ponds highly sought 
after by herders;   

 On the biophysical environment, climate deterioration for several decades and the 
current increase in the salinization process are causing a degradation of plant formations 
at the communal level. The tanned widen and reveal sparse vegetation especially in the 
dry season when the herbaceous carpet disappears. This degradation of vegetation cover 
is accelerated by anthropogenic actions for the purpose of obtaining firewood, arable 
land, fodder during the period of animal welding and especially of dwellings. As a result 
of this degradation, a scarcity of wildlife due to the gradual disappearance of their 
habitats. The environmental issues of the project are presented in the following table. 
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Table 21: Environmental Issues and Challenges based on project activities 

Components Environmental issues and challenges feedback 

Soil Risk of wind and water erosion and 
salinization of land. 

The soil types in the project area 
are sandy. These are soils that 
are low in organic matter and 
highly sensitive to wind and 
water erosion. 

Surface water Risk of water contamination from 
accidental oil spills. But also risk of 
disruption of runoff. 

In the Municipality of Niakhar, 
temporary ponds and marigots 
are identified for the watering of 
livestock. In the southeastern 
part of the commune an arm of 
the sine valley which is a 
permanent surface stream is 
more than 2 km south of the site 
of the plant. It is a dead valley 
covering 6.5 km2 of the area of 
the commune.  In the northern, 
southern and eastern parts, a 
temporary stream is identified. 
In fact, part of this stream 
crosses the site's right-of-way to 
the north. 

Groundwater Risk of groundwater contamination near 
or downstream of the site.  

Groundwater in the project area 
is used for water supply by 
people, for agricultural activities 
and for livestock.  The village of 
Mbane is closest to the site of the 
power plant (minus 100 m). It 
has a borehole that is used for 
water supplying people and for 
watering livestock. 

Local Air 
Quality 

The project will be an amplifier for the 
deterioration of air quality through 
construction and operations.  

The villages of Mbane, Kandiou, 
Poukham and Fatick are closest 
to the site. Distances range from 
100 to 350 m.  Harmattan blows 
in the project area during the dry 
season (March to June). This 
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Components Environmental issues and challenges feedback 

type of wind carries fine 
particles of sand and dust in 
suspension. Wind direction 
plays an important role in the 
dispersal of pollutants. 

As part of this project, Teranga Niakhar Storage is to ensure the protection and preservation of 
natural resources.  

 SOCIAL ISSUES IN THE PROJECT AREA 

In the municipality of Niakhar, particularly close to the site, the rural character of the territory 
is still dominant. The establishment of a solar power plant is a new activity in this area where 
agricultural, pastoral and commercial activities are dominant.  

The implementation of this project can be beneficial as it can be unfavorable to the people of 
Niakhar. 

Components Social issues and challenges feedback 

landscape A project of this magnitude is a first in 
the territory of Niakhar. The 
installation of solar panels will change 
the natural landscape. 

The landscape is mainly rural in 
the commune of Niakhar, 
especially south of the town 
where the site of the power plant 
is located. Thus, the presence of 
solar panels constitutes a break 
in this landscape. This will affect 
the social representation that the 
local population has already 
built on the landscape. 

Living 
environment 

The living environment can be affected 
mainly during the construction phase of 
the plant, in particular by civil 
engineering works and transport flows. 

During the construction of the 
plant, dust heaving can lead to a 
deterioration of air quality. In 
addition, transportation and civil 
engineering work can generate 
noise. The nearest human 
settlements are about 100 m 
away. 

The site contains rain-fed crops 
exploited annually by the people of the 
villages of Mbane, Poukham and 
Kandiou. In addition, it is covered by 

The release of the land base will 
result in a loss of ecosystem 
services and a decrease in 
revenues if there are no 
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vegetation exploited by local people for 
their forest resource needs.  

accompanying measures for 
PAPs. 

 Villages in the vicinity of the site lack 
basic social infrastructure to meet the 
needs of the population.  

The proposed CSR policy will 
help improve their living 
conditions.   

Economic 
activities 

The local population can take 
advantage of the establishment of the 
plant to develop certain economic 
activities.  

As part of this project, it is planned to 
use an estimated 100 people in 
construction and about 20 people in the 
operation phase. This is an opportunity 
for local residents. 

 

Activities such as trade and 
crafts can gain new market 
opportunities. Restoration 
activities can also develop as 
plant workers, both under 
construction and in operation, 
are potential customers and 
micro-enterprises can offer 
services if their skills are 
required. 

In addition to these activities, the 
local workforce will be 
privileged to be equally skilled. 

In addition, the availability of 
energy (in quantity and cost) can 
promote crafts and micro-
enterprises. 

However, ranchers and farmers 
will lose space as these activities 
are the main sources of income 
in the project area.  

land The installation of a solar power plant 
on 59 hectares is a significant loss of 
surface for the local population. 

Livestock farming is the second most 
active activity of the population after 
agriculture. The project site is a 
livestock range for people in the nearby 
villages. Livestock will be the sector 
most impacted with the release of the 
land base. 

A loss of land is damaging for 
farmers, especially those who 
are most deprived. Prior to the 
land acquisition of the site, the 
space was used for rainfed crops 
and livestock routes. 

Health and 
safety 

The plant's development and operation 
activities can lead to a deterioration in 

Apart from the issues mentioned 
above on the deterioration of the 
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health for both the local population and 
plant workers. In addition, they may be 
exposed to insecurity. 

living environment and which 
are linked to air pollution and 
noise pollution that can degrade 
health for workers and the 
neighborhood, contagious 
diseases such as STIs and HIV 
can spread if preventive 
measures are not taken. In 
addition, road traffic can lead to 
accidents. 

The nearest human settlement is 
less than 100 m away and on the 
site of the connecting trails 
between surrounding villages 
have been identified.   

Contagious diseases such as 
STIs and HIV can spread if 
awareness-raising is not taken.  
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5. ANALYSIS OF ALTERNATIVES 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

As part of this EIES, alternative solutions to the project have been analyzed that are technically 
and economically feasible as well as other means of carrying out the project while preserving 
the environment and the well-being of the populations. 

To do this, the variant analysis was carried out for the following topics: 

 The "no project" option; 

 The "projected" option; 

 The location of the plant 

 Electrical power generation technology; 

 Energy storage technology. 

5.2. "NO PROJECT " OPTION 

The development of new energy sources: solar, wind, biomass; is one of the PES's priorities. 
So, the no-project option would be at odds with the key objectives of the country's new energy 
policy based on an energy mix where renewable energy plays an important part.  

In terms of negative environmental and social impacts, the "no project" option will, among 
other things, avoid: the deforestation of the site which will result in a loss of ecosystem services 
rendered by the existing vegetation cover (carbon sequestration, soil stability, grazing area for 
livestock) but also the loss of land useful to the populations for market gardening activities. 

5.3. "PROJECT" OPTION 

The economic benefits far outweigh the negative impacts that can be reduced to an acceptable 
level. 

 In terms of economy, the completion of this project will allow SENELEC to have a 
sufficient revolving reserve for the management of intermittency allowing the 
regulation of frequency and thus reduce operating costs; 

 In terms of the environment, the solar power plant has the advantage of not generating 
any impact during its operation. Its operation will prevent the CO2 emissions estimated 
at 10,000 tons per year according to Senelec data; 

 In terms of employment, the construction and operation phase of the solar power plant 
will be business opportunities for the people living along the river. During the 
construction phase, the project will generate 98 direct jobs over a 12-month period. The 
presence of workers on the site during construction will lead to indirect jobs. 

Failure to carry out this project does not enable SENELEC to achieve its objectives of mixing 
energy and maintaining the stability of the Senegalese network. However, special attention will 
need to be paid to mitigation measures and the GSP for better protection of people, property 
and the environment. 
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5.4. LOCATION OF THE PLANT 

The site chosen for the photovoltaic solar power plant with a storage system has several 
technical advantages for the project. 

 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATIONS NEAR THE SITE 

Electrical connection distance is a determining factor in the selection of a solar power plant 
installation site. The identified site is located nearly 200 m from the new Niakhar station, which 
has the ability to evacuate electricity without constraints.    

The electricity generated by the power plant will be transferred to the SENELEC network 
through this station. 

 LAND AVAILABILITY 

The tracker system uses a lot of space compared to the fixed because shading phenomena are 
taken into account. The 59-hectare site is clear, with no abundant vegetation and no permanent 
agricultural activities. 

Several factors were decisive in the choice of site, including: 

 The topography of the site allows the optimization of the performance of the future 
plant; 

 The land does not contain dwellings;  

 The site is not in the vicinity of any industry or other activity that could promote the 
emission of dust particles, which would make it difficult to clean the panels.  

 SUNSHINE 

Senegal has a very good solar potential throughout its territory. The maximum monthly average 
of insolation is observed in April with 258 hours or an average of 8.6 hours per day, which 
makes this area an important solar deposit favorable to the installation of a solar power plant. 

5.5. ELECTRICAL POWER GENERATION TECHNOLOGY 

To meet energy demand while preserving the environment and the well-being of coastal 
populations, several technologies currently exist for the production of electrical energy. 

Five (05) of these technologies can be studied: 

 The classic HFO diesel power plant; 

 The gas turbine-type plant running on kerosene or diesel oil; 

 The steam plant running on fuel; 

 The coal-fired steam plant; 

 PV solar power plant. 

The criteria used to compare different technologies are environmental, safe, health, economic 
and operational. They can be summed up as follows: 

 From an environmental point of view: 
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- Release of hazardous pollutants (NOx, SOx, PM, etc.); 

- Sound emission; 

- Production of hazardous waste. 

 Health and safety: 

- The impact of air emissions on population health; 

- Technological risks associated with the operation of the plant. 

 Economically and operationally: 

- Net investment cost 

- Occupying space and building the power plant; 

- Specific fuel consumption 

 CHEMICAL COMPOSITION 

The solar power plant has virtually no chemical components that can affect the project's 
receiving environment compared to gas and fuel oil plants. 

Table 22: Chemical Composition of Different Energy Sources 

Elements natural gas sun fuel oil 

Percentage %  

Carbon 74,5 - 86 

Hydrogen 23 - 11 

Sulphur - - 1 

Nitrogen 2,4 - 1 

Oxygen -  - - 

Other 0,1 - 1 

Water 0.1 - 0.2 

Based on the results of this table below, the best technology from an environmental point of 
view is solar energy.  
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Table 23: General Characteristics and Quantitative Assessment 

The photovoltaic plant does not use a combustion system for its operation. The only input 
needed is sunlight compared to gas and oil plants which, in addition to the need for their 
respective fuels, requires a delivery and storage system.  

 EMISSION FACTORS BY FUEL TYPE 

This section provides a comparison of the emissions generated by each fuel from emission 
factors obtained from different official sources. 

 

 

 

Table 24: Emission Factors by Fuel Type 

 natural gas sun fuel oil 

PCI (kcal/kg) 11 600 - 9 700 

State Gas or liquefied gas 

(LNG) 

 liquid 

Storage type - - reservoir 

Operations in 
which it is used 

Cooking; 

Auxiliary boiler; 

Drying; 

cogeneration.   

Photovoltaic 
reaction 

Cooking; 

cogeneration.   

 

Energy Efficiency General offer and 
good yield during 
cooking 

good Preheating is mandatory due 
to its low ignition 
temperature; 

Good behavior during 
combustion. 

Supply By land transport None (depends 
on the light)  

By tanker trucks 

Economic 
Repercussions 

High cost. Its price 
fluctuates 
according to that of 
oil 

nothingness High cost. Its price fluctuates 
according to that of oil 
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 Natural gas Sun Fuel oil 

SO2 (kg/ton of production) 0,335 - 2 

CO (kg/ton of production) 0,030 - 0,060 

CO2 (kg/MJ) 0,05629 - 0,07748 

NO2 (kg/ton of production) 0,090 - 0,550 

Particles (kg/ton of production) 0,435 - not available 

Source: EPA data published by Spain for the Secretariat of the United Nations Framework 
Convention on Climate Change 

These data lead to the conclusion that solar emits no emissions compared to fuel and gas 
combustion systems. 

 TYPE OF PHOTOVOLTAIC INSTALLATION 

There are two types of photovoltaic installation: fixed installations and tracker installations. 
These facilities have different effects on operation and performance differs. 

Table 25: Comparison of Fixed Facilities and Tracker 

Fixed installation Installation with tracker 

Lower yield Yield above about 30% 

Lower investment cost Higher cost and energy-requiring operation 
(engines) 

Lower soil waterproofing (inking by 
beaten piles or screws) 

Lower soil waterproofing (inking by beaten piles 
or screws) 

More important ground cover Less ground cover 

Lower height (less landscape impact) Higher height 

The performance of the tracker system is higher compared to the fixed system and covers the 
ground less. These factors make it possible to retain the installations with tracker on the Teranga 
Niakhar Storage site.  

 TYPE OF PHOTOVOLTAIC CELLS 

There are two families of photovoltaic cells. 
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Table 26: Comparison of different types of photovoltaic cells 

 Crystalline silicon Thin 

Monocrystalline modules Polysilicon Amorphous silicon Copper, Indium, Gallium 
and Selenium (CIGS) 

Cadmium Telluride (Cdte) 

b
en

ef
it

s 

 Good return of about 15%; 

 Good Wc/m2 ratio (about 150 
Wc/m2, area of about 1.75 ha 
needed for 1 MWc of power); 

 Lifespan of 30 years. 

 Good yield of 12 to 
13%. 

 Good ratio Wc/m2 
(about 120 Wc/m2) 
but still a little less 
good than for the 
monocrystalline 
(area of about 2ha 
needed for 1 MWc of 
power); 

 Significant lifespan 
(up to 30 years). 

 Works with low 
illumination (even 
on overcast days); 

 Cheaper than other 
technologies; 

 Less sensitive to 
high temperatures 
than mono or 
polystalline cells. 

 Yields the best yields 
compared to other thin-
film photovoltaic cells 
(about 13% yield); 

 Allows you to get rid of 
silicon; 

 Low toxicity of 
materials used; 

 The cell can be built on 
a flexible substrate; 

 Cheaper cost than for 
amorphous silicon. 

 Very good light absorption 
capacity; 

 Higher yield compared to 
traditional modules, 
especially at high 
temperatures; 

 Efficient storage of 
cadmium within a stable 
compound for decades; 

 Rapid amortization time 
(low production costs). 
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D
is

ad
va

n
ta

ge
s 

 High cost; 

 Low yield under low 
illumination. 

 Low yield under low 
illumination. 

 Low yield in full 
sun, 5 to 7%.; 

 Performance that 
decreases 
significantly over 
time. 

 Average Wc/m2 ratio 
(approximately 2.75 ha 
area required for 1MWc 
of power); 

 Less efficient than 
traditional silicon. 

 Average Wc/m2 ratio 
(approximately 2.75 ha area 
required for 1MWc of 
power); 

 Less efficient than 
traditional silicon. 
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 SOLAR POWER PLANT OPTION WITH ENERGY STORAGE 

Senegal's solar potential allows energy production during solar irradiation hours. Between 
2 p.m. and 3 p.m., solar energy accounts for 30% of the total energy produced. Excess solar 
energy during the hours when solar radiation is at its highest point can be stored in lithium-ion 
batteries and will allow to: 

 Regulate the frequency of the network 

 Address problems of intermittency; 

 Have a sufficient spinning reserve; 

 Be able to meet the energy demand of the population between 7 p.m. and 10 p.m. when 
demand is higher. 

The space occupied by the batteries in the area of the solar power plant is not considerable and 
these do not have major impacts on air quality because they are not a source of pollution during 
the exploitation phase. 

 SOLAR POWER PLANT OPTION WITHOUT ENERGY STORAGE 

The limit of a solar power plant is related to the fact of intermittent production. Indeed, the 
availability of electrical energy in solar use is noted only in the presence of the sun during the 
day. The lack of energy storage has a major advantage which is the reduction of hazardous 
waste especially the storage batteries at the end of life but will not allow the effective use of the 
solar potential of the area. In addition, a system for the management of used batteries at the end 
of its life is put in place by the manufacturer to whom the waste will be returned in the 
dismantling phase for proper disposal. 

5.6. ENERGY STORAGE TECHNOLOGY 

Given the environmental impacts, several clean storage solutions have been considered: 

 Hydrogen fuel cells were discarded because, in addition to their high cost, the 
combination of the high flammability of hydrogen and high temperatures in Senegal 
made them dangerous;  

 Lead batteries have a short lifespan which involves frequent replacement and therefore 
high costs in the long run. They are also unsuitable for frequency regulation because 
they are very sensitive to cycles. In addition, these batteries have more negative effects 
on the environment;  

 Lithium-ion batteries are technologically mature and the most suitable solution for both 
frequency regulation and network intermittency management. Indeed, while it can 
withstand many cycles, its degradation factor is very low. This solution is also much 
more economical than the rotating reserves based on the production of thermal energy. 

Below is a comparison table showing the differences   between the types of batteries that can 
be used for energy storage: 
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Table 27: Comparative Study of Different Types of Batteries 

 Battery type 

Lithium-ion Gelled 
electrolyte 
lead 

Nickel-
cadmium 

Nickel-
hydrides 

Disadvanta
ges 

 Multiple risks; 

 Technology 
under 
development; 

 Very technical 
recycling; 

 Hyper-
sensitive. 

 Weight 
and 
clutter; 

 Proven 
technol
ogy; 

 Very 
large 
current 
flow; 

 Low 
lifespa
n; 

 Strong 
lead 
pollutio
n in 
case of 
destruc
tion. 

 Polluta
nts 
becaus
e of 
cadmiu
m; 

 Quick 
dischar
ge; 

 Low 
voltage
; 

 Difficu
lt to use 
on a 
vehicle 
becaus
e they 
are too 
sensitiv
e to 
partial 
refills. 

 Low 
voltage; 

 Recent 
technolo
gy under 
develop
ment; 

 Quick 
discharg
e; 

 High 
cost; 

 High 
charging 
under 
thermal 
supervisi
on. 

benefits   Quick charge; 

 Low-polluting 
and recyclable; 

 High voltage; 

 No memory 
effect; 

 Congestion/fav
orable power 
ratio; 

 Easy 
recycli
ng; 

 Long-
term 
storage 
(slow 
dischar
ge). 

 Accept 
strong 
current
s; 

 Very 
endurin
g; 

 Low-
load 

 Low-
polluting
; 

 Quick 
charge; 

 Excellen
t 
mechani
cal 
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 Battery type 

Lithium-ion Gelled 
electrolyte 
lead 

Nickel-
cadmium 

Nickel-
hydrides 

 Congestion/fav
orable weight 
ratio 

storage
; 

 Proven 
technol
ogy. 

resistanc
e; 

 Energy 
doubled 
compare
d to lead. 

Lithium-ion batteries that are low-polluting and easy to recycle remain too expensive and not 
sufficiently tested over their previously very short lifespan. 

Thus, we can conclude that despite many risks still to be revised, the lithium-ion battery is at 
the moment proving to be the most suitable battery for the realization of this project. However, 
new and increasingly revolutionary types of technologies are being developed and will, in the 
near future, become the environmentally appropriate batteries that will be financially 
accessible. 

5.7. CONCLUSION ON THE CHOSEN ALTERNATIVE 

In general, the analysis of the variants shows that the construction of a solar power plant has 
the best socio-economic, technological and environmental advantages. The choice of a 30 MWc 
solar power plant powering a 15MW/45Mh storage system will allow SENELEC to: 

 Be in line with the objectives of the Emerging Senegal Plan in this case in the 
diversification of the energy mix; 

 Diversify its energy sources and thus be able to achieve a 20% increase in the renewable 
share by 2020;  

 Be in line with the development policies of the electricity sector from renewable sources 
such as photovoltaic solar;     

 Directly reduce the production of air pollutants that contribute to climate change and 
comply with policies in this area such as COP 21 and the Paris Agreement; 

 Contribute to the socio-economic development of the project area through job creation. 

However, the construction and operation of this plant will have negative environmental and 
socio-economic impacts. The most significant are the loss of vegetation cover and the loss of 
land. 

Thus, the project will result in the loss of vegetation in this area which is marked by a low 
density of vegetation cover. Teranga Niakhar Storage must comply with the administrative 
procedure proposed in the mitigation measures to reduce the impacts on flora before the start 
of the slaughter work. 
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The land area of the plant site is 59 hectares. The technology that will be used in this project 
(tracker system) uses a lot of space.  All the site has been identified as rain-growing fields and 
inter-village access trails.   

However, these lands for the construction of the centrale could be used for cultivation by local 
people, especially in this area where livestock and agriculture are the main sources of income. 

The chosen site has advantages in terms of its vacancy and proximity to the electrical 
connection devices. In its CSR policy, Teranga Niakhar Storage will have to take into account 
the expectations of the populations proposed in the CSR policy of the project (section 6.7.6). 

Teranga Niakhar Storage must ensure the implementation of the environmental and social 
measures recommended in the Environmental and Social Management Plan (PGES) for better 
environmental and social management of the project.   
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6. PUBLIC CONSULTATION AND DISCLOSURE 

6.1. INTRODUCTION 

Public consultation is a form of participation of categories of actors in the process of reflection 
and decision-making. During this stage of the EIES, meetings in the form of individual or 
collective meetings are organized to explain to the targeted stakeholders the different phases of 
the project, their direct and indirect impacts on the physical, biological and socio-economic 
environment. It also provides input, concerns and recommendations. 

This principle of public participation in the impact study is supported in the environmental code 
by Ministerial Order 9468 dated 21 November 2001 defining public participation as a 
component of the environmental and social impact study. 

6.2. METHODOLOGY ADOPTED 

Two phases were required as part of this project to achieve the objectives assigned to these 
public consultations:  

the first was to send preliminary newsletters to stakeholders with a summary description of the 
project from June 26 to 27, 2019. On the basis of these letters, appointment have been set for 
individual and/or collective interviews with these authorities or their representatives; 

 the second phase was the dissemination of information at the level of the populations 
closest to the site. Meetings with villages near the project site took place in the form of 
public meetings involving young people, notables and women.  

Consultations with all of these stakeholders were conducted as follows: 

 Presentation of the project; 
 A variation of the EIES objectives and the need to actively involve stakeholders in the 

evaluation process; 
 stakeholders' questions, opinions, concerns and recommendations. 

6.3. LIST OF STAKEHOLDERS 

The list of stakeholders is given in the following table: 

Table 28: Project Stakeholders 

At the local level  Sub-prefect of the Niakhar Rounding; 
 Mayor of Niakhar Commune;  
 Populations of the villages of Nguesse, Poukhame, Kandiou and 

Mbane. 

At the 
departmental 
level 

 Fatick County Council; 
 Prefect of Fatick's Department. 

At the regional 
level 

 Governor of Fatick; 
 Regional Directorate of Rural Development; 
 Regional Development Agency; 
 Regional Inspection of Waters, Forests; 
 Regional Service for Livestock and Animal Productions; 
 Regional Planning Service; 
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 Regional Division of Hydraulics; 
 Regional Division of Environment and Classified Settlements; 
 Regional Directorate of the Cadastre; 
 Regional Inspectorate of Labour and Social Security; 
 Regional Hygiene Brigade; 
 Fatick Fire Brigade Fire Group: 32nd Fire and Rescue Company; 
 Tax Services Centre (land registry; taxes and domains); 
 Regional Urban Planning Service; 
 Regional Sanitation Service. 

At the national 
level 

 Electricity directorate; 
 National Agency for Renewable Energy; 
 Directorate of Civil Protection. 

 

6.4. PLANNING FOR PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS 

Consultations with stakeholders involved in the project took place from Tuesday, November 
12 to Friday, November 15, 2019, according to the schedule below.  

The public consultations were carried out according to the following schedule: 

 Local people are consulted separately in their respective villages. Each entity proposed 
a date and time that suited its members. Public meetings with the people were held on 
14 and 15 November 2019. 

 Individual consultations with administrative authorities, decentralized state technical 
services in Fatick and Niakhar and local elected officials were carried out on 12-15 
November 2019; 

 The stakeholders in Dakar were consulted on 16 and 19 July, 29 November and 4 
December 2019. 

6.5. RESULTS OF PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS 

All stakeholders met had a positive perception by magnifying and encouraging the completion 
of the project to build and operate a 15MW/45MWh storage system powered by a 30MW solar 
power plant in Niakhar Municipality. The realization of this project according to these 
stakeholders is essential to the planned development of school and health infrastructure to 
mention only those. An energy contribution to the Senelec network will facilitate the 
implementation of the rural electrification programme that the villages of Niakhar would 
benefit from. 

However, concerns and recommendations have been raised to promote social acceptability-
appropriation while controlling all of the negative risks and impacts that the project could 
generate. The results of the public consultations are summarized in the table below. 
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Table 29: Results of Public Consultations 

Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

Administrative authorities 

Governor of the 
Fatick Region 
(Assistant for 
Development)  

 The project comes at a 
time when people are on 
the defensive when it 
comes to the liberation of 
the land base; 

 People are often reluctant 
to allocate land; 

 People have already 
suffered a lot of land 
attacks with the 
university, and the police 
school; 

 The compensation text is 
outdated and little 
revised. 

 Failing to respond categorically 
to people's demands in terms of 
social support; 

 Have a conciliatory position and 
commit to supporting people in 
restoring their livelihoods; 

 Do not rely on the national scale 
to compensate for land losses; 

 Bringing people together and 
the Town Hall to solve the 
problem of the 86-hectare land 
deliberation instead of 50 
hectares; 

 Talk to people and raise their 
concern for good cohabitation. 

 The project will currently be limited 
to the 59 ha area corresponding to 
the consultation;  

 Teranga Niakhar SA is committed 
to continuing communication and 
awareness for better approval-
ownership of the project throughout 
the process;  

 The draft Memorandum of 
Understanding between the 
municipality and the project as part 
of the project's social support policy 
is under way and will be signed 
between the parties before the 
project starts. 

Prefect of Fatick 
Department  

 The social aspect poses 
the most problems with 
land use as was the case 
with USSEIN; 

 The area is part of the 
land reserves of the city 
of Fatick; 

 The people of the area 
are destitute and have 

 Share information and raise 
awareness about the project by 
involving the authorities; 

 Continue this information-
sharing momentum with an 
effective communication 
strategy; 

 Helping people restore 
livelihoods; 

 Teranga Niakhar SA is committed 
to continuing communication and 
awareness for better approval-
ownership of the project throughout 
the process;  

 The draft Memorandum of 
Understanding between the 
municipality and the project as part 
of the project's social support policy 
is under way and will be signed 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

this feeling of being 
robbed; 

 Major state investments 
in the fatick department 
are made in Niakhar, 
which explains the high 
land pressure. 

 To analyze the cumulative 
impacts of land loss. 

between the parties before the 
project starts. 

 Those affected by the project will be 
accompanied as part of a livelihood 
restoration programme. 

Sub-Prefect of 
Niakhar 

 It is important to gather 
input and input from 
stakeholders involved in 
large-scale projects; 

 A register has been 
opened at our level to 
accommodate the 
demands and needs of the 
population during the 
public inquiry; 

 Protests were noted by a 
part of the population; 

 It is a project with a lot of 
problems due to the 
unavailability of the land. 
The area is cultivated by 
farmers and the nearby 
pond serves as a watering 
hole for livestock; 

 The villages in the 
vicinity of the site are 
heavily populated. The 
total population of the 4 

 Set up a compensation system 
from the first contact with the 
population to lessen the 
collateral damage; 

 Create modern troughs on the 
site if they do not maintain the 
pastoral ponds that existed 
there; 

 Set up transit corridors for 
livestock; 

 Conduct a study of the various 
hazards that can affect people 
and livestock; 

 Promote the local workforce 
with equal competence; 

 Assess all the impacts the 
project can generate; 

 Secure the site and put signs. 

 A compensation system will be set 
up in collaboration with the relevant 
authorities and all those affected by 
the project will be compensated. 

 The actions planned as part of the 
accompanying measures will be the 
subject of an agreement between the 
project and the town hall. 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analysed the potential 
impacts, associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
the protection of all environmental 
components; 

 The site will be equipped with a 
secure system to protect 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as facilities. 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

neighbouring villages is 
reduced to 4000 
inhabitants; 

 The site is crossed by 
tracks that provide inter-
village mobility; 

 Poukhame and part of 
Kandiou are electrified 
but Nguesse and Mbane 
are not yet electrified. 

Deconcentrened technical services 

Regional 
Development 
Agency 

 The project is to be 
welcomed because 
energy is the basis of any 
development. It will help 
meet the electricity needs 
of rural populations; 

 Salinization in this area is 
a serious problem and the 
project's land base is very 
high; 

 Rainfed agriculture 
remains the main source 
of income for people; 

 The University of Sine 
Saloum (USSEIN) has 
taken most of the land 
from the Commune, the 

 Minimize risks and minimize 
negative impacts; 

 Capitalize on the experience of 
other solar power plants; 

 Putting in place security 
measures in relation to the 
university; 

 To resolve the problems of 
deliberation between the old site 
and the new site to avoid some 
discord in the operational phase 
of the project; 

 Accompanying people to the 
development of other income-
generating activities. 

 The project will currently be limited 
to the 59 ha area corresponding to 
the deliberation;  

 The site will be equipped with a 
secure system to protect 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as facilities; 

 Those affected by the project will be 
accompanied as part of a livelihood 
restoration project. 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

peasants no longer have 
land to cultivate; 

 The site is close to the 
site of the University of 
Sine Saloum; 

 What will be the nature 
of PAP compensation? 
Will they have other 
alternative activities? 

Regional Division of 
Hydraulics 

 Are PAPs identified? 
 How much water is in 

operation? 
 The Mbane drilling will 

be able to supply the site 
if the water needs are not 
too high; 

 Drilling captures the 
Maestrichian slicks with 
depths ranging from 300 
to 350 m; 

 Drilling flows range 
from 20 to 40m3  but the 
waters are brackish; 

 The depth of the water 
table varies between 15 
and 20 m; 

 There are 13 boreholes in 
the municipality of 
Niakhar; 

 Set up a storage tank or basin on 
the site under construction for 
water needs in the event of a 
cut- 

 Send a request for water supply 
to the Steering Committee of the 
Mbane drilling under the guise 
of HR with ampration to the 
Sub-Prefect of Niakhar in case 
of connection to the local 
network.  

 The connection request will be 
accompanied by a quote after a 
study based on the connection 
distance. 

 The Census and Evaluation 
Commission will be mobilised to 
identify all PAPs and make 
compensation; 

 Water will be used for civil 
engineering work and staff feeding. 
It will come from the local network 
for the needs of the work. For staff 
water supply, mineral water bottles 
and sachets can be used 

 Teranga Niakhar will approach the 
service for the necessary 
authorizations. 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

 Drilling failures are due 
to a lack of electricity 
supply. These failures 
affect the lifespan of the 
electropumps; 

 The project is coming on 
its own. 

Regional Hygiene 
Service Brigade 

 The project is very 
interesting; 

 Will the project take into 
account the presence of 
farmers on the site? 

 There are no authorized 
landfills in Fatick. 

 Set up latrines for staff; 
 Putting staff in good hygiene 

conditions; 
 Set up a waste management 

procedure; 
 Provide staff with sufficient 

water. 

 The Census and Evaluation 
Commission will be mobilised to 
identify all PAPs and make 
compensation; 

 Recommendations to ensure the 
good hygiene conditions of the site 
are well taken into account. 

Regional Planning 
Service 

 An EIES is required for 
these large-scale 
projects; 

 The area is marked by 
salinization of land that 
has a negative impact on 
agricultural yields; 

 One positive point of the 
project is that energy is 
renewable; 

 The Fatick Region is 
marked by several types 
of erosion, including 
wind turbines causing 
soil depletion; 

 To analyse the project's impact 
on agricultural activities; 

 Establish a safety radius 
between the site and the 
dwellings; 

 Focus on the region in future 
electrification programs; 

 Put in a bushfire system; 
 Focus on social impacts, 

whether positive or negative; 
 Secure the site for the protection 

of children and livestock. ; 
 To analyze the health risks of 

populations. 

 The actions planned as part of the 
accompanying measures will be the 
subject of an agreement between the 
project and the town hall. 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analysed the potential 
impacts, associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
the protection of all environmental 
components; 

 The site will be equipped with a 
secure system to protect 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as facilities. 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

 The project will improve 
the supply of electricity 
in rural areas; 

 The national scope of the 
project must be 
disclosed. 

Regional Directorate 
for Rural 
Development  

 The agriculture sector 
needs energy for 
modernization; 

 Renewable energy is 
available all over the 
country and is 
inexhaustible; 

 The energy mix is the 
future vision of energy 
policy; 

 To boost agro-food in 
rural areas, solar power 
must be harnessed; 

 The companies in charge 
of the work do not often 
do the refurbishment; 

 Electricity projects have 
a significant impact on 
cropland, whether they 
are power lines or power 
plants; 

 Accompanying PAPs to the 
development of income-
generating activities such as 
food processing sites and 
market gardening perimeters; 

 Re-condition the site by filling 
up the excavated parts; 

 Keep livestock safe; 
 Secure the underground line to 

avoid any risk of contact with 
agricultural equipment in the 
vicinity of the site; 

 Avoid conflicts between 
farmers and herders by setting 
up a bypass for livestock; 

 Inform, raise awareness and 
communicate with people and 
build capacity if necessary. 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analysed the potential 
impacts, associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
the protection of all environmental 
components; 

 The site will be equipped with a 
secure system to protect 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as facilities; 

 Those affected by the project will be 
accompanied as part of a livelihood 
restoration project; 

 Bypass tracks will be set up around 
the site; 

 The PGES of this study includes a 
plan to build the capacity of the 
actors. 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

 Cash compensation does 
not match the value of 
the occupied land. 

Regional Division of 
Environment and 
Classified 
Settlements  

 The deliberation 
obtained is not in 
accordance with the 
actual area of the site; 

 There are no structures 
that can support used 
batteries in Senegal; 

 A ZAC project is planned 
in the Mbane area; 

 The area is under severe 
land pressure with 
projects such as the 
university, the power 
station, the toll highway. 

 Explain to the population the 
choice of the site and the size of 
the land base; 

 Explain to people the risk 
associated with the 
neighbourhood; 

 Raising awareness of the 
project's objectives; 

 Compensating for land losses 
and developing social support 
measures; 

 Compensate for tree losses by 
financing the Reforestation 
Projects of the Commune; 

 Take into account the road when 
locating the plant's equipment; 

 Use local skilled labour at the 
village level in the vicinity of 
the site; 

 Check the existence of a 
football pitch inside the site; 

 Avoid the pastoral pond around 
the site; 

 Do not break the centuries-old 
link between populations. 

 The project will currently be limited 
to the 59 ha area corresponding to 
the deliberation. The surface has 
been reduced; 

 The site will be equipped with a 
secure system to protect 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as facilities; 

 Those affected by the project will be 
accompanied as part of a livelihood 
restoration project; 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analysed the potential 
impacts, associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
the protection of all environmental 
components; 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

Regional Division of 
Urbanism 

 The increase in 
population, the extension 
of cities require 
sufficient electricity at 
low cost for the 
establishment of 
infrastructure and 
equipment, hence the 
importance of the 
project; 

 Population growth is 
accompanied by a need 
for energy that 
conditions the water 
supply; 

 There is a ZAC project in 
the Mbane area that will 
occupy an area of about 
350 hectares. 

 Ensure that departments in the 
neighbourhood are connected to 
the network 

 The objective of the project is to 
generate electricity that will be 
injected into the national grid. 

 All the time the possibilities of 
helping people to access the 
network will be studied with 
Senelec which holds the monopoly 
of distribution. 

Fatick National Fire 
Brigade 

 The project is interesting 
insofar as it is of public 
interest; 

 A solar power plant 
remains a first-class 
facility, safety measures 
must be put in place in 
accordance with 
regulations; 

 Comply exclusively with 
regulations governing First 
Class (authorized) classified 
facilities with respect to: 

o Clearances; 
o Ventilation 
o Construction 
o Special risks 
o the means of relief. 

 The sector codes applicable to the 
project will be respected; 

 An operational POI will be set up; 
 The necessary protective measures 

will be put in place 
 Teranga Niakhar will approach the 

firefighters in order to better take 
into account its concerns in the 
security system 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

 Regulations require a 
regulatory distance of 
500 m between the 
boundaries of the site and 
the nearest dwellings; 

 There are general 
provisions for Classified 
Facilities for 
Environmental 
Protection (ICPE), High 
Height Buildings (IGH) 
and Public Receiving 
Institutions  (ERP); 

 

 Refer to the environmental code 
and put the means necessary to 
comply with it; 

 Respect the recommended 
regulatory distance between fire 
extinguishers of 15 m; 

 Ensure that a fire extinguisher is 
present on an area of 200 m2;   

 Set up an alert system on the 
site. 

 Have a security register 
 Have a settlement plan and 

evacuation plan for good 
disaster organization 

 Establish an Internal Operations 
Plan at the operational level of 
the plant. 

 

Regional Sanitation 
Division 

 The area's sanitation 
system is self-sustaining. 

 Provide toilets on site by 
separating those from men and 
women; 

 Build septic tanks as there is no 
sewage system in the area; 

 Make sure the septic tanks are 
high enough not to contaminate 
the slick; 

 Consider stormwater 
management as the site is next 
to a temporary pond; 

Recommendation taken into account in the 
technical design of the project 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

 Respect the 35 m regulatory 
distance between toilets and 
water points for staff. 

Tax Services Centre 
(taxes, domains and 
Cadastre) 

 There is a need for a land 
plan that will be 
approved by the 
technical services; 

 The project is very 
interesting and will 
contribute to improving 
the living conditions of 
rural populations. 

 Have a deliberation of the exact 
size of the project; 

 Apply for land regularization 
after obtaining the necessary 
permits; 

 Ensure the health and safety of 
people; 

 Take the lead to avoid any 
inconvenience. 

 The project will currently be limited 
to the surface of the 59 ha 
corresponding to the deliberation; 

 The regularization of the site is in 
progress. 

Regional Inspection 
of Waters and 
Forests  

 IREF became aware of 
the project because it was 
working in synergy with 
DREEC; 

 The project site is close 
to low-lying wetlands 
and water stagnation 
points; 

 These wetlands are 
watering sites for 
avifauna and reptiles; 

 The vegetation cover in 
the site is not very dense 
and is in this case 
dominated by kaad and 
acacia; 

 Compensating for pond losses; 
 Develop bypass trails for 

livestock and village 
populations in the vicinity of the 
site; 

 Compensate for tree losses by 
accompanying people with a 
reforestation project. 

 Bypass paths for people and 
livestock will be developed; 

 A reforestation plan to compensate 
for losses will be implemented in 
collaboration 
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Structures Opinions and concerns Recommendations Responses from the promoter  

 In relation to the 
populations, IREF will 
be able to reforest on 
available land; 

 The area does not have 
amodies; 

 The Sanghai Community 
Forest is the only wooded 
area of the commune. 

Regional 
Inspectorate of 
Labour and Health 
Safety 

 In the standards, a 
declaration of 
establishment opening 
must be filed at the 
inspection once the 
project is implemented; 

 This declaration must be 
accompanied by 
contracts and 
declarations of work 
movement; 

 It is a timely project in 
terms of the 
electrification of rural 
populations. 

 File a declaration of site 
opening; 

 Focus on communication by 
informing the worker and 
develop a safety strategy 
through signage to awaken the 
safety reflex in staff; 

 Building on the 6 2006 decrees 
on occupational health and 
safety; 

 Assess all risks that cannot be 
avoided; 

 Prioritize collective protective 
equipment; 

 Put up safety signs and road 
signs. 

 Teranga Niakhar will approach the 
IRTSS to respect the procedure 

 The provisions of the labor code 
will be respected; 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analyzed the potential 
impacts and associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
the protection of all environmental 
components; 

Regional Livestock 
and Animal 
Production Service 

 This is a relevant project 
that people should 
welcome with interest 
because some villages in 

 Find an alternative to support 
farmers in the feed production 
that is being developed in the 
commune; 

 The site will be secure against 
animals; 
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the Commune are still 
not electrified; 

 The villages surrounding 
the site will be impacted 
by the project and even 
those of the neighbouring 
municipalities because 
the site is a range for 
livestock; 

 A forage production 
project is underway in 
the area;  

 The project area is not 
honey-bearing. 

 Help farmers access water for 
livestock; 

 Develop crossing trails to allow 
livestock access to water points 
and vaccination grounds; 

 Secure the site against animals; 
 Support breeders to delineate 

the planned slaughter area in the 
Municipality of Niakhar. 

 Farmers will be consulted in order 
to identify the appropriate 
accompanying measures; 

Local elected 

town hall  The availability of land is 
a necessary condition for 
the project to be carried 
out; 

 In 2016, a land base was 
unanimously deliberated 
by the city council; 

 The expectations of the 
Commune are very high 
in terms of CSR (income-
generating activities, 
health posts, religion, 
etc.); 

 Support the town hall to 
electrify the villages in the 
vicinity of the site; 

 Supporting the Commune to 
improve access to basic social 
services through the 
establishment of infrastructure; 

 Use local workforce with equal 
competence and prioritize 
PAPs; 

 Prefer neighbouring villages in 
the job offer; 

• The draft agreement 
defining all loss 
compensation actions or 
accompanying measures 
will be signed with the 
municipality before the start 
of the project; 

• PAPs will be identified, 
losses will be assessed and 
compensated; 

• Measures to restore 
livelihoods will be 
implemented 
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 A team from the city 
council and the deputy 
prefect toured the 
affected villages; 

 Of the 32 villages in the 
Commune, only 8 are 
electrified; 

 The Commune cannot 
accept to house a solar 
power plant without the 
villages in the vicinity 
being electrified; 

 The Commune must be a 
shareholder in the 
project; 

 Livestock troughs will be 
eliminated; 

 The project will result in 
a loss of agricultural 
land; 

 The site is crossed by two 
tracks that provides inter-
village mobility; 

 The project is of general 
interest but it would be 
difficult for families to be 
deprived of their land 
without being recruited 
at the plant level or 
creating income-

 Propose and implement 
measures to mitigate negative 
impacts; 

 Compensating for tree losses by 
reforestation on a site that will 
be chosen by the Commune; 

 Develop watering areas for 
livestock; 

 Develop bypass tracks for the 
mobility of people and 
livestock; 

 Compensating PAPs for losses; 
 Respect the payment of taxes at 

the town hall; 
 Electrify at least one village per 

year and reduce electricity 
costs; 

 Get closer to the city council for 
the deliberation of the 86 ha. 

• An action plan to 
compensate for tree losses 
will be implemented in 
collaboration with the 
forestry sector. 
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generating activities to 
compensate for their 
losses. 

Departmental 
Council 

 The project is welcomed 
with great interest; 

 People need to feel the 
positive effects of the 
project; 

 In addition to the supply 
of electricity, there must 
be other positive socio-
economic impacts. 

 Compensating PAPs for losses; 
 Compensating beyond the 

national scale; 
 Adopt a good communication 

strategy in all phases of the 
project; 

 Use local labour with equal 
skill; 

 Prefer the populations of the 
villages in the vicinity in the job 
offer; 

 Compensate for tree losses by 
reforestation; 

 Ensure the health and safety of 
populations by putting in place 
safety signs and pictograms. 

 The draft agreement defining all 
loss compensation actions or 
accompanying measures will be 
signed with the municipality before 
the start of the project; 

 PAPs will be identified, losses will 
be assessed and compensated; 

 Measures to restore livelihoods will 
be implemented. 

 An action plan to compensate for 
loss of trees will be implemented in 
collaboration with the forestry 
sector; 

 The local workforce will be 
prioritized where possible. 

National services 

Directorate of Civil 
Protection (DPC) 

 it would be useful for us 
to have project-specific 
technical documents 
such as topographical 
documents for a better 
analysis of the situation 
because the level of risk 
of this solar power plant 

 Install parafoudres to protect 
equipment and personnel; 

 Ensure a good distribution of 
RIA (Armed Fire) in the site and 
in sufficient quantities; 

 Place RIAs in susceptible fire 
start zones and have a site plan 
to facilitate the response of first 
responders; 

 These recommendations will be 
taken into account in the technical 
design of the project; 

 An operational POI will be set up; 
 The necessary protective measures 

will be put in place; 
 Teranga Niakhar will approach the 

firefighters in order to better take 
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is different from that of 
other power plants; 

 there is a human presence 
in the vicinity of the site, 
at the four cardinal 
points, which means that 
there will be no problem 
of access for the 
emergency services; 

 Regulations require a 
regulatory distance of 
500 m between the 
boundaries of the site and 
the nearest dwellings; 

 An ERP or a water 
retention zone should be 
identified within 500m 
around the site; 

 a photovoltaic plant, in 
terms of hazards, has 
fewer requirements than 
a thermal or other power 
plant operating with 
fossil fuels; 

 Storage batteries must be 
secure for their longevity 
to be assured;  

 If the storage batteries 
are in a confined 
environment, an air 

 Have 60 m3/h fire poles or a 
120m3/2-hour reserve for 
emergency supplies in the event 
of a disaster; 

 Equip the plant with detectors 
and alarms for the speed of 
disaster response; 

 Develop exit tracks (exit, door) 
that meet the required 
regulatory distances; 

 Ensure the safety of the 
workforce by putting in place 
equipment for collective 
protection (EPC) and equipping 
staff with personal protective 
equipment (PPE); 

 Recruit an officer to ensure site 
security, train first aid personnel 
and master the site access plan; 

 Prefer fire poles to fire hydrants 
because poles are more visible, 
fire hydrants can be hidden in 
tall grass unless they are 
accompanied by signs; 

 Set up a POI in operation and 
ensure, among other things, 
that; 

 The personnel evacuation plan 
is made known to all; 

into account its concerns in the 
security system. 
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renewal system would be 
required; 

 Batteries must have 
pallets as a support to 
avoid spontaneous 
combustion resulting 
from contact between 
container matter and 
battery heat; 

 the safety of staff must be 
ensured this would help 
to strengthen their 
commitment; 

 The oxygen in the water 
stimulates the 
combustion of fire in the 
event of a disaster, it 
takes a considerable 
amount for the extinction 
to be effective; 

 Is the area a stormwater 
runoff zone? 

 moisture in the 
environment could affect 
the installation of 
batteries. 

 According to statistics 
from 2010 to 2016, 
Fatick ranks third among 
lightning-related 

 Pre-evacuation drills are carried 
out; 

 there are specific alarms to call 
on each technical department 
authorized to remedy a failure 
encountered during the 
operation, etc. 
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accidents.  Awareness 
campaigns have been 
carried out in this 
direction; 

 the nuisances 
encountered may be 
electromagnetic; 

 We need to think about 
the security of 
investment in addition to 
the security of staff; 

 impact studies are 
interesting in that they 
allow preventive 
measures to be identified 
to secure its 
environment. 

National Renewable 
Energy Agency 
(ANER) 

 THE ANER was 
involved in the first 15 
MW solar power plant 
project funded by the 
Arab Emirates in 
Niakhar; 

 In terms of land use, is 
the process complete? 

 Lithium batteries have a 
lifespan of no more than 
15 years; 

 Involve villagers as much as 
possible in communication; 

 Supporting people in the 
provision of school 
infrastructure; 

 Electrify the surrounding 
villages by extending the 
network in line with the ANER 
project and supplying the 
sanitary infrastructure with 
solar energy; 

 Supporting women through 
income-generating activities; 

 The draft agreement defining all 
loss compensation actions or 
accompanying measures will be 
signed with the municipality before 
the start of the project; 

 The accompanying measures take 
into account all layers of the 
population 

 PAPs will be identified, losses will 
be assessed and compensated; 

 Measures to restore livelihoods will 
be implemented; 
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 Solar power plants do not 
create many jobs; 

 There is now a local 
company specializing in 
the recycling of glass and 
wiring waste; 

 Is there a land 
reallocation process 
planned? 

 In the State roadmap, it is 
envisaged to arrive at an 
exemption from VAT; 

 THE ANER has a project 
to develop public 
lighting in rural areas; 

 The legal status of the 
ANER does not allow it 
to take stakes. 

 Take into account the climatic 
conditions of the area necessary 
to maintain the quality of the 
batteries to avoid their 
premature damping; 

 Strengthen the anti-corrosion 
system in place given the 
saltlands of the area; 

 Ensure the preservation of the 
initial state of the soil to keep it 
arable after the plant is 
dismantled; 

 Facilitate people's access to 
basic social services directly 
through funding from the 
promoter or indirectly through 
the local community; 

 Take into account the magnetic 
and electromagnetic effect of 
solar panel radiation on 
populations; 

 Provide a safe distance for 
diffuse radiation and find a way 
to mitigate these latent effects. 

 The climatic conditions of the area 
are taken into account in the 
technical design of the project. 

Directorate of 
Electricity 

 SENELEC is under the 
tutelage of the Ministry 
of Energy, which will 
chair the technical 
committee; 

 Emphasize the importance of 
the project's shareholder team in 
the "project description" chapter 
by specifying the project 
manager at the Senelec level; 

 Recommendations taken into 
account 

 The capacity building plan takes 
into account all monitoring actors. 
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 There is a strong neglect 
of the prioritization of all 
project shareholders in 
the impact study reports 
in general; 

 The Electricity 
Directorate sets policy 
and assists the minister in 
his strategy; 

 Universal access to 
electricity is set in 
Senegal by 2025. 

 

 Make a full description of the 
Ministry of Energy, define its 
position in the project and 
highlight the various texts 
relating to the energy sector; 

 Integrating energy sector 
officers into capacity building 
and monitoring of the GSP; 

 Focus on communication and 
awareness throughout the 
project; 

 Ensure a good fence of the 
perimeter of the site; 

 Share with the public the public 
utility of the project; 

 Involve the mayor in the project 
from the beginning to ensure 
that activities are carried out on 
time. 

Sine-Saloum El hadj 
Ibrahima Niass 
University 
(USSEIN) 

 USSEIN is an 
agricultural university. 
But there is a renewable 
energy sector. This solar 
power plant project is an 
opportunity for students 
who will be able to 
complete internships or 
practical courses; 

 Create a framework for 
partnership with the University; 

 reforest around the plant to 
reduce the screen effect; 

 Ensure compliance with 
environmental management 
standards 

 to offer USSEIN students in the 
renewable energy sector the 

 The possibilities of collaboration 
between the university and the plant 
will be explored with the authorities 
of USSEIN; 

 The regulations applicable to the 
project will be applied; 
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 USSEIN welcomes the 
initiative of the project 
and hopes to benefit from 
it through a partnership 
but also a supply of 
electricity to be safe from 
cuts; 

 There are plans to set up 
a solar system to provide 
lighting outside the 
university; 

 The university will take 
the necessary steps to 
ensure the safety of its 
students during its 
operation; 

 The university must be 
built over a two-year 
period. 

 cohabitation between the 
solar power plant and the 
university should not 
cause any difficulties; 

 Are there risks associated 
with the spread of the 
magnetic field? 

opportunity to do practical 
internships there. 

 

Local populations 

Village of Nguesse  A meeting was held with 
the Deputy Prefect to 

 Avoid paltry compensation;  The draft agreement defining all 
loss compensation actions or 
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discuss the project in 
general; 

 The completion of the 
project is an advantage 
for the inhabitants of the 
village who hope that it 
will be able to meet its 
electricity needs; 

 The evolution of a 
country is inevitably 
accompanied by 
changes; Land is the 
main livelihood of 
people in the 
neighbourhood; 

 Farmland has sustained 
generations; 

 The value of the land is 
priceless and its cost 
increases over time; 

 The project must not 
impoverish the 
population; 

 Electricity is certainly a 
necessity, but without the 
agricultural land that is 
the source of savings, we 
will be unable to pay 
electricity bills; 

 Support the commune for the 
electrification of Nguesse and 
employ its young people; 

 Fund income-generating 
activities that can compensate 
for land losses;  

 Involve young people in the 
project by focusing on the local 
workforce with equal 
competence; 

 To support PAPs in restoring 
their livelihoods by financing 
activities such as gardening, 
livestock, etc. 

 Think of the elderly in 
compensation measures; 

 Respect all commitments and 
promises that will be made. 

accompanying measures will be 
signed with the municipality before 
the start of the project; 

 PAPs will be identified, losses will 
be assessed and compensated; 

 Measures to restore livelihoods will 
be implemented; 

 The local workforce will be 
prioritized with equal skills; 

 In collaboration with ASER; the 
project will support the municipality 
in electrifying certain villages. 
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 It should be noted that 
the farmer does not have 
a pension, he relies only 
on the succession of his 
children, in addition 
agriculture is the basis of 
a country's development; 

 Young people are the 
next generation of the 
village and rely on land 
use to support families; 

 The people of Nguesse 
will not accept to be 
deprived of their land 
without compensation to 
the extent of losses; 

 The problem with the 
projects is that 
sometimes our young 
people are employed and 
laid off after 2 to 3 
months; 

 The installation of this 
plant will only cause 
inconvenience; 

 The grazing areas will 
not co-exist with the 
project, which is a 
hindrance to agricultural 
activities; 
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 Land losses will be 
difficult to compensate. 

Village de Mbane  The site of the project is 
an agricultural area and 
the completion of the 
project will cause a loss 
of this land; 

 The people who will be 
affected by the project do 
not have other cropland; 

 The release of the site 
will result in the loss of 
associated trees and 
ecosystem services; 

 The shallows in the 
vicinity are cultivated 
will be eliminated; 

 The tracks linking 
Pokhame and Mbane will 
be eliminated once the 
project is implemented; 

 These agricultural lands 
have been exploited from 
our forefathers and are 
our only source of 
livelihood; 

 Solar energy is 
inexhaustible and will 

 Assess all losses, fairly 
compensate people and 
compensate for business losses; 

 Assess the annual agricultural 
yields of each PAP and multiply 
it by the number of years the 
project will last; 

 Compensating beyond the 
national scale;  

 Focus on the local workforce 
with equal competence; 

 Supporting people in financing 
income-generating activities; 

 Thinking about accompanying 
measures for women  

 PAPs will be identified, losses will 
be assessed and compensated; 

 The draft agreement defining all 
loss compensation actions or 
accompanying measures will be 
signed with the municipality before 
the start of the project; 

 The accompanying measures take 
into account all layers of the 
population; 

 Measures to restore livelihoods will 
be implemented; 

 With equal competence, the local 
workforce will be prioritized. 
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contribute to a meteoric 
advance; 

 If there is no downhill 
occupation for young 
people and future 
generations, they will 
engage in unhealthy 
activities; 

 In 2015, a land 
assessment was carried 
out and the values of the 
fields were quintupled as 
compensation; 

 People are the big losers 
when they are deprived 
of their land; 

 People need residential 
spaces more than solar 
power plants; 

 Farmers prefer to 
relocate the project; 

 People will not accept 
paltry compensation 
otherwise the project will 
not take place; 

 Solar power plants do not 
generate many jobs. 

Pukhame Village  It is impossible to 
understand the level of 

 Ensure land acquisition before 
any impact assessment is made; 

 PAPs will be identified, losses will 
be assessed and compensated; 
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impact and give our 
opinions without 
knowing the exact 
location of the site; 

 Paltry sums were paid as 
impeense during the 
installation of high-
voltage wires that 
crossed fields; 

 For more than 20 years, 
our land has been 
exploited for agriculture; 

 Impenses can only 
maintain populations for 
up to one year; 

 The proponents of the 
projects that should be 
carried out on the site had 
proposed the Scales of 
the World Bank. 

 It would have been wiser 
to implement the project 
in areas where the land is 
less arable as at the level 
of the tannes; 

 The deprivation of our 
agricultural land will 
lead to precariousness; 

 The project area is 
certainly a part of the 

 Avoid compensation that will 
be based on the national scale 
because it is very minimal; 

 Offer PAPs concrete 
compensation measures to 
motivate them; 

 To draw up an annual budget 
each year for the development 
of the area; 

 Focus on the local workforce; 
 In the future projects, 

differentiate the main impacts 
of the project (village in the 
vicinity) to all the inhabitants of 
the Commune during the public 
inquiry procedure; 

 Assess the effects of magnetic 
fields on population health; 

 Compensate the population by 
providing them with other 
economic sources; 

 Provide play areas for young 
people (football pitch, etc.) 

 To take an example from the 
CSR approach of the Bokhol 
solar power plant; 

 Supporting the municipality in 
the construction of basic social 
infrastructure; 

 Livelihood restoration measures 
will be implemented; 

 The draft agreement defining all 
loss compensation actions or 
accompanying measures will be 
signed with the municipality before 
the start of the project; 

 The local workforce will be 
prioritized where possible. 

 The development of play areas will 
be taken into account in the 
accompanying measures; 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analyzed the potential 
impacts and associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
the protection of all environmental 
components; 

 The site will be equipped with a 
security system to protect the 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as the installations. 
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national domain, but can 
be considered private 
because it is a source of 
survival for many 
families; 

 It would have been 
preferable for the plant to 
be relocated so that 
farmland could be 
conserved, 

 Villages have women's 
groups that are active in 
the processing of local 
products 

 Install a water treatment device 
to soften the drinking water in 
the area; 

 Funding women's groups that 
process agricultural products. 

 

Village de Kandiou  Projects such as 
USSEIN, the toll 
highway and the Senelec 
power station have 
already had a negative 
impact on the use of 
space; 

 The site is crossed by 
passage tracks allowing 
inter-village mobility; 

 When the project is 
implemented, it will be 
necessary to make a big 
detour through 
Poukhame to get to 
Mbane; 

 Prevent people in time so as not 
to deprive them of cultivating 
land when the project is not yet 
being implemented as it had 
arrived with the USSSEIN 
project; 

 Transmit all the grievances of 
the people to the promoter, 

 Lighten up the land deliberation 
so that the true impact of the 
project on the land can be 
assessed; 

 Helping women by funding 
profitable projects; 

 Support the village for the 
extension of the mosque; 

 The populations will be informed of 
all phases of the project; 

 The draft agreement defining all 
loss compensation actions or 
accompanying measures will be 
signed with the municipality before 
the start of the project; 

 The local workforce will be 
prioritized where possible. 

 The development of play areas will 
be taken into account in the 
accompanying measures; 

 This impact study carried out as part 
of this project analyzed the potential 
impacts and associated risks and 
proposed management measures for 
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 The exact limits of the 
site are still not known; 

 Livestock will no longer 
be able to move freely; 

 There is apparently 
confusion between the 
dates of deliberation of 
the land; 

 Senelec officials had 
promised to build 
Kandiou-Mbane 
runways; 

 The proponent of the 
project must travel and 
talk to the population 
before the start of the 
project; 

 The village has no school 
or health facilities; 

 All concerns were 
submitted to the prefect 
at the information 
meetings on the project; 

 Lack of information can 
lead to a disagreement 
that will lead to conflict 
and tension; 

 The young people of the 
village are trained in the 
trades of carpentry, 

 Create a leisure space for young 
people; 

 Electrify parts of the village that 
are still without electricity; 

 Creating jobs and helping 
women to undertake; 

 Prioritize the local workforce 
with equal competence; 

 Develop other areas of watering 
troughs for livestock; 

 Helping the municipality build 
basic social infrastructure; 

 Strengthen the security of the 
site barrier to be impassable; 

 Fund a drinking water ability 
unit that could even help set up 
filtered water bagging 
equipment for sale; 

 Respect all commitments that 
will be made; 

 Secure the site from animals and 
children. 

the protection of all environmental 
components; 

 The site will be equipped with a 
security system to protect the 
environmental components in the 
vicinity as well as the facilities 
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masonry and even the 
installation of solar 
panels. 
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6.6. CONCLUSIONS ON PUBLIC CONSULTATIONS 

The process of sharing information and gathering all stakeholder opinions, recommendations 
and fears is appreciated by all stakeholders consulted. The latter are very enthusiastic about the 
project because they are in line with the Emerging Senegal Plan. However, they recommend a 
substantiated impact study on the human and biophysical environment and a consideration of 
all of their recommendations. Teranga Niakhar will have to develop a special attention to the 
application of the recommadations formulated in the ESMP, but also take into account the needs 
of the populations that realized would strengthen their adherence to the project. These requests 
revolve around the following: 

 Actions to be carried out by the developer through its CSR policy to compensate for 
land losses but also to make compensation to the owners of fields located in the area of 
the plant; 

 Security measures to be taken into account to secure the plant in relation to populations 
and livestock; 

 The involvement of the impacted populations in the implementation of the project 
through a local communication; 

 Compliance with national regulations. 

 

6.7. GUIDANCE FOR STAKEHOLDER ENGAGEMENT 

 COMMUNITY RELATIONS POLICY 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will need to focus on managing its relations with communities. 
Teranga Niakhar Storage will have to respect local culture and customs and integrate into 
indigenous communities through its social development programs. 

When the required skills are available, Teranga Niakhar Storage will have to prioritize the local 
workforce. Similarly, where prices and quality are acceptable, the company's policy will be to 
call on local entrepreneurs from all trades to support the local or even national economy. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage is also committed to maintaining an open and sincere dialogue with 
local people and all other stakeholders throughout the life of the project. A dedicated team will 
be set up to manage these social issues within the company. This policy of community relations 
will be communicated to Teranga Niakhar Storage staff, project subcontractors and on request 
to other external stakeholders. 

 HUMAN RESOURCES MANAGEMENT POLICY 

Teranga Niakhar Storage has an internal human resources management policy in its 
management procedures. In order to comply with national regulations and codes of good 
practice, Teranga Niakhar Storage will need to revise this policy to incorporate the following 
aspects of this project: 

 Human resources policies and procedures 
 Documentation on personnel policies and procedures; 
 Clear communication throughout the company. 

 Working conditions and terms of employment 
 Respect for collective agreements; 
 Reasonable working conditions and terms of employment (e.g. compensation, 

benefits); 
 Protection of contract or temporary workers; 

 Workers' organizations 
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 Non-discrimination against workers who form organizations 
 Non-discrimination and equal opportunities 

 Non-discrimination in recruitment, promotion and compensation practices; 
 No harassment by management or other workers. 

 Grievance mechanism 
 A transparent process for receiving and resolving workers' complaints; 
 No retaliation or discrimination. 

 Child labor 
 Minimum age of access to employment; 
 Conditions of engagement for young workers. 

 Forced labor 
 Freedom of movement, freedom of resignation; 
 No withholding of money or identity documents to prevent workers from 

leaving. 
 Occupational health and safety 

 Emergency prevention and response system; 
 Personal protective equipment and appropriate training; 
 Documentation and reports on accidents, near misses and diseases; 
 Appropriate use of potentially hazardous chemicals in accordance with Material 

Safety Data Sheets (SDFs) and International Chemical Safety Sheets. 
 Workers recruited by third parties 

 Extending labour policies to labour suppliers, recruitment agencies and other 
third parties; 

 Grievance mechanism for contract workers. 

 TOOLS FOR INFORMATION AND COMMUNICATION WITH STAKEHOLDERS 

The stakeholder engagement plan will be an ongoing process that will be undertaken prior to 
the start of the site development and throughout the project's operational phase. 

Various methods will be used to inform stakeholders of the ongoing engagement process 
undertaken by the project. These will mainly be traditional methods, including newsletters, 
posters and monthly briefings. 

When it comes to stakeholders such as administrative and local authorities, technical agencies, 
public agencies, etc., communication will be done by official mail. 

Letters will also be used to update them on the mechanisms for engagement and disclosure 
during construction and during the operational phase of the project. 

For local stakeholders, illustrative signs and posters in the form of monthly newsletters will be 
placed on billboards in each location concerned (neighbourhood/village public square, schools, 
mosques, prefecture, sub-prefecture and town hall) to inform relevant stakeholders about the 
mechanisms for engagement and disclosure of information. 

A monthly newsletter will also detail all the steps taken and to come, raising awareness among 
local people about all the problems related to the operation of a photovoltaic solar power plant 
with an energy storage system. This letter is an educational and communication tool for a better 
understanding of the project and its impacts. When it is displayed, it can be repeated on local 
radio stations for a few days. Sections in French and local languages can also be planned. 

During the operation phase of the plant, the installation of road signs will also inform about key 
activities that could affect them (e.g., start-up of work, transport of equipment to the site, 
number of jobs created, etc.).  
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 DISCLOSURE TECHNIQUES 

To provide all stakeholders with complete, accurate and understandable information, Teranga 
Niakhar Storage will hold regular meetings in the project area. 

In addition to frequently sent letters, periodic meetings will be held with all listed stakeholders. 
The administrative authorities and the Mayor of the Municipality of Niakhar will be involved 
in these meetings. 

The agenda will be set with the participation of local people to integrate and discuss all the 
issues raised. The minutes of these meetings will be published and accessible by all 
stakeholders. 

Topics that will be discussed with stakeholders during these meetings are listed below: 

 The purpose, nature and scale of the project; 
 Monitoring the commitments made by Teranga Niakhar Storage; 
 The duration of the project's activities (during the construction and operation phases); 
 The risks and potential impacts identified and the proposed mitigation measures; 
 The stakeholder engagement process 
 Grievance mechanism, etc. 

In addition to these periodic meetings, regular hygiene, health and safety information, 
awareness and training sessions will be held for all stakeholders. 

 GRIEVANCE MECHANISM WITH WORKERS AND COMMUNITIES 

The MRG allows appropriate responses and responses to complaints and concerns about project 
activities within a time frame acceptable to stakeholders. 

Complaints can come from a variety of sources (use of local labour, environmental problems, 
non-satisfaction of expectations). 

This can be categorized according to the following criteria: 

 Type of procedure 
 Complaints involving contractors; 
 Environmental and social performance; 
 Cultural problems 
 Behaviour of staff working on the site; 
 Lack of information and communication about the project. 

6.7.5.1. Receiving and recording complaints 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will provide PAPs with grievance books to file possible objections, 
complaints or grievances. These grievance forms and books are provided at the level of the 
heads of the neighbourhoods/villages concerned. 

The forms will also be provided at the Fatick Prefecture, the Sub-Prefecture and Niakhar Town 
Hall. 

When a claim or complaint is filed, the complainant (if he has identified himself) receives an 
acknowledgement. Any PAP that cannot complete the complaint book may submit its 
complaint verbally to the team responsible for receiving complaints, which will fill out the 
grievance book and give a witness copy bearing the team leader's acknowledgement and stamp 
to the complainant. 
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6.7.5.2.  Complaints processing 

As defined in the paragraphs above, Teranga Niakhar Storage will set up a team to implement 
the grievance mechanism. It will be the first receiver of complaints and their treatment. 

Any complaint received is recorded in the complaint register and a complaint follow-up form 
is opened where actions taken to deal with the complaint (chronology of handling and proposed 
solutions) must be mentioned. 

 The registry must include at least: 
 The date the complaint was received 
 The name of the person who received the complaint 
 The address and contact of the complainant 
 The resolution schedule (the beginning and end of the corrective action) 
 The date the complaint was resolved 
 The date the notification was sent to the complainant. 

Complaints and disputes that do not find a favourable outcome through the conciliation 
commission (to be set up) will be directed to the Mayor and/or the Deputy Prefect of Niakhar 
for the amicable handling of complaints and disputes. 

The handling of each complaint at the level of the Mayor and/or the Deputy Prefect must not 
exceed 15 days maximum. The agreement on a satisfactory solution for both parties must be 
the subject of a document signed by both of them and in which the terms of the solution and 
the agreement reached are recorded. 

If all its efforts are in vain, both parties have the opportunity to resort to the judicial settlement 
method through the Regional Court. 

Once the investigations incorporating the mitigations and the response to the complainant 
developed and provided and corrective actions carried out, the file will be closed.  

6.7.5.2.1.  Spreading the procedure 

The procedure for implementing the grievance mechanism will be announced through 
postings, letters to the authorities, during periodic meetings and later via the web. 

 PROJECT CSR POLICY 

Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is understood here in the sense of actions for the 
benefit of the community that Teranga Niakhar Storage could undertake or expand. As part of 
this project, Teranga Niakhar Storage undertakes to carry out the following actions: 

6.7.6.1.1. At the start of the works 

 Organization of a cultural day with a traditional wrestling tournament; 
 Organization of a sports tournament dedicated to the plant every year; 
 Improving water quality by installing a filtering machine at the main borehole which 

polarizes the three impacted villages; 
 Granting of a scholarship to the best student of Senegal who is a national of Niakhar, 

to the five (05) best primary students and to the five (05) best secondary students of 
the Commune; 

 Establishment of a Caisse d'Epargne et de Crédit dedicated to the Federation of 
Women's Associations from the villages of Kandiou, Poukham and Mbane; 

 Reinforcement of the Cereal Exchange for senior citizens through agricultural 
products; 
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 Organization of free consultation days + enrollment of 300 nationals of impacted 
Villages to CMU (Universal Health Coverage); 

 Training of a radio technician nurse for the Niakhar health center; 
 Distribution of one thousand (1000) impregnated mosquito nets; 
 Capacity building of the health post of Sagne which polarizes all the populations of 

Kandiou, Poukham and Mbane. 

6.7.6.1.2. Towards the end of the construction of the power plant 

 Organization of reforestation days in conjunction with the relevant Regional Service; 
 Construction of a well in each of the 03 impacted villages Mbane, Poukham and 

Kandiou; 
 Opening up of the affected localities. 

6.7.6.1.3. In operation phase 

 Recruitment of local labor for security via a specialized company and maintenance of 
photovoltaic panels after training; 

 Contract for maintenance and cleaning of premises with the Federation of Women's 
Associations after training; 

 Assistance to ASER for the electrification of the village of Mbane, and construction of 
basic interior installations with 5 lamps and 3 sockets per concession for the benefit of 
the populations; 

 Support for the procedures with the Senegalese Rural Electrification Agency (ASER) 
to expedite the electrification of the eight (08) villages of the Municipality already 
registered in its programs, and help to expedite the electrification of the fourteen (14) 
other localities of Niakhar which have not yet been taken into account by ASER; 

 Construction of a toddler's hut common to the three villages in conjunction with the 
General Directorate of Early Childhood and the Toddler's hut. 

The ERS Company also engages in a long-term partnership with the Municipality. As such, the 
ERS Company undertakes to allocate to the Municipality an annual budget of seventeen million 
(17,000,000 FCFA) for the financing of support actions in favor of the Municipality. This 
budget will be indexed at the rate of 2% per year, on each anniversary date of the commissioning 
of the plant, i.e. a total contribution of seven hundred and thirty million (730,000,000 FCFA) 
to the Municipality Budget over the entire period. 25 years of operation of the plant. The 
Company and the Municipality will meet annually to evaluate the actions carried out and 
establish the support program for the coming year. The actions selected will cover the following 
sectors: 

 education and health 
 water and electricity infrastructure; 
 places of worship; 
 support for organizations of women, young people and senior citizens; 
 participation in the organization of major sporting and cultural events. 
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7. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL IMPACT ANALYSIS 

7.1. PREAMBLE 

This chapter presents the environmental and social effects assessment of the project to build 
and operate a 30MWc photovoltaic solar power plant powering 45MW/15MWh storage 
batteries by Teranga Niakhar Storage. 

The various points concerned in this section are the identification of the direct, indirect, 
temporary and permanent effects of the project on the receiving environment as well as the 
identification of socio-economic impacts. 

The environmental management and monitoring plan to minimize residual impacts and ensure 
effective monitoring of components likely to be affected by the project is presented in Chapter 
10 of this report. 

7.2. METHODOLOGY AND EVALUATION LIMIT 

The environmental effects assessment methodology was developed based on national 
regulatory requirements and the Codes of Good Practices (CGP). 

 INTRODUCING ENVIRONMENTAL COMPONENTS 

In this study, the environmental components that may be affected by the project are called 
Important Environmental Elements and relate to: 

 Air quality 
 Soil quality 
 the quality of surface and groundwater; 
 Flora and fauna; 
 Economic activities 
 Land use and use; 
 Public infrastructure and facilities; 
 Archaeological and cultural heritage; 
 Quality of life of residents including hygiene, health and safety; 
 The sound climate 
 Landscape. 

 INTRODUCING SOURCES OF IMPACT 

The works, activities, installations, structures or developments that are the sources of impact 
for the development of the project are identified below: 

IN CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

 The liberation of the site's grip; 
 The development of access roads; 
 The development of construction facilities; 
 Transportation and traffic associated with the movement of labour, construction 

equipment and construction materials; 
 Earthworks and excavation work,  
 Management of the site's wastewater and drainage water; 
 Construction and development of infrastructure and related facilities; 
 Waste management 
 Recruitment of the workforce;  
 Purchases of goods and services. 
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IN THE OPERATIONAL PHASE 

 How the plant works 
 Maintenance and possibly equipment repairs during their useful life. 

Once identified, the expected effects from the sources of impact will be developed and 
synthesized as a matrix illustrating the relationships between the project components (sources 
of impacts) and important elements of the environment. 

 INTERACTION MATRIX 

The matrix below shows the interactions of the sources of impacts during the different phases 
of the project on important elements of the environment. 

Table 30: Impact Source Interaction Matrix - Important Elements of the Environment 
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In construction phase 

Deforestatio
n of the site 
and 
management 
of woody 
residues 

  X   X X X X X  X X X 

The layout of 
the 
dechantier 
facilities 

X X X X X X X X  X X X 

Transportati
on and traffic 
associated 
with the 
movement of 
labour, 
construction 
equipment 

X X X       X X  X X X 
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and 
construction 
materials 

Earthworks 
and 
excavation 

X X X X X X X    X X X 

Removing 
and disposal 
of waste 
materials 

  X   X     X X   X X X 

The 
management 
of 
wastewater 
and drainage 
water at the 
site 

  X X             X X X 

The 
construction 
and 
development 
of 
infrastructur
e and related 
facilities 

X X X X X X X X  X X X 

Waste 
management   X X       X X  X X X 
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Purchases of 
goods and 
services 

            X           

In the operational phase 

How the 
plant works 

  X X X X X X   X X X 

Equipment 
maintenance 
and possibly 
equipment 
repairs 
during their 
useful life 

X X X X   

  

 

 

 
 

X    X X X 

 

 EVALUATION APPROACH 

When all of the project's potential impacts on environmental and socio-economic components 
are identified, the extent of the foreseeable changes to this component is assessed. The approach 
and the scale of the effect are succinctly given in the following paragraphs. 

The methodological approach used to assess the environmental impacts of the project is based 
primarily on an assessment of the intensity, extent and duration of the apprehended impact. 
These three qualifiers are aggregated into a synthesis indicator, the importance of impact, which 
makes it possible to make an overall qualitative judgement on the anticipated effects for a 
component, following an intervention on the environment. 

The magnitude of the impacts will be assessed on the basis of the following criteria: 

 Intensity; 
 Duration and; 
 Extent. 
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7.2.4.1. intensity 

The intensity of the impact (or its severity) is the combination of the magnitude of the 
disturbance and the value given to the impacted environmental component. 

The intensity of the environmental effect, varying from very strong to low, results from the 
combinations between the three degrees of disturbance (high, medium and low) and the three 
value classes of the component (large, medium and low). The following table shows the 
different combinations obtained. 

Table 31: Impact Intensity Determination Grid 

Degree of disturbance 

 

Component value 

great average weak 

high very strong strong average 

Medium strong average weak 

weak average weak weak 

 

7.2.4.1.1. Value of the environmental component 

The ecosystem value of a given component is considered to be: 

 large where the component is of major interest because of its ecosystem role in diversity 
and its exceptional qualities, which are the subject of consensus in the scientific 
community on conservation and protection;   

 average where the component is of high interest and recognized qualities, of which 
conservation and protection are a concern but not a consensus; 

 low where the component has a low concern and qualities of little concern for 
conservation and protection. 

The socio-economic value  of a given component is considered to be: 

 large,where the component is subject to legal or regulatory protection measures 
(threatened or vulnerable species, conservation park, etc.) or is essential to human (dark) 
activities; 

 average,when the component is valued (economically or otherwise) or used by a 
significant portion of the population concerned without being subject to legal 
protection; 

 low when the component is little or not valued or used by the population. 

The value of the component  incorporates both ecosystem and socioeconomic value by 
retaining the strongest of these two values, as shown in the following table. 
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Table 32: Component Value Determination Grid 

Socio-economic value Ecosystem value 

great average low 

great great great great 

average great average average 

low great average low 

For physical and biological settings, the environmental value is based on the establishment and 
integration of two elements (ecosystem and social element). 

In the case of the human environment, only social value is taken into account in determining 
environmental value. Social value expresses the relative importance attributed by the public, 
the various technical services of the state, local government or any other legislative or 
regulatory authority to a given environmental component. 

It indicates the desire or will of the people or politicians to maintain the integrity or originality 
of a component. This will is expressed by the legal protection afforded to it or by the public 
interest in it at the local or regional level.  

The social value is based on the concerns of the population concerned with the environmental 
component. Perceptions and concerns collected from populations during public consultations 
serve as evidence to establish this value. 

7.2.4.1.2. Degree of disturbance 

The degree of disruption of a component defines the extent of the structural and functional 
changes it may undergo. It depends on the sensitivity of the component to the proposed 
interventions.  

Changes can be positive or negative, direct or indirect. The degree of disturbance is judged: 

 high where the intended effect calls into question the integrity of the component or 
changes the component or its use significantly and irreversibly; 

 average where the effect results in a reduction or increase in the quality or use of the 
component, without compromising its integrity; 

 low when the effect only changes the quality, use or integrity of the component in a 
small way; 

 undetermined, when it is impossible to predict how or to what extent the component 
will be affected. Where the degree of disturbance is indeterminate, the environmental 
effect assessment cannot be carried out for this component. 

 

7.2.4.1.3. Duration 

The duration of the disturbance determines the period during which the residual effects will 
be felt. It is not necessarily equal to the period of time during which the direct source of the 
effect is exercised, since it can be prolonged after the phenomenon that caused it has ceased. 
When an effect is intermittent, the frequency is described in addition to the duration of each 
episode.  

The duration can be: 
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 long  when the effects are felt continuously for the life of the equipment or activities 
and even beyond in the case of irreversible effects; 

 average when effects are felt continuously over a relatively long period of time but less 
than the life of equipment or activities; 

 short when the effects are felt over a limited period of time, usually corresponding to 
the construction period of the equipment or the start of activities. 

7.2.4.1.4. Extent 

The extent of the disturbance expresses the range or spatial radiation of the effects or the 
proportion of the affected population. It can be: 

 regional impact, when the impact affects a large area or several components located at 
a significant distance from the project, or is felt by the entire population of the study 
area or by a significant proportion of the population of the receiving region; 

 local, when the impact affects a relatively small space or a number of components 
located within, near or at a certain distance from the project site, or is felt by a limited 
proportion of the population in the study area; 

 occasionally, when the impact affects only a very small space or component located in 
or near the project site, or is felt only by a small number of individuals in the study area. 

7.2.4.1.5. Importance 

The interaction between intensity, extent and duration determines the environmental effect on 
a component affected by the project (see table below). The following table presents the grid for 
determining the importance of the environmental effect. 

It distinguishes five levels of importance ranging from very high to very low. The significance 
of each of the environmental impacts is assessed by taking into account the current mitigation 
or enhancement measures incorporated into the project.  

Where the assessed impacts are not negligible, specific mitigation measures can be proposed to 
allow the project to be optimally integrated into its environment. Mitigation measures aim to 
avoid, mitigate or compensate for the negative social and environmental impacts of a project 
by prioritizing the avoiding of impact first and foremost. 

In the case of a positive impact, the measures are aimed at improving or optimizing it. The 
proposed measures obviously take into account the economic, financial, social and 
environmental costs and benefits that flow from their implementation. 

Table 33: Environmental Impact Determining Grid 

intensity extent duration importance 

 

 

Very strong 

 

Regional 

long very strong 

average very strong 

short  very strong 

local  long very strong 

average very strong 

short  strong  
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intensity extent duration importance 

Point long very strong 

average strong 

short  strong 

Strong 

Regional long very strong 

average strong 

short  strong 

local long strong 

average strong 

short  average 

Point long strong 

average average 

short  average 

average 

Regional long strong 

average average 

short  average 

local long average 

average average 

short  weak 

Point long average 

average weak 

short  weak 

weak Regional long average 

average weak 

short  weak 

local long weak 
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intensity extent duration importance 

average weak 

short  very low 

Point long weak 

average very low 

short  very low 

The final step in the assessment is to determine the residual significance of the environmental 
impact as a result of the implementation of specific mitigation measures. 

The figure below schematically presents the essence of the process leading to the assessment 
of the magnitude of the impact. 
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Figure 17 : Impact Assessment Grid 

Ecosystem value 
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7.3. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES (VALUE OF THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL COMPONENT - VCE) 

 AIR QUALITY 

Good air quality is essential for people's well-being as its degradation has a great influence on 
people's quality of life. The houses closest to the site are about 200 m (Poukhame 1 and 2), 
about 150 m (Mbane) and 300 m (Kandiou 1 and 2). The environmental value is considered to 
be high. 

 SOIL QUALITY 

Soil is an indispensable natural resource for people through its use for agricultural purposes. 
The soil resources at the project site are essentially made up of soils that are quite sandy and 
permeable. These soils  for agricultural use are very rich in organic matter and are suitable for 
maize and sorghum cultivation. The environmental value of soil quality is high. 

 SURFACE WATER QUALITY 

Any changes in water quality will have a direct impact on habitat quality and the organisms 
that live there. There are ponds, and temporary water bodies near the site. These surface waters 
are used as a watering hole for livestock during the rainy season. The value of this component 
should be described as large. 

 GROUNDWATER QUALITY 

Three types of slicks are captured in the municipality of Niakhar. It is the water table, the 
Maestrichtien and the Paleocene. The Maestrichtien slick  covers 4/5 of the national territory. 
Its potential is estimated at 500,000 m3/d  (CSE, 2015). It is the most exploited slick by drilling 
such as those in the Municipality of Niakhar. The depth of the slick varies  from 300 to 350 m 
with flows of  20 and 40 m3 but the waters are brackish (Regional Division of the Fatick 
Hydraulics, 2019). The water table  feeds traditional wells and provides fresh quality water. 
However, the salinity rate is higher in the western part with an average of 1 g/l.  The Paleocene 
is used to feed most of the traditional wells in the commune. Its water is brackish due to the 
high salt content.  The value of this component is described as great. 

 DRINKING WATER QUALITY AND AVAILABILITY 

The predominant place that water occupies in life justifies the importance of the hydraulic 
sector in the commune. However, despite the efforts made by the authorities in this area, the 
Municipality of Niakhar is facing problems with drinking water supply due to poor water 
quality (salt and fluoride), irregular operation and frequent failure of the Sagne drilling, the lack 
of water supply to the hamlets etc. (Niakhar Commune PLD). The rate of access to water in the 
commune is 90% (only the hamlets are not connected) (see the part on access to water). The 
value of this component can be described as large. 

 FLORA 

In addition to ecosystem regulation and support services, procurement services are important 
through logging. The latter relates to pick-up, lumber and service products. A table in the 
description of the biological environment gives some uses made of forest species present on the 
site of the plant. In addition, the characteristics of the project area allow the development of 
various plant species that increase livestock forage. The environmental value of vegetation is 
then described as great. 
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 WILDLIFE AND WILDLIFE HABITAT 

The local fauna is not very diverse because of the characteristics and uses made of the 
environment. It is dominated by birds and small mammals. The associated environmental value 
is described as great. 

 SPECIES WITH SPECIAL STATUS 

There are protected species on the site, such as Andasonia digitata  and  Zizyphus mauritiana. 
The environmental value associated with species with special status is high. 

 ECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

The site contains rain-fed crops exploited annually by the people of the villages of Mbane, 
Poukham and Kandiou. In addition, it is covered by vegetation exploited by local people for 
their forest resource needs and is a range for livestock even if it is poorly forested. The 
development of the plant's construction and operation site will generate jobs and business 
opportunities for businesses. The environmental value assigned is high. 

 LIVING ENVIRONMENT 

A quality living environment is important in people's lives. The plant will be located at about 
200 m (Poukhame 1 and 2), about 150 m (Mbane) and 300 m (Kandiou 1 and 2). The 
environmental value attributed to this component is high. 

 LANDSCAPE 

The presence of the plant will change the visual landscape that has not previously experienced 
this type of installation. The environmental value of this component is considered average.  

 ASSIGNMENT AND USE OF THE LAND 

The establishment of the plant will require an area of 59 hectares on land of the national domain 
located in the communal perimeter of Niakhar. The land is exploited through rainfed agriculture 
with speculations such as millet and peanuts. The liberation of the site will severely affect the 
land reserves of the municipality. At the same time, the site is a livestock range. The 
environmental value assigned is high. 

 HYGIENE, HEALTH AND SAFETY 

According to the region's Economic and Social Situation Report (SES 2016), the majority 
of the population is concentrated in fatick, which has 47.5% of the population. The total 
population of the villages surrounding the project site is about 4000 inhabitants. The 
Municipality of Niakhar in its health agenda is marked by infectious and contagious 
diseases such as malaria and tuberculosis. In 2016, the malaria incidence rate of the 
Municipality of Niakhar is relativemet low with a value equal to 2.9%. With regard to 
tuberculosis, the region has a detection rate of 28%, however the cure rate remains high 
(85%), especially in the Municipality of Niakhar where it is 100%. The environmental value 
to the health and safety of the site's waterfront population and construction workers is great. 

 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL ISSUES 

The table below summarizes the environmental and social issues in the project area: 
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Table 34: Summary of Environmental and Social Issues 

Sphere Component Environmental value 

physics Air quality great 

Soil quality great 

Surface water quality great 

Groundwater quality great 

Drinking water quality and availability great 

biological Flora great 

Fauna great 

Species with special status great 

human Economic activities great 

Assignment and use of the land great 

Living environment great 

Health and safety hygiene great 

Landscape average 

7.4. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOURCES OF IMPACT (DEGRE OF 
PERTURBATION) 

 DEVELOPMENT AND CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

The sources of impact in the development phase mainly lead to a change in the biophysical 
environment and a disturbance of socio-economic activities and the living environment. These 
sources of impact are primarily related to the activities described below. 

7.4.1.1. The liberation of the grip 

The installation of the plant will require its total deforestation and the removal of all trees and 
other plants for the installation of the solar park. 
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Deforestation and grubbing work is considered a source of direct impact on vegetation (forest 
environment) and can also lead to habitat loss by affecting wildlife and floristic populations in 
the area but also on the landscape, soil, water resources, sound environment and air quality.  
The degree of disturbance will be average as the site is poorly forested. 

7.4.1.2. Site and access roads 

New paths will be developed and some existing paths will be modified. Among the works that 
will be carried out to build or modify these roads, in addition to the limited deforestation work, 
there will be levelling work (cutting and embankment). The site is covered with vegetation or 
crop residues that serve as forage and livestock ranges. Cutting down trees and setting up fences 
will have an impact on pastoral activities. 

The site's development work as well as the excavation work will cause disturbance of the fauna 
and flora and may cause soil alteration and disrupt the drainage system. The degree of 
disturbance will be average. 

7.4.1.3. Construction of construction facilities 

The construction of the plant will require the installation of a temporary construction site for 
the reception of construction materials and construction equipment. This development work 
can cause disturbance of the fauna and flora but also the presence of equipment will change the 
visual landscape and can be a source of accidents for the people along the river as well as the 
construction staff.  However the work will be temporary and will be done in different phases 
so the degree of disruption will be average. 

7.4.1.4. Transportation and traffic (labour, construction equipment and construction 
materials) 

The activities required during the construction of the plant and the activities involved in 
transporting materials will result in the movement of vehicles. The movement of vehicles and 
construction equipment, combined with the presence of construction workers, will be a source 
of inconvenience for residents by generating noise, smoke from combustion linked to the 
operation of construction equipment that will affect the air quality on the site. The homes closest 
to the plant site are less than 200 m from the plant site. The impact will be felt by workers and 
the nearest populations if measures are not taken into account The degree of disruption will 
therefore be high. 

7.4.1.5. Earthworks, excavation and levelling 

The excavation work will take place during the fence, during the burial of the poles (casting of 
a concrete base) supporting the solar panels and the laying of cables for the underground 
connection. This work can lead to the risk of soil settlement or waterproofing. Construction 
work associated with moving machinery or trucks will result in a change in the topography of 
the project area, therefore a disturbance of runoff.  The degree of disruption will be moderate 
because the work will be limited to the right-of-way of the site. 

7.4.1.6. Removing and disposal of waste materials 

The development of the site and the excavation work for the installation of the equipment will 
generate excavated waste, woody residues or other waste. Clearing includes the removal of all 
remains of construction materials and construction waste. 

This waste can pollute the soil and living environment of coastal populations in the absence of 
a waste collection and disposal system. The degree of disruption will be average given the 
consistency of the work. 
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7.4.1.7. Site Wastewater and Drainage Management 

The construction work will generate wastewater from the cleaning of construction materials, 
hydrocarbon or oil remnants. These liquid effluents can be sources of pollution of soils, water 
resources or can affect the living environment, hygiene, flora and fauna and health of the 
populations near the site. The degree of disturbance will be low as this type of construction site 
does not generate a lot of liquid effluent. 

7.4.1.8. Construction and development of infrastructure and related facilities 

The construction of the plant and related facilities will require the use of human and material 
resources that will positively impact the supply of jobs and the local economy through the 
purchase of goods and services. 

The installation of the structures, the development of access roads, the movement of machinery, 
will have an impact on hygiene, safety and health as well as on the living environment of the 
people living along the river. The degree of disruption will be average because the work will 
not be large in scope and will be carried out over a short period of time. 

7.4.1.9. Recruiting the workforce 

The construction of the plant will require the use of both skilled and unskilled labour and will 
have an impact on the local economy. This is a business opportunity for companies specializing 
in electricity, electromechanics, civil engineering and other trades that will take over the 
development operations. The presence of construction workers will create indirect jobs. The 
degree of disturbance will be average. 

7.4.1.10. Purchases of goods and services 

The completion of the project will require the purchase of goods and services that have a major 
positive impact on socio-economic activities. The degree of disturbance will be average. 

7.4.1.11. Waste management  

The site development and construction of the plant will generate waste that can affect the soil, 
surface water and living environment of the populations if they are not collected and disposed 
of. The degree of disturbance is considered average because this type of construction site does 
not generate a lot of waste. 

 OPERATING PHASE 

In the operational phase, the sources of impact will come from the operation of the plant and 
from maintenance or maintenance of the equipment. 

7.4.2.1. Electricity generation 

The operation of the plant will increase national electricity production. Satisfying electricity 
demand will boost socio-economic activities. The degree of disruption will be high.    

7.4.2.2. Equipment maintenance and possibly equipment repairs during their useful life 

Maintenance and maintenance work at the plant and related facilities can be a source of physical 
and natural pollution through waste generation or accidental oil or hydrocarbon leaks from the 
machinery that will be used.  

These activities can have an impact on the hygiene, health and safety of people living along the 
river by generating noise, dust, etc. The degree of disturbance will be low. 
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7.4.2.3. Purchases of goods and services 

The completion of the project will require the purchase of goods and services for the needs of 
staff and for the various maintenance planned in the plant that represent a positive impact on 
socio-economic activities. The degree of disturbance is considered average. 

 

 SUMMARY OF SOURCES OF IMPACT 

The table below is a summary of the impact-like activities: 

Table 35: Summary of Impact-Source Activities 

Source of impact Degree of 
disturbance 

Construction phase 

Deforestation of the site High 

Site and access roads  Medium 

Construction of construction facilities Medium 

Transportation and traffic (hand of works, construction equipment and 
construction materials). 

High 

Earthworks and excavation work Medium 

Removing and disposal of waste materials Medium 

Site Wastewater and Drainage Management Low 

Construction and development of infrastructure and related facilities Medium 

Waste and contaminants management Medium 

Recruitment of the workforce Medium 

Purchases of goods and services Medium 

Operating phase 
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Source of impact Degree of 
disturbance 

Electricity generation High 

Equipment maintenance and possibly equipment repairs during their 
useful life 

Low  

Purchasing goods and services Medium 

 

7.5. ASSESSING THE POTENTIAL IMPACTS OF THE PROJECT 

 CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

7.5.1.1. Air quality 

Air quality can be affected by dust emissions from the plant's development and construction 
work, but also by exhaust gases generated by the movement of construction equipment, cars, 
civil engineering works, etc. Emissions from vehicles, equipment and machinery could 
contribute to increased air pollution in the project area.  

It should be noted that the harmattan, which carries fine particles of sand and dust in suspension, 
occurs in the area from March to June. The closest homes that can be impacted are those of 
Mbane about 150 m from the site. 

However, Teranga Niakhar Storage plans to use existing tracks for moving trucks and cars. In 
addition to this, the work will be carried out in different phases (clearing, landscaping, etc.) and 
on average two (02) trucks per day will be used throughout the duration of the project. 

The degree of disruption will be low as the integrity of the component will be weakly and 
temporarily affected. The work will only affect the components in the right-of-way of the site, 
giving this impact a one-off extent. If the work coincides with the period when wind speeds are 
high, dust emissions will affect populations downstream of the project site (Poukham 1 and 2 
and Kandiou 1). 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average point/local short low 

 Mitigation 

Although the impact is small, the study recommends to: 

 Make air quality measurements for the baseline; 
 Define the desired technical specifications for construction equipment, in line with 

international exhaust standards; 
 Carry out work during periods when wind speeds are low (November, December to 

February); 
 Use existing runways 
 Water access tracks that can generate dust 
 Inform and raise awareness among people living along the river  
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 Require staff to wear dust masks; 
 Replace vegetation destroyed by reforestation; 
 Ensure rigorous planning of work periods 
 Provide, if necessary, emission control equipment (e.g. filters) 
 Ensure vehicles and equipment are turned off when not in use 
 Use transport vehicles in good technical condition and regularly check construction 

equipment (engine condition); 
 Use low sulphur fuels, in accordance with current legal provisions and local availability; 
 Stop vehicles and machines when not in use by avoiding standby position, such as 

idling. 
 Subject to the application of the mitigation measures proposed above, the impact on air 

quality through dust and exhaust gases will be of low intensity, short duration and very 
low importance. The residual impact will therefore be small. 

7.5.1.2. climate 

The Climate Change Knowledge Assessment Reports produced by the Intergovernmental Panel 
on Climate Change (IPCC), in particular its "fourth assessment report" published on 2 February 
2007, shows that "current global warming is to be attributed to greenhouse gas emissions from 
human activities." These such as clearing or cutting trees can cause an increase in greenhouse 
gases in the atmosphere. 

Trees are a climate regulator by absorbing carbon dioxide(CO2)from the atmosphere. The felling 
of these trees removes this positive effect and the carbon stored in the trees is released into the 
atmosphere resulting in an increase in greenhouse gases.  

Activities for the construction of the plant will require the clearing of an area of 59 ha resulting 
in the loss of vegetation 2270) which is a climate regulator with carbon sequestration.  

During the work, the movement of construction equipment and cars will generate exhaust gases 
that can contribute to the presence of CO, CO2  etc. in the atmosphere. 

Atmospheric emissions from exhaust gases from used vehicles combined with vegetation loss 
can contribute to increased greenhouse gases in the atmosphere.  

However, even if the vegetation that will be destroyed plays an important role in climate 
regulation and the transport of the equipment will lead to emissions of exhaust gases, this 
project will not have a major impact on climate change as the quantities of the main gases that 
will be emitted through the activities of the project (CO, CO2, NO, NO2, SO2) are negligible.  

In addition, the work will be temporary and the vegetation that will be destroyed will be 
replaced by herbaceous species by reforestation around the site. 

The impact will be felt over a short period of time corresponding only to the construction phase.  

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average local short low 

 Mitigation measures 

Although the work will be temporary and the degree of disruption low, the study recommends 
that the following provisions be taken into account to make the impact insignificant: 

 Track greenhouse gas emissions 
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 Define the desired technical specifications for construction equipment, in line with 
international exhaust standards; 

 Stop vehicles and machines when they are not in use by avoiding standby position, such 
as idling engines;  

 Compensate for vegetation that will be destroyed by reforestation around the site. 

With the application of mitigation measures, the residual impact is therefore considered to be 
small. 

7.5.1.3. Soundscape  

In the construction phase, the soundscape of the site will be modified by the generation of noise 
from the vehicles carrying the different building materials but also during the unloading of the 
latter. The noise generated by these HGVs will then be perceived by the houses closest to the 
national road (Mbane). However, these transportation activities will be temporary. The degree 
of disturbance is average. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great medium average regional short average 

 Mitigation measures 

Teranga Niakhar Storage and the company in charge of the work will have to take into account 
the following recommendations to limit noise and vibration: 

 Comply with environmental code standards of 55 to 60 dB during the day and 40 dB at 
night; 

 Implement acoustic and vibrational monitoring through frequency analyses; 
 Limit the frequency of HGVs to two passes per day; 
 Use vehicles in good condition. 

7.5.1.4. Soil and topography 

The development and construction of the plant can result in effects on the soil, in terms of 
compaction and destruction of its structure, water and or wind erosion, contamination by waste 
discharges and by the flow of oils or fuel. 

Temporary occupation of land by heavy machinery or vehicles can result in a change in the 
physical properties of the soil that can result in settlements, change in topography or 
deconstruction. Soil compaction promotes water runoff and water erosion. However, the work 
will be temporary and apart from the presence of machinery, cars and construction sites, there 
will be no earthworks and the natural topography of the land will be kept to the maximum. 

Civil engineering work that can alter the topography and soil profile in situ, resulting in changes 
in runoff, water infiltration and water erosion are mainly: 

 The construction of the main office and guard post; 
 Opening the trench (up to 200 m) for burying underground line cables; 
 Runway layout by levelling and compacting the platform. 

This work will be temporary and will be confined to the right-of-way of the plant site.  

Opening a trench for the construction of the underground line can be a source of water erosion 
if the soil is not properly backfilled. Similarly, clearing all vegetation on site could lead to risks 
of wind and water erosion. It should be noted that on the selected variant, soils are vulnerable 
to wind and water erosion.  
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However, the work will be temporary and as soon as the work is completed, the herbaceous 
vegetation will resume its rights and there will also be the presence of photovoltaic panels to 
limit the risk of erosion. In addition, the depth of the trench will be at least 0.80 m. The distance 
from the trench will be short (200 m maximum) and the geotechnical, hydrological and 
environmental studies that will be put in place will prevent impacts on soils and topography.  

Solid waste, if not managed properly at the site (regular collection and removal), can disrupt 
stormwater runoff. There may also be contamination by waste releases and the flow of draining 
oils or fuel.  As part of this project, the waste will be collected and disposed of by an approved 
company. The waste bins will be of 4 types: cardboard, wood, metals and ultimate waste and 
the rotation of these dumpsters will be adapted to the speed of progress of the site. 

The degree of disruption to the development and construction of the plant on the soil and terrain 
will therefore be low. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average local short low 

 Mitigation measures 

To minimize impacts on soil deconstruction, wind and water erosion, contamination,  and 
mitigation measures will need to be taken into account: 

 Conduct geophysical studies for the reference situation prior to the work; 
 Mastering construction and movement of vehicles, machinery, etc.; 
 Proper waste management (storage, sorting and disposal by specialist providers); 
 provide garbage cans, empty contents and transport them to authorized premises in 

collaboration with the City Council; 
 Raising driver awareness 
 Limit the site's right-of-way to the strictly necessary surface; 
 Re-condition the soils 
 Putting in place a waste management plan; 
 Ensure traceability of waste discharged; 
 Remove debris and other residues to authorized sites. 

With the implementation of the above proposed mitigation measures, the residual impact will 
be small. 

7.5.1.5. Groundwater 

The village of Mbane is about 150 m from the site of the plant and has a borehole. This drilling 
captures the Maestrichtien with depths that vary between 300 and 350 m. Impacts on soil and 
groundwater will come from site waste and the use of hydrocarbon-containing equipment. 

Non-biodegradable waste (plastic bags), if not collected regularly, can lead to local 
waterproofing of the soil.  

The maintenance of equipment (machines, cars, trucks, etc.) could cause soil and subsequent 
groundwater pollution by the accidental spill of chemicals (hydrocarbons, oils, drips, etc.). 

The construction site (sanitary facilities, canteens, changing rooms, etc.) is likely to generate 
pollution. The result is mundane waste related to both the presence of construction workers 
(meal packaging and household waste) and work (various non-toxic containers, cable sheaths, 
scraps of cables, etc.). Also, special industrial waste can be present in very small quantities 
(painting, grease, etc.).  
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However, Teranga Niakhar Storage will need to ensure good on-site solid waste management. 
For wastewater, it will have to be collected using a septic tank that can be reused for the 
operating building at the end of construction. The degree of disturbance is low. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average local long average 

 Mitigation measures 

During the development of the site, the following measures will be implemented to mitigate the 
potential impacts: 

 Conduct hydrogeological studies for the baseline before work begins; 
 Apply the above mitigation measures on soils; 
 Ensure that vehicles and vehicles have a proper technical visit 
 set up sanitary facilities, changing rooms in the living room in accordance with the 

standards; 
 Ensure that no vehicle maintenance will be allowed on site 
 Landscaping and stabilizing drain areas 
 Re-engineering used oils for recycling; 
 Ecologically and rationally manage construction waste (installation of garbage bins, 

regular collection and evacuation by competent service providers); 
 Inform and train workers for waste management programs; 
 Limit the site's right-of-way to the strictly necessary surface; 
 Put in place a rapid response procedure in the event of a major spill of hazardous 

products on the ground; 
 Monitor the effectiveness of the implementation of these measures. 

With the implementation of the proposed mitigation measures, the residual impact will be small.  

7.5.1.6. Surface water 

In the northern, northwest, southern and eastern boundaries, a temporary stream is identified. 
These surface water are used to water livestock during the rainy season. The main impacts to 
be taken into account in the implementation of the surface water project are the risk of pollution, 
water erosion and disturbance of runoff.  

Changes in topography as a result of development work (liberation of the right-of-way, 
levelling, development of access roads, etc.) and the movement of machinery and vehicles, may 
lead to a change in the runoff routes of rainwater but also water erosion. This will lead to a new 
imbalance in the natural environment, especially in this area where soils are vulnerable to wind 
and water erosion.  

Surface water, in the event of stormwater runoff, could be loaded with waste (leachates, solid 
waste and suspended materials) resulting in pollution. Generally, solar power plant sites do not 
generate much waste. 

Also, water flowing through areas tainted with hydrocarbon residues and lubricant through 
leaks or due to poor waterproofing or from heavy machinery may contaminate runoff during 
their journeys. 

However, in the right-of-way of the site, the altitudes are lower to the north part about 04 to 
05 m and going south the altitudes increase up to 10 m. So the runoff takes place from south to 
north. Towards the northern part of the site, a drainage system will have to be carried out to 
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allow natural runoff of the water. The hydrological studies that will be carried out will better 
take into account the impacts on surface water resources. The degree of impact disruption may 
be considered low. The magnitude of the impact will be considered average, local in scope and 
long-lasting. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average local long average 

 Mitigation measures 

The study recommends that the following measures be applied to minimize impacts on surface 
water: 

 Collecting and eliminating construction waste; 
 Rebuild existing draining networks that would be damaged; 
 Re-condition the soils 
 Put in place a system to limit water runoff into the right-of-way of the site; 
 Preserve natural water runoff 
 Make a diversion of the network at the northern part of the site; 
 preserve the flow of water by respecting natural slopes. 

Subject to the application of the above measures during the development phase of the site, the 
residual impact is therefore considered to be low. 

7.5.1.7. Drinking water 

In the construction phase, the number of workers who will be present on site is estimated at 98 
jobs and the duration of the work is 10 months. Based on WHO standards, which consider that 
to drink and meet their hygiene needs, each person needs 20 to 50 litres of water every day, the 
amount of water that will be used for human needs can be estimated at between 1.96 and 4.9 m3  
per day. For construction work, approximately 1250 m3  of water will be required. 

In the Municipality of Niakhar, the rate of access to water is 90%, only the hamlets are not 
connected (PDC, Commune Niakhar). The village of Mbane, less than 100 m from the site, has 
a borehole that can supply the site if the water needs are not too high. (Regional Division of 
The Fatick Hydraulics).  

Water consumption during the work phases will be gradual and moderate and will not have a 
major impact on people's water needs. Moreover, the life base will be connected to the existing 
drinking water supply network as far as possible, otherwise a non-potable water supply will be 
set up for the work and water packaged in bottles or sachets will be made available to workers. 
The degree of disturbance is low. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average  local short low 

 Mitigation measures 

The following mitigation measures will make the impact insignificant: 

 Coordinating with stakeholders involved in water resource management; 
 Promote a rational water management policy in the worksite; 
 Build a borehole for local people that could be used for construction work; 
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 Submit a request for water supply to the Mbane drilling steering committee under the 
guise of fatick's HRD with an amp to the Niakhar Sub-Prefect in case of connection to 
the local network; 

 Educate employees about the importance of the water resource and the need to preserve 
it. 

7.5.1.8. Wildlife and wildlife habitats 

The development of the plant will mainly impact the avifauna. The effects may be direct 
(mortality) or indirect (noise, long-term loss of habitat, resting places or nutrition, etc.). 
However, the work right-of-way zone in its current configuration does not provide suitable 
habitat conditions. 

Birds may be disturbed by the presence of construction equipment and personnel. However, the 
major impact will be related to the destruction of habitats and breeding sites through tree 
cuttings in the right-of-way. These operations, if carried out during the breeding period of birds 
(including March to July), may have a significant impact on nesting species due to the direct 
destruction of nests or nests. 

The impact on reptile and amphibian groups will be quite small. However, stripping work will 
have to take into account the risks of direct mortality especially during the breeding periods of 
these species. 

The stakes are low for mammalian fauna because the characteristics of the site (low wooded) 
mean that there is a small presence of this class. Clearing will therefore have a small impact on 
this group.  

Disturbance and loss of habitat can lead to the loss or reduction of entomofaunic populations. 
In fact, uncultivated herbs and areas can be refuges for populations of natural pests of crops. 
The stakes are average, because the study site is located in an agrarian environment. 

The magnitude of the impacts on wildlife will be moderate. 

VCE disturbance  intensity Scope  duration importance 

great  low average  point long  average   

 Mitigation and accompaniment measures 

The following mitigation measures will reduce the impact: 

 Plan development periods (excluding breeding season) to limit wildlife mortality; 
 Mark construction areas and limit access to nearby areas; 
 Follow-ups of wildlife (especially avifauna); 
 Put in place a reforestation plan to replace habitats/resting places and lost hunting 

stations. 

The implementation of these recommendations will help limit the impacts onwildlife. The 
residual impact will be small. 

7.5.1.9. flora 

The project site is located in an agrarian environment strongly marked by human activity.  

The installation of the plant will result in a loss of vegetation present on the entire surface 
concerned.  
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Impacts on flora will only affect the components within the site. The effects will be felt 
throughout the construction period and during the operation of the plant. 

The importance of the impact on the flora in the development phase will be very strong. 

VCE disturbance  intensity Scope  duration importance 

great  high very strong point long  very strong  

 Mitigation and support measures 
 Send a correspondence to the Water and Forestry Services and provide the necessary 

documents and contact information of the site for observation; 
 Make a demand for cutting of the plant species present; 
 Pay slaughter taxes; 
 Avoid the introduction and expansion of invasive species; 
 Make a green belt: for this purpose, use fast-growing species such as filao, 

eucalyptus, prosopis, leuceana, Acacia mellifera,etc. It is also possible to: 
o Use slow-growing productive species 
o to include several plant species in this belt, ensuring in conjunction with the 

Water and Forest Service that the introduction of these species does not pose 
a risk to the flora present; 

 Support existing reforestation programs and in collaboration with IREF, monitor 
flora management measures. 

The implementation of these recommendations will help mitigate the impacts on flora.  The 
residual impact will be medium or even small. 

7.5.1.10. Impacts on the socio-economic environment 

7.5.1.10.1. Positive impacts 

 Socio-economic activities 

The development of the site, the construction of technical premises and the assembly of the 
plant will require the use of a large workforce. The duration of the work will be 10 months for 
an estimated workforce of 100 direct jobs. This is a job opportunity for local youth, especially 
for jobs related to civil engineering and mechanical work.  

SME contractors will be encouraged to recruit local labor for unskilled jobs. The installation of 
the site will therefore have a definite positive impact on the local economy. 

The presence of permanent workers on the site during construction work will promote the 
development of income-generating activities. 

These activities include small business, catering etc. that specially engage the female workforce 
for the duration of the work. 

The degree of disruption is considered average given the number of jobs expected and the 
duration of the work. The intensity of this impact will be strong, of regional scope, but of short 
duration because will only concern the period of work.  

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great medium strong regional short strong 
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 Increase in national electricity production 

The planned investments take into account the importation of all the equipment needed to erect 
the plant (solar panels and their supports, and all the specific equipment needed for the 
evacuation of energy). 

This will be a period of activity for SMEs/PMIs in the region who will be offered the 
opportunity to win subcontracts.  

The start-up of the project thus remains a business opportunity for SMEs/PMIs specializing in 
electricity, electromechanics, civil engineering and other trades that will take over the 
development, construction and installation of the equipment. 

The degree of disruption is considered average because the work will not be very large. The 
intensity of this impact will be strong, of regional scope, but of short duration because will only 
concern the period of work. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great average strong regional short strong 

 Participation in local development and increased income for the municipality 

As part of its social support policy, Teranga Niakhar storage has planned the following actions: 

 Organization of a cultural day with a traditional wrestling tournament; 
 Organization of a sports tournament dedicated to the plant every year; 
 Improving water quality by installing a filtering machine at the main borehole which 

polarizes the three impacted villages; 
 Granting of a scholarship to the best student of Senegal who is a national of Niakhar, to 

the five (05) best primary students and to the five (05) best secondary students of the 
Commune; 

 Establishment of a Caisse d'Epargne et de Crédit dedicated to the Federation of 
Women's Associations from the villages of Kandiou, Poukham and Mbane; 

 Reinforcement of the Cereal Exchange for senior citizens through agricultural products; 
 Organization of free consultation days + enrollment of 300 nationals of impacted 

Villages to CMU (Universal Health Coverage); 
 Training of a radio technician nurse for the Niakhar health center; 
 Distribution of one thousand (1000) impregnated mosquito nets; 
 Capacity building of the health post of Sagne which polarizes all the populations of 

Kandiou, Poukham and Mbane 
 Organization of reforestation days in conjunction with the Regional Service of the area; 
 Construction of a well in each of the 03 impacted villages Mbane, Poukham and 

Kandiou; 
 Opening up of the affected localities; 
 Recruitment of local labor for security via a specialized company and maintenance of 

photovoltaic panels after training; 
 Maintenance and cleaning contract for the premises with the Federation of Women's 

Associations after training; 
 Assistance to ASER for the electrification of the village of Mbane, and construction of 

basic interior installations with 5 lamps and 3 sockets per concession for the benefit of 
the populations; 
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 Support for the procedures with the Senegalese Rural Electrification Agency (ASER) 
to expedite the electrification of the eight (08) villages of the Municipality already 
registered in its programs, and help to expedite the electrification of the fourteen (14) 
others localities of Niakhar which have not yet been taken into account by ASER; 

 Construction of a toddler's hut common to the three villages in conjunction with the 
General Directorate of Early Childhood and the Toddler's Cabin. 

The ERS Company also engages in a long-term partnership with the Municipality. As such, the 
ERS Company undertakes to allocate to the Municipality an annual budget of seventeen million 
(17,000,000 FCFA) for the financing of support actions in favor of the Municipality. This 
budget will be indexed at the rate of 2% per year, on each anniversary date of the commissioning 
of the plant, i.e. a total contribution of seven hundred and thirty million (730,000,000 FCFA) 
to the Municipality Budget over the entire period. 25 years of operation of the plant. 

The respect of the commitments made by the company by implementing all these activities will 
participate in the development of the commune of Niakhar. The impact will be very strong. 

VCE Disturbance Intensity Scope Duration Importance 

Big High Very strong Regional Long Very strong 

Bonus measures 

To enhance the positive impacts during the operation phase, the study recommends: 

 promote the local workforce; 
 respect the commitments made with the Niakhar City Council; 
 restore the livelihoods of people affected by the project; 
 carry out the actions developed in the memorandum of understanding; 
 regularize tax payments; 
 enhance the project's externalities on the carbon market 

7.5.1.10.2. Negative impacts 

 Land use and allocation 

A 59-hectare land base on national estate land within the Niakhar communal perimeter has been 
assigned to SENELEC. In fact, two plots of 33ha42a21ca and 25ha74a84ca, respectively, are 
located east of the village of Mbane, which will house the future power plant. These two parcels 
were made available to SENELEC by decision of the Niakhar City Council approved on August 
18, 2016 under the number 31. 

The site is occupied by rain-fed fields exploited by the people of the surrounding villages 
(Mbane, Poukham, Kandiou) and is their main livelihood. The utilisation of the land will result 
in a loss of arable land. 

The degree of disturbance will be high given the area requested and the use of the site (59ha). 
The extent will be local because for the whole municipality for the entire life of the plant 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great high very 
strong 

local long very strong 

 

 Mitigation and compensation measures 
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The major recommendations are listed below: 

 Identify and identify all PAPs; 
 Restoring PAPs to their rights through fair and equitable compensation; 
 Support PAPs to develop income-generating activities;  
 Accompanying people living near the site to CSR; 
 Focus on the local workforce with equal competence; 
 Meet the commitments that will be made. 

 

 Impact on pastoral activities 

The project site is an area for the range of livestock, and the rambling of domestic animals from 
nearby villages, due to the availability of dry biomass, crop residues and the proximity of 
temporary ponds. 

The release of the land base for this project (59 ha) will contribute to the reduction of the range 
of course areas. The installation of the fence will increase the distances of the livestock to reach 
the water points and vaccination parks (more than 2 km from the site). 

The degree of disturbance can be considered average by comparing the area against the existing 
potential but the intensity will be strong and over a long period of time as the impact will affect 
the entire life of the project. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great  average strong local long strong  

 

 Mitigation 

To minimize the impact on activities: 

 implement anti-erosion measures (soil conservation, reforestation, etc.); 
 develop a reforestation plan with the relevant populations and authorities with adapted 

species; 
 Supporting farmers in the development of forage crops; 
 Set up bypass tracks for livestock at the plant; 
 Install water troughs around the site and ensure their maintenance. 

 

 Living environment 

During construction, the sources of noise will be the movement of trucks, the use of 
compressors and pneumatic tools, the laying of piles and the noise generated by the installation 
of equipment. As a property limit, these noises will be lower than national limit values and good 
practices. 

Site development and equipment installation can generate dust that is a source of inconvenience 
to the neighborhood. 

The construction of a solar power plant does not generate very large amounts of waste. 
Construction waste will consist mainly of remaining cables, wooden and plastic packaging, 
cardboard crates, rubble and concrete remains, discarded panels and household waste. 
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Solar power plants do not generate wastewater, but valve water from septic tanks. The degree 
of disturbance is considered average. The impact will be average over a short period of time. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great medium strong local short average 

 Mitigation measures 

To minimize the impact on the living environment, it is recommended to:  

 Put in place the schedule and procedures that limit noisy work to the maximum;  
 Use low-noise equipment and tools and meet the 85-dB to 1 m limit;  
 maintain air tools, machinery and equipment on time to maintain the noise level 

generated at an acceptable value;  
 Ensure that some very noisy equipment such as diesel engines, compressors, etc. is 

turned off. 
 Avoid throwing waste or floodwaters into the wild; 
 Collecting, sorting and transporting waste to authorized landfills; 
 Educate staff about waste management 
 Regularly drain the septic tanks by an approved body; 
 Ensure waste is dumped in authorized areas 
 To ensure that waste is traceable. 
 On the landscape and inter-village mobility 

The project will involve the preparation of the land, which will consist of clearing and stripping 
the surface layers. These actions will result in a transformation or modification of the local 
natural landscape, particularly the environmental components of local topography, vegetation 
and visual aspects.  

The site is crossed by tracks connecting the villages of Mbane, Kandiou, Nguess and Poukham. 
The installation of the plant will separate related communities, which frequented through the 
existing tracks and increase the distances of routes. The degree of disturbance will be average 
that a runway will be built around the plant to facilitate the mobility of villages in the vicinity 
of the site. 

VCE disturbance intensity Scope duration importance 

great medium strong local long strong 

 Mitigation measures  

To mitigate impacts on landscape and mobility, promoters are advised to: 

 Level the surfaces;  
 Dismantling and transferring out-of-site materials and equipment that are not needed; 
 Rehabilitating the vegetation cover by developing a landscaped aspect in the site; 
 Develop new trails to facilitate the mobility of people in the vicinity of the site. 
 On the hygiene, health and safety of workers  

The project will result in the recruitment of 98 direct jobs in the construction phase and 26 in 
the operational phase. The site is less than 100 m from the population of the nearest village of 
Mbane. The health and safety of all populations must be preserved throughout the construction 
period as well as in the operational phase.  
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The HSS risks associated with the construction phase of the solar power plant are: 

 Traffic, road and air emissions risks 

During the construction phase of the solar power plant, existing roads will be used by large 
aircraft or other vehicles serving the site. Materials arrive from abroad by sea. From the 
Autonomous Port of Dakar, they will be trucked to the site for more than 100 kilometers.  

The movement of construction vehicles and HGVs will generate exhaust gases from the 
combustion of hydrocarbons. Releases to the air mainly include nitrogen oxides (NO, NO2, 
NOx), sulphur oxides (SO2, SOx), carbonated derivatives (CO, CO2, HC,) and fine particles 
(unburned or black smoke). Health risks include lung or respiratory diseases, cardiovascular 
disease, asphyxiation, etc.  

In terms of the number of vehicles and HGVs (2/day) that will be used and the duration of 
construction work (10 months), the health risks associated with emissions will be low. Traffic-
related health risks are temporary. 

 Noise risks 

Noise emissions during the work phase will be related to the use of various equipment (tube 
sinks, trucks, forklifts, vans, graders, transport vehicles, etc.) for the felling of trees and the 
levelling of the land, the assembly and anchoring of supporting structures, construction, etc. In 
the vicinity of the plant, the following have been identified:  

• Senelec power station at 200 m; 
• The Sine-Saloum University site about 400 m away; 
• The School of Deputy Officers of the Gendarmerie (Waly Faye General Barracks) at 

about 550 m. 
• The first houses in the village of Mbane at least 100 m away, separated from the site by 

the Fatick-Bambey departmental road. 

However, measures relating to the acoustic emission values of construction equipment will 
have to be taken by Teranga Niakhar Storage. 

In view of road traffic in the project area (Fatick-Bambey Road), the movement of HGVs will 
contribute little to noise pollution. 

The construction work will be daytime, it will take place between 08:00 and 18:00. Sound 
impacts will be moderate and temporary. 

 Risks of construction waste 

Among the wastes that will be produced during the construction phase are plant waste, 
excavated land, wood waste, and plastic waste. 

Finally, some special industrial waste (DIS) may be present in very small quantities (painting, 
grease, etc.). Poor management of this waste can have an impact on workers' health if 
appropriate management measures are not implemented. 

Similarly, on-site maintenance can result in spills that can contribute to soil and groundwater 
pollution. The waste will be collected and transported by an approved agency. The impacts of 
waste are negligible and temporary. 

 Risks of dust and particulate emissions 

Construction work may be used to emit diffuse dust, especially during the logging and levelling 
of the site.  
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Emissions of dust and particulate emissions, especially those caused by road use, could be 
increased in dry weather and strong winds.  

 Fire hazards 

During the construction phase, the storage of building materials, the presence of fuel-using 
equipment and the human presence mean that the fire risk is present throughout this phase.  

 Risks of contagious diseases 

In the work phase, the presence of workers from diverse backgrounds can result in the risk of 
the onset or exacerbation of various diseases. The health risks to be taken into account are those 
related to communicable and contagious diseases. However, these risks will be limited and 
punctual. The degree of disturbance will be low. 

In the construction phase, the health and safety risks to local populations will be considered 
low. The risks to the HSS in construction are punctual because they will only be in the 
immediate vicinity of the plant site and the passing areas of the machinery and trucks serving 
the site. 

The impacts will be felt over a short period of time corresponding to the construction phase of 
the solar power plant. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great weak average point short low 

 Mitigation measures 

To reduce or further control HSS risks, Teranga Niakhar Storage and the company in charge of 
the work will need to implement the following recommendations: 

 Require an HSE policy from outside companies; 
 Implement an on-site HSE policy and ensure its effective implementation; 
 Provide adequate PPE staff and visitors to the site and ensure their effective port; 
 Ensure a medical visit for all staff recruited prior to the start of work;  
 Tag the site and install regulatory signage and pictograms; 
 Train staff and any provider accessing the HSE site; 
 Install drainable mobile toilets due to a comfort room for 1 to 15 people and ensure the 

regular emptying of these toilets by an approved provider, with traceability, to 
authorized landfills; 

 Open and maintain an accident record; 
 Implement a programme to inform and raise awareness of the risks of disease among 

local populations; 
 Putting in place emergency kits 
 Keep construction equipment and vehicles in good condition and ensure that technical 

visits are carried out; 
 Limit the speed of construction vehicles and HGVs carrying plant equipment (setting 

up speed limit signs and speed bumps); 
 Ensure that exported materials meet current safety and prevention standards 
 Put in place secure procedures for loading and unloading containers on large delivery 

carriers; 
 ensure the sorting of construction waste and its systematic removal, especially for 

treated woods; 
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 Ensure vehicle maintenance is carried out off-site in an appropriate location 
 Prohibit access to smokers in material storage areas; 
 Put in place effective procedures for managing site waste; 
 Ensure waste monitoring and monitoring 
 Put in place a prevention and awareness plan as soon as the work begins. 

 

 OPERATING PHASE 

7.5.2.1. Impacts on the physical environment 

7.5.2.1.1. Soils and groundwater 

The plant consists, among other things, of inverters installed in containers and module supports. 
These facilities will not directly impact soil and groundwater. 

However, there may be accidental product spills during maintenance (hydrocarbons and/or 
vehicle oil), or an oil leak from transformers. The duration of the impact will be considered 
long. 

Due to the light nature of maintenance operations and the measures planned for storage, the 
probability that these interventions cause accidental pollution is almost nil. The degree of 
disturbance may be considered low. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average point average low 

 Mitigation measures 

The following mitigation measures will mitigate impacts on soil and groundwater in the 
operating phase of the plant: 

 Limit accidental spills and leaks with the availability of pollution kits during 
maintenance; 

 Inform and train workers for waste management programs; 
 Hold the power transformer 
 Place can used absorbents next to transformers in the event of an oil leak; 
 Educate all staff on what to do in the event of accidental pollution; 
 Avoid carrying out maintenance work during the rainy season;  
 Apply the recommended measures in the construction phase (area dedicated to 

maintenance). 

7.5.2.1.2. Soils and surface waters 

In the operational phase, the risk of water erosion, the disturbance of runoff and the 
contamination of surface water are the main impacts to be taken into account due to the presence 
of the photovoltaic field.  

At the lower part of the modules, some erosion can be identified due to the flow of water during 
the rainy season more or less sensitive depending on the nature of the soil. In this area, soils are 
sensitive to water erosion. The presence of the photovoltaic field could disrupt rainwater runoff. 
Poor waste management can lead to contamination of surface water. 

However, as indicated above in terms of impacts on soil and topography, there are no plans for 
earthworks and the natural topography of the land will be kept to the maximum. In addition, 
the panel blocks will not be joined, therefore during the winter, runoff will be able to circulate 
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normally. The site will be fenced with a heavy mesh type mesh 152.4 diameter and 3mm. This 
type of fencing is not a development that can have a major impact on stormwater runoff. The 
degree of disturbance is low. 

The magnitude of the impact is small. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average local long average 

 Mitigation measures 

In the operational phase, the following mitigation measures can be applied to make the impact 
insignificant: 

 Ensure good stormwater management 
 Inform and train workers for waste management programs; 
 Rebuild existing drainage systems that will be damaged by the work; 
 Rationally manage construction waste; 
 Preserve surface water flow by respecting natural slopes;  
 Conserve natural stormwater drainage routes by preserving undeveloped spaces around 

these routes; 
 Execute hydrological studies 
 Build pipes for runoff; 
 Monitor the implementation of mitigation measures. 

Based on the above analysis and the integrated and/or recommended mitigation measures the 
risk of impact on surface waters during the operation phase of the plant will be low. The residual 
impact will therefore be small. 

7.5.2.1.3. Drinking water and other people's needs 

In the operational phase, the water needs are: 

 Water needed to clean the panels 
 Water needed for the fire system 
 Water for the needs of the operating staff. 

This project does not require the presence of a large numbers of staff in the operational phase. 
Bottles and sachets of mineral water can be used to supply water to staff at the site. If the plant 
is connected to the EDS network, the taps can be used to supply staff water. The maintenance 
work will be carried out by a well-trained team. For water needs for the regular cleaning of 
photovoltaic modules, a total water consumption of 50 m3  per cleaning, or 450 m3  per year 
will be required Teranga Niakhar Storage can set up tanker trucks or use the drilling of Mbane 
during maintenance. Whatever the situation, it will work with the Fatick Hydraulic Region 
Division to ensure that it does not impact the water resources used by local people. The 
corresponding degree of disturbance is considered low 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average local long  average 

 Mitigation measures 

The following measures have been formulated: 
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 Apply recommended measures in construction 
 Implement a policy to reduce water consumption; 
 Build drilling if possible for the plant's water supply and for local people; 
 Educate staff about the rational use of water (precious natural resource). 

7.5.2.2. climate 

 CO2 equivalent reduction 

Electricity generation from renewable sources such as solar is considered green energy. In the 
context of the "energy crisis" and global warming, this facility reduces the share of other sources 
of electricity generation, polluting and so-called non-renewable. 

In operation, the plant will not produce CO2, a greenhouse gas. On the contrary, by substituting 
other fossil fuel sources, it will reduce Senegal's carbon footprint. With an emission factor of 
637 grams CO2/kWh in the interconnected network in Senegal in 2010, about 25,000 tons of 
CO2 per year that will be eliminated and thus will not contribute to global warming. 12 

This is a very strong positive impact in a green economy, although the degree of disruption will 
be average.  The intensity will be strong and long-lasting because for the entire life of the plant. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great average strong regional long very strong 

 

7.5.2.3. Soundscape 

In the operating phase, the noises and vibrations will be less and negligible compared to those 
generated in the construction phase. The main sources of noise are certain technical components 
when operating, such as the transformer and inverter. These are contained in premises or 
containers that provide acoustic rollover and thus aim to reduce noise and vibration and thus 
limit their perception to a very low level that will be neglected.  

Also, the rotation of the tracker panels as the sun moves emits a slight sound that will only be 
noticeable by an individual in the vicinity of them. This will not be an embarrassment to the 
neighbourhood. Also, the movement of vehicles responsible for troubleshooting, maintenance 
and also to ensure the movement of plant personnel can be a source of noise. This is the only 
significant impact of a small and long-lasting importance. 

VCE disturbance intensity Scope duration importance 

average average low local long low 

The proposed mitigation measures include: 

 Ensure good equipment maintenance planning to reduce breakdowns and reduce vehicle 
travel; 

 Choose suitable vehicles in good condition for transporting staff and for maintenance 
trips. 

 
12Iea statistics - co2 emissions from fuel combustion highlights (edition 2012) 
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7.5.2.4. Impacts on the biological environment 

This phase will have a small impact on the biological environment since the study site is already 
marked by human activity (agricultural activities) and the development of the plant. The study 
site has no ecological sensitivities. 

7.5.2.4.1. Flora 

The installation of the panels will lead to changes in local physical conditions (waterproofing, 
soil settlement) and local climatic conditions. These microclimates and physical characteristics 
below the photovoltaic panels will lead to a change in plant facies. 

7.5.2.4.2. Wildlife and wildlife habitats 

Potential impacts on wildlife include: 

 Noise pollution related to the operation of electrical equipment (transformers/inverters); 
 Regular maintenance of small vegetation to avoid becoming entangled; 
 Changing the visual landscape 
 The barrier effect induced by the installation of the fence; 
 the risk of collision between avian fauna and solar panels. 

Indeed, photovoltaic installations can create different optical effects, in particular the formation 
of polarized lights. Modular surfaces, smooth and dark, polarize light, which could cause 
discomfort to birds, which could mistake them for water surfaces. However, observations of 
operating fleets at the international level confirmed that this effect was very limited or even 
non-existent. 

The feedback on photovoltaic power plants followed by the EES firm shows that there is no 
evidence of disturbance of birds by optical effects related to solar panels (glare, shimmer). 

Disturbances will be small as a result of changes in the construction environment. They will 
affect components of the biological environment located within the site or in a nearby 
environment. However, the effects will be felt over a long period of time corresponding to the 
life of the plant. The magnitude of the impact on the biological environment will be moderate. 

VCE disturbance  intensity Scope  duration importance 

great low average point long average 

 Mitigation measures 
 Maintain the natural herbaceous stratum; 
 Reduce noise from electric motors (inverters, transformers) through regular 

maintenance and technical visits; 
 Conduct environmental follow-ups. 
 Implementation of the recommendations will enable Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS 

to reduce impacts on the biological component. The residual impact will be small. 

7.5.2.5. Impacts on the socio-economic environment 

7.5.2.5.1. Positive impacts 

 Job creation 

The operation of the plant will require some skilled permanent jobs. Activities will include 
preventive and corrective maintenance (cleaning of solar panels and the site, maintenance of 
cold groups and equipment, relationship with dispatching, monitoring of operation). These jobs 
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can benefit from the unskilled and skilled local workforce but also from the skilled national 
workforce. 

The operation of the plant will generate generating activities in the vicinity such as restoration 
and cleaning. In addition, during this period, small and medium-sized local businesses can 
participate in various maintenance services, guarding, cleaning panels etc.  

The degree of disruption will be average given the expected number of jobs. It is a strong 
positive impact because of its strong intensity, its long duration and its local extent. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great average strong regional short strong 

 Increase in national electricity production 

The plant will be associated with an energy storage system. Thus, the excess can be used to 
recharge the batteries. Storage consists of available capacity equivalent to a rotating reserve, 
black-start capacity and regulation of production intermittency. By providing a better match 
between solar production and maximum demand on the grid, the hybrid solution will also 
provide additional support to Senelec, particularly in terms of frequency control, to participate 
in the restart of the national network (Black-Start).  

In addition to storage, the PV plant will be equipped with single-axis solar trackers to optimize 
the efficiency of the PV. This solution allows photovoltaic solar panels to rotate East-West 
along a north-south axis. 

The 30 MWp photovoltaic plant is equipped with a 15MW energy storage system from lithium-
ion batteries, equipped with regulators and inverters connected to the electricity grid by the 
SENELEC station in Niakhar. This device will guarantee 45MWh of electricity services to the 
Senelec with an estimated annual electricity power production forecast of about 
45,000,000 kWh. The energy produced by the plant will be used primarily to recharge the 
storage batteries, and the surplus directly injected into the Senelec network. 

This will contribute to improving the quality of service throughout the country. This is a very 
strong impact and will last throughout the operation phase of the plant. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great high very strong regional long very strong 

 

7.5.2.5.2. Negative impacts 

 Living environment 

During construction, the sources of noise will be the movement of trucks, the use of 
compressors and pneumatic tools, the laying of piles and the noise generated by the installation 
of equipment. As a property limit, these noises will be lower than national limit values and good 
practices. 

Site development and equipment installation can generate dust that is a source of inconvenience 
to the neighborhood. 

The construction of a solar power plant does not generate large amounts of waste. Construction 
waste will consist mainly of remaining cables, wooden and plastic packaging, cardboard crates, 
rubble and concrete remains, discarded panels and household waste. 
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Solar power plants do not generate wastewater, but valve water from septic tanks. The degree 
of disturbance is considered average. The impact will be average over a short period of time. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average point long average 

 Mitigation measures  

To minimize the impacts of waste generation, the following measures must be followed: 

 Put in place the schedule and procedures that limit noisy work to the maximum;  
 Use low-noise equipment and tools and meet the 85-dB to 1 m limit;  
 Maintain air tools, machinery and equipment on time to maintain the noise level 

generated at an acceptable value;  
 Ensure that some very noisy equipment such as diesel engines, compressors, etc. is 

overturned. 
 Do not throw waste or floodwaters into the wild; 
 Collect, sort and transport waste to authorized landfills; 
 Educate staff about waste management 
 Regular draining of septic tanks by an approved body; 
 Ensure waste is dumped in authorized areas 
 To ensure that waste is traceable. 

 

 Inter-village landscape and mobility 

The project will involve the preparation of the land, which will consist of clearing and stripping 
the surface layers. These actions will result in a transformation or modification of the local 
natural landscape, particularly the environmental components of local topography, vegetation 
and visual aspects.  

The site is crossed by tracks connecting the villages of Mbane, Kandiou, Nguess and Poukham. 
The installation of the plant will separate related communities, which frequented through the 
existing tracks and increase the distances of routes. The degree of disturbance will be average 
that a runway will be built around the plant to facilitate the mobility of villages in the vicinity 
of the site. 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

average average strong local long strong 

 

 Reaching measures  

To mitigate impacts on landscape and mobility, promoters are advised to: 

 Level the surfaces;  
 Dismantling and transferring out-of-site materials and equipment that are not needed; 
 Rehabilitating the vegetation cover by developing a landscaped aspect in the site; 
 Develop new trails to facilitate the mobility of people in the vicinity of the site. 
 Hygiene, Health, Safety at Work 

The HSS risks associated with the operating phase of the solar power plant are: 
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 Risks of optical effects 

The optical risk to be taken into account is that of glare (the effect of shimmers). Solar panels 
act as glass surfaces that have undergone anti-reflective treatments. Their normal impact 
reflection coefficient is less than or equal to 8%. The modules that will be used for the 
construction of the photovoltaic plant will be polysilicon type on the support structures with a 
south exposure and a tilt angle of 14°. 

In this case, reflection phenomena occur in the morning and evening when the sun is low. They 
are shaving like aquatic surfaces and are obscured by direct sunlight. 

The risks associated with optical effects are negligible.  

 Risks related to electric and magnetic fields 

In the operation phase of the plant, the production of electrical current leads to the appearance 
of an electric and magnetic field. The facilities that can create these fields are inverters and 
installations connected to the alternative power grid, electrical cables connecting inverters, 
electrical processing stations and connecting cables to the Senelec station located at 250 m. 

The current fields that will be generated by these installations are small in addition to the 
inverters and electrical processing stations will be located in specific premises reducing the 
value of the electric and magnetic fields to a very low level. 

The connecting cables with the PV power plant will be buried at a depth sufficient to cancel out 
the electric and magnetic fields on the ground surface. 

The power of the fields for these equipments is below the limit values set for human health just 
a few meters away. Indeed, about 10 meters from the transformers that will be installed, the 
field values are lower than those of many household appliances. 

The electrical processing stations and inverters that will be used for the solar power plant will 
be imported from Europe (France) and will be built and designed in accordance with the 
European Union guidelines on electric and magnetic fields. 

The risks associated with electromagnetic fields will be low. 

 Fire and electrical hazards 

One of the risks to all electrical installations is the risk of fire. The fire can occur as a result of 
a short circuit causing an electrical arc, a heating of the cables, a defect of isolation, faulty 
contact, an electric or electrostatic discharge or as a result of human action. 

The nearest homes are located within 100 m of the plant site, however the risk of harming the 
surrounding population is negligible because a solar power plant consists mostly of non-
combustible materials made of steel, aluminum or glass. 

Another risk to be taken into account in all electrical installations is electrical risk. The risks of 
electrocution, electrification or injury are present and may be related to a possible intentional 
or accidental intrusion of a person not authorized for electrical maintenance. The plant site is 
located next to the HT Kaolack-Fatick line. Fire and electrical hazards are present and will be 
taken into account in hazard analysis.  

 Noise risks 

In operation the main sources of noise are inverters and transformers. The inverters and 
transformers will be installed in special cabins. Noise that can escape through these cabins is 
low and the facilities do not operate at night. 
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 Another potential source of sound emission in the operating phase of the solar power plant is 
that of ventilations of the technical premises. However, the noise emissions generated will be 
limited to a few meters from the technical premises and will not be felt outside the site of the 
plant. 

 Health Effects of Releases  

The standard cleaning frequency varies depending on the area and the technology. The modules 
will be cleaned once or twice a month depending on the immediate environment of the site 
which determines the sensitivity of the installations to dirt (wind speed, rainfall). Water from 
the washing of panels and rainwater dripping on the panels will only be charged with dust. 
Therefore, they will not pose any dangers.  

The risk of groundwater contamination and harm to human health is low or non-existent. 

In addition, there are no water pumping stations or wells for public drinking water in the vicinity 
of the plant site. The degree of disturbance is considered low. 

This environmental component will be moderately disrupted but the impacts will be felt over a 
long period of time corresponding to the life of the solar power plant. 

 

 

VCE disturbance intensity extent duration importance 

great low average point long average 

 Mitigation measures 

To deal with these situations, the following recommendations are proposed: 

 Provide hedgerow planting around the solar power plant site; 
 Respect the easements between the HT power lines and the solar power plant; 
 Ensure that facilities are equipped with safety devices 
 Make improvements and maintain around and in the photovoltaic park to limit the risk 

of fire; 
 Put silencers at the ventilation ducts (if necessary); 
 Ensure imported equipment meets safety standards 
 Reduce the intensity of the inverter's electromagnetic field; 
 Ensure regular inspection of vehicles travelling on or near the plant site; 
 Ensure that construction vehicles are cleaned off-site 
 Make clean-up kits available on site 
 Use vehicles that meet the emission of pollutants; 
 Ensure the reasoned use of construction vehicles, including avoiding empty-ended 

filming; 
 Equip on-site equipment as well as appropriate fire extinguisher technical facilities; 
 Put safety instructions in place on the site (e.g. smoking bans); 
 Put in place all the provisions to facilitate access to relief efforts; 
 Set up on-site water supplies (tank or basin) for the fight against a possible fire; 
 Set up an alarm system and an on-site phone with the display of emergency numbers; 
 Set up a firewall at the edge of the facility 
 Train staff in first aid and first responders 
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 Ensure regular maintenance of electrical installations by qualified personnel; 
 Put in place security systems for fences and fences; 
 Water the site and undumed access tracks as needed to prevent dust heaving; 
 Recruit a sufficient number of guards to secure the site against malice; 
 Setting up conventional safety pictograms 
 Setting up lightning rods on the plant site; 
 Ensure that electrical processing stations have adequate retentions 
 Clean modules with osmosis water without additional product; Yes 
 Develop and implement an Internal Operations Plan. 
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7.6. GLOBAL IMPACT MATRIX 

 CONSTRUCTION PHASE 

Table 36: Global Phase Impact Matrix 

Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

Air 
quality 

great Changes in air quality 
due to dust emissions 
and exhaust fumes 
from vehicles and 
machinery, dust 
heaving by trucks. 

weak average short point/local weak  Make air quality 
measurements for the 
baseline; 

 Use trucks, which 
emit less smoke; 

 Perform work during 
periods when wind 
speeds are low 
(December to 
February); 

 Use existing trails 
 Water access tracks 

that can generate 
dust; 

 Inform and raise 
awareness among the 
people living along 
the river;  

 Require staff to wear 
dust masks; 

 Replace destroyed 
vegetation with 
reforestation; 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Ensure rigorous 
planning of work 
periods; 

 Stop vehicles and 
machines when they 
are not in use by 
avoiding standby 
position such as 
idling. 

climate great Greenhouse gas 
emissions 

weak average Short local weak  Ensure greenhouse 
gas emissions; 

 Define the desired 
technical 
specifications for 
construction 
equipment, in line 
with international 
exhaust standards; 

 Stop vehicles and 
machines when they 
are not in use by 
avoiding standby 
position such as 
idling;  

 Compensate for 
vegetation destroyed 

Very 
low 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

by reforestation 
around the site. 

Soundsca
pe 

average Noise and vibration 
production 

Medium weak long local weak  Ensure good 
equipment 
maintenance planning 
to reduce breakdowns 
and reduce vehicle 
travel; 

 Choose suitable 
vehicles in good 
condition for 
transporting staff and 
for maintenance trips. 

 

Soils and 
topograph
y 

great  Compacting; 
 Destruction of 

its structure; 
 Water and wind 

erosion; 
 Contamination 

by waste 
discharges and 
the flow of 
draining oils or 
fuel. 

weak average Short local weak   Conduct geophysical 
studies for the 
reference situation 
prior to the work; 

 Mastering the 
movements of 
construction sites and 
the movement of 
vehicles, machinery, 
etc.; 

 Proper waste 
management (storage, 
sorting and disposal 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

by specialist 
providers); 

 Provide garbage cans, 
empty contents and 
transport them to 
authorized premises 
in collaboration with 
the town hall; 

 Raising driver 
awareness 

 Limit the site's right-
of-way to the strictly 
necessary surface; 

 Re-condition the soil; 
 Evacuate debris and 

other residue to 
authorized sites. 

groundwa
ter 

great Soil pollution weak average long local average  Conduct 
hydrogeological 
studies for the 
baseline before work 
begins; 

 Apply the above 
mitigation measures 
on soils; 

 Ensure that vehicles 
and vehicles have a 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

technical visit in good 
standing; 

 Set up sanitary 
facilities, changing 
rooms in the living 
base in accordance 
with the standards; 

 Ensure that no 
vehicle maintenance 
will be allowed on 
site; 

 Design and stabilize 
drainage areas; 

 Collect used oils for 
recycling; 

 Ecologically and 
rationally manage 
construction waste 
(installation of 
garbage bins, regular 
collection and 
evacuation by 
competent service 
providers); 

 Inform and train 
workers for waste 
management 
programs; 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Limit the site's right-
of-way to the strictly 
necessary surface; 

 Introduce a rapid 
response procedure in 
the event of a major 
spill of hazardous 
products on the 
ground; 

 Regularly monitor the 
effectiveness of the 
application of these 
measures. 

Surface 
water 

 

great 

 

Risk of contamination; 

Water erosion; 

Disruption of runoff 

weak average long local average  Do hydrological 
studies; 

 Collecting and 
eliminating 
construction waste; 

 Rebuild existing 
draining networks 
that would be 
damaged; 

 Re-condition the soil; 
 Put in place a system 

to limit water runoff 
into the right-of-way 
of the site; 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Preserve natural 
water runoff; 

 Preserve the flow of 
water by respecting 
natural slopes. 

Drinking 
water 

great Water consumption weak average  Short local weak   Coordinating with 
stakeholders in water 
resource 
management; 

 Promote a rational 
water management 
policy in the 
worksite; 

 Build drilling for 
local people; 

 Send a water supply 
request to the mbane 
drilling steering 
committee under the 
guise of fatick drh 
with amp to the 
niakhar sub-prefect in 
case of connection to 
the local network; 

 Educate employees 
about the importance 
of the water resource 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

and the need to 
conserve the 
resource. 

fauna great  Disruption, 
direct 
disturbance; 

 Habitat loss; 
 Mortality. 

weak average long  Point average  Plan development 
periods (excluding 
breeding season) to 
limit wildlife 
mortality; 

 Mark construction 
areas and limit access 
to nearby areas; 

 Follow wildlife 
(especially avifauna); 

 Put in place a 
reforestation plan to 
replace 
habitats/resting places 
and lost hunting 
stations 

weak 

flora great  Loss of 
vegetation; 

 Proliferation of 
invasive 
species. 

High T. Forte long  Point 

 

 

 

T. Forte  Send a 
correspondence to the 
corresponding Water 
and Forest Services 
and provide the 
necessary documents 
and site contact 

Medium 
to low 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

information for 
observations; 

 Make a demand for 
cutting of the plant 
species present; 

 Pay slaughter taxes; 
 Avoid the 

introduction and 
expansion of invasive 
species; 

 Make a green belt: 
For this purpose, use 
fast-growing species 
such as filao, 
eucalyptus, prosopis, 
leuceana, Acacia 
mellifera, etc. It is 
recommended to 
include several plant 
species in this belt. 
Furthermore, to 
ensure in conjunction 
with the Department 
of Waters and Forests 
that the introduction 
of these species does 
not pose a risk to the 
flora present; 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Support existing 
reforestation 
programs and in 
collaboration with 
IREF, monitor flora 
management 
measures. 

Socio-
economic 
activities 

great job creation Medium Strong Short Regional Strong  To offer national 
companies the 
opportunity to 
accelerate their 
development through 
potential markets to 
be seized;  

 Promote local 
businesses as 
possible; 

 Promote the local 
workforce with equal 
competence; 

 Get closer to the 
labour and social 
security inspectorate 
and the prefect for the 
cooperation of the 
recruitment 
coordination 

weak 

great Business opportunities 
national and local 
companies. 

Medium Strong Short Regional Strong 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

commission in 
accordance with the 
recommendations of 
this study. 

Assignme
nt and use 
of land 

great Land losses  high Very 
strong 

long local Very 
strong 

 Accompanying 
people living near the 
site in CSR; 

 Focus on the local 
workforce with equal 
competence; 

 Respect the 
commitments made 
with the Niakhar 
Town Hall; 

 Introduce anti-erosion 
measures (soil 
conservation, 
reforestation, etc.). 

weak 

Pastoral 
activities 

great Loss of forage and 
livestock ranges 

average Strong long local Strong   Implement anti-
erosion measures 
(soil conservation, 
reforestation, etc.); 

 Develop a 
reforestation plan 
with adapted species 
with the relevant 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

populations and 
authorities; 

 Setting up bypass 
tracks for livestock, 

 Set up troughs around 
the site and ensure 
their maintenance. 

Living 
environm
ent 

great Deterioration of the 
living environment by 
generating noise, dust 
or waste  

Medium Strong Short local average  Put in place the 
schedule and 
procedures that limit 
noisy work to the 
maximum;  

 Use low-noise 
equipment and tools 
and meet the 85-dB to 
1 m limit;  

 Maintain air tools, 
machinery and 
equipment on time to 
maintain the level of 
noise generated at an 
acceptable value;  

 Ensure that some 
very noisy equipment 
such as diesel 
engines, compressors, 
etc. is overturned. 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Do not throw waste 
or floodwaters into 
the wild; 

 Collect, sort and 
transport waste to 
authorized landfills; 

 Raising staff 
awareness of waste 
management; 

 Ensure traceability of 
this waste. 

Hygiene 
Health 
and 
Safety 

great  Lung or 
respiratory 
diseases, 
cardiovascular 
diseases, 
asphyxiation; 

 Sound 
pollution; 

 Fire; 
 Contagious 

diseases 

 we
ak 

average Short Point weak  Putting in place an 
HSE policy; 

 Giving employers 
PPE; 

 Set up signs; 
 Train staff and any 

provider accessing 
the site in HSE; 

 Regularly empty 
toilets by a licensed 
provider; 

 Set up an accident 
registry; 

 Do not use alarms on 
the job site unless 
there is a major force; 

weak 
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Element 
Component 
value 

Potential impact 
Degree of 
disturban
ce 

Intensity 
of impact 

Duration 
of impact 

Extent of 
impact 

Importan
ce of 
Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Systematic sorting 
and disposal of 
hazardous waste; 

 Prohibiting access to 
smokers in certain 
areas; 

 Put in place a 
prevention and 
awareness plan as 
soon as the work 
begins. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 OPERATING PHASE 

Table 37: Global Operational Impact Matrix 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

Soils and 
groundwater 

great pollution weak average long local  average  Limit accidental 
spills and leaks with 
the availability of 
pollution kits during 
maintenance; 

 Inform and train 
workers for waste 
management 
programs; 

 Holding the power 
transformer; 

 Use absorbents next 
to transformers in 
the event of an oil 
leak; 

 Educate all staff on 
what to do in case of 
accidental pollution; 

 Avoid carrying out 
maintenance work 
during the rainy 
season;  

 Apply the 
recommended 
measures in the 
construction phase 
(area dedicated to 
maintenance). 

weak 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

Soils and 
surface 
waters 

great Water erosion; 
Disruption of 
runoff; 
Risk of surface 
water 
contamination. 

weak weak long Point  weak  Ensure good storm 
water management; 

 Inform and train 
workers for waste 
management 
programs; 

 Rebuild existing 
drainage systems 
that will be damaged 
by the work; 

 Manage site waste 
rationally; 

 Preserve surface 
water flow by 
respecting natural 
slopes;  

 Maintain the natural 
stormwater flow 
routes by preserving 
undeveloped spaces 
around the axis; 

 Do hydrological 
studies; 

 Build pipes for 
runoff; 

 Track the 
implementation of 
mitigation measures. 

weak 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

Drinking 
water and 
other 
people's 
needs 

great Water 
consumption 

weak average long local  average  Apply recommended 
measures in 
construction; 

 Implement a policy 
to reduce water 
consumption; 

 Send a request for 
water supply to the 
Mbane drilling 
steering committee 
under the guise of 
fatick's HRD with 
amp to the sub-
prefect of Niakhar in 
case of connection to 
the local network; 

 Educate staff about 
the rational use of 
water (precious 
natural resource). 

weak 

Soundscape average Generating noise 
and vibration 

Medium weak long local weak  Ensure good 
equipment 
maintenance 
planning to reduce 
breakdowns and 
reduce vehicle 
travel; 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Choose suitable 
vehicles in good 
condition for 
transporting staff 
and for maintenance 
trips. 

Fauna and 
flora 

 

great  Disruption, 
direct 
disturbance; 
 Pollution 
contamination; 
 Mortality. 

weak average long  Point average  Maintaining the 
natural herbaceous 
stratum through the 
establishment of a 
pastoral activity; 

 Ensure mechanical 
mowing 
maintenance of 
vegetation; 

 Reduce noise from 
electric motors 
(inverters, 
transformers) 
through regular 
maintenance and 
technical visits; 

 Make ecological 
follow-ups. 

weak 

great job creation Medium 
 

strong Short Regional Strong Medium 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

Socio-
economic 
activities 

great Increase in 
national electricity 
production  

High Very 
strong 

long Regional Very strong  Fostering the local 
workforce 

 Respect the 
commitments made 
with the City 
Council; 

 carry out the actions 
developed in the 
Memorandum of 
Understanding; 

 regularize tax 
payments; 

 to enhance the 
project's externalities 
on the carbon 
market. 

  
  

Strong 

great  Participation in 
local development 
and increased 
income for the 
municipality. 

High Very 
strong 

long Regional Very strong Medium 

Living 
environment 

great Deterioration of 
the living 
environment by 
generating noise, 
dust or waste  

weak average long Point average  Put in place the 
schedule and 
procedures that limit 
noisy work to the 
maximum;  

 Use low-noise 
equipment and tools 
and meet the 85-db 
to 1 m limit;  

weak 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Maintain air tools, 
machinery and 
equipment on time to 
maintain the level of 
noise generated at an 
acceptable value;  

 Ensure that some 
very noisy 
equipment such as 
diesel engines, 
compressors, etc. is 
overturned. 

 Do not throw waste 
or floodwaters into 
the wild; 

 Collect, sort and 
transport waste to 
authorized landfills; 

 Raising staff 
awareness of waste 
management; 

 Regular draining of 
septic tanks by an 
approved body; 

 Ensure that this 
waste is dumped in 
authorized areas; 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

 Ensure traceability 
of this waste. 

landscape average Landscape change 
and loss of access 
trails  

Medium Strong long local Strong  Level the surfaces;  
 Dismantling and 

transferring out-of-
site materials and 
equipment that are 
not needed; 

 Rehabilitating the 
vegetation cover by 
developing a 
landscaped aspect in 
the site; 

 Develop new trails 
to facilitate the 
mobility of people in 
the vicinity of the 
site. 

Medium 

Hygiene, 
Health and 
Safety 

great Optical effects, 
reflection of 
metal panels and 
objects; 
Electric and 
magnetic fields; 
Sound pollution; 
Soil pollution 
through 

weak average long Point  average   Set up hedges 
around the site of the 
solar power plant; 

 Install electrical 
equipment in 
technical rooms with 
faradized walls; 

weak 
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component 
Component 

value 
Potential impact 

Degree of 
disturbance 

Intensity 
of 

impact 

Duration 
of 

impact 

Extent 
of 

impact 

Importance 
of Impact 

Measures 
Residual 
impact 

hydrocarbons and 
wash water 
panels. 

 Make a connection 
to the land of all 
equipment; 

 Set up silencers at 
ventilation ducts (if 
necessary); 

 Put in place effective 
on-site oil 
management 
procedures 

 Putting in place 
provisions to 
facilitate access to 
relief; 

 Install water supplies 
on site (tank or 
basin) for the fight 
against a possible 
fire; 
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8. CUMULATIVE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

In this project, the cumulative impacts are those resulting from the combined action of the 
activities related to the project itself and those of the associated actions and/or projects or in the 
same area of influence. 

8.1. DESCRIPTION OF PAST OR CURRENT PROGRAMS OR PROJECTS 

The Municipality of Niakhar is highly coveted for the implementation of projects in the Fatick 
Region. All of these projects are initiated in the sense of developing the region, following the 
example of road infrastructures that facilitate access to the area as well as mobility within the 
country in general. School facilities (Sine Saloum El hadj Ibrahima Niass University, Waly 
Faye General Barracks) are also being built or under construction in the commune. The 
development of electrical infrastructure aims to ensure the supply of electricity throughout 
Senegal by facilitating electric transport (HT Kaolack-Fatick line and power station). The table 
below shows all the projects, programs and infrastructure in the vicinity of the project site 

Table 38: Past and Future Projects, Programs and Developments in the Project Area 

designation situation Distances orientation 

Senelec power station finished 200m 

West 
Sine Saloum El Hadj Ibrahima Niass 
University 

in progress 100m 

Fatick-Bambey County Road 

finished 

Between 50 and 
300 m 

The HT Kaolack-Fatick line 35 m 

South 
The MT line Between 50 and 

300 m 

School of The Gendarmerie's NCO 
(General Barracks Waly Faye) 

450 m 

Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack Toll Highway in progress 300 m North 

8.2. PROGRAMS OR PROJECTS CONSIDERED FOR CUMULATIVE 
IMPACT ASSESSMENT 

All of the projects and programs mentioned above are taken into account in the cumulative 
impact assessment. 

8.3. IDENTIFYING CUMULATIVE EFFECTS 

 AIR QUALITY 

Dust and exhaust fumes are the main pollutants to be considered in this project. 

The site of the plant is located in a rural area. The main sources of air pollution are 
anthropogenic. They are usually traffic on the local road network, biomass combustion by local 
people (kitchen fires, burning of fields, etc.), industrial facilities (construction of school 
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infrastructure such as the University of Sine Saloum), road development, construction and 
operation of power lines and stations, etc., and agricultural activities through market gardening.  

Local people use vehicles, motorcycles and trucks as means of transport that emit gas particles 
that can disrupt air quality. Moving vehicles on laterite runways is also a source of dust emission 
that affects air quality. 

In addition, end-of-season agricultural activities (biomass combustion, market gardening 
through the use of pesticides) and bushfires emit particles of gas and dust that impact air quality.  

Development projects such as the construction of the Senelec station and the HT and MT lines, 
road network development and the construction of the University of Sine-Saloum are also a 
source of dust and exhaust emissions that can impact air quality. 

In addition to these activities, which are the source of the emission of dust or gases that can 
affect the air quality, are added the work of the development and operation of the plant. 

Apart from construction, operation and maintenance, a solar power plant is a non-polluting 
source of energy. The degree of disturbance may be considered low.  

VCE disturbance  intensity extent  duration importance 

great low average  local long average 

Mitigation measures 

The following recommendations will help mitigate the impact: 

 Apply proposed mitigation measures in the construction and operation phase; 
 make air quality measurements to find out the baseline before work begins; 
 comply with regulations, including Section L. 76 of the Environmental Code and NS-

05-062. 

 SOILS AND GROUNDWATER 

In the project area, development and economic and social development activities, agricultural 
activities are sources of impacts on groundwater. These include: 

 Road infrastructure development (the Fatick-Bambey departmental road, the toll 
highway on the Fatick-Kaolack section and the development of access roads); 

 Construction and operation of electrical equipment (HT line, MT and power station); 
 Construction of the University of Sine-Saloum; 
 Agricultural activities with the use of fertilizers and plant protection products; 
 Etc. 

These activities are sources of solid and liquid waste production, risk of accidental oil spills 
that can impact soils and water resources. 

Construction and operations are also a source of solid and liquid waste that can impact 
groundwater. 

However, the implementation of mitigation measures and the strategies that will be put in place 
by Teranga Niakhar Storage will avoid the risk of groundwater contamination. The degree of 
disturbance is low. 
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VCE disturbance  intensity extent  duration importance 

great low average  local long average 

 SOILS AND SURFACE WATERS 

Currently, human activities (such as deforestation and roadworks, electrical equipment 
construction, etc.) are factors in wind and water erosion and the disruption of runoff. Roadworks 
in Niakhar Municipality, such as the Fatick-Bambey departmental road, the toll highway on the 
Fatick-Kaolack section and the development of access roads can impact rainwater runoff. 

The construction of the plant will require the development of access roads, the clearing of all 
on-site vegetation, the movement of machinery and cars, the generation of waste and the use of 
products that can impact the soil and surface water resources.  

VCE disturbance  intensity extent  duration importance 

great low average  local long average 

 Mitigation measures 

To avoid cumulative impacts on water resources, Teranga Niakhar Storage and the company in 
charge of the work must implement the proposed mitigation measures in the construction and 
operation phase. 

 FAUNA AND FLORA 

In addition to the dwellings, the project area includes several facilities and projects that can 
impact the biological environment and habitats. These are the electrical installations present 
(Fatick station and the transmission and distribution lines HT Malicounda - Fatick and Kaolack 
- Fatick (projected), USSEIN, travel routes, etc. Added to this are the exploitation of forest 
resources by humans and the influence of climate factors (decrease in water resources) that 
increase the pressure exerted on plant resources and thus indirectly on local wildlife. 

The installation of the solar power plant with storage system will result in plant losses and a 
disturbance of wildlife therefore the cumulative impacts will be average. 

VCE disturbance intensity Scope duration importance 

great high very strong  local long very strong 

 Mitigation measures 
 Support the Water and Forestry Service in its reforestation programs. 

 SOCIOECONOMIC ACTIVITIES 

Land in the Municipality of Niakhar is in high demand as part of the implementation of large-
scale state projects in the Fatick Region. The plant will be built in the vicinity of the villages of 
Mbane, Poukham, and Kandiou. The populations of these villages are already affected by the 
loss of agricultural land linked to the construction of the gendarmerie NCO school, the Senelec 
and USSEIN power station on a 400 ha site shared between the municipalities of Diouroup and 
Niakhar. In addition, road projects whose surfaces are already demarcated: the Mbour-Fatick-
Kaolack autoute and the widening of the Fatick Bambey road. 
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The implementation of this project with an area of 59 hectares will result in additional losses 
but also a reduction of the range of livestock ranges, a loss of fodder and the distance of water 
points. The degree of disturbance will be average. 

VCE disturbance intensity Scope duration importance 

great medium strong local long strong 

This project will create jobs that can use local labour and contribute to local development with 
the implementation of accompanying measures planned to improve the living conditions of the 
people of the villages in the vicinity.  

The cumulative operating electricity generation in the storage system will contribute to the 
increase in electricity generated, injected into the national interconnected grid. The degree of 
disruption will be high. 

VCE disturbance intensity Scope duration importance 

great high  very strong regional  long very strong 

To mitigate or enhance these impacts, Teranga Niakhar Storage is recommended to: 

 Comply with all commitments made in the Memorandum of Understanding  
 Strengthen the CSR policy as it operates the plant and extend its activities to the other 

villages in the commune; 
 Develop support measures for livestock producers in the area; 
 Continue to use local labour 
 Support the Town Hall in electrifying villages in the vicinity of the site. 

9. RISK ASSESSMENT 

9.1. INTRODUCTION 

A hazard study was conducted to identify hazards, qualify, quantify and prioritize the risks 
associated with the installation and operation of the plant. The goal is to propose 
improvements and determine safety features to prevent or limit potential accidents.  

 OBJECTIVES 

Hazards is a mandatory document for facilities subject to Authorization. It aims to help the 
project accept the acceptability by demonstrating that the plant will be built in such a way as to 
minimize risks to the environment and to the safety of staff and populations.  

Thus, according to the Methodological Guide to the Danger Study of senegal's Ministry of the 
Environment, the objectives of the hazard study can be summed up as follows:   

 Serve as a repository for decision-makers to take security measures into account; 
 Identify issues, potential hazards and analysis of associated risks 
 Assess the impact on the environment, staff and the public  
 Propose means of prevention, control and intervention; 
 Reduce the risk generated inside and outside the plant 
 Provide the basic elements necessary for the development of the POI. 

In summary, the study of hazards allows the development of a preventive policy of risk to the 
public and the staff of the solar power plant. 
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 RESULTS EXPECTED 

After describing and analyzing all potential hazards, the main expected results are:  

 Identifying major risks 
 Determining dangerous phenomena and the effects they induce; 
 Determining effect distances and potential targets; 
 Establish the means  of compensating for these possible damages. 

 METHODOLOGY OF REALIZATION 

To achieve the objectives and achieve the desired results, the EES Sarl approach is in line with 
the Methodological Guide to The Study of Dangers of the Ministry of Environment and 
Sustainable Development. This approach is schematicized by the figure below. 

 

Figure 18 : Danger Study Logogram 

9.2. DESCRIPTION OF THE SITE'S ENVIRONMENT 

The description of the physical, biological and human environment components of the project 
area and their characteristics was detailed in the middle description section in Chapter 4 of this 
report. The most important points that will be taken into account in this chapter are included in 
the following lines: 

 NATURAL ENVIRONMENT 

9.2.1.1. Climate 

The climate of the Municipality of Niakhar is of the Sudano-Sahelian type characterized by a 
dry season that lasts from November to June and a rainy season from July to October. August 
remains the wettest month with a maximum of 238mm recorded followed by September 
(173 mm) and July (106.3mm).  
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The continental trade winds and the monsoon are the characteristic winds of the area and 
alternate according to the seasons. The maximum speed is recorded during the dry period in 
March (2.9 m/s) and the minimum speed during the rainy season in July and August (1.9 m/s). 
The wind speed is generally low in the project area. 

Insolation is very high in the Fatick Region, with an average daily duration of 7.4 hours. It 
reaches its maximum value in the dry season and can reach up to 8.6 hours/day in April. The 
difference between the lowest solar potential in August (6.1 h) and the strongest in March is 
only 25%. The sunstroke is related to the temperature of the project area. Maximum, minimum 
and average temperatures  range from 16.6°C to 39.2°C with a low in January and a high in 
April. 

9.2.1.2. Geology and water systems 

The municipality of Niakhar, the site of the plant, belongs to the Senegalese-Mauritanian 
sedimentary basin. Its geology is part of that of the southwest of this basin which is of 
Sécondary and Tertiary age. These geological formations are at the origin of the soil 
characteristics of the project area. 

Three slicks are captured in the area: the water table, the Maestrichtien and the Paleocene. 22 
temporary ponds and marigots are identified in the area with a retention period of about five to 
six months. These water surfaces serve as water troughs for livestock. The only permanent surf 
river is identified to the southeast of the commune and is an arm of the Sine River valley. A 
temporary stream runs through the project site. In the right-of-way of the site, no wells or 
boreholes are identified. 

 RESIDENTIAL AREAS 

No dwellings have been identified in the site to house the project. 

 AREAS OF ACTIVITY 

Agricultural activities are carried out in the project area during the winter season. 

 NEARBY INDUSTRIAL FACILITIES 

There are no industrial facilities around the solar power plant site. 

 INFRASTRUCTURE 

About 500m from the site, the route of the toll highway on its Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack section 
is present. 

 INSTITUTION RECEIVING PBLIC (ERP) 

Two ERPs are identified near the site: 

 The police's Under-Officer School (Waly Faye General Barracks) at about 550m; 
 The future University of Sine-Saloum El hadj Ibrahima Niass (USSEIN) between 300 

and 400 m, whose construction activities have begun. 

9.3. DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT AND PROCESSES 

In this section, it is a summary description of the various components of the plant. A detailed 
description was made in the description part of the project.  

Refer to the mass plan to know the exact position of each component. 
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 RISKY CHEMICALS USED 

9.3.1.1. Cement 

9.3.1.1.1. Description 

The cements will be used for the foundation construction of the container that houses the 
inverter and transformer, the construction of the junction chambers and the coating of the 
sheaths with concrete. Cement can cause a number of diseases, some of which may be disabling 
to workers.  

9.3.1.1.2. Physical-chemical properties 

Table 39: Physical-Chemical Properties of Cement 

Color: grey or white Physical status: solid 

Smell: odorless Melting point: 1250oC 

Solubility in water (T - 20OC): low (0.1-1.5 
g/l) 

pH (T - 20oC in water, water/solid ratio 1:2): 
11-13.5 

Self-ignition temperature: no object 

Relative density: pointless Flammability limit: not a flammable gas  

 Identifying hazards 

Table 40:1 Identification of Hazards in Accord to Regulations (EC) No. 1272/2008 

Danger class Danger categories Danger mentions 

Skin irritation 2 H315: Causes skin irritation 

Severe eye damage/eye 
irritation 

1 H318: Causes severe eye damage 

Skin sensitivity 18 H317: May cause a skin allergy 

Specific toxicity for certain 
target organs following 
single exposure, airway 
irritation 

3 H335: May irritate the airways 

Labelling Elements In accordance with the Regulations (EC)    

 

 first aid 
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No personal protective equipment is required for first responders. Rescuers should avoid 
contact with cement or cement-containing mixtures. 

 Firefighting measures 

Cement is not flammable. 

What to do in the event of an accidental spill: 

 Wearing the right PPE 
 Wear waterproof gloves, boots and clothing 
 Wear approved safety goggles 
 Use proper respiratory protection. 
 Do not release cement into the sewerage system or surface water (river, river, lake). 

 

 Handling and storage 

Do not handle or store near food, beverages or tobacco. 

Fds Source: https://www.lafarge.fr/sites/lafarge.fr/files/atoms/files/fds-ciments-courants.pdf 

9.3.1.2. Hydrocarbons (gasoil) 

The hydrocarbons will be used on the site for the movement of machinery and construction 
vehicles. Hydrocarbons can cause fire, pollution and damage to the health of staff in constant 
contact. 

9.3.1.2.1. Physical-chemical properties 

Table 41: Physical-Chemical Property of Hydrocarbons 

diesel 

Color: yellow  Physical condition: liquid 

Smell: characteristic Flash point: 55oC 

Viscosity, cinematic - 7 mm2/s 

Boiling point/interval: 150 - 380oC 
Self-ignition temperature:250oC 

Steam Density- 5 Flammability limit: not a flammable gas  

Labelling Elements In accordance with the Regulations (EC) 

 

 first aid 
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Before attempting to rescue victims, isolate the area from all potential sources of ignition, 
including by disconnecting the power supply. 

 Firefighting measures 

Medium of extinction for small fires: carbon dioxide (CO2), dry powder, sand or earth. 

Medium of extinction for large moss fires, water mist (trained staff only). 

 What to do in the event of an accidental spill 

Inform the relevant authorities in accordance with current regulations; 

Avoid direct contact with the spilled product 

Keep the staff not involved away 

Ensure the intervention of trained and equipped personnel; 

Eliminate all sources of ignition (not smoking, torches, sparks or flames in the immediate 
vicinity). 

 Handling and storage 

Do not smoke; 

Avoid breathing in fumes or fog 

Avoid contact with skin, eyes and clothing. 

store packaged products (cass, samples, cans, etc.) in well-ventilated premises, free from 
moisture, heat and any potential source of ignition. 

Source: FDS No.30226 Total 

9.3.1.2.2. Planned production system 

The equipment and processes used for the construction and operation of the Teranga Niakhar 
Storage solar power plant are detailed in the project description section of this report. 

Dangerous waste generated 

The waste produced will include used oils and Industrial Waste (DIB). 

Used oils are considered hazardous waste. They will be managed in accordance with existing 
regulations. Teranga Niakhar Storage will ensure that this waste is handed over to approved 
collectors with a traceability requirement with hazardous waste tracking slips. 

In the operating phase, the only hazardous waste that can be generated by the photovoltaic 
plant is: 

 Defective batteries 
 Electronic components: 

o Inverters; 
o Smoke detectors; 
o Computer 
o Electrical cabinets. 

 FACILITIES 

Facilities include equipment for construction, handling, vehicles for transporting personnel, etc. 

 UTILITIES 

The main uses for the operation of this facility are solar radiation and storage batteries. 
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 OPERATING AT-RISK FACILITIES/EQUIPMENT 

During the construction and operation of the plant, certain equipment and equipment that will 
be used may be the cause of accidents. 

The table below shows the risk associated with these at-risk equipment and equipment. 

Table 42: At-risk equipment and equipment 

Materials and equipment Dangers 

PHASE CONSTRUCTION 

Lifting devices (bulldozers, shovels, 
manuscopic devices, etc.) 

Handling heavy materials 

Transportation vehicles Traffic of HGVs and construction vehicles 

Welding materials (blowtorches, gas bottle) Use of flammable products 

Paint, cement, hydrocarbons, etc. Use of chemicals 

Tools (cutting electrical cables, hand wrench, 
hammers, drills, grinders, pickaxes, etc.) 

Use of cutting materials 

OPERATING PHASE 

Photovoltaic panels Use of electrical equipment 

Cables and other electrical equipment   Use of electrical equipment 

Maintenance vehicles Traffic on the site of the power plant 

Storage batteries Use of electrical equipment 

9.4. IDENTIFYING AND CHARACTERIZING POTENTIALS FOR HAZARDS 

The instantaneous and perspective environment of the site can present hazards to the PV plant. 
These external and internal hazards may occur: 

 Natural phenomena 
 Nearby activities, and nearby infrastructure; 
 Malevolence. 

 SOURCES OF EXTERNAL DANGERS 

The immediate and remote environment of the site can present hazards to the plant. These 
hazards outside the site may arise from: 

 Natural phenomena 
 Activities and infrastructure 
 Malevolence. 
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9.4.1.1. Natural external aggressions 

9.4.1.1.1. Winds 

Wind is a potential source of danger. At high speeds, it can cause the movement of certain 
installed equipment. There are no wind speed risks at the project site as the maximum recorded 
speed is 2.9m/s in March. 

9.4.1.1.2. Lightning 

Lightning is a natural phenomenon produced by the electrical potential of clouds. The risk 
associated with lightning is due to the electrical current associated with it. The effects of 
lightning vary depending on the electrical characteristics of the conductors traveled by the 
current. After a discharge it can follow: 

o Thermal effects: heat release; 
o Induction effects: the appearance of electromagnetic field; 
o Acoustic effects: thunder; 
o Electrodynamic effects: the appearance of forces that can lead to mechanical 

deformations or ruptures. 

9.4.1.1.3. Flood 

No permanent streams have been identified in the site area or in its 500m to 1km buffer zone. 
A temporary body of water touches the site in its northwest part. The permeable quality of the 
soils ensures a fairly rapid inflection of stormwater. The site to host the project is not a flood 
zone.   

9.4.1.1.4. Earthquake 

Senegal is located in a stable continental area where seismic activity is almost zero. As a result, 
the risk of an earthquake is almost non-existent. 

9.4.1.1.5. Reptiles 

The presence of grass below the panels during the operation phase could cause the presence of 
reptiles, especially snakes. In this case, site operators will be exposed to a risk of biting which 
could result in the amputation of a limb or in death. 

9.4.1.1.6. Unsealed external assaults 

There will be no unsafe external aggressions as there are no industrial activities in the vicinity 
of the site. 

 SOURCES OF INTERNAL DANGERS 

In this part, all sources of danger inherent in the site are highlighted. They relate to human error, 
risks related to installations and equipment (fires, noises and vibrations). 

9.4.2.1. Human error 

The various operations that will be carried out on the site, will be carried out with the help of 
the staff of the establishment or with the help of the staff of subcontractors.  

Error and/or human failure during dangerous operations can be considered an additional source 
of danger. This source of danger inherent in any business is known as a human factor.  

According to the ARIA (Technology Accident Analysis, Research and Information) database 
in the report "Technology Accident Inventory 2015, the root causes of accidents often involve 
organizational and human factors. 

The known causes of accidents are related to: 
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 Organizational factors: this is a lack of organization, working conditions and risk 
management; 

 Human factors 
 Imponderable factors are cause of accidents. 

 

Figure 19 : Organizational and human factors in the cause of accidents 

These percentages may change in the meantime, but the human factor is a source of "danger." 

It is important to note that all players on the site will be involved and likely to participate in the 
human factor of the company.  

9.4.2.1.1. Facilities and equipment risks 

 Fire 

Because solar installations are electrical equipment, the fire risk exists as a result of a short 
circuit, for example. Since the PV plant is primarily built using glass, concrete and steel, the 
risk of fire from the panels is non-existent. 

 Noise/vibration 

In the construction phase, the noise could come from the traffic generated by the supply of 
materials for the construction of the photovoltaic plant and the noise generated by the 
installation of the equipment. Vibrations can come from heavy machines (bulldozers). 

During the operating phase, the only sources of sound will come from the inverter/transformer 
groups and the few one-time back and forth required for maintenance and permanent personnel. 

 Electromagnetic fields 

The sources of electromagnetic field emitting in a photovoltaic installation are: 

 Solar modules 
 Dc connection lines 
 Converters 
 Inverters 
 Transformers allowing the connection to the grid in alternating current. 

For a significant duration of exposure, electromagnetic effects can manifest themselves from a 
health point of view in various forms (headaches, sleep disturbances, memory loss). 
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Electromagnetic fields will have a small impact on the few workers who will be present on site 
during the operation phase (low exposure time).  

 Storage battery 

Actual cases of documented Li-ion SSE fires are rare, probably due to the fact that these systems 
are not yet widespread. The ARIA database lists 8 accidents (fires and explosions) involving 
Lithium-ion-based batteries. Only one case of SSE Li-ion fire was noted. Little is known about 
the fire and explosion of Li-ion battery-based SSEs. Studies of large-format Li-ion batteries 
have shown that: 

 Batteries do not significantly increase the heat of the fire; 
 Thermal flows decrease rapidly as you move away from the SSE; 
 Fires can be extinguished with large amounts of water; 
 Projectile-emitting cell explosions can occur on uncontained cylindrical-designed 

batteries (projectiles can reach 40 metres); 
 Toxic compounds such as CO2, NOx, HCN, HCl, CO and HF can be produced during 

fires; 
 Water samples taken after the fire suppression of Li-ion batteries may contain fluoride 

and chloride concentrations, and 
 There is no electrical hazard to personnel responsible for extinguishing a battery fire 

due to current leaks in the water jet, provided that staff respect the prescribed safety 
distances. 

9.5. ACCIDENTOLOGY AND FEEDBACK 

The return of experiences is an open window on accidentology in various sectors of activity 
around the world. It allows us to know the accidents that have had to happen in an industry, 
their origins, their consequences and the means deployed to control them.  

Referring to this, it is possible to know the different types of accidents that have had to occur 
in this industrial sector. Such information is a key to conducting preliminary risk analysis and 
helps to provide the best possible options to prevent, combat and protect the environment.  

The research on accidentology concerning this project to build and operate a solar power plant 
with an energy storage system was drawn from the ARIA database of the Office of Risk 
Analysis and Industrial Pollution (BARPI), attached to the Industrial Environment Department 
of the Ministry of Ecology and Sustainable Development of France (see 
http://aria.developpement-durable.gouv.fr). 

 Analysis of accidents in the photovoltaic sector 
 At the nationallevel, no accidents have ever been recorded on functional photovoltaic 

solar power plants. 
 At the internationallevel, each year, the Bureau of Analysis of Risks and Industrial 

Pollution (BARPI) collects and analyzes information on technological incidents and 
accidents. BARPI contributes to risk prevention by disseminating the lessons of 
feedback through the use of the ARIA (Technology Accident Analysis, Research and 
Information) database. 

The following table will be commented on the highlights of accidentology, extracted from the 
accidents recorded in the ARIA database for the years (2009, 2010, 2012 and 2014). 
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Table 43: Accidentology2 

Number, date and 
place of accident 

Type of disaster 

ARIA 35972 - 
27/02/2009 - 974 
– SAINT-
PIERRE 

A fire broke out around 3:30 a.m. in a 1,500-square-metre building 
housing a dairy factory and a food wholesaler's warehouse. Thick black 
smoke is billowing and several explosions are heard. More than 70 
firefighters are protecting nearby businesses and the southern industrial 
zone is being evacuated. Firefighters control the fire after 8 hours of 
response with 8 spears including 2 adles; 2 pairs under ARI extinguish 
hard-to-reach homes. Rounds are done all night. A specialized company 
recovers the waters of confined extinctions. 

ARIA 37489 - 
12/11/2009 - 10 – 
BUXEUIL 

A fire broke out around 12:00 p.m. in a 400-square-metre wine shed 
housing agricultural equipment and emitted thick smoke. The owner 
suffered minor burns but refused to be taken to hospital. Firefighters were 
in control with five spears after two hours of response. A sprayer and 
equipment are destroyed as well as the roof and recently installed 
photovoltaic panels. Emergency services were clearing the scene. The 
operator is concerned about the quality of future wine bottles. An elected 
official visited the site. A car parked in the hangar is believed to have 
caught fire causing the fire. 

ARIA 37565 - 
01/12/2009 - 32 - 
MANCIET 

A fire broke out around 6:30 p.m. in a 200-square-metre farm building 
housing 3,500 ducklings one week old and 20 t of forage stored upstairs. 
Electricity services cut off energy, including photovoltaic panels. 
Firefighters protect a 400 kg tank of gas located outside and control the 
disaster with 3 spears, including 1 on a ladder. The building, some twenty 
years old, recently renovated and heated with gas is destroyed and the 
3,500 animals are killed. Emergency services were clearing the scene. 
An elected official visited the site 

ARIA 37736 - 
01/14/2010 - 27 - 
VAL-DE-REUIL 

A fire broke out around 3:30 p.m. on the roof of a warehouse subject to 
15,000 m2 authorized covered with 1,000 m2 of photovoltaic panels (or 
660 panels). The building, inaugurated in November 2009, is certified 
High Environmental Quality (HQE).  It has an integrated roof structure 
that allows easy assembly of panels and perfect sealing with the rest of 
the roof thanks to a combination of overlapping plastic plates as well as 
special aluminum anchors. 40 firefighters responded quickly and 
controlled the fire in 6 hours. 

This prevented the fire from spreading through electrical arcs between 
panels and gained access to the area of PVC or waterproof insulation in 
which the fire was spreading. 
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ARIA 38176 - 
04/27/2010 - 51 - 
DAMPIERRE-
AU-TEMPLE 

At about 5:10 p.m., a fire broke out in a 600 m2 cattle farm building 
containing 370 pigs in fattening and 2,470 pigs in post-weaning. 
Emergency services responded and controlled the fire in 1 hour, but all 
the animals perished. The instability of the building's structure 
complicates the intervention of the rendering service, which initially only 
evacuates the corpses of fattening pigs. As the weather conditions are 
conducive to olfactory nuisances, the corpses of post-weaning piglets are 
temporarily stored in the watertight pre-pits of the burned building. The 
causes of the disaster are not known but 350 m2 of photovoltaic panels 
placed on the roof had been put into service 3 weeks earlier. An 
investigation is being carried out. 

ARIA 38126 - 
04/28/2010 - 84 - 
AVIGNON 

A fire broke out around 6:45 p.m. in a 500-square-metre hangar housing 
furniture, vehicles and gas cylinders and spread to a nearby 2,500-square-
metre building stocking motorcycle gloves. A gas cylinder explodes and 
a column of smoke is released.  

Emergency services set up a security perimeter, interrupted traffic on the 
RN7 and evacuated a nearby house. Firefighters were in control of the 
fire around 9:30 p.m. with several spears. The hangar is destroyed. 500 
m2 of the motorcycle parts company are destroyed and 6 of their 
employees are technically unemployed. Traffic was restored on the RN7 
at 10:45 p.m. Photovoltaic panels were being installed on the roof of the 
hangar. 

ARIA 38535 - 
06/29/2010 - 85 - 
MOUCHAMPS 

A fire broke out around 11:30 a.m. in a 1,500 m3 chicken coop and 
spread to hedges and thickets. The gas supply from a LPG tank is cut off, 
as is the 20,000V high-voltage line passing overhead. Firefighters deploy 
3 variable-flow spears. The electricity services and the gendarmerie went 
to the scene. 

The building, comprising 600 m3 of photovoltaic panels, was destroyed 
and the 4,800 ducks and canes of the farm died. The power line is 
severed, depriving about 100 homes of electricity and two firefighters 
are victims of hyperthermia: one of them is evacuated to the hospital. 
Power was restored around 2 p.m. A round is organized in the evening. 
The cause of the fire is not known. 

ARIA 38584 - 
06/07/2010 - 13 - 
TARASCON 

A high-rise fire broke out around 2:50 p.m. in a 400-square-metre 
dwelling. The response involved 23 firefighters and 10 people were 
evacuated. Firefighters extinguish the fire with two spears. During rubble 
clearing, a firefighter is electrified and burned in his hands after hitting a 
wood hatchet on a photovoltaic installation. He was examined at the 
scene and was then taken to Arles Hospital. The failure of an air 
conditioning convector is believed to have caused the accident; 500 m2 
of roof are destroyed. The emergency response ended around 4:30 p.m. 

ARIA 38619 - 
07/13/2010 - 67 - 
ROESCHWOOG 

On the roof of an agricultural shed, 120 m2 of photovoltaic panels on the 
1,600 m2 of the installation catch fire. Electricity services insulate the 
installation of the electrical grid and the installer's safety technician visits 
the site. Firefighters did not act on the disaster, which went off on its own 
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around 4:30 p.m. A round is carried out the next day and the operator 
keeps the site for 2 days to ensure that the safety perimeter delineated by 
the firefighters is respected. The installer dismantles the panels on the 
night of July 15-16. 

ARIA 39743 - 
01/23/2011 - 42 - 
BELMONT-DE-
LA-LOIRE 

Photovoltaic panels ignite around 3:50 a.m. on the roof of a house. 
Firefighters extinguished the fire, the panels were destroyed. The causes 
and circumstances of the fire are undetermined; the installation produced 
only 3Vs at the time of the disaster per 100V during the day. As the fire 
started on the panel itself, rescuers speculated that there was a defect in 
electrical or thermal insulation. 

ARIA 39757 - 
09/02/2011 - 32 - 
SAINT-
MEDARD 

A fire breaks out in the 10 m2 technical room of an agricultural building 
equipped with 1,000 m2 of photovoltaic panels on the roof. Three 
inverters are destroyed. Firefighters are in control of the disaster. The 
gendarmerie and the electricity service attended the scene. 

ARIA 40204 - 
04/05/2011 - 87 - 
LE PALAIS-
SUR-VIENNE 

A fire broke out around 4 p.m. on photovoltaic panels recently installed 
on the roof of a new pavilion belonging to an individual. The fumes 
emitted inconvenience a person who is transferred to the hospital for 
checks. The property damage was extensive, as part of the roof had 
collapsed in the house. The solar panels of the damaged house, even on 
the ground, continue to generate electricity (110 volts continuously). 
Initial findings from firefighters indicate that photovoltaic panels were 
the cause of the disaster, but police are investigating whether or not to 
confirm this hypothesis. According to some certifiers, the number of out-
of-standard installations is on the rise, with the head of a company stating 
that the incidents found would be related to "poorly made poses and not 
to the panels themselves". 

ARIA 40791 - 
07/16/2011 - 84 - 
ORANGE 

A fire broke out at 6:39 p.m. on the roof of a house equipped with 
photovoltaic panels. The occupant cut off the electricity, firefighters 
extinguished the fire with two water lances, one of which was ladderd. 
The roof collapses on the first floor, a rescue cell and the clearing of 
emergency supplies tarpaulin the house in anticipation of future bad 
weather. The procedure ends at about 00:15. 

ARIA 40662 - 
07/24/2011 - 12 - 
PALMAS 

A fire broke out around 10:40 a.m. in a 750 m2 agricultural building 
equipped with 500 m2 of photovoltaic panels and housing 800 forage 
boots and 350 kg of agricultural equipment. Firefighters extinguished the 
fire and monitored the scene until evening. The building was built 2 years 
ago and the forage stock was destroyed. An elected official visited the 
scene. 

ARIA 40701 - 
05/08/2011 - 52 - 
CREANCEY 

A fire broke out in a 2,000-square-metre agricultural shed housing 500 t 
of hay, 2,000 t of straw and 2 grain dumpsters full of wheat, while the 
installation of 1,000 m2 of silicon photovoltaic panels is being completed 
on the roof. The fire threatens to spread to nearby grain fields. Since the 
roof cannot be watered, because of the risk of electrocution due to the 
presence of photovoltaic panels, the intervention of firefighters is 
delicate. The metal and concrete structure prevents any intervention 
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under the building. Two spears are put in place, to protect an electric 
cabinet attached to one of the walls and the straw stubble along the 
hangar. A chemical weld made by a technician on a metal pole to connect 
a socket to the ground is the cause of the disaster. 

ARIA 41087 - 
10/10/2011 - 13 - 
ARLES 

An explosion followed by a fire occurred at about 5:30 a.m. on an 
electrical transformer adjacent to a 4,000 m2 flat silo containing 50 t of 
rice. The fire spreads over 100 m2 of building roof which is equipped 
with 2,000 m2 of photovoltaic panels. Firefighters insulate the 
transformer and inverter and use 3 water lances to control the disaster. 
The emergency response ends mid-morning. No technical 
unemployment is expected. 

ARIA 41190 - 
10/31/2011 - 32 - 
SAINT-JEAN-
LE-COMTAL 

A fire broke out around 1:45 p.m. in a 600-square-metre farm building 
housing 400 straw bales. The roof supports 500 m2 of photovoltaic 
panels, the stable part is not yet occupied. Firefighters deploy four water 
lances. The incident was contained at 3 p.m. and extinguished at 3:45 
p.m., and surveillance was maintained overnight. The municipality is 
informed of the event. The building and fodder are destroyed. A 
technician from the photovoltaic panel company visits the site on 02/11. 

ARIA 41755 - 
10/02/2012 - 14 - 
SEPT-FRERES 

A fire broke out around 8:10 p.m. on the roof of a recent 2,000 m2 barn 
equipped with 1,400 m2 of photovoltaic panels. The 110 cows are 
evacuated and the power grid is shut down. Firefighters extinguished the 
fire at 11:45 p.m. Monitoring is maintained until 3 a.m. 

ARIA 42048 - 
12/02/2012 - 06 - 
LE ROURET 

A chimney fire at 1:30 p.m. in a house spreads to the roof equipped with 
photovoltaic panels. Firefighters deploy four water lances. Two of them 
are slightly burned by the aluminum casting as a result of the smelting of 
the panel supports. The molten metal destroys the SA straps and then 
burns and punctures a firefighter's hood, jacket and overpants. 

ARIA 41767 - 
02/14/2012 - 83 - 
FLASSANS-
SUR-ISSOLE 

A fire broke out around 2 a.m. in a 600 m2 hangar of a company 
specializing in the repair, rental and sale of construction equipment. 
Firefighters are deploying significant resources to contain the fire. The 
presence of photovoltaic panels on the roof of the premises is of concern 
to rescuers who are controlling the fire at 6 a.m. Gas bottles are found 
under the rubble and cooled to avoid the risk of explosion. The 
gendarmerie is conducting an investigation to determine the cause of the 
accident. 

ARIA 41931 - 
03/27/2012 - 66 - 
LATOUR-DE-
FRANCE 

A fire involving 30 m3 of manure in two cells occurred at 6 p.m. in a 
1,000-square-metre agricultural building covered with photovoltaic 
panels. The electricity department shuts off the inverter of the solar 
system and firefighters ensure that the roof panels are intact. The manure 
is spread out with a machine and the rescuers light the fire with 2 water 
lances. The procedure ends at 9:30 p.m. 
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ARIA 42024 - 
04/11/2012 - 43 - 
ESPLANTAS 

A fire broke out around 1 p.m. in a 1,200-square-metre farm building 
housing cows and hay. 

A transmission line is 15 m from the intervention site, the operator of the 
network is informed of the event. The animals are evacuated before the 
emergency services arrive. Firefighters extinguished the fire and then 
cleaned the building. 500 m2 of roof housing photovoltaic panels are 
burned. 

ARIA 42196 - 
05/23/2012 - 84 - 
CAVAILLON 

In a transport company, a fire broke out around 7 a.m. in a 5,000-square-
metre building. The flames reach offices, the HGV garage and the 
storage of oil and hydrocarbons. Firefighters extinguished the fire with 7 
water lances, 1 of which were ladderd, 10 new vehicles were sheltered. 
The metal structure of the building was damaged and 1,000 square metres 
of space were destroyed. According to rescuers, the fire started from an 
office in the spare parts store of the HGV garage in the morning or in the 
early morning. This space is partly made up of a building under 
traditional construction in simple DRC. Part of the roof is equipped with 
photovoltaic panels that did not promote the spread of the disaster. After 
cutting off the circuit breakers, although the offensive actions carried out 
over the stricken premises with spears did not present any problems, the 
firefighters report several operational difficulties: 

difficult identification of an installation not visible from the ground, in 
the absence of signage (day intervention); 

lack of signage and instructions at the technical room housing the 
inverters; 

lack of qualified personnel on site to intervene on the panels, the disaster 
company renting its roof to a third-party company; 

clearing of the damaged premises and collapsed roof elements delayed 
or even prevented in the presence of bare electrical cables and still 
connected to the panels. 

ARIA 42247 - 
05/06/2012 - 79 - 
CHICHE 

A fire broke out at 2:45 p.m. in the protective box of the 300 m2 
photovoltaic installation of a 2,000m2 barn housing 100 t of hay. A 
technician from the company operating the panels cuts off the power 
supply to the case located 10m high. Firefighters' response began and 
ended at 7 p.m. Damage is limited to the box. 

ARIA 42382 - 
02/07/2012 - 67 - 
WEINBURG 

A fire broke out at 5:30 p.m. in a 1,000 m2 farm building used to dry 
vegetable waste and turn it into pellets for boilers. The roof is equipped 
with 1,000 m2 of photovoltaic panels connected to a fleet of 36,000 m2 
of panels. Flames pierce the roof above the fireplace. Firefighters are 
using the operation's 200 m3 fire reserve, which is insufficient. A 2 km 
line is then deployed to refuel it. The building houses a 3 m3 LPG tank 
that firefighters protect from the flames and cool down. The fire is 
contained at 8:00 p.m. The procedure ends at 9:00 a.m. the next day. 800 
m3 of pellets burned and the 1,000 m2 of the roof was destroyed. During 
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the fire, the panels continued to generate electricity, complicating the 
firefighters' response. 

ARIA 42395 - 
04/07/2012 - 86 - 
MOUTERRE-
SILLY 

A farmer reported a fire in a building housing 4,700 t of straw and 250 
m3 of ensiling at around 4:30 p.m. The wind is fanning the flames. The 
electricity distribution service cuts a nearby high-voltage line and 
ensures that a photovoltaic installation on the roof of a nearby building 
is disconnected to prevent a return of power; 37 customers are without 
power. Firefighters set up 4-roll peacock queues, protected the nearby 
goat farm housing 500 animals, 5 flour silos for animal feed and a tyre 
depot with 2 spears. They put out the fire in the night with 2 other spears. 
The building, straw and see assiling were destroyed. The damage 
amounts to 230 kEuros.The village of Silly suffered a temporary water 
supply problem during the first filling of the pump trucks. A standard fire 
hydrant is installed in the vicinity of the operation. The fire broke out 
following the self-ignition of pressed haystacks on May 25 

ARIA 42445 - 
07/17/2012 - 87 - 
BONNAC-LA-
COTE 

A fire broke out around 4:30 p.m. at the photovoltaic panels in place on 
the roof of a house. The latter bursts into flames soon after. The presence 
of these signs complicates the response of the emergency services, which 
mobilizes 25 firefighters and 5 vehicles during 1 hour. The house was 
destroyed, but no casualties were reported. An investigation is being 
carried out. 

ARIA 42440 - 
07/17/2012 - 12 - 
LAISSAC 

A fire of unknown origin broke out around 3 p.m. in a detached house; 
its roof equipped with photovoltaic panels collapses during the disaster. 
Firefighters were implementing two water lances and the fire was 
extinguished at 5 p.m. No injuries were reported and the town hall 
relocated the four occupants. 

ARIA 42652 - 
08/25/2012 - 35 - 
TALENSAC 

A fire broke out around 3 a.m. in a 2,000-square-metre agricultural shed 
covered with 1,300 m2 of photovoltaic panels and housing equipment 
and animals. The flames spread to a 700 m2 barn containing a stock of 
50 t of hay and 10 t of straw. Emergency services protect the house and 
evacuate 9 residents. They controlled the fire around 6 a.m. with 5 spears, 
cut the metal frame to extract the straw and completed the 
extinguishment in the middle of the day. The two buildings and their 
contents were destroyed and about 20 3-month-old calves and young 
heifers were killed. 

ARIA 42785 - 
09/19/2012 - 24 - 
SEAL-SAINT-
ANGEL 

A fire broke out at 1:45 p.m. in two agricultural buildings housing straw 
and cattle, one of 800m2 equipped with photovoltaic panels in the roof, 
the other of 400 m2. The flames spread to the nearby forest. In the 
absence of a water point on site, firefighters must establish a truck noria 
for 2 km. The risk of collapse led rescuers to allow the forage to burn 
under surveillance, with the agreement of the operator, the mayor and the 
deputy prefect. Two of the 50 cattle perished, 7 others were injured. The 
forage stock is 90% burnt. 

ARIA 42908 - 
10/15/2012 - 03 - 

A fire broke out around 3 a.m. in a 3,000-square-metre farm building 
housing 700 t of straw and fodder, as well as agricultural equipment. 
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VALLON-EN-
SULLY 

Firefighters protected two nearby buildings equipped with photovoltaic 
roof panels and extinguished the fire around 8 a.m. with 5 spears. The 
straw stock is destroyed. Emergency services were clearing the scene. 
The mayor and the electricity distribution service went to the station. The 
prefecture has been notified. 

ARIA 43125 - 
03/12/2012 - 27 - 
HERQUEVILLE 

A fire broke out around 10:30 a.m. in a 740-square-metre farm building 
housing straw and NPK fertilizers. The wind is fanning the fire. A 
security perimeter was established, traffic was cut off and three 
neighbours were evacuated. The electrical distribution service cuts a 
nearby line supplying 50 subscribers (125 people). Part of the roof, 
equipped with photovoltaic panels, collapses. Firefighters evacuate 
fertilizers and let the straw burn after spreading it out. Power is provided 
by generators at 1 p.m. and finally restored at 5 p.m. The gendarmerie, 
the mayor and the deputy prefect went to the scene. 

ARIA 43182 - 
12/21/2012 - 09 - 
MALLEON 

A fire broke out around 8:30 p.m. in a 1,500 m2 agricultural shed covered 
with photovoltaic panels and housing 2,000 t of straw. Firefighters let the 
building burn under protection to prevent the fire from spreading. The 
shed, the straw stock and a tractor were destroyed; the damage is 
estimated at 500,000 euros. An investigation is being carried out. 

ARIA 43184 - 
12/21/2012 - 25 - 
BREMONDANS 

A fire broke out around 9 p.m. in a 1,300 m2 agricultural building, 
supporting 900 m2 of photovoltaic panels, and consisting of 3 modules: 
a stall housing 30 cows and 9 heifers, a storage of 400 t fodder and a 
room housing the inverters connected to the photovoltaic panels. The 
operator evacuates some of the animals and the water department opens 
the fire reserve of the nearby water tower. Rescuers establish a security 
perimeter, control the spread of the disaster with 2 spears and let the 
fodder and inverters still live burn at night. Six cows and nine heifers 
perish. The building was damaged, the forage stock was destroyed, as 
well as a tractor, trailer and quad bike. Gas and electricity utilities and 
the mayor visited the site. 

The affected building is the subject of a municipal decree of imminent 
danger due to the electrical danger associated with the photovoltaic 
panels. A short circuit could be the cause of the fire of the building built 
3 years earlier. 

ARIA 43615 - 
03/27/2013 - 43 - 
POLIGNAC 

A fire broke out around 2:30 p.m. on the roof of a house with 12 m2 of 
photovoltaic panels. The electricity distribution service turns off the 
panels and firefighters extinguish the fire. The house is damaged and the 
panels have melted. The 5 inhabitants are rehoused with relatives. A 
malfunction of the photovoltaic installation is believed to have caused 
the fire. 

ARIA 44172 - 
05/08/2013 - 19 - 
VALIERGUES 

A fire broke out at 9:15 p.m. in a 600-square-metre straw storage farm 
building. Half of the roof is covered with photovoltaic panels. Because 
the available water resources are too scarce, firefighters organize a noria 
of trucks. The procedure ends at 12:00 p.m. the next day. The building is 
destroyed. 
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ARIA 44519 - 
10/28/2013 - 11 - 
NARBONNE 

A buried electrical box catches fire at around 12:25 p.m. at the foot of a 
metal pillar supporting the photovoltaic installation covering the parking 
lot of a hypermarket. The fire was extinguished with a powder 
extinguisher before firefighters arrived. A security perimeter is 
established pending the shutdown of the facility by a specialist 
technician. The procedure ends at 2:30 p.m. 

ARIA 44979 - 
02/19/2014 - 43 - 
CHADRON 

A fire broke out around 3:15 a.m. in a 1,000-square-metre farm building 
for barn use and forage storage. The 8 cows present manage to get out. 
The roof is equipped with photovoltaic panels. Firefighters are protecting 
an identical building 30 metres away and feeding their spears on a 
recently installed fire reserve in a nearby hamlet. They decide to let the 
building burn under control. The electricity service insulates the 
building. The building, the fodder it contained and a tractor were 
destroyed. 

 RESULTS OF ACCIDENTOLOGY 

The ARIA database lists 38 French accidents involving photovoltaic panels, including 23 
events (60%) in agricultural premises. 

In the majority of cases, fire departures are external to the photovoltaic installation (fires inside 
storage, hot spot work, chimney fire...) and then spread to roofs covered with panels. 
Nevertheless, the installation or panels are mentioned as being the origin of the fire in 2 cases. 

 SUMMARY OF ACCIDENTOLOGY 

Analysis of the 38 accidents and feedback from users show that problems are: 

 Material or laying defects 

The characteristics of the facilities (builder, equipment) are rarely known in ARIA. Some events 
involve certain brands of junction panels and boxes. The defect would be at the level of a bad 
wiring of the junction housing that would create electrical arcs. 

When installing the panels, fires may be observed during or following their installation. 
According to some regulators, the number of non-standard facilities is increasing. The reported 
incidents are believed to be related to "ill-made poses". However, Teranga Niakhar Storage 
places safety and quality as priorities in the implementation of its projects. Thus, only suppliers 
and subcontractors tested and offering a high level of quality will be selected for this project. 
This will minimize the risks associated with defective materials. 

 Difficulties in responding to firefighters 

Emergency services face many operational difficulties during disasters: 

 Inability to stop electricity generation; 
 The risk of electrification 
 Spreading the fire via electrical cables 
 Fusion of aluminum structure supports that liquefy and damage firefighters' protective 

clothing; 
 Installation not visible from the ground in the absence of signage; 
 Instructions not available at the technical room housing the inverters; 
 Lack of qualified staff on site in case of renting the roof to a third party company; 
 Delay in clearing the premises due to bare electrical cables still connected to the panels. 
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Recommendations to facilitate the intervention of firefighters: 

 Provide safety instructions for the technical room. 
 Have a quick shutdown box for the plant in the event of a disaster. 
 Provide active and/operational measures for fire risks 
 Have a fire extinguisher at each hot spot. 

 
 Consequences of events 

The consequences of the 38 accidents are essentially material. The costs of the latter can be in 
the hundreds of thousands of euros depending on the area of the panels destroyed as well as the 
time it takes to shut down the installations. 

Classification of potential accidents by nature 

This analysis shows that the ARIA database has never recorded an accident in a photovoltaic 
solar power plant. The establishments affected by accidents include photovoltaic panels, but 
these are not the cause of the various fires noted. 

9.6. PRELIMINARY RISK ANALYSIS 

Preliminary Risk Analysis (RPA) is an integral part of the hazard study that aims to determine 
all the causes and consequences of a likely accident that may occur and relates to the facilities 
and equipment put in place as part of the project. 

 METHODOLOGY 

The analysis methodology is taken from the Methodological Guide to Danger Studies of the 
Ministry of the Environment of Senegal. It is shown below. 

 ESTIMATING THE LEVEL OF RISK 

Estimating the level of risk is like making a rating on the basis on which the risks will be 
prioritized. 

This estimate is made using several methods. In this study, the Preliminary Risk Analysis 
method is the one chosen because best meets the criteria of this facility. The principle of this 
method is the identification and risk assessment in a preliminary way to the use of more precise 
analytical methods or on a less complex system. It is adapted to the design of new installations. 

The results of the RPA identify the dreaded events, the dangerous induced phenomena and the 
adverse effects they can cause. Thus, depending on the severity of the effects and their 
probability of occurrence, they will be assigned lump sum values that will be informed in a grid 
in accordance with the Senegal Hazard Study Guide. The attribution of these scores is also 
based on the information obtained from the feedback from accidents that have occurred in other 
similar facilities.  

Table 44: Risk Allocation Grid 

Probability scale (P) Gravity scale (G) 

score meaning score meaning 

1 - Unlikely 
-Never seen in this 
industrial sector; 

1 - negligible 

-Minor impact on staff 

-No shutdown 

-Low environmental effects 
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Probability scale (P) Gravity scale (G) 

score meaning score meaning 

-Almost impossible in 
the establishment 

2 - rare 

-Already met in this 
industrial sector; 

-Possible in the 
establishment 

2 - minor 

-Medical care for staff 

-Minor damage 

-Small loss of products 

-Minor effects on the 
environment 

3 - 
occasional 

-Already met in the 
establishment; 

-Occasional but can 
happen a few times in the 
establishment 

3 - important  

-Seriously injured staff 
(extended work stoppage) 

-Limited damage 

-Partial shutdown of operations 

-significant environmental 
effects 

4 - frequent 
-Arrives two to three 
times in the 
establishment 

4 - critical 

-Life-disabling injury, (1 to 3 
deaths) 

-Significant damage 

-Partial shutdown of operations 

-significant environmental 
effects 

5 - constant 

-Arrives several times a 
year in the establishment 
(more than 3 times a 
year)  

5 - 
catastrophic 

-Several dead 

-Very extensive damage 

-Long production stoppage 

Source: Methodological Guide to Senegal Danger Studies 

The combination of the two scores assigned to each risk factor will allow it to be rated as 
tolerable, significant or unacceptable risk depending on the colour code assigned to it. 

Table 45: Risk Rating Table 

Risk level gravity 

5 4 3 2 1 

 p
ro

b
ab

il
it

y 

5      

4      
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3      

2      

1      

Source: Methodological Guide to Senegal Danger Studies 

By crossing probability and gravity, the risk will be found on one of the three levels represented 
by the following colors:  

Green:  tolerable risk. According to Senegal's hazard study guide, no action is required. 

Yellow:   Significant risk. According to the guide, a short-, medium- and long-term reduction 
plan must be implemented. 

Red:   high risk, unacceptable. Any risk contained in this red part is considered to be major 
and therefore, in accordance with the guide, a detailed study including the development of 
accident scenarios that may lead to it is required. As a result, prevention and protection 
measures must be put in place immediately to reduce and control the risk. 

 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS 

In the table below are listed the likely risks that may be encountered and their causes. The initial 
risk and the final risk are studied in order to demonstrate the effectiveness, reliability or 
otherwise of the recommended preventive measures. Improved means of prevention as needed 
and techniques for controlling consequences are also being developed. 
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Table 46: Preliminary Risk Analysis 

No Event Causes Consequences kinetic  pi gi Laugh prevention Pf Gf Rf intervention  

1. Photovoltaic field and electrical equipment: inverters, cables 

1.1  

 

 

 

fire 

 

 

short circuit 

Wrong 
installation 

Lack of 
hardware 

Maintenance 
work 

Mechanical 
aggression 
(falling object, 
vandalism, 
etc.) 

Old 
equipment 

lightning 

Poor quality 
equipment 

Failure to 
design or 
assemble 
panels 

Effects on staff 
(Electrocution, 

electrisation) 

Loss of 
equipment; 

Effects on the 
environment 
(air, soil) 

nit 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

 Switches 
(differential 
automatic, 
interconnection, 
DC cut-off); 

Class II insulation 
on all electrical 
components; 

Fire alert system; 

Recruiting an 
empowered 
workforce; 

Floating 
configuration of 
the generator field; 

Presence of means 
of extinction; 

Setting up 
parafoudre; 

 Periodic 
maintenance and 

2 

 

 

 

3 

 

 

 

 Use fire 
extinguishers 
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No Event Causes Consequences kinetic  pi gi Laugh prevention Pf Gf Rf intervention  

Temperature 
sensor failure 

Fuel elements 
in contact with 
live elements 

Assault by an 
external fire 

maintenance of 
equipment; 

Weeding as 
needed in areas 
with electrical 
equipment; 

Fire strip around 
the site. 

2. Electrical transformer 

2.1 Explosion of 
a 
transformer 

Static 
electricity; 

Cigarettes; 

Work by hot 
spots; 

Sparkles of 
electrical or 
mechanical 
origin; 

Fire nearby. 

Internal 
property 
damage; 

Internal 
operating 
losses; 

Environmental 
effects (air and 
soil) 

Spreading the 
fire; 

Effects on 
humans 
(Injury...) 

nit 2 5  Prohibiting access 
to smokers in 
storage areas; 

Putting in place 
instructions and 
posters; 

Require permits to 
fire before any 
work by hot spots; 

Maintenance and 
verification of 
electrical 
installations; 

Training first aid 
personnel; 

2 4  Alert the Fire 
Brigade 

Prior 
operations of 
first aid 
personnel. 
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No Event Causes Consequences kinetic  pi gi Laugh prevention Pf Gf Rf intervention  

Isolation of the 
building by 
firewalls. 

2.2 Pollution 
from loss of 
containment 
of an oil tank 

Hardware 
failure; 

Mechanical 
shock; 

Natural 
phenomenon 
(foudre). 

Soil 
contamination 
possibility of 
infiltration; 

Loss of utility. 

fast  2 3  Staff training; 

Setting up 
parafoudres 

Setting up a 
retention below 
the post; 

Introducing 
absorbent 
products; 

 

2 2  Spread the 
absorbent on 
the floor; 

Recover 
contaminated 
soil. 

2.3 Transformer 
fire 

Nearby fire; 

Smoker, hot 
spot work, 
etc.; 

Malevolence; 

Overloading 
the 
transformer 
causing the 
insulating oil 
to heat up; 

Short-circuit; 

Internal 
property 
damage; 

Internal 
operating 
losses; 

Effects on the 
environment 
(air and soil). 

nit  2 4  Exercises on the 
POI; 

 Set up CO2 and 
powder fire 
extinguishers;  

Setting up 
firewalls; 

Require permits to 
fire before any 
work by hot spots; 

Set up instructions 
and displays; 

2 3  Alerting the 
emergency 
services 

Use the 
means to fight 
the fire; 

Intervention 
of trained 
staff. 
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No Event Causes Consequences kinetic  pi gi Laugh prevention Pf Gf Rf intervention  

Moisture; 

Lack of 
maintenance; 

lightning. 

Transformer 
isolated in a room 
and grounded 

Regular inspection 
of the transformer 

Lightning 
protection by 
parafoudre 
installation 

3. Storage batteries 

3.1 Fire linked 
to a thermal 
runaway 

Assembly 
problem; 

Shocks; 

Strong 
increase in 
temperature; 

Accidental 
contact of 
elements in 
the battery; 

The presence 
of a liquid 
containing 
highly 
flammable and 
unstable 

Burning; 

Emissions of 
polluting 
gases; 

Loss of 
external and 
internal utility; 

Too bad on the 
hardware; 

Likely 
shutdown of 
production. 

nit 2 4  Mechanism to 
monitor electrical 
voltage, charge, 
temperature; 

Battery 
Management 
System (BMS); 

Battery protection 
from shocks (local 
container); 

Weather 
protection; 

Adequate 
ventilation of the 

2 3  Alert from 
external and 
internal 
emergency 
services; 

Use F-500 
fire 
extinguishers. 
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No Event Causes Consequences kinetic  pi gi Laugh prevention Pf Gf Rf intervention  

Lithium salts 
in the 
electrolyte. 

battery storage 
room; 

Exercises on the 
POI; 

Storage retention; 

Secure procedure 
when 
loading/unloading, 
transporting and 
storing batteries. 

3.2 Explosion 
related to 
increased 
internal 
battery 
pressure 

Battery 
charged in the 
presence of 
defects; 

Increased 
battery 
temperature 
and excessive 
energy; 

Design that is 
too positive or 
unevenly 
coated; 

Vibration 
during 
transport; 

Internal or 
external short-
circuit; 

Tension and 
high 
temperature 
during 
transport; 

Loss of 
internal 
utilities; 

Stopping 
production; 

Likely effects 
on the 
environment 
(soil, water, 
air). 

Spontaneous 2 4  2 3  
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No Event Causes Consequences kinetic  pi gi Laugh prevention Pf Gf Rf intervention  

Excessive 
battery charge; 

Water reaction 
with 
electrolytes; 

Insufficient 
capacity of the 
negative 
electrode. 

3.3 Electrolyte 
leak 
following 
loss of 
containment 

Mechanical 
shock causing 
cracks, 
damage to 
exterior 
armour; 

Battery 
fire/explosion. 

Loss of 
internal utility; 

Momentary 
shutdowns of 
production; 

Effects on the 
environment 
(soil, water, 
air). 

fast 2 3  Storage of 
batteries in an airy 
and secure room; 

Waterproof 
retentions; 

Fire and explosion 
prevention 
measures 
mentioned above. 

2 2  Recovery of 
products on 
the ground; 

Pre-operation 
of trained 
personnel; 

Alert external 
emergency 
services. 
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 SUMMARY OF RISK ANALYSIS 

The results of the preliminary risk analysis are shown on the next criticality matrix. Each 
dreaded event is represented by its two numbers corresponding to probability and gravity. Only 
the results of the final risk analysis are presented in the following table. 

Table 47: Summary of Risk Levels of Identified Dreaded Events 

 

probability 

gravity 

5 4 3 2 1 

5      

4      

3      

2  2.1 1.1, 2.3, 3.1, 
3.2 

2.2, 3.3  

1      

The table above reflects the criticality of the dreaded events after the establishment of security 
barriers and means of protection.  

From this analysis, three dreaded events deemed "important" are revealed by the significance 
of the level they occupy in the criticality grid. Therefore, in accordance with the methodological 
hazard study guide, a short-, medium- and long-term reduction plan will be implemented. 

9.7. DETAILED RISK ANALYSIS 

A detailed study of accident scenarios will provide a forecast of the likely induced effects. Only 
physical phenomena will be analyzed. Their associated effect distances and the relevant 
regulatory thresholds will be identified and will be used to estimate the safe distances to be 
taken and the most appropriate means to protect the environment. 

Thresholds for regulatory effects 

The Methodological Guide to Hazard Studies of the Ministry of Environment in Senegal sets 
for thermal effects, overpressure effects and toxic effects of effect distances associated with 
effects on people and structures.  

Thermal effect thresholds 

The effect zones of fire scenarios are defined against reference threshold values expressed for 
humans and structures, in the form of thermal effects. These reference values are derived from 
the methodological guide to the study of hazards developed by Senegal's Ministry of the 
Environment. 

The table below gives the reference values of thermal effects. 
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Table 48: Thermal Effects Reference Values Reference Value 

Phenomenon ≥ 2 
minutes 

Thermal flow 
(KW/m2) 

Phenomenon ≤ 2 
minutes 

Thermal doses  
 

3 600 Threshold for irreversible effects, 30-s blisters 
for unprotected persons 

5 1000 Threshold for the first lethal effects 

10 2600 Threshold for very significant lethal effects 

Third-degree brulee 

Reference value (KW/m2) Effects on structures 

5 Thermally destroying threshold for windows 

10 Domino effects 

Inflammation risks for combustible materials 

20  Destruction or rupture of structural elements  

Holding concrete for hours 

Thresholds for overpressure effects 

The effects of overpressure are due to shock waves resulting from a blast or detonation. 
Reference values as well as effects on men and structures are shown in the table below. 

Table 49: Reference Value and Effects on Men and Structures 

Reference Value 
(mbar) 

Effects on humans  Effects on structures  

20  Threshold for irreversible 
effects corresponding to the 
area of indirect effects on 
humans 

Window destruction threshold above 
10% 

50  Threshold for irreversible 
effects corresponding to the 
zone of significant dangers to 
humans 

Light damage to structures, 75% 
destruction of windows 

140  Threshold for the first lethal 
effects 

Domino Effects Threshold 

Partial collapse of the walls and roofs 
of houses 
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Reference Value 
(mbar) 

Effects on humans  Effects on structures  

350  Threshold for very significant 
lethal effects 

Very serious damage to structures 

Destruction of buildings, rupture of 
pipes  

 IDENTIFICATION OF MAJOR ACCIDENT SCENARIOS 

The major dangerous event that could affect the solar power plant is mainly from the 
transformer. The scenario that will be presented concerns the explosion of the transformer 

 INTRODUCING THE RESULTS OF THE MODELLING 

 Scenario description  

The explosion of the 4500 kVA power transformer - 0.40kV/30kV  bathed in dielectric oil due 
to short circuit or lightning, causing the dielectric oil to overheat. The effect distances of the 
shock wave caused by the transformer explosion are determined here. 

 Methodology for assessing effect distances 

To assess the distances of overpressure effects, the PROJEX method developed by INERIS was 
used. This methodcombined a Brode calculation for energy and a multi-energy index for 
pressure effects. It is based on: 

 Brode's equation to determine available explosion energy; 
 multi-energy method to assess pressure mitigation. 

 Modelling data  

The first step is to determine the energy of the dust explosion that is made from the simplified 
Brode equation (in Joules): and E - 3 -V - (Pex - Patmospheric)  

with:  

 V: volume of the enclosure considered in m3 
 Pex - Patmospheric - Relative pressure of the explosion in Pa,  
 Pex: absolute pressure of the explosion. 

We are in a case where the volume is unsured, so we will have:  

Pex - Patm - 2 - Rupture (where Rupture is the static pressure breaking the speaker). 

The brake pressure, still known as ruin overpressure, is related to the nature of the transformer 
walls (see figure below). The transformer wall is an iron-silicon metal wall. 
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Table 50:Order of Magnitude of Material Resistance3 

 

Source: https://aida.ineris.fr/sites/default/files/gesdoc/30268/silos-Guide.pdf 

The second step is to determine the distances of the overpressure effects and is done by 
applying the multi-energy index 10 method, which can be increasing in some cases. This 
formula, respecting the physics of the phenomenon, gives the overpressure of a shock wave 
resulting from a burst, depending on the explosion energy defined in stage 1. 

The following table gives the formulas associated with the effects of overpressure:  

Table 51: Distance of Overpressure Effects according to the Multi-Energy Index 10 
Method 

 

Table 52: Scenario 1 entries data 

Operational characteristics of the combustion chamber 

Product involved in the explosion Transformative oil  

Volume of oil tank 2m3 

Breaking pressure 20,000 Pa 
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atmospheric pressure 101325 Pa 

  MODELLING RESULTS, GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION OF EFFECT DISTANCES AND 

COMMENTS 

Table 53: 4Scenario 1 Modelling Results 

Reference values for 
overpressure effect thresholds 

Energy 

explosion 

Distance of overpressure 
effects 

   

300 mbar  

 

240,000 Joules 

 

1.74m 

200 mbar 1.98m 

140 mbar 3,107m 

50 mbar 6.83m 

20 mbar 13.67m 

 

 COMMENTS (DATA ANALYSIS) 

The results of the transformer explosion modeling define the distances of the overpressure 
effects corresponding to the following pressure wave values: 

 the pressure wave values of 300 and 200 mbar corresponding to the thresholds of the 
very significant lethal effects resulting from very serious damage to structures, 
destruction of buildings and rupture of pipes cover rays of 1.74m and 1.98m. 

 the 140 mbar pressure waves corresponding to the threshold of the first lethal effects 
resulting in domino effects, a partial collapse of the walls and roofs of the houses covers 
a radius equal to 3,107 m. 

 the 50 mbar and 20 mbar waves cover rays of 6.83 and 13.67 m respectively and may, 
depending on the case, seriously injure those in the vicinity. 

Two power transformers will be present at the plant site. To minimize the risks, Teranga 
Niakhar Storage, in addition to ensuring its regular maintenance, will ensure that it is installed 
in an area at least 15m away from any other equipment and life base to eliminate the risk of 
domino effects and consequences on the buildings and staff of the plant. 

 GRAPHIC REPRESENTATION 

 Representation of the scenario in the form of a bow tie 

To identify safety-important elements, a risk management representation was made using the 
"butterfly knot" method. This method allows us to visualize concretely the scenario of the 
accident that occurred on the basis of its initial causes to the consequences. It also includes 
barriers to preventing and limiting the consequences of the likely accident to occur. The 
barriers depicted on the bow tie are spelled out in Table 53.   
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The representation of the scenario using the bow tie method is applied to the explosion 
accident of the solar power plant's electrical transformer. 

The method of representing a scenario in the form of a bow tie is a recommendation of INERIS. 
The use of such a tool, based on tree-like methods such as the failure tree and/or the event 
tree, allows us to better describe the scenarios but also to provide valuable demonstration 
elements concerning the mastery of each of these scenarios. 

Table 54: "Bow tie" model; Source: INERIS 
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The scenario studied is the explosion of a transformer. 

Table 55:: Safety barriers of the gas line ignition scenario 

No Name of the gate 

1 Obtaining a fire permit before any work by hot spots 

2 Isolation of the building by firewalls 

3 Electrical maintenance and verification of facilities 

4 Firefighting measures 

5 Remove the transformative position of administrative premises and guarding post 
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5 

Explosion of a 
transform 

Flame spread 

Overpressure 
effects 

Fire Burns; 
Destruction; 

Collapse 

Effects on 
humans  

Significant lethal 
effects 

Destruction; 
Collapses 

Effects on 
equipment  

     Flame 
or spark 
nearby 

yes 

Event tree Failure tree 

SCENARIO 

yes 

Work by hot spots 

Fire nearby 

1 

2 

short circuit  3 

4 

Warming up with 
dielectric oil 
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9.8. PREVENTION, PROTECTION AND INTERVENTION 

This section discusses the security measures recommended by the consultant to reinforce those 
planned by Teranga Niakhar Storage. These measures will cover all aspects of the project with 
a view to increasing the safety of the site and the reliability of the equipment, thereby reducing 
the risks that could be caused by this photovoltaic installation.  

 EQUIPMENT SAFETY MEASURES 

The equipment that will be present during the production is essentially electrical equipment so 
carry an electrical risk if all operating and safe conditions are not respected. 

In photovoltaic installations, the process of converting solar energy into electricity is 
continuous. During the operation of the plant during the day, it is impossible to stop the 
operation which is why Teranga Niakhar Storage provides a main emergency stop device that 
will be installed at the entrance to the electric room. The arrival and exit cells will be open 
(electrically) on this emergency stop.  

Inverters, transformers and the cables that connect them have the potential to cause electrical 
hazards. 

Some safety measures are recommended in addition to those developed in the APR table:  

 Setting up a thermo fuse-cutting system that triggers at a temperature of around 25oC; 
 Setting up a PV emergency switch positioned near the solar panels: once operated 

remotely, the panels are short-circuited; 
 Control of the isolation of the DC part for the prevention of degradation; 
 grounding all metal parts of the materials; 
 Protecting cables from natural aggression 
 Setting up a fire detection system 
 setting up parafoudres to protect materials; 
 7 m wide. 

 
 Energy storage system security measures 

The storage system presents electrical risks and therefore a high short-circuit frequency. The 
list below consists of safety precautions to follow when handling batteries: 

 General instructions 
 Do not place any tools or metal parts on top of the batteries;  
 Keep the installation and maintenance site as clean and dust-free as possible. 

Batteries should not be disposed of arbitrarily; 
 Do not throw the batteries into the fire as they could explode; 
 do not open or maim batteries. Only a qualified and qualified technician can perform 

annual preventive maintenance; 
 The electrical integration of the battery must be floating (i.e. none of the poles are 

referenced to the ground); 

 

 Safe handling instructions 
 Do not remove the hoods from the module. No dismantling or module changes are 

allowed; 
 Do not use metal objects that could cause a positive and negative (-) short-circuit of the 

terminals;  
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 Do not subject the module to mechanical shocks;  
 Do not drop the module, if the module falls, do not use it and discard it immediately; 
 Do not disassemble and damage the module  
 Do not insert foreign substances into the module 
 Don't remove a screw from the module  
 Do not expose the battery module to water and a very humid environment;  
 Do not heat the module. Avoid direct exposure to the sun;  
 Do not weld directly on battery contacts  
 Do not use marked or deformed batteries Eliminate them in accordance with local 

regulations;  
 Do not damage the cable sheath or connectors  
 Do not load and unload with inadequate equipment  
 Do not smoke within 20 metres of the batteries 
 Do not place any objects on the battery module and the BCU; 
 Do not eat or drink near batteries; 
 Do not store/install batteries with flammable materials or explosive materials. 
 First aid measures 

In the event of a defect or deterioration of the module in operation or installation, it is requested 
to follow the procedure below for handling the defective module. 

a) Follow handling instructions safely and wear appropriate personnel protective 
equipment; 

b) Check and ensure that no power is running through the battery before unplugging the 
power cables; 

c) Two or more people must work together to manipulate the module; 
d) Prohibit access to the battery system when it exhibits abnormal behaviour, e.g. spark, 

smoke, overheating, etc. It is recommended to follow the procedure below to handle the 
defective module depending on the type of defect. After moving the defective battery 
module to a safe location, contact the service technician immediately: 

 Functional defect: If the defect is only related to functionality rather than security, such 
as voltage, temperature detection or fan malfunction, etc., the faulty module must be 
stored in an area that meets storage standards; 

 Electrical fault: If the defective module has not only a functional failure, but also a 
mechanical or electrical failure, e.g. severe drop and mechanical deformation module, 
thermal damage due to residues on the module surface, all abnormal electrical features, 
etc., the defective module must be stored in an anti-flagging chamber located far from 
the battery storage system. 

 Defective battery storage blast-proof chamber 
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Picture 16: Explosion-proof defective battery storage chamber 

 

Source:  Samsung SDI Maintenance and Operations Manual; September 2019 

 Serious defect: if the module has encountered serious safety problems, for example, 
flame, open vent, self-heating or leakage, etc. the defective module must be placed in 
salt water (at least 3 days) that is contained in a thermal plastic box. 

o Salinity: water 30 kg - salt 1.1 kg 
o Plastic box size: L 500 x L 700 x P 500mm 
o Thermal plastic box 

Picture 17: Thermal plastic box 

 

Source:  ESS Business Division/Samsung SDI Maintenance and Operations Manual; 
September 2019 

 

 SITE-RELATED SECURITY MEASURES 

The site must have sufficient security in order to avoid intruders, acts of vandalism, domino 
effects to reduce the risks of external origin. Site security also aims to inform about the activity 
and potential hazards inside and their locations. In this sense the following devices are (must 
be) provided:  

 The site's hard fence; 
 Setting up a firewall surrounding the site; 
 Training and awareness of staff 
 Permanent guarding system; 
 Setting up pictograms of hazards concerning photovoltaic risks; 
 Putting up signs showing the location of each component of the site; 
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 Provide a 120m3 water supply to fight fires; 
 Setting up CO2 and P50 fire extinguishers; 
 Working with the site's immediate neighbours; 
 Regular inspection and maintenance of the site to detect any anomalies. 

 PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE OPERATIONS AND SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS 

Maintenance operations are essential for the safety of the equipment, the teams involved on the 
site, the environment in general and the profitability of the project. They minimize the 
occurrence of incidents and accidents while ensuring the reliability of the equipment.  

To optimize its performance while ensuring the safety of its employees, Teranga Niakhar 
Storage will put in place a routine maintenance plan, conditional preventive and will have to 
include the safety instructions to be followed by the stakeholders.  

9.8.3.1. Preventive maintenance 

 Visual control of the condition of modules and media: 
o Checking the cleanliness of the modules 
o Cleaning modules early in the morning or late at night 
o Controlling the attachment of the modules 
o Control of the presence of shadow on the modules. 

 Checking the condition of the inverters: 
o Checking how the inverters work 
o Cleaning as needed from the inverters' inverters. 

 Electrical performance control: 
o Monitoring the condition of the cables 
o Three-phase network control 
o Control of AC and DC protections; 
o Verification of the continuity of equipotential links; 
o Check the status of the signage on electrical equipment. 

 Inspection of DC cases: 
o Checking connection clamps 
o Control of the state of the fuses. 

 Control of security organs: 
o Control of the state of the parafoudres; 
o Testing on emergency shutdown devices; 
o Control of differential circuit breakers. 

 Regular maintenance of the HTA delivery station: 
o Putting safety devices in place on the transformer 
o Controlling the transformer's settings 
o Maintenance of the arriving cells; 
o General protection of the position. 

 TGBT thermographic control: 
o Check the reliability of the control boxes 
o Check the condition of the cut-off and departure protection devices. 

 Control of junction boxes or multi-string box. 
 Battery control 

o Battery room inspection (visual inspection) 
- Make sure it is free of:  
- Deformation of the wire, or rust in the metal casing; 
- Loss of connection power 
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- Chemical odor in the battery room. 
o Daily inspection 

- Measure ambient temperature with a dedicated temperature sensor; 
- Measure the humidity in the battery room 
- check the battery log every day and check for an anomaly or an error. 

(refer to the requirements of the data log). 
o Monthly inspection 

- Check the average temperature trend over 1 month;  
- The average temperature should be less than 23 degrees Celsius. 
- Uniformity should be less than 5 degrees Celsius. 
- Check the average humidity trend over 1 month: no more than 80% HR 

for the period; 
- Check the battery log information for a year, share the information with 

SDI to check the cycle degradation. 

9.8.3.2. Safety instructions during maintenance operations 

During maintenance operations, responders should take precautions to avoid any incidents or 
accidents. Safety measures must be taken before work begins. These include:  

 Educate staff about the risks involved 
 Electrically insulate the devices on which the controls must be carried out; 
 Wear suitable EPIs such as gloves, safety shoes, construction clothing, safety vests, etc. 
 Inspect hazard pictograms before any intervention. 

 SPECIFIC STUDY OF OCCUPATIONAL RISKS 

This study of occupational risks helps to identify risks at each workstation, to propose means 
of prevention and protection. To this end, it allows us to anticipate the likely impacts on 
workers' health and to put in place preventive barriers in order to reduce as much as possible 
the occurrence of accidents. 

 RISK SITUATIONS AND ASSOCIATED DANGEROUS PHENOMENA 

In carrying out the project, from construction to operation, employees are exposed to risks that 
could affect their health and damage to their integrity.  

Due to nature and workload, workers are exposed to:  

 Traffic accidents due to lack of plans and non-compliance with traffic instructions; 
 Single-storey falls due to piles of waste or unsealed storage of equipment; 
 MSDs due to manual handling, load ports or work postures; 
 Injuries due to loss of dexterity due to lack of protective equipment or weather 

conditions or falling objects; 
 Electrocution or electrification due to a lack of insulation during maintenance 

operations; 
 Burns during hot spot operations etc. 

 PREVENTION AND PROTECTION MEASURES AGAINST THE SPREAD 

OF COVID-19 

The measures below are valid to prevent the spread of respiratory infections such as colds, flu 
in the workplace, and to protect all employees as well as anyone else entering the place. It is 
essential that these measures are applied now, even if COVID-19 has not yet been recorded in 
the community or the business. 
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9.8.6.1. Preventative measures 

These actions must be overseen by the occupational physician, the safety and health committee 
or the quality manager. Failing that, the employer appoints a steering team. 

 Hygiene of premises and staff 
 upgrade the sanitary facilities in the workplace in accordance with general hygiene 

and cleaning requirements prescribed by national regulations; 
 regularly clean surfaces (desks, tables, walls) with a disinfectant solution; 
 Promote hand washing by placing hand sanitizer dispensers in locations; 
 post messages promoting hand washing; 
 raise staff awareness of hand washing by organizing information sessions led by an 

occupational physician or other communication channels available within the 
company; 

 Healthy respiratory environment 
 post messages promoting respiratory hygiene; 
 Make sure that face masks and / or paper tissues are available in your workplaces, 

for workers who develop a runny nose or mild coughs; 
 install closed bins to dispose of waste (masks, handkerchiefs) in a hygienic manner; 

9.8.6.2. Preventive measures decreed by the World Health Organization (WHO 

Table 56: The prevention measures decreed by the WHO 

Measures Reasons for adopting the measure 

Wash your hands frequently with a 
hydroalcoholic solution or with soap and 
water 

Washing your hands with a hydroalcoholic 
solution or with soap and water kills the 
virus if it is on your hands. 

Avoid close contact by maintaining a distance 
of at least 1 meter from other people, 
especially if they are coughing, sneezing or 
have a fever. 

When someone infected with a respiratory 
virus, such as COVID-19, coughs or 
sneezes, they shoot out small droplets 
containing the virus. If you are too close, you 
can inhale the virus. 

Avoid touching your eyes, nose and mouth. The hands come in contact with many 
surfaces that can be contaminated with the 
virus. If you touch your eyes, nose or mouth, 
you may come in contact with the virus 
present on these surfaces. 

Respect the rules of respiratory hygiene by 
covering the mouth and nose with the bend of 
the elbow or with a tissue in case of coughing 
or sneezing, throw the tissue immediately 
afterwards in a closed bin and wash your 
hands with a solution hydroalcoholic or with 
soap and water. 

Covering your mouth and nose when 
coughing or sneezing helps prevent the 
spread of viruses and other pathogens. 

If you start to feel unwell, even if you only 
have mild symptoms like a headache and a 

Avoiding contact with other people and 
going to healthcare facilities will allow these 
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Measures Reasons for adopting the measure 

weak runny nose, stay home until you 
recover. 

facilities to function more efficiently and 
protect you and others from COVID-19 and 
other viral illnesses. 

If you have a fever, cough, and difficulty 
breathing, see a doctor right away, as it could 
be a respiratory infection or other serious 
condition. Call your doctor and let them know 
if you have recently traveled or been in 
contact with travelers. 

If you call, your doctor can quickly refer you 
to the most suitable healthcare facility. In 
addition, it will protect you and prevent the 
spread of COVID-19 and other viral 
diseases. 

9.8.6.3. Protective measures 

9.8.6.3.1. In case of community transmission 

• Any worker, client or subcontractor with a mild cough or fever must stay at home, and 
seek care from health structures. 

• Any worker, client or subcontractor who has had to take simple medications, such as 
paracetamol, ibuprofen or aspirin, which may mask the symptoms of the infection, 
should stay at home (or work from home); 

• Communicating and promoting the message that people should stay home even if they 
have only mild symptoms of COVID-19; 

• Internal development of a management plan for a case or a suspected community case 
in the workplace 

• Consult the occupational health services, the public health authority or other partners to 
promote this message with the various communication media developed. 

9.8.6.4. Prevention and protection against occupational risks 

One of the general principles of prevention is to adapt work to man. In this sense, preventive 
measures and protections are recommended. Priority should be given to collective protective 
equipment for these means of prevention and protection. When they cannot be put in place, the 
manager must use personal protective equipment. 

Some prevention principles to be put in place before the start of the work are described below:  

 Secure the construction site environment 
 Develop access lanes and clear traffic directions for access to the workstation and for 

further interventions; 
 Regulate traffic and parking conditions 
 Put the panels electrically off during maintenance by incorporating a short circuit 

breaker; 
 Provide activity-appropriate handling equipment 
 Define flexible working hours by integrating the vagaries of the climate; 
 study the choice of equipment and techniques to be used taking into account the 

installation, maintenance and maintenance of equipment; 
 Set a schedule for cleaning panels, maintaining equipment to ensure maximum safety 

and optimal efficiency; 
 Ensure that the people involved in the site are empowered; 
 Educate staff about the risks they face and the importance of CBPs and PPE; 
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 Ensure the electrical training and clearance of stakeholders during the production phase 
for maintenance or maintenance purposes. In the following table, there are some 
occupational risks that workers may be exposed to:
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Table 57: Assessment of occupational risks 

Occupational risks in the preparation of the field and the receipt of the equipment 
Operation  Means used  Danger Risk Preventive measures 
Preparing the 
ground: 
deforestation; 
clearing; leveling; 
etc. 

Construction 
equipment 
Mechanical 
shovel, 
manual 

Emanation of dust 
Smoke emanation 
Traffic of construction vehicles 
 

Illnesses due to 
inhaling dust, 
smoke 
Injury 

 Immerse the soil with a little water to 
avoid dust rising 
 Use machines in good condition  
 Wear masks, helmets, safety shoes  
 Restrict access to the site 
 Limit traffic speeds 

Unloading 
equipment 

Machine 
Manual  

Handling heavy loads 
Falling objects 
 

Tms 
Injury 

 Limiting vehicle loads 
 Chaining as needed 
 Wear PPE such as: helmet, glove, safety 
shoe 
 Tag and put in place safety instructions 
when unloading equipment 

Handling  Mechanics 
Manual 

Handling heavy loads  Tms 
wound  
 

 Equipping with handling aids such as 
trolleys 
 Reduce the weight of loads; 
 Chaining as needed 
 Limit the use of manual handling 
 Mark the paths  
 Wear PPE such as: helmet, glove, safety 
shoe, fluorescent vests 

Storage of 
materials 

mechanics  
Manual  

Falling object  
Congested travel lanes 

wound  
Tms 

 Organize traffic and storage  
 Orderly store equipment 

Occupational risks in the construction and installation of the solar park 
operation  Means used  danger risk Preventive measures 
Making trenches Construction 

equipment 
Height work 
Presence of elevation 

wound   Put armor against the excavated walls 
 Belt the area 
 Put signage in the vicinity 
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 Wearing helmets 
Fixing and 
connecting 
modules 

mechanics 
Manual 

Work at height  
Falling object 
Switching the platform 

wound  
Tms 

 Use helmets 
 Use a guardrail 
 Don't overload the platform 

Work by hot spot Manual Use of open flame burn 
Eye damage  

 Use goggles 
 Have a fire permit 

Assembly and 
connection of 
electrical 
equipment 

Manual Presence of electricity Electrical injuries  Working off  
 Hire experienced electricians 

Work requiring 
power tools 

human Presence of electricity Electrical injuries  Use gloves, goggles and protective shoes 
for insulation  
 Use electrical protective equipment 

Occupational risks in the operation and maintenance phase of the solar power plant 
Operation  Means used  Danger Risk Preventive measures 
Caretaking human Aggression 

Snake bite 
Injury 
Amputation of a 
limb or death 
 

 Equipping the guarding post with 
sufficient and appropriate means to deter 
criminals 
 Seek the services of competent and 
certified people for the job 
 Setting up surveillance cameras 
 Working with the police 
 Maintain the grass 
 Spread a snake repellent on the site 
(make sure beforehand that this repellent does 
not have a harmful impact on soils) 

maintenance 
maintenance  

Technical 
Human 
 

Electrical 
current 
Snake bite 

Electrocution 
Electrical injuries 
Electric shock 
Injury  

 Electrically insulate powered devices  
 Bring a voltage-in-tension check device 
 Use gloves, helmets, safety boots and 
goggles 
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Amputation of a 
limb or death 

 Remove any metal objects when handling 
batteries (watches, rings, etc.) 
 Use tools with insulated handles to avoid 
inadvertent short circuits; 
 Use appropriate handling and lifting 
means to move batteries; 
 Maintain the grass 
 Spread a snake repellent on the site 
(make sure beforehand that this repellent does 
not have a harmful impact on soils) 
 Wear long pants and boots 
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It should be noted that occupational hazards may also be related to work equipment. Taking 
this into account, the promoter is advised to write a detailed specifications before purchasing 
the facilities and appliances, to verify their compliance upon receipt and to maintain their 
compliance throughout the period of use. 

Monitoring workers' health should also be considered to prevent the occurrence of certain 
diseases.  

The hazard study revealed the existence of electrical hazards intrinsic to the equipment used. 

The activity itself is safe however, the equipment and technology used are sources of danger. 
However, the operation of these equipments incorporates safety devices capable of 
automatically isolating components in case of drifts. Preventive and protective measures have 
been recommended in addition to those accompanying electrical devices to further enhance the 
safety of the environment of people and property. 

In practice, in normal operation, the solar power plant is not a danger to the environment. 

In degraded operation, the likely damage that could occur is not a major risk to the environment 
and can be quickly controlled given the safety features built into the devices that will be put in 
place at the plant site.  

Risks that may be induced by the neighbourhood can be reduced or controlled by close 
collaboration between the various neighbours, by the installation of an adequate security device 
to monitor and alert in case of need, etc.  

Compliance with the recommendations recommended in the hazard study would also be a 
guarantee to minimize the likelihood of the occurrence of dangerous phenomena detected 
during the Preliminary Risk Analysis and would also be a guarantee of safety for maximum, 
efficient protection and an asset for the protection of responding agents. 
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10. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN 

10.1. Introduction 

The Environmental and Social Management Plan (ESMP) aims to ensure that all measures to 
mitigate negative impacts and improve positive impacts are carried out correctly and on time. 

The objectives of the ESMP include: 

 Ensure that project activities are undertaken in accordance with all legal and regulatory 
requirements; 

 Ensure that the environmental issues of the project are well understood by the proponent 
and implemented both in the construction and operational phases. 

The Environmental Management Plan includes a number of measures: 

o Those to be included in the various specifications of contracting companies for work 
under contractual measures which will therefore not be assessed financially, as they are 
included in the CAD of the works; 

o Accompanying measures to be carried out in addition to technical and/or environmental 
actions that will be assessed financially, for example awareness-raising and training 
(institutional reinforcement of actors). 

The PGES will be revised as required to ensure its relevance and effectiveness. The proposed 
changes will be discussed with the relevant government authorities.  

This ESMP will include:   

 Regulatory and administrative measures; 
 Environmental and social management procedures; 
 Mitigation and impact enhancement measures during the construction phase and during 

the operational phase; 
 Monitoring and monitoring of the project 
 Actors involved in the implementation of the ESMP and their responsibilities. 

10.2. PRESCRIPTIVE AND REGULATORY MEASURES 

The aim of the normative and regulatory measures is to ensure that the project complies with 
applicable regulations, among other things. These include: 

 Permission to operate an ICPE 
 Compliance with environmental regulation 
 Compliance with land regulation; 
 Compliance with forest regulation 
 Compliance with the labour code; 
 follow procedures in case of discovery of archaeological remains; 
 Obligation to comply with environmental and social specifications; 
 Authorisation from the independent electric power producer; 
 Permission to build the plant; 
 Compliance with expropriation and compensation procedures; 
 Compliance with mining regulation. 
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10.3. PERMISSION TO OPERATE AN ICPE 

In accordance with the provisions of the Environmental Code, Teranga Niakhar Storage must 
apply to the Minister for the Environment (art) for permission to operate (5 copies). R.5 of the 
Environmental Code). 

The application must be the subject of a public inquiry prompted by the decision of the 
Governor of Fatick for a period of 15 days (Art. R.6). 

Article R4 of the Environmental Code Enforcement Decree states that "the authorisation to 
open and operate or commission classified facilities, subject to this decree and the classification 
of each of them, is determined by the decree of the Minister responsible for the environment 
taken after ministers of mines and civil protection. 

All the information necessary to comply with these regulations is mentioned in the art. R5 to 
R8 of the Environmental Code enforcement decree. 

For the application for authorization to operate an ICPE, Teranga Niakhar Storage must file 
with fatick's DIC or DREEC with the following documents: 

 Plans in 07 copies each: 
 1/1000 e scale situation plan;   
 1/2000 e scale mass  map; 
 1/200e  or 1/100e scale facility plan;   
 Safety notice or POI (if available); 
 Legal status of Terranga Niakhar storage; 
 Technical description of the project. 

10.4. PLANNING PERMISSION 

In accordance with the provisions of the Planning Code, Law No. 2008-43 of August 20, 2008 
bearing the Code of Urbanism and its decree of application No. 2009-1450 of December 30, 
2009 requires Teranga Niakhar Storage to obtain a building permit before the start of any 
activity. This authorization is issued after notice from the services responsible for industry, the 
environment, land use planning and civil protection. Any application for planning permission 
must include the following information (Art. R 368): 

 The nature of the establishment 
 The land plan for the project certified by a surveyor and approved by land registry 

services and architectural plans certified by a certified architect; 
 The class in which it should be stored; 
 an impact study for first-class schools; 
 A detailed description of the work 
 A safety notice 
 The means of relief against the effects of a possible disaster, and any measures taken to 

meet the measures provided by the current regulations. 

It is also necessary to present to the authority responsible for issuing the authorisation to build 
an execution file before the work begins. 

Teranga Niakhar Storage must comply with these regulations before the plant is built. 

10.5. AUTHORIZATION TO CLEAR OR CUT TREES 

For any deforestation or tree-cutting activity, Teranga Niakhar Storage will need to approach 
the water and forest services. The start-up of any activity that may affect existing vegetation 
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will require compliance with all the procedures established by the Forest Code and the logging 
taxes must be paid in advance. 

Art. R 36 of Decree 2019-110 enforcing Law No. 2018-25 of November 12, 2018, of the Forest 
Code, states that "any request for clearing is considered by the relevant municipal councils who 
submit their detailed opinions on the application to the Departmental Council." The elements 
that make up the file that accompany the application for clearing are mentioned in art. R37. 

Materials (wood, stakes, etc.) must also be authorized by the Forester. The start-up of any 
activity that may affect vegetation requires compliance with all the procedures established by 
the Forest Code. 

10.6. COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENTAL REGULATIONS 

For good environmental and social management of this project, Terranga Niakhar Storage and 
the company in charge of the works will have to ensure compliance with the national 
environmental regulations in force during the construction and operation phases, including that 
in terms of classified establishment and pollution management. 

The company in charge of the work before and during the work will have to approach the 
Environmental Services for the regulatory compliance of the facilities.  

Construction and operations will also be required to ensure compliance with the provisions 
relating to: 

 Waste management 
 Environment 
 Wastewater management standards (NS 05-061) and air pollution (NS 05-062) 

standard; 
 Noise requirements set out in the Labour Code and its complementary regulations. 

10.7. COMPLIANCE WITH LAND REGULATIONS 

 COMPLIANCE WITH MINING REGULATIONS 

For the operation of extraction sites (temporary or permanent) of building materials, the 
contractor is required to have the required authorizations by complying with national legislation 
if necessary. Particular attention should be paid to environmental management at the extraction 
site level.  It is recommended that the Contractor preferably use existing sites as possible. In 
case the company in charge of the work decides to work a quarry, it will have to approach the 
mining departments of Fatick's genealogy to comply with the regulations. 

 COMPLIANCE WITH THE LABOUR CODE 

For a sound management of relations with the workers, Terranga Niakhar Storage and the 
companies in charge of the work will have to comply with the requirements of the Labour Code 
and its regulations relating to personnel and its recruitment, work schedules, noise. 

In accordance with labour laws, the operation and constrcution of the plant must have a Hygiene 
and Safety Committee (planned as soon as the staff exceeds 50 officers). 

10.8. COMPLIANCE WITH PROCEDURES FOR THE DISCOVERY OF 
ARCHAEOLOGICAL REMAINS 

Act 71-12 of January 25, 1971 states in section 20 that "when subsequently work or any fact, 
monuments, ruins, remains of ancient dwellings or burials, inscriptions or generally objects of 
interest to prehistory, history, art or archaeology are unearthed, the discoverer of these objects 
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and the owner of the building where they were discovered are required to make the declaration 
to the competent administrative authority." 

During the work, if the above elements are discovered, the company in charge of the work is 
obliged to make an immediate declaration to the competent administrative authority (the 
cultural heritage services) with regard to the procedures to be followed. The company must take 
precautions to prevent its workers or anyone else from removing or damaging these objects; he 
must also notify the owner of this discovery and execute his instructions as to how to dispose 
of it. 

10.9. OBLIGATION TO RESPECT ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL 
SPECIFICATIONS 

Compliance with the requirements of the environmental and social specifications is the 
responsibility of the companies in charge of the work. These requirements include compliance 
with the following requirements:  

 Pollution prevention and cleanliness of the site; 
 Noise prevention  
 The safety of people (in the vicinity of the site, on the site and on the routes for 

transporting materials); 
 Prevention of social conflict and gender-based violence; 
 Etc. 

10.10. AUTHORIZATION OF THE INDEPENDENT ELECTRIC POWER 
PRODUCER 

As part of this project, Terranga Niakhar Storage must seek and obtain from the Ministry of 
Petroleum and Energy the various licences and concessions provided in accordance with Law 
98-29 of 14 April 1998, which is supplemented by Decree 98-334 of 21 April 1998, relating to 
the modified electricity sector and which regulates production activities transport, distribution 
and sale of energy. It is this Minister who is responsible by decree to grant authorisations, 
licences, or concessions on the basis of the opinion of the Electricity Sector Regulatory 
Commission 

10.11. PERMISSION TO BUILD AN ACCESS TRACK 

For the construction and development of the access tracks, Terranga Niakhar Storage will have 
to get closer to the AGEROUTE and its decentralized services. 

10.12. IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN 

 INTRODUCTION 

The impact management plan incorporates the construction and operational negative impact 
reduction plan and environmental and social management plans and procedures related to the 
project. 
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 NEGATIVE IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN UNDER CONSTRUCTION 

Table 58: Construction Negative Impact Management Plan 

Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

Site 
development 
and 
construction 
work (right-of-
way clearance, 
access road 
surfacing, etc.) 
 

Air quality  
Health and 
safety of local 
populations and 
the 
Site personnel  

Dust emissions 
; 
Road accidents. 

Limitation of 
dust generation; 
Protection of 
personnel and 
residents; 
 

 Conduct air 
quality 
measurements 
for the baseline 
situation; 

 Use existing 
trails; 

 Watering of 
access roads 
likely to 
generate dust 
(twice a day); 

 Inform and 
educate the 
local 
population; 

 Require 
personnel to 
wear dust 
masks; 

 Enforce vehicle 
speed limits on 
unpaved roads 
at 20km/h ; 

 Raising 
awareness 
among the 

 Quantity of 
pollutants 
(PM10 and PM 
2.5, SO2 and 
NO2) measured 
; 

 Number of 
truck rotations ; 

 Number of 
watering equal 
to 2 times/day ; 

 Number of 
complaints 
registered per 
day ; 

 Number of 
compliant 
PPEs; 

 PPE Wear 
Compliance 
Rate; 

 Number of 
outreach 
meetings; 

 Number of 
speed limit 
signs ; 

 Results of air 
quality 
measurements 
on pollutants 
(PM10 and PM 
2.5, SO2 and 
NO2 etc.); 

 Monitoring 
Committee 
Minutes; 

 Site visit; 

 Meeting with 
the Grievance 
Management 
Committee; 

 Site record ; 

 Minutes of the 
information 
meetings ; 

 Visual control 
during field 
visits.  

The project 
sponsor 

3,000,000 for 
air quality 
measurements 

Before the start 
and during the 
entire 
construction 
period. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works. 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

population and 
workers; 

 Establish a 
grievance 
mechanism; 

 Avoid dusty 
work at 
sensitive times 
(off hours etc.). 

 Number of 
accidents 
recorded. 

 Vehicle exhaust 
emissions 

Exhaust gas 
limitation 

 Provide 
emission 
control 
equipment, if 
applicable (e.g. 
filters); 

 Use low-sulfur 
fuels in 
accordance 
with applicable 
laws and local 
availability; 

 Ensure that 
vehicles and 
equipment are 
turned off when 
not in use; 

 Use of transport 
vehicles in 
goodtechnical 
condition and 
regularly check 
the construction 

 Number of 
machines and 
trucks with 
protection ; 

 Number of 
vehicles up to 
date with the 
annual 
technical visit ;  

 Number of 
truck rotations.  

 Vehicle Fuel 
Data Sheet ; 

 Follow-up sheet 
for technical 
inspections of 
vehicles ; 

 Driver Training 
Records; 

 Visual control 
of the motors 
switched off or 
in standby; 

 Specifications 
of the service 
providers. 

The project 
sponsor 

No specific cost Before the start 
and during the 
entire 
construction 
period. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

equipment 
(engine 
condition). 

Site 
development 
and 
construction 
work (right-of-
way clearance, 
access road 
surfacing, etc.) 

Soils  Compaction 
and settling; 

 Destruction of 
its structure; 

 Change in site 
topography; 

 Solid and 
Liquid Waste 
Contamination; 

 Erosion. 

 Avoiding soil 
degradation 

 Conduct 
geophysical 
surveys for the 
baseline 
situation prior 
to construction; 

 Controlling the 
movement of 
vehicles, 
equipment, etc. 
on construction 
sites; 

 Ensure proper 
waste 
management 
(storage, sorting 
and disposal by 
specialized 
service 
providers); 

 Educate 
drivers; 

 Limit the 
construction 
site to the area 
strictly 
necessary; 

 Geotechnical 
Study Results; 

 Soil 
reclamation rate 
greater than 
80%; 

 Quantity and 
types of waste 
disposed of; 

 Number of 
vehicles that 
have been 
maintained 
above 80% ; 

 Number of 
soiled or 
polluted sites or 
areas equal to 
zero; 

 Number of 
outreach events 
conducted ; 

 Types and 
quantities of 
waste disposed 
of. 
 

 Visual control 
during field 
visits; 

 Field Survey; 

 On-site waste 
collection 
booklet; 

 Vehicle oil 
change form ; 

 Monitoring 
Committee 
Minutes; 

 Environmental 
monitoring 
report. 

The project 
sponsor 

6,000,000 Before the start 
and during the 
construction 
work 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

 Restore the soil 
(especially 
topsoil); 

 Dispose of spoil 
and other 
residues to 
authorized 
sites; 

 Implement a 
waste 
management 
plan; 

 To ensure the 
traceability of 
the evacuated 
waste.  

Site 
development 
and 
construction 
work (right-of-
way clearance, 
access road 
surfacing, etc.)  

Groundwater   Risk of 
pollution 
 

Avoiding 
surface water 
pollution 

 Carry out 
hydrogeological 
studies for the 
reference 
situation before 
the start of the 
works; 

 To set up 
sanitary 
installations, 
changing rooms 
in the life base 
by respecting 
the standards; 

 Ensure that no 
vehicle 

 Soiled or 
polluted area 
equal to zero ; 

 Number of 
trainings 
conducted ; 

 Number of 
people reached; 

 Number of 
garbage bins 
installed on 
site; 

 Quantity and 
type of waste 
disposed of. 

 Monthly 
Environmental 
Monitoring 
Report; 

 Monitoring 
Committee 
Minutes; 

 Waste 
Management 
Plan; 

 Site visit and 
field survey; 

 Validation of 
the technical 
specifications 

The project 
sponsor 

 Before start-up 
(for the 
hydrogeological 
study) and 
during 
construction. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works. 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

maintenance 
will be allowed 
on site; 

 Collecting used 
oil for 
recycling; 

 Ecological and 
rational 
management of 
construction 
site waste 
(installation of 
waste bins, 
regular 
collection and 
evacuation by 
service 
providers 
approved by the 
competent 
services); 

 Inform and 
train workers in 
the 
implementation 
of waste 
management 
programs; 

 Implement a 
rapid response 
procedure in the 
event of a 

and the 
specifications; 

 PV of the 
awareness 
sessions. 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

major spill of 
hazardous 
materials on the 
ground; 

 Regularly 
monitor the 
effectiveness of 
the application 
of these 
measures. 

Site 
developmentan
d construction 
activities  

Surface water  Pollution risk; 

 Water Erosion; 

 Disruption of 
runoff. 

 Avoiding 
pollution, 
erosion and 
disruption of 
the natural 
runoff path 

 Carry out 
geophysical 
studies; 

 Collect and 
dispose of 
construction 
waste; 

 Reconstruct 
existing 
drainage 
systems that are 
damaged; 

 Restore the site; 

 Implement a 
device to limit 
water runoff 
within the site 
right-of-way; 

 Preserve natural 
water runoff; 

 Preserve the 
flow of water 

 Types and 
amount of 
pollutants in 
water and soil; 

 Soil 
Reclamation 
Rate; 

 Flood Risk 
Rate; 

 water runoff ; 

 Types and 
amount of 
waste disposed 
of; 

 Soil 
reclamation rate 
above 80%. 

 Site visit; 

 Geophysical 
Survey Report; 

 Monitoring 
Committee 
Minutes; 

 Waste 
management 
plan. 

 Vehicle 
Maintenance 
Report; 

 Monitoring 
report. 

The project 
sponsor. 

Cost included 
in service 
providers' 
specifications 

Before start-up 
and during 
construction. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works. 

DEEC/C
RSES. 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

by respecting 
the natural 
slopes. 

Water use for 
site and 
personnel needs 

Drinking water Decline in 
available water 
resources 

 Avoid 
competing with 
people's water 
use; 

 Do not pollute 
groundwater 
resources. 

 Coordinate with 
relevant 
stakeholders in 
the 
management of 
water 
resources; 

 Promote a 
rational water 
management 
policy in the 
construction 
site; 

 Send a request 
for water 
supply to the 
steering 
committee of 
the Mbane 
borehole under 
cover of the 
DRH of Fatick 
with ampliation 
to the Sub-
Prefect of 
Niakhar in case 
of connection to 
the local 
network; 

 Daily water 
usage; 

 Number of staff 
awareness 
sessions held. 

 Survey sheets 
available; 

 Minutes of the 
sensitizations 
and trainings 
carried out. 

The project 
sponsor. 

Cost included 
in service 
providers' 
specifications 

Before start-up 
(for water 
supply 
application) and 
during 
construction. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works. 

DEEC/C
RSES. 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

 Educate 
employees on 
the importance 
of water 
resources and 
the need to 
preserve them.  

Clearing/tree 
cutting within 
the site right-of-
way 

Wildlife   Loss of 
vegetation 
cover. 

 Limiting the 
destruction of 
vegetation 
cover, wildlife 
and wildlife 
habitat around 
the site; 

 Do not lead to 
the degradation 
of plant species; 

 Development of 
green spaces. 

 Send 
correspondence 
to the 
corresponding 
Water and 
Forestry 
Services and 
provide the 
necessary 
documents and 
the site 
coordinates for 
observations; 

 Establish an 
application to 
cut the plant 
species present; 

 Paying 
slaughter taxes; 

 Prevent the 
introduction 
and expansion 
of invasive 
species; 

 Number of 
correspondence
s sent in order 
to respect the 
administrative 
procedure ; 

 Number of trees 
cut ; 

 Reforestation 
success rate 
equal to 80%; 

 Value of taxes 
payable ; 

 Number of 
invasive species 
present or 
absent ; 

 Maintenance 
level of 
vegetation 
present; 

 Level of 
monitoring of 
flora 

 Cutting or 
clearing permit 
issued ; 

 Documents 
(cutting request, 
procedures and 
plans, etc.) 
available; 

 Semi-Annual 
Environmental 
Monitoring 
Report; 

 Stumpage 
Payment 
Sheets; 

 Site Visits; 

 Field 
observations. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage  

60 million Before the start 
of construction 
and throughout 
the construction 
phase 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage ; 
IREF 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

 Making a green 
belt; 

 Create a green 
space inside 
and, if 
necessary, 
trimmable 
green alleys; 

 To support 
existing 
reforestation 
programs and to 
ensure, in 
collaboration 
with IREF, the 
follow-up of 
flora 
management 
measures. 

management 
measures. 

 Wildlife  Loss of certain 
biotopes; 

 Disturbance of 
species present . 

 Plan 
development 
periods (outside 
the breeding 
season) to limit 
wildlife 
mortality; 

 Mark out work 
areas and limit 
access to 
adjacent areas; 

 Carry out 
wildlife 

 Number of 
works in 
sensitive 
periods (night, 
reproduction 
period, etc.) 
equal to zero; 

 Number of 
markers to 
delineate work 
areas . 

 Schedule of 
activities ; 

 Inventory of 
dead animals 
and lost habitat; 

 Site Visits; 

 Field 
Observations; 

 Reforestation 
plan. 

The project 
sponsor. 

 Before the start 
of construction 
and throughout 
the construction 
phase. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage ; 
IREF 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

monitoring 
(especially 
avifauna); 

 Implement a 
reforestation 
plan to replace 
lost 
habitat/resting 
places and 
hunting 
stations. 

Allocation and 
use of the 
territory 

Release of the 
land base 

 Loss of land 
and rainfed 
crop fields 

 Evaluation and 
payment of 
expenses 

 Accompanimen
ts of people 
affected by the 
project  

 Identify and 
record all 
losses; 

 Restore PAPs' 
rights through 
fair and 
equitable 
compensation; 

 Support PAPs 
to develop 
income-
generating 
activities;  

 Supporting the 
local population 
of the site in 
CSR; 

 Give preference 
to the local 
workforce with 
the same skills; 

 Number of 
compensated 
PAPs equal to 
100% ; 

 Number of 
local jobs ; 

 Number of 
actions carried 
out in terms of 
CSR. 

 Site visit; 

 Meeting with 
local people. 

TerangaNiakhar
Storage. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
About 1.5 
billion 
 

Prior to 
development 
and during the 
construction 
and operation 
phase 
 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage  
 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

 Respect the 
commitments 
that will be 
made. 

Socio-
economic 
activities  

Release of the 
land base 

 Loss of forage 
and range for 
livestock 

 Supporting 
breeders to 
compensate for 
losses 
inlivestock 
production 

 To elaborate a 
reforestation 
plan with the 
populations and 
competent 
authorities with 
adapted 
species; 

 To support the 
breeders in the 
development of 
fodder crops; 

 Establish 
bypass trails for 
livestock 
around the 
plant; 

 Providea 
watering hole 
around the site 
and ensure its 
maintenance. 

 reforested area 
equal 
toclearedarea; 

 Reforestation 
success rate 
above50%; 

 area of forage 
perimeters ; 

 number of 
troughs greater 
thanor equal to 
1. 

  

 site visit ; 

 meeting with 
the breeders. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 
 

 During the 
construction 
and operation 
phase 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works and the 
HSE manager 
of the site 

DEEC/C
RSES 

Living 
environment 

Generation of 
noise or waste 
during the work 

Deterioration of 
the living 
environment  

 avoid damaging 
the living 
environment of 
thepopulation 
bygenerating 
noise or waste 

 Use low-noise 
equipment and 
tools, 
respecting the 
limit of 85 dB 
at 1 m and 

 Number of 
noise 
measurements 
made greater 
than or equal to 
1. 

 Site visit 

 Meeting with 
the residents ; 

 Monthly 
Environmental 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 
 

600,000 for 
noise mapping 
Other costs in 
the project 
investment 

During the 
construction 
phase 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works and the 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

cover noisy 
equipment 
(diesel engines, 
compressors, 
etc.);  

 Perform timely 
maintenance on 
air tools, 
machines and 
equipment to 
keep the noise 
level generated 
at an acceptable 
level;  

 Do not dispose 
of waste or 
black water in 
the 
environment; 

 Collect, sort 
and transport 
waste to 
authorized 
landfills; 

 Educate staff on 
the waste 
management 
plan; 
Carry out 
regular 
emptying of 
septic tanks by 

 Number of PPE 
distributed 
equal to the 
number 
ofpeopleinvolve
d; 

 Quantity and 
type of waste 
disposed of; 

 Number of staff 
awareness 
campaigns ; 

 Number of 
septic tank 
emptying. 

Monitoring 
Report. 
 

HSE manager 
of the site 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

an approved 
organization; 

Visual impact 
and impact on 
inter-village 
mobility 

Presence of the 
construction 
site and fencing 
of the site  

Landscape 
modification 
and loss of 
access roads 

 Preserve the 
landscape 
andfacilitate 
themobility of 
the local 
population 

 Leveling 
surfaces;  

 Dismantle and 
transfer off-site 
unnecessary 
equipment and 
materials; 

 Rehabilitate the 
vegetation 
cover by 
developing a 
landscape 
aspect in the 
site; 

 Develop new 
trails to 
facilitate the 
mobility of 
people in the 
vicinity of the 
site. 

 Reclamation 
Rate;  

 Number of 
trails developed 
; 

 Site visit; 
Meeting with 
the residents. 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 
 

Cost included 
in the project 
investment 

During the 
construction 
and operation 
phase   

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
contractor in 
charge of the 
works and the 
HSE manager 
of the site 

DEEC/C
RSES 

Health, Safety 
and Security 

Clearing and 
development of 
the site 
Presence of 
workers 
Use of 
construction 
equipment 

Risk of 
accidents and 
illness 

avoid the risks 
of accidents 
andpreservethe 
health and 
safety of people 

 Educate staff 
and local 
populations 
about the risks 
of disease; 

 Putting in place 
markers and 
pictograms; 

 Number of 
accidents 
recorded zero 
(zero tolerance) 
; 

 Number of 
patients 
screened 
voluntarily for 

 Site visit; 

 Attendance list 
and minutes of 
outreach 
sessions ; 

 List of 
personnel sent 
to the regional 
labor and social 

Includes in the 
specifications 
of the provider 

Cost included 
in service 
providers' 
specifications 

From the start 
of the work and 
throughout the 
construction 
period 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and 
the service 
providers in 
charge of the 
works and the 
HSE manager 
of the site 

DEEC/C
RSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution 
/implementati

on 

Follow-
up 

 Educate and 
train workers in 
HSE; 

 Equip with 
adequate PPE; 

 Have the toilets 
emptied 
regularly by an 
approved 
service 
provider; 

 Declare the 
workers to the 
regional labor 
and social 
security 
inspectorate. 

communicable 
diseases ; 

 Number of 
declared 
workers 
No accidents 
recorded. 

security 
inspection ; 

 Monthly 
environmental 
and social 
monitoring 
report ; 
List of training 
modules and 
diplomas or 
certificates 
obtained. 

 

 NEGATIVE IMPACT MANAGEMENT PLAN IN THE OPERATIONAL PHASE 

Table 59: Operational Negative Impact Management Plan 

Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

Operation and 
maintenance of 
the plant with 
maintenance 
work. 

Soils and water 
and 
groundwater 

 Accidental 
pollution of soil 
and water 
resources. 

 Limitation of 
soil and water 
pollution; 

 Limit accidental 
spills and leaks 
by making anti-
pollution kits 

 Types and 
quantity of 
waste evacuated 
equal to 100%; 

 Site visit ; 

 Minutes of the 
monitoring 
committee; 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 
 

2,000,000 per 
year  

During the 
operation phase 
and throughout 
the life of the 
plant. 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 

DEEC / 
CRSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

 Preservation of 
soil and water 
resources. 

available during 
maintenance; 

 Inform and 
train workers 
for the 
application of 
waste 
management 
programs; 

 Place the power 
transformer 
under retention; 

 Place 
absorbents that 
can be used in 
the event of an 
oil leak next to 
the 
transformers; 

 Make all staff 
aware of the 
measures to be 
taken in the 
event of 
accidental 
pollution; 

 Avoid carrying 
out 
maintenance 
work in the 
rainy season;  

 Number of anti-
pollution kits 
available in 
accordance with 
standards; 

 Number of 
people 
sensitized equal 
to the number 
of workers 
concerned; 

 Number of 
awareness and 
training 
sessions greater 
than or equal to 
2 per month); 

 No site should 
be soiled or 
polluted (zero 
tolerance). 

 Waste 
management 
plan; 

 Maintenance 
report; 

 Environmental 
monitoring 
report; 

 Slips of 
evacuated 
waste; 

 Plan of the 
wastewater 
evacuation 
network; 

 Minutes of 
information and 
awareness 
sessions; 

 Site visit. 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

 Apply the 
recommended 
measures 
during the 
construction 
phase (area 
dedicated to 
maintenance). 

Operation and 
maintenance of 
the plant with 
maintenance 
work. 

Soils and 
surface water 

Water erosion; 
Disturbance of 
runoff; 
Risk of surface 
water 
contamination. 

 Limitation of 
soil and water 
pollution; 

 Preservation of 
soil and water 
resources. 

 Ensure good 
management of 
rainwater; 

 Inform and 
train workers 
for the 
application of 
waste 
management 
programs; 

 Reconstitute the 
existing drainag 
networks which 
will be 
damaged by the 
work; 

 Rational 
management of 
site waste; 

 Preserve the 
flow of surface 
water while 
respecting the 
natural slopes;  

 Types and 
quantity of 
waste disposed; 

 Ground 
reclamation rate 
equal to 100%; 

 Number of 
training and 
awareness 
sessions carried 
out; 

 No site should 
be soiled or 
polluted (zero 
tolerance); 

 Number of 
damaged and 
reconstructed 
canals; 

 Results of 
hydrological 
and geophysical 
studies already 
carried out. 

 Site visit ; 

 Report of 
geotechnical 
and 
hydrological 
studies; 

 Minutes of the 
monitoring 
committee; 

 Waste 
management 
plan; 

 Vehicle 
maintenance 
report; 
Monitoring 
report; 
Power plant 
sanitation 
system; 

 Stormwater 
management 
system; 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 
 

3,000,000 per 
year 

Before start-up 
and during 
operational 
work. 
 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 

DEEC / 
CRSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

 Preserve the 
natural flow 
axes of 
rainwater while 
preserving the 
undeveloped 
spaces around 
these axes; 

 Develop pipes 
for runoff 
water; 

 Monitor the 
application of 
mitigation 
measures. 

 Minutes of 
information and 
awareness 
sessions; 

 Site visit ; 

 Report of 
hydrological 
and geophysical 
studies; 
Plans of the 
drainage 
system. 

Operation and 
maintenance of 
the plant with 
maintenance 
work. 

Flora and 
fauna 

Disturbance of 
wildlife; 
Effects on 
plants 

 Limit the 
effects on 
plants; 

 Avoid 
impacting on 
flora and fauna. 

 Maintain the 
natural 
herbaceous 
layer by setting 
up a pastoral 
activity; 

 Ensure 
maintenance by 
mechanical 
mowing of the 
vegetation; 

 Reduce noise 
emanating from 
electric motors 
(inverters, 
transformers) 
through regular 

 Reforested area 
equal to cleared 
area  

 Reforestation 
success rate on 
the site greater 
than 50%; 

 Sound emission 
values lower 
than 85dB 
during the day 
and 40 dB at 
night. 

 Semi-annual 
report on 
environmental 
monitoring; 

 Site visits; 

 Field 
observations. 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 
 

Already taken 
into account 
during the 
construction 
phase  

Before start-up 
and during 
operational 
work. 
 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 

DEEC / 
CRSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

maintenance 
and technical 
visits. 

Living 
environment  

Maintenance 
work 

Deterioration of 
the living 
environment by 
the generation 
of waste  

Avoid 
damaging the 
living 
environment of 
populations by 
generating 
noise or waste 

 do not throw 
waste or 
sewage into 
nature; 

 collect, sort and 
transport waste 
to authorized 
landfills; 

 raise staff 
awareness of 
waste 
management; 

 carry out 
regular 
emptying of 
septic tanks by 
an approved 
body; 

 ensure the 
disposal of this 
waste in 
authorized 
places; 

 ensure 
traceability of 
this waste. 

 quantity and 
type of waste 
identified equal 
to 100%; 

 number of 
training 
sessions greater 
than 1; 

 number of 
emptying of 
septic tanks. 
 

 Site visit ; 

 CR of meetings 
with local 
residents; 
Monthly 
environmental 
report. 

Teranga 
Niakhar Storage  

Cost included 
in service 
providers' 
specifications 

During the 
entire operating 
period 

Téranga 
Niakhar 
Storage. 

DEEC / 
CRSES 

Hygiene, 
Health, Safety  

Operation of the 
plant 

 Optical effect 
of photovoltaic 
panels; 

Avoid the risk 
of accident and 
protect the 

 Set up hedges 
around the site 

 Insulation level 
of inverters, 
electrical 

 Visit of the 
worksite ; 

Teranga 
Niakhar Storage  

Cost included 
in service 

During the 
entire operating 
period 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage and the 

DEEC / 
CRSES 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

Maintenance 
work 

 Effects related 
to electric and 
magnetic fields; 

 Fire and 
electrical risk 
management; 

 Noise pollution 
; 
Management of 
rejects. 

health and 
safety of people 

of the solar 
power plant; 

 Install electrical 
equipment in 
technical rooms 
with faradized 
walls; 

 Connect all the 
equipment to 
the earth; 

 Install silencers 
in the 
ventilation 
ducts (if 
necessary); 

 Put in place 
effective 
procedures for 
the 
management of 
hydrocarbons 
on site; 

 Establishment 
of provisions to 
promote access 
for emergency 
services; 

 Install water 
reserves on site 
(cistern or 
basin) for the 

transformer 
stations and 
electrical 
cables; 

 Number of 
silencers 
installed; 

 Number of 
maintenances 
carried out 
greater than 1; 

 Amount of 
waste evacuated 
equal to 100%. 

 Attendance list 
and minutes of 
awareness 
sessions 

 Follow-up 
report; 

 On-site waste 
management 
plan. 

providers' 
specifications 

site HSE 
manager 
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Activities that 
have an impact 

Impact 
receiver 

Impact 
Proposed 
Actions 

Activities to be 
carried out 

Objectively 
verifiable 

monitoring 
indicators 

(OVIs) 

Means or 
sources of 

verification 

Source of 
funding 

Cost 
Implementatio

n schedule 

Manager 

Execution / 
implementatio

n 

Follow-
up 

fight against a 
possible fire. 

 

 

Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

Soils and 
groundw
ater 

Operation 
and 
maintenanc
e of the 
plant 

Accidental 
pollution of 
soil and 
water 
resources 

 Limit 
accidental spills 
and leaks with 
the availability 
of pollution kits 
during 
maintenance; 
 Inform 
and train 
workers for 
waste 
management 
programs; 
 Holding 
the power 
transformer; 
 Place can 
used absorbents 

 Types and 
quantity of waste 
disposed of; 
 Number of 
pollution kits 
available; 
 Number of 
people sensitized. 

 Site visit; 
 PV of the 
monitoring 
committee; 
 Waste 
management plan; 
 Maintenance 
report. 

Throughout 
the 
operating 
phase 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage 

Cost 
included 
in project 
investme
nt 
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Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

next to 
transformers in 
the event of an 
oil leak; 
 Educate 
all staff on what 
to do in case of 
accidental 
pollution; 
 Avoid 
carrying out 
maintenance 
work during the 
rainy season;  
 Apply the 
recommended 
measures in the 
construction 
phase (area 
dedicated to 
maintenance). 

Soils and 
surface 
waters 

Operation 
and 
maintenanc
e of the 
plant 

Water 
erosion; 
Disruption 
of runoff; 
Risk of 
surface 

 Ensure 
good stormwater 
management; 
 Inform 
and train 
workers for 

 Types and 
quantity of waste 
disposed of; 
 Soil 
reclamation rate; 

 Site visit; 
 Report of 
geotechnical and 
hydrological studies; 

Before start-
up and 
during 
operations 
 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage 
and the 
operator 

Cost 
included 
in 
providers' 
specificati
ons 
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Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

water 
contaminati
on. 

waste 
management 
programs; 
 Rebuild 
existing 
drainage 
networks that 
will be damaged 
by the work; 
 Manage 
site waste 
rationally; 
 Preserve 
surface water 
flow by 
respecting 
natural slopes;  
 Maintain 
the natural 
stormwater flow 
routes by 
preserving 
undeveloped 
spaces around 
the axis; 
 Build 
pipes for runoff; 

 Number of 
training and 
awareness sessions 
conducted. 

 PV of the 
monitoring 
committee; 
 Waste 
management plan; 
 Vehicle 
maintenance report; 
 Surveillance 
report. 

of the 
plant 
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Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

 Track the 
implementation 
of mitigation 
measures. 

Fauna 
and flora 

Operation 
of the plant 

Disturbance 
of wildlife; 
Effects on 
plants 

 Maintaini
ng the natural 
herbaceous 
stratum through 
the 
establishment of 
a pastoral 
activity; 
 
Ensure 
mechanical 
mowing 
maintenance of 
vegetation; 
 
Reduce noise 
from electric 
motors 
(inverters, 
transformers) 
through regular 
maintenance and 
technical visits. 

 
ling area 
 
he site's success rate; 
 
ound emissions 
values at 85dB 
during the day and 40 
dB at night; 

 

 
emi-annual 
environmental 
monitoring report; 
 
ite visits; 
 
ield observations. 

Throughout 
the operation 
phase of the 
plant 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage 
 

Cost 
included 
in project 
investme
nt 
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Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

 Living 
environm
ent  

Maintenanc
e work 

Deterioratio
n of the 
living 
environment 
by waste 
generation  

 Avoid 
disposing of 
waste or 
floodwaters in 
the wild; 
 Collect, sort 
and transport 
waste to 
authorized 
landfills; 
 Educate 
staff about waste 
management 
 Regularly 
have septic 
tanks drained by 
an approved 
body; 
 Ensure that 
this waste is 
dumped in 
authorized areas; 
 Ensure 
traceability of 
this waste. 

 The quantity 
and type of waste 
identified; 
 Number of 
training sessions 
 number of 
septic tank drains. 
  

 Site visit; 
 CR meetings 
with local residents; 
 Monthly 
environmental 
report. 

Throughout 
the life of 
operation 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage   

Cost 
included 
in project 
investmen
t 
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Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

Hygiene, 
Health, 
Safety  

How the 
plant works 
Maintenanc
e work 

 Opti
cal effect of 
photovoltai
c panels; 
 Effec
ts related to 
electric and 
magnetic 
fields; 
 Fire 
and 
electrical 
risk 
manageme
nt; 
 Soun
d pollution; 
 Reje
ction 
manageme
nt. 

 Set up 
hedges around 
the site of the 
solar power 
plant; 
 Install 
electrical 
equipment in 
technical rooms 
with faradized 
walls; 
 Make a 
connection to 
the land of all 
equipment; 
 Set up 
silencers at 
ventilation ducts 
(if necessary); 
 Put in 
place effective 
on-site oil 
management 
procedures; 
 Putting in 
place provisions 

 Isolated level 
of inverters, electrical 
processing stations 
and electrical cables; 
 Number of 
silencers set up; 
 Number of 
maintenances 
performed; 
 Amount of 
waste disposed of. 

 Site visit; 
 Attendance 
list and PV of 
awareness sessions 
 Follow-up 
report; 
 Waste 
management plan on 
site. 

Throughout 
the life of 
operation 

Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage 
and the 
HSE site 
manager 

Cost 
included 
in project 
investmen
t 
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Receiver 
compone

nt 

Activity/so
urce 

impact 
Mitigation 
measures 

Tracking indicators Checks 
Implement

ation 
schedule 

responsi
ble 

cost 

to facilitate 
access to relief; 
 Install 
water supplies 
on site (tank or 
basin) to fight a 
possible fire. 
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 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLANS AND PROCEDURES 

In addition to the impact reduction plan, management procedures will also have to be put in 
place during the construction and operation phase of the solar power plant. 

10.12.4.1. Noise management procedure 

For the residents next to the construction site and the workers, the noise causes an 
inconvenience, sometimes significant. The project will have to meet the noise thresholds 
allowed at the perimeter of the construction sites, and will reduce the nuisance at the source 
(preferably, the noise level at the site level should not exceed 80 dB). Particularly targeted by 
noise standards are equipment and construction equipment, motor vehicles, trailers and safety 
accessories (loaders, mechanical shovels, etc.). 

The noise management procedure will be designed to ensure that construction and operation of 
the plant will not disturb the populations closest to the site and that noise mitigation measures 
are implemented. To do this, the provider in charge of the construction of the plant will have to 
put in place the following provisions: 

 The selection of equipment with good acoustic performance, particularly with regard to 
noise levels emitted by equipment; 

 The implementation of noise-cancelling measures; 
 Maintenance of equipment to ensure that their acoustic performance is maintained; 
 Avoid night work;  
 Wearing individual protections; 
 Using equipment with the most silent motors possible. 

10.12.4.2. Water resource management procedure 

The project does not require the use of a lot of water as well in the construction, operation and 
closure phase. The water requirements for civil engineering work and the supply of construction 
personnel are estimated at 1,250 m3. 

In the operational phase, the water needs are mostly those: 

 Cleaning and maintaining panels and premises; 
 Drinking and sanitary uses; 
 Fire network. 

In the closing phase, the water needs will be limited to drinking water and for the sanitary use 
of staff. The water supply will be provided by the Sen UAE or the ASUFOR of Mbane . 

The purpose of this water resource management procedure is to streamline the use of water 
resources during the construction and operation phases of the plant. It will also address 
provisions to limit the risk of soil pollution (see procedures below). 

The building blocks of this procedure include: 

 An inventory of water needs during the construction phase; 
 Measures to monitor and reduce water requirements during the construction phase; 
 A monitoring and monitoring report on the management of water resources in operation. 

10.12.4.3. Waste management procedure 

The project will not be the subject of the use of very dangerous products in significant quantities 
during the construction phase as well as during the operating phase. Waste will consist of 
packaging or leftover cables, but optimal management of the waste generated and the products 
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and equipment used will limit their impact on the environment. This integrated management 
involves the following actions: 

 Educate and train construction staff on the use and storage of hazardous products; 
 Raise awareness and train staff in waste management; 
 Store hazardous products in a dedicated waste storage area, in appropriate containers on 

the holding bin. The hazardous products storage area will be a covered, waterproof area 
with a drainage and spill recovery system. 

Waste will be sorted according to its nature and toxicity and will: 

 Separate hazardous waste from non-hazardous waste 
 Separate valuable waste from unvaluable waste; 
 Track the volume of production by type of waste 
 Keep a waste production record 
 Collect, transport and dispose of waste by a specialized agency in accordance with 

national law. 

The HSE team will put in place an evacuation slip to maintain the waste register. 

Hazardous waste will be stored on waterproof soil with secondary retention. Valuable waste 
will be collected by local businesses, after checking their final destination. 

10.12.4.4. Transportation management procedure 

The transport management procedure will mainly concern the construction and closure phases 
of the project. This procedure will take into account: 

 Planning for the transport of plant equipment and equipment; 
 Waste collection and disposal 
 Displacement of local workers and technical staff. 

Preventive, protective and intervention measures are defined in Chapter 9 of the Occupational 
Risk Study. The hazardous waste management procedure, the accident prevention plan and the 
hazardous materials management plan complete this transport management procedure. 

10.12.4.5. Spill response procedure 

During the construction phase or during the operation of the plant accidental events can occur 
and lead to spills / overflows / accidental effusions, such as: 

 Overturning a barrel containing fuel for vehicles; 
 Leaks at the level of a cistern; 
 Leaks from a product supply line; 
 Spills of fuel and oil from construction vehicles; 
 Etc. 

An emergency procedure or plan will have to be put in place by the provider against accidental 
spills so that staff can react quickly and avoid a significant and irreversible impact on the 
environment. 

The procedure will explain on the one hand the means to be implemented in order to absorb or 
confine urgently the hazardous product spilled and on the other hand the rapid cleaning of the 
affected area (for example in the case of the spill of hydrocarbons on bare soil, limit the effusion 
to the maximum, carry out the excavation of the polluted soil for temporary storage on 
waterproof tarpaulin before evacuation to an adapted channel). 
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The procedure that will be put in place at the start of the work, will also define the roles and 
responsibilities of the various stakeholders, the people to contact as well as the location of the 
intervention equipment. 

Employees will need to be made aware and trained to respond to a spill. 

A periodic audit by Teranga Niakhar Storage and the Regional Environmental and Social 
Monitoring Committee will be required to ensure that response equipment is operational at all 
times. 

10.12.4.6. Accident Prevention Plan 

In order to limit the number of accidents occurring during the construction and operation 
phases, a risk study must be carried out by Teranga Niakhar Storage and Omexom for each 
workstation. It will determine the risks inherent in the work carried out, as well as personal and 
collective protective equipment to limit the risk of accidents. 

The necessary awareness and training in relation to the levels of risk associated with the work 
to be carried out will have to be provided by the promoter or by an approved body. 

The study recommends that only trained workers with their PPE should carry out the work as 
part of this project. Workers should be punished for non-compliance with health, safety and 
environmental measures. The responsibility of Teranga Niakhar Storage is to monitor the 
applicability of this rule. 

10.12.4.7. Hazardous Materials Management Plan 

Dangerous products (vehicle fuel, used oils, paint, etc.) will be used during the construction 
phase as well as during the operation phase of the plant. Optimal management of these will help 
to limit their impact on the environment. 

Awareness and training of staff in the use and storage of hazardous products is also very 
important for an effective implementation of the procedure. 

The storage of hazardous products will be carried out in a dedicated waste storage area in 
appropriate containers on the holding bin. The storage tanks will be aerial, double-walled and 
equipped with a leak detection system. 

The hazardous products storage area will be a covered, waterproof area with a drip / spill 
recovery system. 

10.12.4.8. Biodiversity Action Plan 

Biodiversity is important for a number of reasons, including environmental and economic 
reasons. The project site is covered by fairly dense vegetation.  

The area of the project is increasingly in demand with the development of irrigated agriculture 
which results in a degradation of the vegetation cover with hydroelectric development.  

In addition to the felling taxes to be paid after the baseline situation which will be established 
by the Forestry Sector of Fatick, Teranga Niakhar Storage will participate in collaboration with 
all the services concerned in the establishment of an action plan for biodiversity. 

The main objectives of this plan will be to: 

 Restore vegetation destroyed by reforestation and follow-up; 
 Accelerate and promote habitat recovery at the site 
 Participate in funding to strengthen the knowledge base for the conservation and 

sustainable use of biodiversity in the project area. 
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The Fatick IREF will carry out the reforestation and plant monitoring activities and the CRSE 
will ensure the success of the reforestation. The costs related to these actions are the 
responsibility of Teranga Niakhar Storage. An action plan for the conservation and restoration 
of biodiversity will be put in place in collaboration with foresters.  

10.12.4.9. Stakeholder orientation plan 

The stakeholder engagement plan is defined in Chapter 6 on consultation and disclosure. 

This plan allows Teranga Niakhar Storage to comply with national regulations and best 
practices. It also ensures informed consultation and participation (ICP) of stakeholders, 
particularly the community affected by the project. 

Participating systematically with communities assigned to identify and manage impacts that 
negatively affect them helps build trust, increase credibility and gain support from local 
stakeholders. 

This participation is also an opportunity to highlight the positive aspects of the project and the 
company in general. This reduces the risk of negative feelings against Teranga Niakhar Storage 
and the completion of the project, which could result in costly lawsuits or disruption of 
operations. 

10.12.4.10. How to manage and track grievances 

This procedure will produce a mechanism to receive and respond appropriately to complaints 
and concerns about project activities within a time frame acceptable to stakeholders.  

It also allows for the establishment of a way for outsiders to contact Teranga Niakhar Storage 
openly or anonymously to ask questions, raise concerns or file a complaint. Examples include 
an idea box, a free hotline, an email address, regular meetings to discuss specific areas of 
problem. 

 Types of complaints, grievances, suggestions, recommendations and conflicts 

Complaints may come from a variety of sources (use of local labour, environmental problems, 
non-satisfaction of expectations). 

This can be categorized according to the following criteria:  

 Type of procedure 
 Complaints involving contractors; 
 Environmental and social performance; 
 Cultural problems 
 Behaviour of staff working on the site; 
 Lack of information and communication about the project. 

 
 Management of claims, grievances, suggestions, recommendations and conflicts 

Teranga Niakhar Storage must provide PAPs with complaints for the filing of any complaints, 
complaints or grievances. These forms and grievance books are filed at the level of the village 
chiefs concerned. 

The forms will also be filed with the Sub-Prefecture and the Town Hall. When a claim or 
complaint is filed, the complainant (if he has identified himself) receives an acknowledgement. 
Any PAP that cannot complete the complaint book may submit its complaint verbally to the 
team responsible for receiving complaints, which will fill out the grievance book and give it a 
witness copy bearing the team leader's acknowledgement and stamp.  
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 Recording claims, grievances, suggestions, recommendations and conflicts 

Complaints will be numbered with all the necessary information (date and location of the facts, 
method of receiving the complaint, profile, contact information, etc.). 

After the complaint is accepted with supporting evidence, Teranga Niakhar Storage will 
proceed with a resolution that may be internal, through a control body or by independent 
mediation in order to provide corrective action for up to two months. 

 Dealing with complaints, grievances, suggestions, recommendations and conflicts 

Teranga Niakhar Storage will set up a team to implement the grievance mechanism. It will be 
the first receiver of complaints and their treatment. 

Any complaint received is recorded in the complaint register and a complaint follow-up form 
is opened where actions taken to deal with the complaint (chronology of handling and proposed 
solutions) must be mentioned. 

The registry must include at least: 

 The date the complaint was received 
 The name of the person who received the complaint 
 Address and contact with the complainant 
 The resolution schedule (the beginning and end of the corrective action) 
 The date the complaint was resolved. 

 
 The date the notification was sent to the complainant. 

Complaints and disputes that do not find a favourable outcome through the conciliation 
commission (to be set up) are directed to the Mayor and/Sub-Prefect for the amicable handling 
of complaints and disputes. 

The processing of each complaint at the level of the competent authorities must not exceed 15 
days maximum. The agreement on a satisfactory solution for both parties must be the subject 
of a document signed by both of them and in which the terms of the solution and the agreement 
reached are recorded. 

If all these steps are taken are in vain, both parties have the opportunity to resort to the judicial 
settlement method through the Administrative Court of the region. 

Once the investigations incorporating the mitigations are complete, the response to the 
complainant developed and provided and the corrective actions carried out, the file will be 
closed.  

 Dissemination of the procedure 

The procedure for implementing the grievance mechanism will be announced through posters, 
letters to the authorities, during periodic meetings and later through intenet. 

10.12.4.11. Public information and communication procedure 

This procedure is an integral part of the stakeholder engagement plan. Indeed, the execution of 
the work of the project can cause inconveniences such as: traffic jams, security risks, etc. 

As a result, Teranga Niakhar Storage and her provider must conduct an information and 
awareness campaign among the populations impacted by the project before work begins. This 
information campaign will, among other things,: 

 Raise awareness about the beneficial effects of the project; 
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 Enable the acceptance of this project by the affected populations; 
 Raise awareness about the work release schedule; 
 Raise awareness of the safety measures to be taken during the work; 
 Raise awareness and train construction site workers and point teams in rapid response 

techniques in the event of an accident; 
 Delineate a security perimeter around the site of the construction sites. 

10.12.4.12. How to communicate with staff and providers 

This procedure is an integral part of the stakeholder engagement plan. 

As soon as work begins, the study recommends that the provider in charge of the work 
implement information and communication measures with provider staff, including training on 
environmental, hygiene and safety issues. This information campaign may focus on: 

 Hazardous product and waste management methods and emergency procedures in the 
event of hazardous product spills; 

 Environmental awareness and accountability in relation to the reception area and local 
populations; 

 The environmental and social risks associated with the project and associated mitigation 
measures, as well as the implementation of the GSP; 

 Provider staff will need to be made aware/trained periodically in order to maintain a 
high level of knowledge about HSE. 

10.12.4.13. Periodic audit and review procedure of the ESMP 

The aim of this procedure is to provide for a regular audit of the environmental and social 
management plan and to propose an action plan for the improvement of the environmental and 
social management system in place. 

It will also be an opportunity to verify the application of certain impact reduction and 
enhancement measures and environmental and social management procedures. 

To do this, Teranga Niakhar Storage will be able to rely on internal resources or call on external 
consultants. 

10.13. ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MONITORING AND MONITORING 
PLAN 

The environmental monitoring program incorporates the means and mechanisms put in place 
to ensure compliance with the environmental measures identified in the GSP during the 
execution of authorized work. The monitoring program includes mitigation or compensation 
measures, as well as conditions, commitments and requirements set by government or 
departmental authorities and relevant laws and regulations. 

The monitoring program is a scientific approach that allows us to follow, over time and in space, 
the evolution of the components of the natural and human environments affected by the project.  

The purpose of the follow-up is to verify the accuracy of the assessment and forecast of 
apprehended impacts, to judge the effectiveness of mitigation measures for negative 
environmental impacts, and to respond promptly to any failure of a mitigation or 
compensation measure or an unexpected environmental effect. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MONITORING 

Monitoring of the construction work will be carried out by a monitoring mission. This may 
include Teranga Niakhar Storage staff or specialist consultants. In all cases, the monitoring 
mission will conduct audit rounds on the site to verify that operations are conducted in 
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accordance with the ESMP. Its role will also be to raise awareness among staff and to recall the 
good management measures to be implemented. Any discrepancies/failures found will have to 
be reported in writing. 

During the operation phase of the plant, monitoring will be carried out by Teranga Niakhar 
Storage's HSE team.   

An annual report explaining how the ESMP measures were carried out in the field and the 
discrepancies found will be written by the HSE manager and submitted to the environmental 
authorities (DEEC or DREEC) on request. 

Monitoring of environmental authorities will be carried out on the basis of this report as well 
as on the basis of chance visits to the site. This will ensure that the measures in the GSP are 
properly implemented. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MONITORING 

Environmental and social monitoring of the project is presented in the following table. 

Table 60: Environmental and social monitoring 

What to watch 
for  

Monitoring methods and devices  Responsible Periodicity 

Implementation 
of the measures 
prescribed in 
the ESMP  

Control of the effectiveness of 
prescribed measures (compliance; 
level of achievement). 

Head of HSE at 
Terranga Niakhar 
Storage. 

During the 
development 
and 
construction 
work. 

Measures to 
reduce the 
effects of 
development 
and 
construction 
work. 

Monitoring will focus on monitoring: 
 compliance with the environmental 
clauses contained in the 
specifications and general 
specifications, guarantees the 
maintenance of a good quality of 
execution; 

 environmental compliance work on 
the basis of the receipt report.  

Head of HSE at 
Terranga Niakhar 
Storage. 

During the 
development 
and 
construction 
work. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Health, hygiene 
and safety 
measures  

On the health front, monitor the 
health of staff on a permanent basis 
to check that hygiene measures on the 
site are being followed. 

Head of HSE at 
Terranga Niakhar 
Storage. 

Monthly 

Verification:  
 Availability of safety instructions in 
the event of accidents; 

 The existence of appropriate signage 
 Compliance with traffic 
arrangements; 

 Transfer vehicle compliance 
  Respecting the speed limit 
  Respect for working hours 
  Wearing adequate protective 
equipment. 

Head of HSE at 
Terranga Niakhar 
Storage. 

During the 
development 
and 
construction 
work. 
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What to watch 
for  

Monitoring methods and devices  Responsible Periodicity 

Development and implementation of 
an information and awareness 
program for staff and local 
populations. 
 

During the 
development and 
construction 
work. 

Before the 
work begins 
and during 
the work. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MONITORING 

The objective of environmental monitoring is to verify: 

 The validity and accuracy of the impact assessment for the central setting up; 
 The effectiveness of the impact mitigation and environmental protection measures 

provided for in the impact assessment, particularly when significant impacts with 
aspects of risk and uncertainty are identified. 

This ensures the applicability of the mitigation measures proposed in the GSP and avoids 
generating other impacts. 

The follow-up is carried out by the DEEC in collaboration with the technical services of the 
state concerned by the project. It is used to check whether the measures in the EIES are being 
properly implemented. The components to be followed in this project are given in the following 
table. 
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Table 61: 5Environmental and Social Monitoring of the Project 

phase aspect Type and place of follow-up Method / Indicators to 
follow 

periodicity responsible Costs tracked 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
construction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Air quality 
(atmospheric 
discharge control) 

 Site visit; 
 Field observation; 
 Measuring emissions of 
gases and particles into the air; 
 Follow-up during the 
completion of the work; 
 Inspection at the end of 
the work; 

Location: at the site and 
surrounding communities. 

 Tracking report; 
 Types and 
quantity of pollutants; 
 Environmental 
monitoring report. 

Quarterly 
 

CRSES/DEEC 

1,000,000 /per 
mission 

Quality of water 
resources 
(pollution, water 
and wind erosion, 
etc.) 

 Site visit 
 Field observation 
 Geophysical studies 
Location: on the site of the plant  

 Results of 
geophysical studies 
 Soil reclamation 
rate; 
 Amount of waste 
disposed of; 
 Environmental 
monitoring report. 

Quarterly 
 

CRSES/DEEC 

Soil (Pollution, 
wind erosion, 
degradation) 

 Site visit; 
 Field observation; 
Location: at the site. 

 Soil reclamation 
rate; 
 Amount of waste 
disposed of; 
 Environmental 
monitoring report. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Water 
consumption 

 Coordinating meeting 
with the Sen'Eau and the 
regional hydraulics service; 

 PV meetings with 
the SEN'EAU and the 

Quarterly  
CRSES/DEEC 
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phase aspect Type and place of follow-up Method / Indicators to 
follow 

periodicity responsible Costs tracked 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
construction  

 Site visit. 
Location: Building or premises 
of the services concerned. 

regional hydraulics 
service; 
 Number of tanker 
trucks used 

Noise (control of 
the level of sound 
atmosphere at 
workstations). 

 Noise mapping; 
 Awareness; 
 Regular maintenance; 
 Site visit. 
Location: If the site and in the 
vicinity of the site  

 Results of noise 
measurements; 
 Number of 
maintenances; 
 Number of people 
sensitized;  
 Environmental 
monitoring report. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Fauna and flora 
(degradation rate 
and reforestation 
rate) 

 Visual assessment of 
vegetation degradation;  
 Monitoring and 
monitoring of sensitive areas 
such as native wildlife. 

Location: On and near the site. 

 Environmental 
monitoring report; 
 PV meeting with 
IREF. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Local 
employment 
(recruitment of 
my local 
workforce, 
compliance with 
Labor Code 
requirements in 
terms of 
employment) 

 Coordination with the 
Town Hall; 
 Meeting with the people; 
 Meeting with the 
Regional and Departmental 
Inspectorate of Labor and 
Social Security; 

Location: Niakhar Commune 
and on site. 

 Number of local 
employees recruited; 
 Working 
conditions for 
employees; 
 List of staff sent to 
the Regional Of 
Departmental 
Inspectorate of Labor 
and Social Security. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 
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phase aspect Type and place of follow-up Method / Indicators to 
follow 

periodicity responsible Costs tracked 

Human 
environment  
Living 
environment 
Socioeconomic 
activities  
Space occupation  

 Respect for sacred sites;  
 Controlling the 
occupation of the right-of-way 
and the immediate 
environment; 
 Verify compliance with 
the promoter's commitments to 
the people; 

Location: on site and at the 
Town Hall. 

 Environmental 
monitoring report; 
 Occupied and 
exploited area; 
 The amount and 
type of waste identified; 
 Number of 
complaints received. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Hygiene and 
health  
Pollution and 
nuisance  

Verification:  
 Compliance with 
hygiene measures at the site; 
 Monitoring waste 
management practices 
 Worker awareness 
Location: on the site of the 
plant. 

 Maintenance 
registry; 
 Environmental 
monitoring report; 
 Hygiene measures 
applied on site. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Safety at the site Verification:  
 Availability of safety 
instructions; 
 Compliance with traffic 
arrangements;  
 Wearing adequate 
protective equipment; 
 Safety procedures on 
site; 
 Working conditions on 
site; 

 No recorded 
accidents; 
 Monthly 
environmental and social 
monitoring report. 

Quarterly  CRSES/DEEC 
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phase aspect Type and place of follow-up Method / Indicators to 
follow 

periodicity responsible Costs tracked 

 Risk prevention; 
 Making PPE available 
and wearing; 
 Collective Protection 
Equipment (EPC); 
 Means of intervention in 
the face of a dangerous event. 

Location: On site. 
Hygiene on the 
job site 

Verification:  
 Water supply from the 
site; 
 Installing toilets; 
 Waste management; 
 Wastewater 
management. 

Location: On site. 

 Number of mobile 
toilets; 
 The amount and 
types of waste being 
disposed of; 
 Waste 
management plan; 
 Waste collection, 
sorting and disposal 
according to current 
regulations; 
 How to manage 
liquid effluents from the 
construction site. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Solid waste 
management  

 Site visit; 
 Field observation; 
 Visual control during 
field visits; 
 Field investigation. 
Location: at the site. 

  The waste management 
plan; 
 The amount and types 
of waste disposed of equal 
to 100%; 
 Waste collection book 
on site; 

Quarterly  CRSES/DEEC 

Banals Industrial 
Waste 
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phase aspect Type and place of follow-up Method / Indicators to 
follow 

periodicity responsible Costs tracked 

Liquid waste 
management 

 Site visit; 
 Field observation; 
 Visual control during 
field visits; 
 Field investigation. 
 Location: at the site. 

 A compliant stormwater 
management system; 
 Existence in a 
wastewater collection 
system if there is one; 
 Waste collection book 
on site. 

Quarterly CRSES/DEEC 

Legal compliance 
of the site 
(declaration of the 
opening of the 
site) 

 Site visit; 
 Meeting with the HSE 
manager; 

Location: at the site. 

 Request for 
declaration to the 
Regional Inspectorate of 
Labour and Social 
Security (IRTSS) and the 
municipality of Niakhar; 
 Permission to 
open the site. 

During 
follow-up 
missions. 

CRSES/DEEC 

Legal compliance 
of the 
construction site 
(authorization to 
build at the level 
of the planning 
services and the 
Municipality of 
Niakhar). 

 Site visit; 
 Meeting with the HSE 
manager; 

Location: at the site. 

 Request for 
planning permission; 
 Obtaining 
planning permission. 

During 
follow-up 
missions. 

CRSES/DEEC 

 
exploitation  

Soil and water 
quality  

 Site visit; 
 Field observation. 
Location: on the site of the 
plant. 

 Soil reclamation 
rate; 
 Amount of waste 
disposed of; 
 The site's surface; 

Annual CRSES/DEEC 

1,000,000/mission 
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phase aspect Type and place of follow-up Method / Indicators to 
follow 

periodicity responsible Costs tracked 

 Environmental 
monitoring report. 

Water 
consumption 

 Coordinating meeting 
with the Sen 'Water and 
Regional Hydraulic Service; 
 Site visit  
Location: Plant site 

 PV meetings with 
the SEN'EAU and 
Regional Hydraulic 
Service; 
 Water bill; 
 Number of tanker 
trucks used. 

Annual CRSES/DEEC 

Noise (control of 
the level of sound 
atmosphere at 
workstations). 

 Modeling 
 Sensitization  
 Regular maintenance 
 Site visit 
Location: Site of the plant and 
the areas closest to the site.  

 Modelling results; 
 Number of 
maintenances; 
 Number of people 
sensitized. 

 

Annual CRSES/DEEC 

Waste and 
wastewater 
management  

 Site visit; 
 Field observation; 
 Visual control during 
field visits; 
 Field investigation. 
Location: on the site of the 
plant. 

  The waste management 
plan; 
 The amount and types 
of waste disposed of equal 
to 100%; 
 Waste collection book 
on site; 
 The plant's sewerage 
system; 

Annual CRSES/DEEC 
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10.14. CAPACITY BUILDING PLAN 

The institutional plan provides information on institutional measures and the strengthening of 
environmental management capacity to be undertaken. 

 BUILDING STAFF CAPACITY ON SITE 

All employees will be required to receive general training on health, safety and environmental 
issues, emphasizing the responsibility of each employee. They will also need to receive safety 
training by emphasizing such things as hazard identification, first aid, emergency response 
procedures, health risks to certain activities, legal and regulatory obligations that apply to the 
project.  

A detailed programme of these trainings will have to be defined in an employment management 
plan, training and awareness to be implemented by Teranga Niakhar Storage or the HSSE 
manager of the company in charge of the work. 

Initial training on health, safety and environmental issues will need to be systematic for all new 
employees and will have to continue annually over the duration of the project. The company in 
charge of the work will have to appoint an HSE manager who could provide basic training; for 
fairly specialized topics, it may be necessary to call on specialist consultants.  

The health and safety training program to reduce the risks associated with project operations 
should include at a minimum:  

 A summary of local, national and other legal, regulatory and political obligations 
applicable to the project and site;  

 Training in the assessment of occupational risks, security procedures and sources of 
information (safety cards, etc.); 

 An emergency evacuation plan 
 Firefighting and emergency response procedures; 
 Health and safety risks associated with certain tasks 
 First aid.  

The company in charge of the work must adhere to all the safety and environmental policies 
and procedures adopted by the promoter over the duration of their participation in the project. 

 STRENGTHENING INSTITUTIONAL CAPACITY 

The Committee for monitoring and monitoring the environmental and social measures of the 
project is made up of several Senegalese administrative entities, in particular DEEC and 
DREEC Dakar, the company in charge of the work/promoter and the staff who will be present 
on site. 

A similar environmental monitoring is already carried out by DEEC and other administrative 
entities in the various facilities classified on the national territory. On a practical level, follow-
up is done either through the review of regular reports sent by the company in charge of the 
work, or directly as part of site visits. 

To better take into account the environmental and social issues of the project and the risks 
associated with the operation of the plant site, the environmental and social monitoring 
committee will need to build capacity on environmental issues and on-site health and safety 
hygiene measures. A budget for this follow-up is provided as part of this project. 
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Table 62: Staff Capacity Building Plan 

Project phase 
Actors 
involved 

Objectives 
Training 
themes 

Training 
manager 

Cost 

At the start of 
the work 

Provider's 
staff 

Taking into 
account the 
environmental 
and social issues 
of the project 

Application of 
the measures 
contained in 
the PGES 

Company 
in charge 
of the work 

1.500.000 

How the 
technologies 
used at the 
plant site work 

Plant site 
staff 

Taking 
environmental 
and social issues 
into account. 

PGES 
monitoring 

Director 
Teranga 
Niakhar 
Storage 

10.000.000 

Table 63: 6Institutional Capacity Building Plan 

Project phase 
Actors 
involved 

Objectives 
Training 
themes 

Training 
manager 

Cost 

At the start of 
the work  

CRSE/ 

Ministries 
concerned / 
Local 
monitoring 
committee 

Application of 
PGES 
measures 

Tracking the 
construction site 

The 
promoter  

 
5.000.000 

 

Operating 
phase 

CRSE/ 

Ministries 
concerned / 
Local 
monitoring 
committee 

Controlling the 
risks associated 
with the plant's 
operations 

Environmental, 
social and safety 
monitoring 

The 
promoter 

5.000.000  

 

CRSE/ 

Ministries 
concerned / 
Local 
monitoring 
committee 

Endowment of 
PPE for 
members of the 
monitoring 
committee 

Environmental 
and social 
monitoring 

The 
promoter 

1.000.000 

 

10.15. ESMP IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

 RESPONSIBILITIES 

The measures formulated in the ESMP can be divided into two groups: 
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 The so-called general measures constitute a list of tasks for the companies in charge of 
carrying out the work. They are deemed to be included in the costs of construction work 
or construction facilities (see environmental and social construction clauses); 

 Specific measures whose quantities and costs are previously defined and integrated into 
the CAD. Responsibility for implementing these measures is shared between the project 
proponent, the awarding company and, if necessary, other stakeholders in the 
community (local and administrative authorities). 

 DELAYS IN IMPLEMENTATION 

 Responsibilities and obligations 

The Company in charge of the work will be obliged to comply with the terms of the Market 
Contract and the Notice of Environmental and Social Clauses which will be transmitted to it. 

Compliance with these practices will determine, in particular the final receipt of the site and the 
payment of the associated financial deadline if foreseen. 

 Operational means and procedures 

To confirm its willingness to take into account the environment and its understanding of 
environmental requirements, the Company will be required to: 

 Recruit / designate one (or more) competent executive (s) responsible for managing 
environment, health and safety aspects; 

 Develop an Environmental and Social Action Plan for the site, including the conditions 
for processing solid and liquid discharges from construction sites and equipment, 
conditions for the rehabilitation of work sites, traffic conditions for vehicles and 
construction equipment, current regulatory constraints, and/or commitments made with 
third parties; 

 Include in the Environmental and Social Action Plan a Health and Safety Hygiene Plan 
that it will commit to respect for work that could produce impacts, namely: pollution of 
the environment by rubble, noise pollution (noise of the machines), risk of accidents, 
disruption of the movement of goods and people; 

 Comply with national regulations on worker health and safety and comply with ILO and 
STD conventions. 

 OFFICE OF STUDY AND CONTROL 

The strategy recommended for the successful implementation of the accompanying measures 
is based on their implementation by a design and control office, under the supervision of the 
project team of the plant in collaboration with the state services concerned (DEEC, DREEC, 
IREF, IRTSS, etc.). 

This approach takes into account the circumstances prevailing at the time of the study, including 
the fact that the companies in charge of the work are not always specialized in the 
implementation of certain actions such as reforestation, awareness... and contract out to SMEs 
when they are entrusted with this work; 

However, certain measures similar to civil engineering work will be carried out directly by the 
company, based on its expertise. 

In this case, the study and control office eligible and recruited to carry out certain actions to 
accompany the project will have to comply with the terms of references drawn up by the project 
team. 
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 ESMP BUDGET 

The estimated cost of environmental and social measures for the implementation of the ESMP 
is presented in the following table, it will be completed as the project progresses. 

Table 64: Overall cost of the ESMP 

 

 
 

Component Parameters to monitor Budget (FCFA) 

E&S 
Management 

Air Quality Baseline 1.5 million 

118 / 5000 
Translation results 
Green belt and reforestation Reforestation 
and establishment of forest gardens  

To be evaluated with the I REF 
60 million 

Noise mapping during construction  600.000 

Implementation of HSE management 
system 

Company with ISO 9001, 14001 
and OHSAS 18001 standards 

Animation and operation of the HSE 
department + Health and safety awareness 
and training campaign for the population Included in the operating budget 
Implementation and management of a 
waste management system 
Implementation and management of a 
wastewater and black water management 
system 

Integrated in thethe provider 

Follow-up 
activities of 
the CSES  

Mission expenses of the supervisory and 
monitoring committee (perdium, travel 
expenses, visits, etc.)during the 
construction phase 

1.000.000/mission  
 

Mission expenses of the monitoring 
committee (perdium, travel expenses, 
visits, etc.)during the operation phase 

1.000.000/mission  
 

 

Capacity building of DEEC and CSES staff 
(training on renewable energy) 

11.000.000 once  

CSR and 
support for 

people 
affected by 
the project  

Community Development Projects 
Approximately $1.5 billion over 
thelifeoftheproject 
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11. CONCLUSION 

The project to build and operate a 30MWp solar power plant powering a 15MW/45MWH 
storage system in the Municipality of Niakhar, Fatick Region is a development project that is 
in line with Senegal's energy policy that focuses on the energy mix through the promotion of 
renewable energies such as solar. But this project, like others of this scale, is likely to generate 
impacts on the biophysical and human environment. 

The impacts that may be generated by this project warrant an Environmental and Social Impact 
Assessment (ESIA) of the project to ensure that all activities related to this project are 
compatible with the environmental sensitivity levels of the environment, and in accordance 
with the regulatory requirements defined for its protection. 

The Environmental and Social Impact Assessment (ESIA) is a decision-making tool that allows 
a project proponent and its partners (donors) to assess the environmental and social impacts that 
may be caused by the project in view. The overall objective is to implement a number of 
measures to mitigate negative impacts and to enhance positive impacts in order to integrate the 
project into the environment. 

This study identified impacts and recommended concrete actions, to reduce the nuisances that 
may be generated by these activities, to be implemented as part of an environmental 
management program for the project. 

The local population will hand over 59 hectares of agricultural land that serves mainly for rain-
fed crop production as a source of income, thus causing the death of the species of fauna and 
flora present on the site. 

The ESIA has shown that the project will have a major positive impact on national electricity 
production. Similarly, the economic benefits will be felt by the municipality through the 
payment of taxes, the use of local labor, but above all the realization of the actions contained 
in the Memorandum of Understanding. 

However, negative impacts have been identified. The most significant are the loss of land for 
the commune, passage areas and livestock feeding grounds. 

In this context, the project team will need to ensure that the recommendations of the GSP in 
this study are met to better address environmental issues.  
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l’adhésion du Sénégal à la Convention relative aux zones humides d'importance 

internationale particulièrement comme habitats de la sauvagine, amendée adoptée le 2 

février 1971 ; 

o Loi n° 75-110 du 20 décembre 1975 autorisant le Président de la République à ratifier la 

Convention concernant la protection du patrimoine mondial, culturel et naturel adoptée à 

Paris le 16 novembre 1972 ; 

o Loi n° 2003-08 du 28 mai 2003 autorisant le Président de la République à ratifier la 

Convention sur les Polluants organiques persistants, adoptée à Stockholm (Suède), le 22 

mai 2001. 

- Décrets 

o Décret n° 2001 – 282 du 12 avril 2001, portant application du Code de l’environnement ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1252 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les prescriptions minimales de 

prévention de certains facteurs physiques d’ambiance ; 

o Décret dn°2017-459 fixant les modalités d’application de la Loi n°16-32 du 08 novembre 

2016 portant Code Minier ; 

o Décret n°2006-1257 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les prescriptions minimales de 

protection contre les risques chimiques ; 

o Décret n°64-573du 30 juillet 1964 fixant les conditions d’application de la loi n°64-46 du 

17 juin relative au domaine national ; 

o Décret n° 98-164 du 20 février 1998 portant application du Code forestier ; 

o Décret d’application n°2011-245 du 17 février 2011 portant application de la Loi portant 

Code de l’Assainissement ; 

o Décret n°98-555 du 25 juin 1998 portant application des dispositions du Code de l’eau 

relatives à la police de l’eau ; 

o Décret n° 67-1359 du 29 décembre 1967 abrogeant et remplaçant les articles 25 et 30 du 

décret n° 62-146 du 11 avril 1962 ; 

o Décret n°94-244 du 7 mars 1994 fixant les modalités d’organisation et de fonctionnement 

des comités d’hygiène et de sécurité du travail ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1257 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les prescriptions minimales de 

protection contre les risques chimiques ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1251 du 15 novembre 2006 relatif aux équipements de travail ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1261 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les mesures générales d’hygiène et de 

sécurité dans les établissements de toute nature ; 

o Décret N°2006-1252 du 15 Novembre 2006 relatif à la manutention manuelle des charges 

; 

o Décret N°2006-1252 du 15 Novembre 2006 fixant les prescriptions minimales de 

prévention de certains facteurs physiques d’ambiance ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1261 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les mesures générales d’hygiène et de 

sécurité dans les établissements de toute nature ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1257 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les prescriptions minimales de 

protection contre les risques chimiques ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1259 du 15 novembre 2006 relatif aux mesures de signalisation de sécurité 

au travail ; 



o Décret n° 2006-1258 du 15 novembre 2006 fixant les missions et les règles d’organisation 

et de fonctionnement des services de Médecine du Travail. 

o Décret N°2006-1252 du 15 Novembre 2006 fixant les prescriptions minimales de 

prévention de certains facteurs physiques d’ambiance ; 

o Décret n° 2006-1259 du 15 novembre 2006 relatif aux mesures de signalisation de sécurité 

au travail ; 

o Décret N°2006-1250 du 15 Novembre 2006 relatif à la circulation des véhicules et engins 

à l’intérieur des entreprises. 

- Arrêtés 

o Arrêté n° 009471 portant contenu des termes de référence des EIES ; 

o Arrêté n° 009470 fixant les conditions de délivrance de l’agrément pour l’exercice des 

activités relatives aux EIES ; 

o Arrêté n° 009468 portant réglementation de la participation du public à l’étude d’impact 

Environnemental ; 

o Arrêté n° 009469 portant organisation et fonctionnement du comité technique ; 

o Arrêté n° 009472 portant contenu du rapport de l’EIES. 

- Les Normes 

o Norme NS-05-062 : Pollution atmosphérique. Norme de rejet ; 

o Norme NS-05-061 : Eaux usées ; 

o NP 1 : Évaluation et gestion des risques et des impacts environnementaux et 

sociaux ; 

o NP 2 : Main-d’œuvre et conditions de travail ; 

o NP 3 : Utilisation rationnelle des ressources et prévention de la pollution ; 

o NP 4 : Santé, sécurité et sûreté des communautés ; 

o NP 5 : Acquisition de terres et réinstallation involontaire ; 

o NP 6 : Conservation de la biodiversité et gestion durable des ressources naturelles 

vivantes ; 

o NP 7 : Peuples autochtones ; 

o NP 8 : Patrimoine culturel. 
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1 - Titre du projet et type de projet 
Ce document présente le projet d’un Système de stockage de 45MWh alimenté par une 

centrale photovoltaïque de 30 MWc à Niakhar (Département de Fatick). 

2 - Contexte du projet  
Au Sénégal, la taille actuelle du parc électrique national de 1.024 MW, dont seulement 864 

MW opérationnels, appelle à des mesures d’urgence compte tenu de la taille de la 

population estimée à 15 millions d’habitants. Cette urgence de mesures tant au niveau de la 

production qu’au niveau de la distribution à travers le réseau national, est d’autant plus 

d’actualité que seulement 43% de la population ont accès à l’électricité en zone rurale et 

90% en zone urbaine. 

Le défi d’une fourniture d’électricité stable à un prix abordable est donc à relever au plus 

vite par l’État qui compte par ailleurs sur l’exploitation prochaine des gisements de gaz 

découverts récemment au Sénégal. Bien entendu, en attendant cette transition, la SENELEC 

se doit de trouver avec ses partenaires tels que Energy Resources Sénégal SA, les moyens 

d’améliorer ses conditions de production et de distribution afin de faire face aux différentes 

pressions qui s’exerce sur elle notamment sur ses finances. 

Comme la plupart des Économies de la CEDEAO, les variations haussières du pétrole en 2008 

et 2013, ont encore laissé le secteur énergétique sénégalais dans une longue crise malgré les 

efforts et performances de la SENELEC. Les différents plans stratégiques de redressement du 

secteur, notamment le plan TAKKAL de près de 500 milliards de FCFA, n’ont pas pu faire 

rattraper les retards d’investissements subis sur plus d’une décennie alors que la demande 

d’électricité n’a cessé de croitre. 

Face à ces difficultés qui ont également impacté le secteur industriel du Pays, l’État du 

Sénégal a dû recourir à de fortes subventions pour maintenir une certaine stabilité sociale. 

Aussi, il a été initié dans le même temps, des politiques sectorielles ainsi que plusieurs 

mesures nouvelles sur les économies d’énergie. 

C’est dans ce contexte marqué, que l’État du Sénégal a adopté la Lettre de Politique de 

Développement du Secteur de l’Énergie (LPDSE), signée en 2012 et qui s’articule 

principalement sur 1- la diversification du mix énergétique 2- l’implication du secteur privé 

3- la baisse de coûts de production 4- l’augmentation à 20% en 2020 de la part des énergies 

renouvelables dans la production d’électricité. 

L’État du Sénégal, pour asseoir de façon pratique sa politique énergétique, initie ainsi en 

2012 un appel d’offres pour près de 200MW de solaire réparti en lots de 20 à 30MW. C’est 

dans la cadre de ces offres que celle de Energy Resources Sénégal SA, d’une puissance de 

20MW a été retenue et finalement réalisée à Kahone dans la région de Kaolack. 

Il faut noter qu’en plus de la promotion de ces centrales solaires retenues, au nombre de 6 

finalement, l’État s’est davantage engagé avec la Senelec pour améliorer les conditions de 

fourniture de l’électricité et son prix de cession aux consommateurs. C’est ainsi que 

d’importants investissements sont encore faits pour réhabiliter et soutenir le réseau national 
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de distribution et cela parallèlement à l’effort commun des pays de la région pour le soutien 

du WAPP. 

Bien entendu la baisse des prix du pétrole depuis 2015 a été un important levier dans cette 

orientation qui prévoit pour le Sénégal en 2020, une capacité installée et fonctionnelle de 

1,5 GW dont la moitié sera de sources renouvelables. Ces prévisions cadrent également avec 

les perspectives d’exportation d’électricité favorisées par les avancées notables du WAPP. 

3 - Justification du projet  
Il est indéniable que la Senelec, de par son engagement en signant 6 contrats d’achat 

d’énergie et la mise en service réussie de plus de 130MW de solaire, s’est définitivement 

positionnée comme un leader du mix énergétique régional.  

Aujourd’hui le taux de pénétration des énergies renouvelables est de près de 20%, ce qui, 

tout en favorisant la diversification des sources de production d’énergie, surtout vertes, 

entraine aussi des perturbations notoires sur le réseau du fait du manque de réserve 

tournante. En effet la faiblesse de la réserve tournante en 2019, estimée à 20MW, se traduit 

par une instabilité de la fréquence du réseau ; ce qui entraine des décrochages fréquents de 

la distribution d’électricité.   

Compte tenu de l’accroissement très probable de ce taux de 20% des énergies renouvelables 

dans le mix énergétique du Sénégal avec la mise en service imminente de la première 

tranche 50MW de la centrale éolienne de Taiba Ndiaye, il est urgent de trouver une solution 

pour la stabilité plus permanente du réseau national. Cette solution passe nécessairement 

par une régulation de fréquence par un système de stockage d’énergie, qui au-delà 

permettra au réseau de recevoir un apport dans les heures de plus fortes demandes. 

La combinaison d’un système solaire photovoltaïque et d’un système de stockage d’énergie 

par batteries, est non seulement une solution optimale en termes de coûts, mais aussi elle 

présente techniquement l’une des options les plus prometteuses compte tenu de l’intérêt 

grandissant de la voiture électrique et son besoin essentiel en stockage d’énergie.  

Dans le cas précis du projet envisagé avec une centrale solaire photovoltaïque 

prioritairement destiné au rechargement des batteries de stockage, la Senelec opte pour 

une solution hybride multiservices (injection au réseau, îlotage, régulation de fréquence, 

redémarrage black-start).  

4 – Promoteur du projet 
Le projet sera porté par Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS dont le capital est à 100% détenu par 

Teranga Energies Développements SA. en tant que développeur. 

5 – Estimation du coût total de l’investissement 

Le total du projet est estimé à 45 millions d’euros dont 15% en apports en fonds propres soit 

6,75 millions d’euros. 
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6 – Composantes du projet et principaux équipements 

Le projet est principalement composé d’une centrale solaire photovoltaïque (centrale PV) 

installée avec des modules polycristallins et d’un système de stockage d’énergie à partir de 

batteries lithium-ion, doté de régulateurs et onduleurs. 

6.1 Centrale PV 

La Centrale PV aura une capacité de 30MWc / 20MW avec les caractéristiques suivantes : 

• Modules polycristallins ; 

• Trackers mono-axe ; 

• Onduleurs String et transformateurs LV-MV pour pourvoir atteindre les 30 kV de la 

connexion au réseau ; 

• Productible P50 spécifique (hors batterie et dégradation de la puissance des modules): 

3 350 kWh/kWc/an. 

6.2 Système de stockage d’énergie  

Le système sera composé de batteries au lithium d’une capacité nette utile de 45 MWh, avec 

les caractéristiques suivantes : 

• la régulation de la fréquence du réseau selon les exigences de Senelec ; 

• la fréquence sera régulée selon une bande morte de 0,6 Hz autour d’une valeur cible à 

définir ; 

• la réserve de stockage maximale sera mobilisée pour une variation de 0,9 Hz suivant 

une courbe linéaire ; 

• la limitation de la puissance de la Centrale PV à 20 MWAC, permettant ainsi de 

recharger les batteries avec le surplus de puissance ; 

• la batterie se chargera et se déchargera au cours de la journée et de la nuit selon les 

critères définis par Senelec ; 

• la durée de vie des batteries de 20 ans. 

6.3 Site et emplacement de la Centrale 
La centrale sera érigée sur un terrain de 50 hectares situé dans la commune de Niakhar. Ce 

terrain a été mis à la disposition de Senelec par délibération du conseil municipal de Niakhar, 

et ayant fait l’objet du PV n° 06/CNR/2016 du 21 Mai 2016. Il sera rétrocédé à Teranga 

Niakhar Strorage SAS par Senelec. La procédure de rétrocession est en cours. 

Ce terrain qui a été en premier lieu identifié dans le cadre du projet Scaling Solar est dégagé 

et n’accueille aucune activité agricole ou autre. 

Il est situé à près de 200m du nouveau poste de Niakhar qui présente les aptitudes 

d’évacuation de l’électricité sans contraintes.    
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Situation de la centrale de Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS dans le Sénégal 

 

7 – Traitement des déchets  
Durant la phase de construction, il sera porté une attention particulière à la gestion des 

déchets. Le constructeur ainsi que ses sous-traitants seront responsables du traitement de 

tous déchets issus du chantier. Ils auront en charge leur enlèvement, leur transport et leur 

traitement dans les conditions appropriées. 

Une fois en phase d’exploitation, les déchets tels que les panneaux cassés et les batteries 

usagées seront stockés conformément aux normes et ensuite évacués de façon suivie dans 

les centres de recyclages dédiés. 

8 – Gestion des eaux 
Durant la phase construction, les besoins en eau sont ceux liés aux travaux de génie civil et 

les consommations des employés présents sur le site. 

Principalement en phase d’exploitation, les besoins en eau d’environ 80m3 par mois sont 

justifiés par le nettoyage des panneaux.
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9 – Durée des travaux de construction et le personnel 

Les travaux sont prévus sur une durée de 12 mois. Durant la phase de construction, nous 

prévoyons la création de 98 emplois directs et de 26 emplois durant la phase d’exploitation. 

10 – Classement dans la nomenclature 

Ce projet est classé à la catégorie des projets soumis à une évaluation environnementale 

approfondie, conformément au décret d’application de la loi 2001-01 du 15 janvier 2001 

portant code de l’environnement du Sénégal (article R40 et annexe 1 du Code). 

En effet, l’exécution d’un tel projet pourrait engendrer des impacts sur l’environnement 

biophysique, et humain du site d’accueil. Dans le souci de respecter la réglementation 

sénégalaise en vigueur, une étude d’impact environnemental et social approfondie est 

nécessaire. 
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I. INTRODUCTION  

1.1. Contexte général 

Au Sénégal, la taille actuelle du parc électrique national qui est de 1.024 MW, dont seulement 864 

MW opérationnels, appelle à des mesures d’urgence compte tenu de la taille de la population 

estimée à 15 millions d’habitants. Cette urgence de mesures tant au niveau de la production qu’au 

niveau de la distribution à travers le réseau national, est d’autant plus d’actualité que seulement 

43% de la population ont accès à l’électricité en zone rurale et 90% en zone urbaine. 

Le défi d’une fourniture d’électricité stable à un prix abordable est donc à relever au plus vite par 

l’État qui compte par ailleurs sur l’exploitation prochaine des gisements de gaz découverts 

récemment au Sénégal. Bien entendu, en attendant cette transition, SENELEC se doit de trouver 

avec ses partenaires tels que TERANGA NIAKHAR STORAGE SAS, les moyens d’améliorer 

ses conditions de production et de distribution afin de faire face aux différentes pressions qui 

s’exercent sur elle notamment sur ses finances. 

Dans ce contexte, la société Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS est en négociation avancé avec 

SENELEC pour la construction et l’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 15mw/45mwh 

alimenté par une centrale solaire de 30 MW. 

La centrale sera érigée sur un terrain de 58 hectares situé dans la commune de Niakhar. Ce terrain 

a été mis à la disposition de SENELEC par délibération du conseil municipal de Niakhar, et ayant 

fait l’objet du PV n° 06/CNR/2016 du 21 Mai 2016. Il sera rétrocédé à Teranga Niakhar Strorage 

SAS par Senelec. 

1.2. Objectifs de l’EIES 

La réalisation de la centrale fera intervenir des enjeux environnementaux, sociaux et économiques 

de la zone du projet (populations et services éco systémiques). 

L’EIES devra prédire et évaluer les impacts prévus pour la réalisation et l’exploitation de la centrale 

sur l’environnement et proposer des mesures pour les atténuer ou les bonifier. L’EIES sera 

effectuée en consultation avec les résidents de la zone d’implantation de la centrale qui pourrait 

être touchés par les impacts du projet. Elle devra également présenter les méthodes qui seront 

appliquées pour optimiser les effets positifs et limiter au minimum les impacts négatifs du projet 

sur l’environnement biophysique et humain. 

Plus concrètement, cette étude permettra : 

• de juger de l’acceptabilité ou non des variantes du projet (site choisi, technologie de 

production d’énergie, etc.) ; 

• d’identifier et d’évaluer les impacts positifs et négatifs que le projet pourrait occasionner 

mais également de proposer des mesures correctives qui permettraient d’éliminer ou 

d’atténuer les impacts négatifs et des mesures de bonification des impacts positifs du 

projet ;  
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• d’évaluer les risques technologiques liés au projet et de proposer des mesures de prévention, 

de protection et d’intervention (en cas d’accident) ; 

• d’élaborer un plan de gestion environnemental et social (PGES) comprenant un programme 

de surveillance et de suivi environnemental et social du projet lors de ses phases d’exécution 

et d’exploitation. 

Outre les sections normalement retrouvées dans l’étude d'impact environnemental et social, le 

consultant va mettre une emphase particulière sur les aspects suivants : 

• Plan d'engagement des parties prenantes incluant consultations publiques et mécanisme de 

résolution des conflits avec les communautés affectées ; 

• Plan de gestion de la sécurité durant la construction ; 

• Occupation des sols et délimitation des terroirs villageois (à mettre dans description du 

milieu) ; 

• Processus d'acquisition des terres : décrire de façon détaillée comment les terres ont été 

acquises, à qui elles appartenaient et qui les utilisaient par exemple usages coutumiers ou 

autres ;  

• Réinstallation involontaire (économique et/ou physique) et compensation des personnes 

affectées (incluant recensement des personnes et des biens). Un Plan d'action de 

réinstallation ou un Plan de restauration des moyens de subsistance doivent être développés 

séparément en cas de déplacement économique et/ou physique de personnes ; 

• Présence d'habitat modifié, naturel et critique ; 

• Patrimoine culturel et cultuel. 

1.3. Objet des TDR 

Les présents termes de référence (TDR) sont préparés pour permettre au Consultant (ou Bureau 

d’études) agréé, et choisi par le Promoteur, de mener à bien une telle mission. Ces TDR décrivent 

aussi l’approche qui sera utilisée pour la réalisation de l’EIES. 

II. ÉTENDUE DE L’EIES ET CHAMP D’ACTION 

Le champ d’action de l’étude concerne principalement la construction et l’exploitation des 

différentes composantes de la centrale. 

A cet effet, le consultant devra accorder une attention toute particulière aux impacts attendus liés : 

• aux pollutions, nuisances et perturbations du trafic routier occasionnées par les activités de 

construction de la centrale ; 

• aux déguerpissements éventuels d’habitations et d’établissements recevant du public situé 

dans la zone immédiate et rapproché du site ; 

• au fonctionnement des panneaux, batteries de stockage, onduleurs et transformateurs ; 

• à la génération de déchets ; 
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• aux nuisances sonores générées par le fonctionnement de la centrale. 

Les points suivants devront aussi être analysés : 

• Analyse des alternatives du projet (option sans projet, option technologique, etc.) ; 

• Impact sur la ressource en eau et éventuels conflits sur l’utilisation de l’eau (pour le 

nettoyage des panneaux); 

• Conditions d’emploi pendant la phase de construction et d’exploitation ; 

• PGES comprenant les actions concrètes à mettre en œuvre, les délais, les responsabilités et 

couts associés ; 

• Organisation E&S et Plan de suivi ; 

III. MISSIONS DU CONSULTANT 

Pour atteindre les objectifs fixés par l’EIES, le consultant aura à accomplir les tâches spécifiques 

suivantes : 

• Mise en contexte et justification du projet ; 

• Présentation et description du projet ; 

• Étude du cadre politique, juridique et institutionnel ; 

• Description de l’environnement initial ; 

• Consultation publique des parties prenantes ; 

• Analyse des variantes du projet ; 

• Identification et évaluation des impacts environnementaux et sociaux ; 

• Etude de dangers ; 

• Plan de Gestion Environnementale et Sociale (PGES). 

Un Plan d'action de réinstallation ou un Plan de restauration des moyens de subsistence doivent 

être développés séparément en cas de déplacement économique ou physique de personnes. Il devra 

contenir la procédure de réinstallation involontaire (économique et physique) et la compensation 

des personnes affectées (incluant recensement des personnes et des biens). Ce plan fera suite au 

recensement des personnes impactées par la commission départementale de recensement et 

d’évaluation des impenses. 

3.1 Mise en contexte et justification du projet 

Il s’agira pour le consultant de présenter : 

• le promoteur du projet ; 

• le contexte et la justification du projet. 

Pour le deuxième point, le consultant devra présenter le diagnostic de la situation actuelle du 

secteur de l’énergie. Il est sensé présenter à ce niveau la situation actuelle de la production 

d’électricité à l’échelle nationale afin d’inscrire le projet dans son contexte général. 
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3.2 Présentation et description du projet 

Cette partie devra ressortir la description technique des principales composantes du projet. Cette 

description permettra d’apprécier les sources réelles et potentielles de nuisance, de pollutions et 

dangers présentées par la future centrale dans ses phases construction et exploitation. 

La présentation générale du projet devra inclure : 

• le statut juridique du terrain ; 

• un plan de situation de la centrale avec indication des infrastructures et bâtiments dans un 

rayon de 500 m ; 

• le type de procédé de production d’énergie électrique et ses performances en termes de 

qualité, de disponibilité et de sécurité ; 

• les différentes unités auxiliaires et leurs liaisons fonctionnelles ; 

• la présentation du calendrier d'exécution du projet, indiquant la procédure de réalisation, 

les délais de construction, d’essai et de mise en service de la centrale ; 

• les besoins en infrastructures nouvelles (eau, assainissement, logement du personnel, etc.) ; 

• le coût global du projet et les retombées économiques ; 

• Les éventuelles phases d'extension. 

Une description détaillée des caractéristiques techniques du projet devra comprendre : 

• l’emplacement exact de la centrale et de ses infrastructures techniques à savoir les ouvrages 

mécaniques, électriques et les équipements annexes ; 

• une indication de la surface du site occupé ; 

• le schéma synoptique du procédé de production d’énergie et de ses composantes en 

précisant toutes les opérations liées au fonctionnement et au procédé ; 

• Les ressources utilisées (techniques et humaines) ; 

• la manipulation des matières premières : transport, déchargement, stockage et utilisation ; 

• les besoins en énergie requise, besoin en eau et les sources d’eau (réseau national SDE, 

nappe phréatique, etc.) ; 

• les estimations en eau pour la construction, l’exploitation normale et les situations 

d’urgence et les mesures pour minimiser la consommation en eau ; 

• la préparation du site et les travaux de construction (défrichement, nivellement, etc.). 

3.3 Étude des pollutions, nuisances et risques  

Le consultant devra procéder à une étude exhaustive des pollutions, nuisances et risques associés 

à la réalisation du projet aussi bien en phase pré-construction et construction qu’en phase 

exploitation de la centrale.  

❖ Phase de pré-construction et de construction 

Le consultant devra présenter : 
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• la nature et la qualité des eaux usées provenant du chantier (eau de lavage des engins, eau 

de ruissellement, etc.) et les mesures prises par le promoteur pour les gérer ; 

• la nature et l’estimation des déchets de chantier (déchets de construction, huiles usagées, 

etc.) et les mesures prises pour leur élimination ; 

• le type de rejets atmosphériques lors des travaux ; 

• les niveaux sonores et de vibration susceptibles d’être émis ; 

• les produits, opérations et matériels, pouvant présenter un risque potentiel pour la santé et 

la sécurité des travailleurs et des riverains du chantier lors des opérations de pré-

construction et de construction de la centrale électrique. 

❖ Phase exploitation 

Le consultant devra présenter : 

• la nature, la qualité et la quantité des eaux usées (eaux usées sanitaires, eaux de nettoyage 

des panneaux, etc.)  provenant de la centrale en exploitation normale et accidentelle et les 

mesures prises par le promoteur pour leur gestion ; 

• la nature, la qualité et la quantité des déchets générés par la centrale et les mesures prises 

par le promoteur pour leur gestion ; 

• les produits, opérations et matériels, pouvant présenter un risque potentiel pour la santé et 

la sécurité des travailleurs en exploitation normale et accidentelle de la centrale. 

3.4 Consultation publique 

La consultation du public est un élément essentiel dans une étude d’impact environnemental et 

social. A cet effet, le consultant, en rapport avec le Promoteur, devra recueillir les préoccupations 

des parties susceptibles d’être affectées par le projet à savoir les populations riveraines, les 

institutions étatiques (Ministère de l’environnement, Ministère de l’énergie, etc.), la collectivité 

locale concernée, les services techniques déconcentrés de l’état (Eaux et forêts, Hydraulique, 

Cadastre, Protection Civile, Service régional de conservation des sols, etc.). 

L’objectif étant de recueillir leurs avis et préoccupations par rapport au projet, de régler les 

problèmes fonciers qui pourraient surgir, mais également de connaître l’emplacement des 

infrastructures prévues dans la zone du projet afin de les prévoir lors de l’implantation de la 

centrale. 

Par ailleurs, ces séances de travail avec les acteurs concernés devraient ressortir la possibilité de 

déplacement de populations afin de préconiser des mesures d’expropriation de biens au bénéfice 

du projet dans le respect des droits des personnes affectées conformément à la réglementation en 

vigueur. 
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3.5 Étude du cadre politique, juridique et institutionnel 

L’étude du cadre politique, juridique et institutionnel devra présenter les rôles et missions des 

institutions qui peuvent être impliquées dans ce projet, les règlements et normes pertinentes 

régissant la qualité de l’environnement, la santé et la sécurité des travailleurs, les pollutions et 

nuisances, la protection des zones sensibles et des espèces en danger de la zone d’étude, 

l’emplacement du site, les mesures de contrôle de l’occupation des sols, la politique énergétique, 

etc. à l’échelle internationale et nationale. 

Sur la base de ces textes, le consultant devra mentionner et décrire : 

• les autorisations dont le Promoteur a besoin ; 

• les diverses réglementations qu’il doit satisfaire ; 

• les lois, décrets et arrêtés qui encadrent l’activité du projet ;  

• les lois et décrets nationaux relatifs à l’EIES ; 

• les clarifications nécessaires sur l’affectation du site ainsi que les procédures 

administratives exigibles en direction des services compétents. 

3.6 Analyse des variantes du projet  

Le consultant devra évaluer les alternatives au projet qui sont techniquement réalisables et 

économiquement viables ainsi que d'autres moyens pour mettre en œuvre le projet tout en 

préservant l'environnement et le bien-être des populations. Cette analyse comprendra notamment : 

• L'alternative « sans projet ». Cette étude devrait examiner les effets de cette alternative sur 

les facteurs socio-économiques et les effets environnementaux (biophysiques et socio-

économiques) ; 

• D'autres alternatives seront proposées pour atteindre les objectifs du projet et leurs effets 

sur l'environnement. L’analyse de ces alternatives par rapport aux composantes 

particulières du projet doit également être effectuée pour permettre de trouver des méthodes 

plus efficaces sur le plan environnemental. 

3.7 Description de l’environnement initial  

Le consultant devra délimiter une zone d’étude qui correspondra à toutes les zones géographiques 

d’influence du projet susceptible d’être affectées de manière directe ou indirecte par le Projet, les 

voies d’accès, les zones d’emprunt et de décharge ainsi que par les développements imprévus 

induits par le projet. 
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La connaissance approfondie du périmètre de l’étude est indispensable dans le sens où elle va 

permettre : 

• d’identifier les autres projets voisins à la future centrale ; 

• d’identifier les éventuels effluents et émissions de ces projets ainsi que les possibles 

interactions et/ou incompatibilités avec ceux de la future centrale ; 

• de prendre les actions préventives afin de maîtriser ces interactions. 

Le consultant devra procéder à l’assemblage et la consultation des études descriptives pour 

l’estimation des données de base des caractéristiques de l’environnement actuel de la zone d’étude. 

Le consultant pourra reprendre les données déjà existantes, qu’il complétera pour les mettre à jour 

au besoin. 

Pour une bonne description de l’environnement initial de la zone d’étude, le consultant devra 

s’intéresser surtout aux aspects suivants : 

❖ Situation et occupation du sol : 

• Emplacement du site sur une carte à une échelle appropriée ; 

• Vocation des sols (zones industrielle, d'habitation, de détente, commerciales et artisanales, 

agricoles, de forêts, etc.) ; 

• Situation foncière et patrimoine public ; 

• Distance du site aux habitations les plus proches ; 

• Voies de communications, conduites d'alimentation ; 

• Accès au site. 

❖ Milieu biophysique : 

• Géologie, Géomorphologie, Topographie du site et de ses environs ; 

• Hydrologie des eaux de surface à proximité ; 

• Hydrogéologie de la zone d’étude (existence de nappe, profondeur, qualité, etc.) ; 

• Climatologie : 

o Nature du climat ; 

o Température moyenne en fonction des saisons ; 

o Précipitation moyenne annuelle et précipitation maximale ; 

o Intensités et directions des vents prédominants. 

• Inventaire de la de faune et de la flore terrestre ; 

• Importance des éléments naturels (forêt, lac, etc.) pour la faune et la flore au niveau de la 

zone d’étude. 
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❖ Milieu humain et socio-économique : 

• Évaluation de la situation socio-économique à l’échelle locale ; 

• Les profils social et économique de la population de la zone d’étude (caractéristiques 

démographiques, composition du tissu social, etc.) ; 

• Présentation des données socio-économiques et environnementales sur des cartes ; 

• Infrastructures existantes : Station publique d’épuration des eaux usées, réseau public 

d’évacuation des eaux pluviales, infrastructures routières, décharges contrôlées des déchets 

solides, etc. 

• Services sociaux de base dans un périmètre proche du site. 

❖ Pollutions et nuisances existantes dans la zone d’étude : 

Sur la base d’une recherche bibliographique (complétée au besoin par des mesures et sondages sur 

le terrain), le consultant devra décrire le niveau initial de pollution et nuisance de la zone d’étude 

(inventaire des différentes sources de pollution des activités actuelles avant l’implantation du 

projet). Les résultats des investigations devront permettre : 

• d'établir la qualité de l’air avec une évaluation qualitative de la pollution atmosphérique ; 

• d'établir la qualité du sol et des eaux souterraines dans la zone d’étude ; 

• d'établir le niveau de bruit dans la zone du projet afin de quantifier le niveau de bruit de 

fond ambiant ; 

3.8 Identification et évaluation des impacts environnementaux et sociaux 

Le consultant devra dégager tous les changements auxquels le projet pourrait donner naissance, 

pouvant comprendre, sans pour autant qu’il faille s’y limiter, les aspects suivants :  

• perspectives d’emplois locaux et bénéfices sociaux apportés par l’implantation de la 

centrale ; 

• effet potentiel des émissions sur la qualité de l’air, la couche d’ozone et les changements 

climatiques ainsi que sur les services éco systémiques ; 

• effet potentiel des rejets d’eaux usées sur le milieu naturel ; 

• effet potentiel de l’infrastructure sur le foncier, l’occupation des sols, le patrimoine ; 

• aspects liés à la santé et la sécurité des travailleurs et du voisinage.  

Il devra évaluer les effets causés par les changements dont le projet est à l’origine sur les conditions 

de base de l’environnement telles qu’elles sont décrites ci-dessus, au paragraphe 3.7. 

Le consultant devra distinguer, dans l’analyse, les impacts positifs essentiels des impacts négatifs, 

les effets directs des effets indirects, les impacts globaux des impacts cumulatifs, les répercussions 

immédiates de celles de longue durée. Il devra déterminer les impacts pouvant se produire après 

des accidents, les impacts inévitables ou irréversibles. 
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L’analyse des impacts devrait être divisée entre les effets produits par les phases de construction et 

d’exploitation. 

Il faut distinguer, par exemple, les effets des travaux de construction, causés par les activités de 

défrichement (p. ex. disparition de la végétation qui abrite les espèces sauvages sur le site 

d’implantation) et d’excavation (p. ex. érosion du sol) et des effets d’exploitation de la centrale. 

3.9 Étude de dangers 

L’étude comprendra une analyse des risques d’accidents technologiques ou étude de dangers qui a 

pour objet d’analyser divers scénarios d’accidents dans les installations prévues dont certains sont 

susceptibles d’avoir des conséquences majeures autant pour le personnel exploitant et les 

populations voisines que pour l’environnement.  

A ce titre, le consultant réalisera cette partie conformément au guide d’étude de dangers du 

Ministère de l’environnement. Pour ce faire, il procédera à : 

• L’identification et caractérisation des dangers potentiels liés à l’exploitation de la centrale ; 

• L’analyse des risques ; 

• La quantification des effets redoutés et calcul des distances à risques ; 

• La justification des moyens de prévention, de protection et d’intervention mis en place. 

L’étude devra également préciser les moyens de secours publics portés à sa connaissance et 

l’organisation des moyens de secours privés dont le Promoteur dispose en vue de combattre les 

effets d’un éventuel sinistre. 

3.10 Plan de Gestion Environnementale et Sociale (PGES) 

Le consultant devra recommander des mesures réalistes et rentables de façon à enrayer ou à réduire 

à des niveaux acceptables les impacts négatifs. Il doit estimer les coûts de ces mesures ainsi que 

des besoins institutionnels et en formation permettant de les mettre en œuvre. 

Le consultant devra préparer un Plan de Gestion Environnementale et Sociale (PGES) comprenant 

les programmes des travaux proposés, l’estimation du budget, les calendriers, les besoins en 

personnel et en formation ainsi que les autres services de soutien nécessaires à la réalisation des 

mesures d’atténuation. 

Le PGES devra également déterminer les mesures envisagées pour bonifier ou optimiser les 

impacts positifs du projet. En définitif, pour faciliter le travail du comité de suivi, le PGES sera 

présenté sous la forme d’un tableau récapitulatif avec les impacts potentiels et mesures 

d’atténuation de même que les responsabilités de mise en œuvre en fonction des différentes phases 

du projet. 

Le PGES devra également ressortir : 
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• des clauses environnementales et sécuritaires, si elles existent, que les entreprises chargées 

des travaux de construction devront respecter ; 

• des mesures d’expropriation, d’indemnisation et de réinstallation, s’il y a lieu ; 

• des mesures d’information et de communication auprès du public ; 

• d’un plan de surveillance environnemental et social, 

• d’un plan de suivi environnemental et social ; 

IV. PROFIL DU CONSULTANT 

Les missions décrites plus haut seront conduites par un Consultant (Bureau d’études) agréé, par le 

Ministère l’environnement, pour la réalisation d’une EIES, et ayant une forte expérience en matière 

d’évaluation environnementale et sociale des programmes et projets de développement notamment 

dans le secteur de l’énergie. L’équipe du Consultant devra comprendre au moins : 

• Un Expert HSE, spécialiste en gestion environnementale ayant déjà réalisé plusieurs études 

d’impact environnemental et social - Chef de mission ; 

• Un Ingénieur industriel, spécialiste en gestion des pollutions et risques industriels ; 

• Un Environnementaliste spécialiste en gestion des ressources naturelles, géologie et 

hydrogéologie ; 

• Un Socio-économiste et spécialiste en communication et consultation publique ; 

V. RAPPORTS A FOURNIR PAR LE CONSULTANT 

A la suite de ses investigations, le consultant devra rédiger un rapport d’EIES (provisoire et 

définitif) et le fournir en version papier et numérique aux Services en charge de l’Environnement 

et des Etablissements Classées.  

Le rapport principal de l’EIES doit être présenté d’une façon claire et concise et doit mettre l’accent 

sur les enjeux environnementaux pertinents et significatifs, qui aident à bien comprendre le projet 

et ses impacts. 

La portée et le niveau de détails du rapport doivent être proportionnels aux impacts potentiels du 

projet. Il devra décrire l'approche scientifique adoptée pour réaliser les études, ainsi que les 

modèles, les méthodes et les critères utilisés. 

Le rapport devra également comprendre des cartes et des schémas à une échelle appropriée et doit 

faire référence à tous les documents consultés. 

Le rapport principal de l’étude d’impact devra contenir au moins les parties suivantes : 

• Introduction présentant la mise en contexte du projet et la méthodologie utilisée pour 

atteindre les objectifs de l’EIES ; 

• Description du projet tant d’un point de vue technique qu’organisationnel ; 

• Description du cadre politique, juridique et institutionnel régissant le projet ; 

• Description de l’environnement initial du site d’implantation de la centrale ; 
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• Résultats des Consultations Publiques ; 

• Analyse des variantes du projet ; 

• Analyse des impacts environnementaux et sociaux ; 

• Etude de dangers ; 

• Plan de Gestion Environnementale et Sociale ; 

• Conclusion ; 

• Annexes présentant (liste non exhaustive) : 

o bibliographie consultée ; 

o cartes et photos illustratives sur le projet ; 

o liste des personnes consultées ; 

o quelques comptes-rendus de la consultation publique ; 

Un résumé non technique doit également être rédigé en français. Afin d’être utile lors des 

consultations, ce document résumera les informations techniques issues du rapport principal de 

l’EIES du projet. Ce résumé devra présenter un caractère simplifié et non technique de l’étude, de 

manière à ce qu’elle soit compréhensible par chaque lecteur. Il devra présenter : 

• Un récapitulatif de la nature et des principales composantes du projet ; 

• Un bilan des rejets liquides, des déchets solides, des rejets atmosphériques et toutes autres 

nuisances occasionnées par la réalisation et l’exploitation de la future centrale ; 

• Une description sommaire de l'état initial de la zone concernée par le projet ; 

• Un résumé des principaux impacts potentiels du projet sur l'environnement ; 

• Un résumé du PGES. 
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1. Introduction 

La présente Etude d’Impact Environnemental et Social (EIES) concerne le projet de 

construction et d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 15MW/45MWh alimenté par une 

centrale solaire de 30 MW dans la Commune de Niakhar, Region de Fatick. 

Le Code de l’Environnement en son article L48 stipule que "Tout projet de développement ou 

activité susceptible de porter atteinte à l’environnement de même que les politiques, les plans, 

les programmes, les études régionales et sectorielles devront faire l’objet d’une évaluation 

environnementale".  

Selon la Nomenclature des Installations Classées pour la Protection de l’Environnement 

(ICPE), aux rubriques A 1400 : production et distribution d’électricité de gaz, de vapeur etc. 

et A1401 : production et distribution d’électricité (procédé par générateur de vapeur et 

turbine) quelle que soit la capacité ainsi que le decret d’application de la loi 2001-01 du 15 

janvier 2001 portant Code de l’environnement (article R40 et annexe 1), ce projet est classé à 

la catégorie des projets soumis à une évaluation environnementale approfondie.  

C’est dans ce cadre que Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS a fait appel au Cabinet EES pour la 

réalisation d’une Etude d’Impact Environnemental et Social (EIES). 

Ce document présente sommairement le contexte et la justification du projet, les différentes 

composantes et équipements et les objectifs fixés pour la réalisation de cette EIES. 

2. Contexte du projet 

Au Sénégal, la taille actuelle du parc électrique national de 1024 MW, dont seulement 864 

MW sont opérationnels, appelle à des mesures d’urgence compte tenu de la taille de la 

population estimée à 16 209 125 habitants selon les projections de l’ANSD de 2019. Cette 

urgence de mesures à prendre tant au niveau de la production qu’au niveau de la distribution à 

travers le réseau national, est d’autant plus d’actualité que seulement 43% de la population 

ont accès à l’électricité en zone rurale et 90% en zone urbaine. 

Le défi d’une fourniture d’électricité stable à un prix abordable est donc à relever au plus vite 

par l’État qui compte par ailleurs sur l’exploitation prochaine des gisements de gaz découverts 

récemment au Sénégal. En attendant cette transition, Senelec se doit de trouver avec ses 

partenaires tels que Energy Resources Sénégal SA, les moyens d’améliorer ses conditions de 

production et de distribution afin de faire face aux différentes pressions qui s’exerce sur elle 

notamment sur ses finances. 

Comme la plupart des Économies de la CEDEAO, les variations haussières du pétrole en 

2008 et 2013, ont encore laissé le secteur énergétique sénégalais dans une longue crise malgré 

les efforts et performances de Senelec. Les différents plans stratégiques de redressement du 

secteur, notamment le plan TAKKAL de près de 500 milliards de FCFA, n’ont pas pu faire 

rattraper les retards d’investissements subis sur plus d’une décennie alors que la demande 

d’électricité n’a cessé de croitre. 

Face à ces difficultés qui ont également impacté sur les différents secteurs du pays comme le 

secteur industriel, l’État du Sénégal a dû recourir à de fortes subventions pour maintenir une 
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certaine stabilité sociale. Aussi, il a été initié dans le même temps, des politiques sectorielles 

ainsi que plusieurs mesures nouvelles sur les économies d’énergie. 

C’est dans ce contexte marqué, que l’État du Sénégal a adopté la Lettre de Politique de 

Développement du Secteur de l’Énergie (LPDSE), signée en 2012 et qui s’articule 

principalement sur : 

• la diversification du mix énergétique ; 

• l’implication du secteur privé ; 

• la baisse de coûts de production ; 

• l’augmentation à 20% en 2020 de la part des énergies renouvelables dans la 

production d’électricité. 

L’État du Sénégal, pour asseoir de façon pratique sa politique énergétique, initie ainsi en 2012 

un appel d’offres pour près de 200MW de solaire réparti en lots de 20 à 30MW. C’est dans le 

cadre de ces offres que celle de Energy Resources Sénégal SA, d’une puissance de 20MW a 

été retenue et finalement réalisée à Kahone dans la Région de Kaolack. 

Il faut noter qu’en plus de la promotion de ces centrales solaires, l’État s’est davantage engagé 

avec Senelec pour améliorer les conditions de fourniture de l’électricité et son prix de cession 

aux consommateurs. C’est ainsi que d’importants investissements sont encore faits pour 

réhabiliter et soutenir le réseau national de distribution et cela parallèlement à l’effort 

commun des pays de la région pour le soutien du West African Power Pool (WAPP). 

La baisse des prix du pétrole depuis 2015 a été un important levier dans cette orientation qui 

prévoit pour le Sénégal en 2020, une capacité installée et fonctionnelle de 1,5 GW dont la 

moitié sera de sources renouvelables. Ces prévisions cadrent également avec les perspectives 

d’exportation d’électricité favorisées par les avancées notables du WAPP. 

3. Justification du projet 

Il est indéniable que Senelec, de par son engagement en signant six (06) contrats d’achat 

d’énergie et la mise en service réussie de plus de 130MW de solaire, s’est définitivement 

positionnée comme un leader du mix énergétique régional.  

Aujourd’hui le taux de pénétration des énergies renouvelables est de près de 20%, ce qui, tout 

en favorisant la diversification des sources de production d’énergie, surtout vertes, entraine 

aussi des perturbations notoires sur le réseau du fait du manque de réserve tournante. En effet 

la faiblesse de la réserve tournante en 2019, estimée à 20MW, se traduit par une instabilité de 

la fréquence du réseau ; ce qui entraine des décrochages fréquents de la distribution 

d’électricité.   

Compte tenu de l’accroissement très probable de ce taux de 20% des énergies renouvelables 

dans le mix énergétique du Sénégal avec la mise en service imminente de la première tranche 

50MW de la centrale éolienne de Taiba Ndiaye, il est urgent de trouver une solution pour la 

stabilité plus permanente du réseau national. Cette solution passe nécessairement par une 

régulation de fréquence par un système de stockage d’énergie, qui au-delà permettra au réseau 

de recevoir un apport dans les heures de plus fortes demandes. 
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La combinaison d’un système solaire photovoltaïque et d’un système de stockage d’énergie 

par batteries, est non seulement une solution optimale en termes de coûts, mais aussi elle 

présente techniquement l’une des options les plus prometteuses.  

Dans le cas précis du projet envisagé avec une centrale solaire photovoltaïque prioritairement 

destinée au rechargement des batteries de stockage, Senelec opte pour une solution hybride 

multiservices (injection au réseau, îlotage, régulation de fréquence, redémarrage black-start).  

4. Le promoteur du projet 

Le projet sera porté par Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS dont le capital est à 100% détenu par 

Teranga Energies Développements SA. en tant que développeur. 

5. Objectifs du projet 

Les objectifs du projet sont : 

• participer à la sécurité énergétique du Sénégal et contribuer à son autosuffisance ; 

• réduire les émissions de gaz à effet de serre en produisant de l’électricité ; 

• participer au développement des énergies renouvelables ; 

• renforcer l’attractivité du pays pour des entreprises de la filière photovoltaïque. 

6. Les composantes et les principaux équipements du projet 

Le projet est principalement composé d’une centrale solaire photovoltaïque (centrale PV) 

installée avec des modules polycristallins et d’un système de stockage d’énergie à partir de 

batteries lithium-ion, dotées de régulateurs et d’onduleurs. 

6.1. La centrale PV 

La Centrale PV aura une capacité de 30MWc / 20MW avec les caractéristiques suivantes : 

• modules polycristallins ; 

• trackers mono-axe ; 

• onduleurs string et transformateurs LV-MV pour pourvoir atteindre les 30 kV de la 

connexion au réseau ; 

• productible P50 spécifique (hors batterie et dégradation de la puissance des modules): 3 

350 kWh/kWc/an. 

6.2. Système de stockage d’énergie  

Le système sera composé de batteries au lithium-ion d’une capacité nette utile de 45 MWh, 

avec les caractéristiques suivantes : 

• la régulation de la fréquence du réseau selon les exigences de Senelec ; 

• une fréquence qui sera régulée selon une bande morte de 0,6 Hz autour d’un valeur cible 

à définir ; 

• une réserve de stockage maximale qui sera mobilisée pour une variation de 0,9 Hz 

suivant une courbe linéaire ; 

• la limitation de la puissance de la Centrale PV à 20 MWAC, permettant ainsi de 

recharger les batteries avec le surplus de puissance ; 
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• la batterie qui se chargera et se déchargera au cours de la journée et de la nuit selon les 

critères définis par Senelec . 

6.3. Le foncier 

La centrale sera érigée sur un terrain de 50 hectares situé dans la Commune de Niakhar. Ce 

terrain a été mis à la disposition de Senelec par délibération du conseil municipal, et ayant fait 

l’objet du PV n° 06/CNR/2016 du 21 mai 2016. Il sera rétrocédé à Teranga Niakhar Storage 

SAS par Senelec. La procédure de rétrocession est en cours. Ce terrain qui a été en premier 

lieu identifié dans le cadre du projet Scaling Solar n’abrite aucune activité. 

6.4. Le site d’implantation de la centrale 

6.4.1. Situation géographique et administrative du site 

La centrale sera implantée dans la Commune de Niakhar, Département de Fatick et Région du 

même nom.  Cette région est limitée  

• au nord par la Région de Diourbel ; 

• au nord-ouest par la Région de Thiès ; 

• au sud par la Gambie ; 

• à l’Est par la Région de Kaolack ; 

• à l’Ouest par l’Océan Atlantique. 

La Commune de Niakhar, zone du projet est une des collectivités térritoriales de cette région. 

Elle se situe à l’ouest du pays, à plus de 150 km de Dakar et de 17 km de Fatick Région , sur 

la route reliant Fatick à Bambey. Elle est limitée :  

• au nord par les Communes de Patar et de Ngayokhéme ;  

• à l’Ouest par l’Arrondissement de Tattaguine ;  

• à l’Est par la Commune de Diakhao ;  

• et au Sud par les Communes de Fatick , Diouroup et de Mbellacadiao. 

6.4.2. Localisation du site de la centrale 

Le site du projet est situé au sud dans la Commune de Niakhar. Il est limité : 

• au nord par les villages de Mbane, Nguéss et Keur Diaraf, le tracé projeté de 

l’autoroute à péage du tronçon Mbour-Fatick-Kaolack et une partie de la route Fatick-

Bambeye ; 

• au sud par les localités de Poukham 1 et 2, Fatick, la ligne HT Kaolack-Fatick et la 

Caserne Générale Waly Faye ; 

• à l’est par les villages de Kadiou 1 et 2 ; 

• à l’ouest par la route Fatick-Bambeye et le poste électrique de Senelec et l’université 

du Sine-Saloum. 
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Carte 1 : Localisation du site du projet 
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7. Objectifs de l’etude d’impact  

L’EIES de ce projet a pour objectif de : 

• juger de l’acceptabilité ou non des variantes du projet (site choisi, technologie de 

production et de stockage d’énergie, etc.) ; 

• voir la perception dudit projet par les populations riveraines, les autorités et les STE ; 

• identifier et évaluer les impacts positifs et négatifs que le projet pourrait occasionner 

mais également de proposer des mesures correctives qui permettraient d’éliminer ou 

d’atténuer les impacts négatifs et des mesures de bonification des  impacts positifs du 

projet ; 

• élaborer un Plan de Gestion Environnemental et Social (PGES) comprenant un 

programme de surveillance et de suivi environnemental et social du projet lors de ses 

phases d’exécution et d’exploitation. 

 



 

Engineering & Environment Services  

(Cabinet EES)  

Adresse: Maristes II Immeuble Y62 – Dakar 

Sénégal 

Téléphone: (+ 221) 33 832 88 70 

E-mail : ees.sarl@cabinet-ees.com 

 

Dakar, le 14 juin 2019 

 A Monsieur le Chef du Service De la Direction Régionale  

 de l’Environnement et des Etablissements Classés 

 

Nos Réf : EES/FD/2019 

Objet : Information préliminaire sur l’étude d’impact environnemental et social du projet de 

construction et d’exploitation d’un système de stockage 15MW/45MWH alimenté par une 

centrale solaire de 30MW dans la commune de Niakhar, région de Fatick 

 

Monsieur le Chef de service, 

 

Dans le défi d’assurer son autosuffisance en énergie électrique, l’Etat du Sénégal dans sa 

Lettre de Politique de Développement du Secteur de l’Energie s’est entre autres engagé à 

diversifier le mix énergétique du pays mais également à impliquer le secteur privé. C’est dans 

ce cadre que Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS prévoit de construire et d’exploiter une centrale 

solaire de 30MW avec un système de stockage dans la commune de Niakhar, région de 

Fatick.   

Afin de se conformer à la législation en vigueur au Sénégal, mais également dans un souci 

permanent d’amélioration continue Teranga Niakhar Storage SAS a fait appel aux 

compétences du cabinet d’études Engineering & Environment Services (EES, Sarl), agréé par 

le Ministère en charge de l’Environnement, pour la réalisation d’études d’impact en vue de la 

mise en conformité des activités et installations. 

Dans notre démarche participative, nous serons amenés à engager des échanges avec les 

autorités administratives, les services techniques de l’État et toutes les structures concernées 

afin de recueillir leurs préoccupations et recommandations en rapport avec le projet.  

En outre nous voudrions connaitre la procédure d’autorisation d’exploiter une ICPE ou tout 

autre permis lié à la réalisation de ce projet. 

 

A cet effet, nous vous envoyons dès à présent cette lettre d’information préliminaire, et 

sollicitons par la même occasion, une date pour une rencontre dans la première quinzaine 

du mois de juillet 2019. 

Pour toute information complémentaire, veuillez contacter Madame Aïssatou SENE au 

77 840 18 05 ou par courriel aissatou.sene@cabinet-ees.com 

Veuillez agréer Monsieur, l’assurance de ma considération distinguée. 

                                   

  Le Directeur  
 

 

mailto:ees.sarl@cabinet-ees.com
mailto:aissatou.sene@cabinet-ees.com
















Compte rendu de consultation publique 

Objet de la réunion : Consultation publique 

de l’EIES du projet de construction et 

d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 

15MW/45MWH alimenté par une centrale 

solaire de 30MW à Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Lieu : dans les locaux de l’Agence 

Nationale des Energies Renouvelables 

(ANER), 120 cité Asecna, Liberté 6 

Extension 

Présents :  

 

ANER 

Kader DIOP, Chef de division Planification et 

Suivi-évaluation 

Sidate FALL 

 

Cabinet EES 

 

Fatou DIOP 

Aissatou SENE 

Date : 29 /11/2019 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 16H00 

Heure de fin : 16h40 

 

Durée : 40mn 

 

 

 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de la réunion a porté sur les points suivants : 

1. Mots d’ouverture et présentation des représentants du cabinet EES ; 

2. Présentation du projet ; 

3. Recueil des avis et préoccupations. 

 

Avis et préoccupations 

 

➢ L’ANER était impliqué dans le premier projet de centrale solaire d’une puissance de 

15 MW financé par les Emirates Arabes à Niakhar ; 

➢ En termes d’affectation des terres, le processus est -il bouclé ? 

➢ La durée de vie des batteries lithium est au plus 15ans ; 

➢ Les centrales solaires ne créent pas beaucoup d’emplois ; 

➢ Il existe maintenant une entreprise locale spécialisée dans le recyclage du verre et des 

déchets de câblages ; 

➢ Un processus de réaffectation des terres est-il prévu ? 

➢ Dans la feuille de route de l’Etat, il est prévu d’arriver à une exonération de la TVA ; 

➢ L’ANER a un projet de développer l’éclairage public en milieu rural ; 

➢ Le statut juridique de l’ANER ne lui permet pas de faire des prises de participation. 

Recommandations 

➢ Impliquer au maximum les villageois dans la communication ; 

➢ Accompagner les populations dans la fourniture d’infrastructures scolaires ; 

➢ Electrifier les villages environnants par une extension du réseau qui serait en phase 

avec le projet de l’ANER et alimenter les infrastructures sanitaires par l’énergie 

solaire ; 

➢ Accompagner les femmes par un financement d’activités génératrices de revenus ;  



➢ Prendre en compte les conditions climatiques de la zone nécessaires au maintien de la 

qualité des batteries pour éviter leur amortissement prématuré ; 

➢ Renforcer le système anti-corrosion en place compte tenu des terres salées de la zone ; 

➢ Assurer une conservation de l’état initial du sol pour le maintenir cultivable après 

démantèlement de la centrale ; 

➢ Faciliter aux populations l’accès aux services sociaux de base directement par un 

financement du promoteur ou indirectement par la collectivité locale ; 

➢ Prendre en compte l’effet magnétique et électromagnétique du rayonnement des 

panneaux solaires sur les populations ; 

➢ Prévoir une distance de sécurité pour le rayonnement diffus et trouver un moyen 

d’atténuer ces effets latents. 

 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 



 
 

Compte rendu de consultation publique 

Objet de l’entretien : Consultation publique 

de l’EIES du projet de construction et 

d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 

15MW/45MWh alimenté par une centrale 

solaire de 30MWc dans la Commune de 

Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Lieu : Locaux de 32e Compagnie d’Incendie 

et de Secours de Fatick 

Présents :  

 

BNSP 

  

Mansour FAYE ; Lieutenant 

 

Cabinet EES 

 

Aïssatou SENE: Géographe 

environnementaliste 

Fatou DIOP, Ingénieur QHSE  

 

Date : 13 /11/2020 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 11H00 

Heure de fin : 11H35 

 

Durée : 35mns 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de l’entretien a porté sur les points suivants : 

• mots d’ouverture et présentation des représentants du cabinet EES ; 

• présentation du projet ; 

• recueil des avis et préoccupations. 

 

Avis et préoccupations 

Les avis et préoccupations suivants ont été formulés par la Brigade Nationale des Sapeurs-

Pompiers : 

➢ le projet est intéressant dans la mesure où il est d’intérêt publique ; 

➢ une centrale solaire demeure une installation de première classe, des mesures de 

sécurité doivent être mis en place conformément à la réglementation ; 

➢ la réglementation exige une distance réglementaire de 500 m entre les limites du site et 

les habitations les plus proches ; 

➢ il existe des dispositions générales pour les Installations Classées pour la Protection de 

l’Environnement (ICPE), les Immeuble à Grande Hauteur (IGH) ainsi que les 

Etablissements recevant du Public (ERP) ; 

Recommandations 

Lors de cette rencontre, la Brigade Nationale des Sapeurs-Pompiers a formulé des 

recommandations suivantes : 

➢ se conformer exclusivement aux dispositions réglementaires régissant les installations 

classées de la première catégorie (soumises à autorisation) en ce qui concerne: 

• les dégagements ; 

• la ventilation ; 



 
 

• la construction ; 

• les risques spéciaux ; 

• les moyens de secours. 

➢ Se référer au code de l’environnement et mettre les moyens nécessaires pour lui être 

conforme ; 

➢ Respecter la distance réglementaire recommandée entre les extincteurs qui est de 

15m ; 

➢ s’assurer de la présence d’un extincteur sur une surface de 200m2 ; 

➢ mettre en place dans le site un système d’alerte ; 

➢ disposer d’un registre de sécurité 

➢ disposer d’un plan d’établissement et d’un plan d’évacuation pour une bonne 

organisation en cas de sinistre ; 

➢ Etablir un Plan d’Opération Interne au niveau de la centrale en phase exploitation ; 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 

 

 



Compte rendu de consultation publique 

Objet de la réunion : Consultation publique 

de l’EIES du projet de construction et 

d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 

15MW/45MWH alimenté par une centrale 

solaire de 30MW à Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Lieu : dans les locaux de la Direction de 

l’électricité ; Building administratif 

Présents :  

 

ANER 

Awa Gueye DIOUF ; environnementaliste 

Mamadou Lamine BA ;  

 

Cabinet EES 

Fatou DIOP 

 

Date : 04 /12/2019 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 12H25 

Heure de fin : 13H00 

 

Durée : 35mn 

 

 

 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de la réunion a porté sur les points suivants : 

1. Mots d’ouverture et présentation du cabinet EES ; 

2. Présentation du projet ; 

3. Recueil des avis et préoccupations. 

 

Avis et préoccupations 

 

➢ La SENELEC est sous la tutelle du ministère de l’énergie qui se chargera de présider 

le comité technique ; 

➢ Il est noté une négligence forte de la hiérarchisation de l’ensemble des actionnaires du 

projet dans les rapports d’étude d’impact en général ; 

➢ La direction de l’électricité définit les politiques et assiste le ministre dans sa 

stratégie ; 

➢ Il est fixé un accès universel à l’électricité au Sénégal à l’horizon 2025. 

Recommandations 

➢ Mettre l’accent sur l’importance de l’équipe des actionnaires du projet dans le chapitre 

« description du projet » en précisant le chef du projet au niveau de Senelec ; 

➢ Faire une description complète du ministère de l’énergie, définir sa position dans le 

projet et mettre en exergue les différents textes afférents au secteur énergétique ; 

➢ Intégrer les agents du secteur de l’énergie dans le renforcement des capacités et le 

suivi du PGES ; 

➢ Privilégier tout au long du projet la communication et la sensibilisation ; 

➢ Assure une bonne clôture du périmètre du site ; 

➢ Partager avec la population l’utilité publique du projet ; 



➢ Impliquer le maire dans le projet dès le début pour assurer une exécution des activités 

dans les délais. 

 

 

 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 



 
 

Compte rendu de consultation publique 

Objet de la réunion : Consultation publique 

de l’EIES du projet de construction et 

d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 

15MW/45MWh alimenté par une centrale 

solaire de 30MWc dans la Commune de 

Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Lieu : Locaux de la Direction de la Protection 

Civile 

Présents :  

 

Direction de la Protection Civile 

  

Boubacar BADJI 

Papa Mamadou GAYE 

 

Cabinet EES 

 

Fatou DIOP, Consultante  

Serigne Omar SENE, Consultante 

Date : 16 /07/2019 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 15H05 

Heure de fin : 16H05 

 

Durée : 1H 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de la réunion a porté sur les points suivants : 

• mots d’ouverture et présentation des représentants du cabinet EES ; 

• présentation du projet ; 

• recueil des avis et préoccupations. 

 

Avis et préoccupations 

Les avis et préoccupations suivants ont été formulés par la Direction de la Protection Civile : 

➢ il nous serait utile de disposer de documents techniques spécifiques au projet à 

l’exemple de documents topographiques pour une meilleure analyse de la situation car 

le niveau de risque de cette centrale solaire est différent de celui des autres centrales ; 

➢ il est noté une présence humaine au voisinage du site, aux quatre points cardinaux, ce 

qui signifie qu’il n’y aura pas de problème d’accès pour les services de secours ; 

➢ la réglementation exige une distance réglementaire de 500 m entre les limites du site et 

les habitations les plus proches ; 

➢ Il ne devrait pas être identifié d’ERP ni de zone de rétention d’eau dans les 500m 

autour du site ; 

➢ une centrale photovoltaïque, en termes de dangers, présente moins d’exigences qu’une 

centrale thermique ou autres fonctionnant avec l’énergie fossile ; 

➢ les batteries de stockage doivent être sécurisées pour que leur longévité soit assurée ;  

➢ si les batteries de stockage sont dans un milieu confiné, il faudrait un système de 

renouvellement d’air ; 

➢ les batteries doivent avoir des palettes comme support pour éviter une combustion 

spontanée résultant du contact entre la matière du conteneur et la chaleur de la 

batterie ; 



 
 

➢ la sécurité du personnel doit être assurée cela participerait à renforcer leur 

engagement ; 

➢ l’oxygène composant l’eau attise la combustion du feu en cas de sinistre, il en faut une 

quantité considérable pour que l’extinction soit efficace ; 

➢ la zone est t-elle une zone d’écoulement d’eau pluviale ? 

➢ une humidité du milieu pourrait affecter l’installation des batteries ; 

➢ d’après les statistiques de 2010 à 2016, Fatick occupe la 3e position des accidents 

causés par la foudre.  Des campagnes de sensibilisation ont été menées en ce sens ; 

➢ les nuisances rencontrées peuvent être électromagnétiques ; 

➢ il faut penser à la sécurité de l’investissement en plus de celui du personnel ; 

➢ les études d’impact sont intéressantes dans la mesure où elles permettent de recenser 

les mesures préventives à la sécurisation de son environnement. 

Recommandations 

Lors de cette rencontre, la Direction de la protection civile a formulé des 

recommandations suivantes : 

➢ Installer des parafoudres pour protéger le matériel et le personnel ; 

➢ assurer une bonne répartition de RIA (Robinet d’Incendie Armé) dans le site  et en 

quantité suffisante ; 

➢ placer les RIA dans des zones de départ de feu susceptibles et disposer d’un plan du 

site pour faciliter l’intervention des secouristes ; 

➢ disposer de poteaux d’incendie de 60 m3/h ou une réserve de 120m3/2h pour 

l’alimentation des secours extérieurs en cas de sinistre ; 

➢ équiper la centrale de détecteurs et d’alarmes pour la rapidité d’intervention en cas de 

sinistre ; 

➢ aménager des pistes de dégagement (issue, porte) respectant les distances 

réglementaires exigées ; 

➢ veiller à la sécurité de la main d’œuvre en mettant en place des équipements pour la 

protection collective (EPC) et en dotant le personnel d’équipements de protection 

individuelle (EPI) ; 

➢ recruter un agent chargé d’assurer la sécurité du site, de former le personnel sur les 

premiers secours et maitrisant le plan d’accès au site ; 

➢ privilégier les poteaux d’incendie aux bouches d’incendie car les poteaux sont plus 

visibles, les bouches d’incendie peuvent être dissimulées dans les hautes herbes à 

moins qu’elles ne soient accompagnées de panneaux ; 

➢ mettre en place en POI en phase exploitation et s’assurer entre autres que ; 

o le plan d’évacuation du personnel est porté à la connaissance de tous ; 

o des exercices préalables à l’évacuation du personnel sont réalisés ; 

o il existe des alarmes spécifiques pour faire appel à chaque département 

technique habilité à remédier à une défaillance rencontrée lors de 

l’exploitation, etc. 

 

 

 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 



 
 

Compte rendu de consultation publique 

Objet de la réunion : Consultation publique 

de l’EIES du projet de construction et 

d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 

15MW/45MWh alimenté par une centrale 

solaire de 30MWc dans la Commune de 

Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Lieu : bureau de liaison de l’Université du 

Sine-Saloum El Hadj Ibrahima Niass 

(USSEIN) 

Présents :  

 

Bureau de liaison USSEIN 

 Alioune, BA :  Directeur du Patrimoine et de 

la Maintenance 

 

Cabinet EES 

 

Fatou DIOP, Consultante  

Ndeye SAGNE, Consultante 

Date : 19 /07/2019 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 10H10 

Heure de fin : 10H30 

 

Durée : 20mn 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de la réunion a porté sur les points suivants : 

• mots d’ouverture et présentation des représentants du cabinet EES ; 

• présentation du projet ; 

• recueil des avis et préoccupations. 

 

Avis et préoccupations 

Les avis et préoccupations suivants ont été formulés par le Directeur du Patrimoine et de la 

maintenance : 

➢ l’USSEIN est une université à vocation agricole. Mais il est prévu une filière en 

énergie renouvelable. Ce projet de centrale solaire constitue une opportunité pour les 

étudiants qui pourront effectuer des stages ou des cours protiques ; 

➢ USSEIN salue l’initiative du projet et en espère tirer profit par un partenariat mais 

aussi un approvisionnement en électricité pour être à l’abri des coupures ; 

➢ il est prévu de mettre en place un système solaire pour assurer l’éclairage à l’extérieur 

de l’université ; 

➢ l’université prendra les dispositions nécessaires pour assurer la sécurité de ses 

étudiants lors de son fonctionnement ; 

➢ la construction de l’université doit se faire sur une période de deux ans ; 

➢ la cohabitation entre la centrale solaire et l’université ne devrait pas causer de 

difficultés ; 

➢ Existe-t-il des risques liés à la propagation du champ magnétique ? 

Recommandations 

Les recommandations suivantes ont été formulées par le Directeur du Patrimoine et de la 

Maintenance : 



 
 

➢ créer un cadre de partenariat avec l’Université ; 

➢ reboiser autour de la centrale pour atténuer l’effet d’écran; 

➢ veiller au respect des normes en matière de gestion environnementale ; 

➢ offrir la possibilité aux étudiants de l’USSEIN de la filière énergies renouvelables d’y 

faire des stages pratiques . 

 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 























 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXE 5 : TERANGA NIAKHAR STORAGE SA et Etudes réalisées 
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A. Présentation des promoteurs 
 

Au Sénégal, la taille actuelle du parc électrique national est de 1.024 MW, dont seulement 864 

MW opérationnels, ceci fait appel à des mesures d’urgence compte tenu de l’évolution de la 

population.  

C’est dans un contexte marqué par le défi de fournitures d’une électricité stable, marqué 

notamment par des hausses des prix du pétrole, variables exogènes et conjoncturelles de notre 

économie en développement, que l’État du Sénégal a adopté la Lettre de Politique de 

Développement du Secteur de l’Énergie (LPDSE), signée en 2012 et qui s’articule 

principalement sur  les points ci-après ;  

1- La diversification du mix énergétique  

2- L’implication du secteur privé  

3- La baisse de coûts de production 

4- L’augmentation à 20% en 2020 de la part des énergies renouvelables dans la production 

d’électricité. 

L’État du Sénégal, pour asseoir de façon pratique sa politique énergétique, initie ainsi en 2012 

un appel d’offres pour près de 200MW de solaire réparti en lots de 20 à 30MW. C’est dans le 

cadre de cette volonté politique d’accompagner le secteur privé que Energy Resources Sénégal 

SA, à développer et mise en exploitation une centrale d’une puissance de 20MW à Kahone dans 

la région de Kaolack 

La société Teranga Niakhar Storage est une société anonyme de droit Sénégalais créé en 2019 

au capital de 10.000.000 FCFA, elle est la filiale de Energy Resources Senegal propriétaire de 

la centrale solaire de Kahone dans la région de Kaolack, elle-même filiale à 49% de la 

SENELEC.  

Poursuivant le but et la finalité de Energy Resources Senegal la société se veut de développer 

et mettre en œuvre, la technologie et la maitrise des compétences et des moyens relative à la 

construction et l’exploitation de centrales à énergies renouvelables et mixtes au Sénégal et dans 

la sous-région. 

La société, Teranga Niakhar Storage est detenu par Energy Resources Senegal SA à hauteur de 

100%, conçu spécialement comme véhicule pour le déploiement de la stratégie générale de la 

société mère afin de piloter le développement relative à la construction de projets de centrales 

à énergies renouvelables dans la région de Fatick ainsi que sa future exploitation. 

 

 

 

 

 

B. Description générale du projet 
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Le projet consiste au développement, au financement, à la construction et à l'exploitation d'une 

centrale photovoltaïque d’une puissance 30 MWc munie d’un système de stockage 

d’énergie de 15MW à partir de batteries lithium-ion, doté de régulateurs et onduleurs raccordé 

au réseau électrique par le poste SENELEC de Niakhar. Ce dispositif devra garantir 45MWh 

de services d’électricité à la Senelec avec une prévision de production d’énergie électrique 

annuelle estimée à environ 45.000.000 kWh. L'énergie produite par la centrale servira 

prioritairement au rechargement des batteries de stockage, et le surplus directement injecté au 

réseau Senelec.   

C. Caractéristiques de la centrale PV    
 Modules polycristallins ; 

 Trackers mono-axe ; 

 Onduleurs String et transformateurs LV-MV pour pourvoir atteindre les 30 kV de la 

connexion au réseau ; 

 Productible P50 spécifique (hors batterie et dégradation de la puissance des modules): 3 

350 kWh/kWc/an. 

D. Caractéristiques du système de Stockage  
Le système sera composé de batteries au lithium d’une capacité de 15MW pour 45 MWh, avec 

les caractéristiques suivantes : 

 la régulation de la fréquence du réseau selon les exigences de Senelec ; 

 la fréquence sera régulée selon une bande morte de 0,6 Hz autour d’un valeur cible à 

définir ; 

 la réserve de stockage maximale sera mobilisée pour une variation de 0,9 Hz suivant une 

courbe linéaire ; 

 la batterie se chargera et se déchargera au cours de la journée et de la nuit selon les critères 

définis par Senelec ; 

 la durée de vie des batteries de 20 ans. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

E. Détails des investissements et coûts directs 
Les investissements nécessitent le choix de matériaux, de qualités, répondant aux exigences et 

normes techniques, de productions et de qualités requises par l’installation d’une centrale 
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solaire de 30 Mw selon les exigences, accords et contrats signés avec les parties prenantes. Le 

total des investissements photovoltaqiue s’élévera à 23.199.705 EUR. 

Tableau n°01 : Montant des investissements en système photovoltaïque 

Désignations (Montants en Euros) qtes          montants 

Champ solaire photovoltaïque de puissance totale 30 MWc composé de 

modules solaires de puissance unitaire minimale de 305 Wc 
30.000          15 360 000 

Support du champ solaire en acier galvanisé ou en aluminium avec 

inclinaison fixe avec hauteur au-dessus du sol de 0,8m 
30.000            2 820 000  

Onduleurs de réseau pour une puissance combinée d'au moins 30 MW 

par conteneur de 6,25 MW, y compris les transformateurs de puissance 
5            2 653 045  

Boîtes de jonction DC ou armoires pour faisceaux photovoltaïques  1               116 217  

Câble et connexion 1               684 709  

Centre sectionnement centrale photovoltaïque (cellule HT arrivée, 

cellule HT départ,cellule HT protections générale avec disjoncteur, 

omptages, Système d'éclairage extérieur, etc) 

1               659 187  

Réseau de terre 1                 64 584  

Système de contrôle et de protection, système de télécommunication 1               841 963  

Total investissements système PV  23.199.705 
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Le système de stockage nécessitera, un investissement de 6.604.140 EUR, composé 

d’onduleurs de batterie, de batterie lithium phosphate de fer avec BMS, de batterie combiné, de 

transformateurs entre autres. 

Tableau n°02 : Montant des investissements en système de Stockage 

Désignations (montants en Euros) qts montants 

Onduleurs de batterie pour une puissance de 9MW 9000               639 000 

Batterie lithium phosphate de fer avec système de gestion de batterie 

(BMS) 
15000            5 220 000  

Batterie Combiner comprenant l'alimentation de l'onduleur pour 

l'appareillage de commutation, etc. 40ft container， 

(L×H×P×D)12192*2591*2438 mm, Avec ventilateurs, système anti-

incendie, etc. 

12               566 484  

Transformateurs de puissance de 4500kVA - 0,40kV/30kV 2               123 320  

Câbles et accessoires de connexion et de protection toutes sujétions 1                 55 336  

Total investissements système de stockage en EUR  6.604.140 

 

Tableau n°03 : Montant des investissements en Etude et conception 

Désignations (Montant en Euros) qtés Montants 

Conception, études détaillées, ingénierie, travaux électriques, génie civil, 

mécaniques, et y compris tous travaux pour la construction clé en main 

de la centrale solaire photovoltaïque 

1x 842.588 

Total investissements études et désign en EUR  842.588 

 

Tableau n°04 : Montant des investissements travaux génie civil et maitrise d’ouvrage 

Désignations (Montants en Euros) qtés Montants 

Travaux de préparation de chantier et de construction                  1 525 486,25 

Semelles de la structure de support des panneaux photovoltaïques 1 379 353,75 

Fondation d'un conteneur pour onduleur de réseau pour une 

puissance combinée d'au moins 30 MW par conteneur de 6,25 MW, 

y compris les transformateurs de puissance 

1                    519 760,50  

Système d'assainissement et drainage 1                      46 229,00  

Tranchées pour la pose de câbles et les travaux de terrassement 1                    159 091,00  

Clôture du périmètre 1                    179 842,00  
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Foundation du centre sectionnement centrale photovoltaïque (cellule 

HT arrivée, cellule HT départ,cellule HT protections générale avec 

disjoncteur, omptages, Système d'éclairage extérieur, etc) 

1                      78 458,00  

Fondation d'un système de stockage d'énergie 1                    229 091,00  

Bâtiments 1                    513 834,00  

Route d'accès et gravier 1                    287 220,00  

Mise en service, essais, essais en usine 1                      26 229,38  

Total investissements génie civil et autres travaux en EUR  3.944.594,88 

 

F. Récapitulatif des coûts directs du projet 
Désignations (Montants en Euros)  Montants 

FOURNITURE ET INSTALLATION DE LA CENTRALE 

SOLAIRE PHOTOVOLTAÏQUE DE 30 MWc  
        32 486 191 

 SERVICES DE CONCEPTION               842 588  

 TRAVAUX DE GENIE CIVIL ET AUTRES SERVICES            3 944 595  

 Total cout direct de construction de la centrale de niakhar en EUR         37 273 374  

 

En plus de ces coûts, il faudra intégrer, en premier lieu, des couts indirects, liées au 

développement et à la prise en charge du besoin en fonds de roulement. En second lieu, les 

autres coûts financiers et de développement du projet qui se chiffrent à près de 5 millions 

d’euros. Ce qui chiffre l’investissement total nécessaire à 45 millions EUR. 

G. Sources d’impact du projet  
Les travaux, activités, installations, ouvrages ou aménagements constituant la source d’impact 

pour le développement du projet sont identifiés ci-dessous :  

a. En phase construction  

  Le déboisement du site et la gestion des résidus ligneux ;  

  L’aménagement des chemins d'accès au site et la libération du site ; 

  L’aménagement des installations de chantier ;  

  Le transport et la circulation associes aux déplacements de la main-d’œuvre, des 

engins de chantier et des matériaux de construction ;  

  Les travaux de terrassement et d'excavation, y compris les forages ; 
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  Le retrait et la disposition des matériaux de déblais ;  

  Les travaux en eau ;  

  La gestion des eaux usées et des eaux de drainage du site ;  

  La construction et l'aménagement des infrastructures et des installations connexes ;  

  La gestion des déchets ;  

  La création d'emplois ;  

  Les achats de biens et services ;  

b. En phase exploitation  

  Le fonctionnement de la centrale ;  

  Les travaux d'entretien et éventuellement de réfection des équipements au cours de 

leur vie utile. 

H. Calendrier du projet  
 

DESCRIPTION DES TACHES 

DUR

EE 

DES 

TAC

HES 

EN 
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DATE 
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DATE 
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5
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6
/2

0
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2
5
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7
/2

0
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4
/0

8
/2

0
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0
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/2

0
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0
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/1

0
/2

0
2
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2
2
/1

1
/2

0
2

0
 

2
2
/1

2
/2

0
2

0
 

Développement projet 30 

MW pv + 15 MW stockage 
              

91    
01/07

/2019 

30/09

/2019 X X X X                               

Construction Centrale 30 

MW pv + 15 MW stockage 

  

36

6    
01/10

/2019 

01/10

/2020         X X X X X X X X X X X X       

Mise en service Centrale 30 

MW pv + 15 MW stockage 
              

59    
01/11

/2020 

30/12

/2020                                   X X 

 

Le projet devra nécessiter :  

 91 jours pour son développement 

 366 jours pour la construction 

 59 jours pour la mise en service de la centrale. 

 

² 
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I. Contacts projet   
 

Informations Données 

S.P.V : Teranga Niakhar Storage SA 

Contact Senelec  

Tel : +221778195551 - +221776418288 

Email : djibril.sall@senelec.sn 

M. Djibril SALL 

Contact ERS SA 

Tel : +221776445192 

Email : dialama2@yahoo.fr 

M. Mamadou Diallo 

ERS SA  catt@orange.sn 

ENERGY RESOURCE SENEGAL 

 

 

 

SENELEC SA 

 

TERANGA NIAKHAR 
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RAPPORT DE MISSION VISITE DU POSTE DE LIVRAISION 

DE NIAKHAR 

 
 

 

 

 

Visite effectuée par :  

M. SENE : Directeur Général de Teranga Energies Developpement  

M.Riccardo ORI : Ingénieur, Sales Manager BWSC   

M. DIALLO : Chef de Département Electrification Rurale TED 

Mlle Fatou Dieng NDIAYE : Ingénieure Génie Civil TED 

M. SOW : Chef de Poste de Niakhar 

          DECEMBRE 2019
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I. INTRODUCTION  

La visite du poste transformateur de Niakhar s’est déroulée le Jeudi 14 novembre 2019 avec 

comme objectif la détermination des caractéristiques électriques du poste.  

Elle a été effectuée par M. SENE Directeur Général de Teranga Energies Developpement 

(TED), M.ORI Ingénieur BWSC, M. DIALLO Chef de département Electrification Rurale 

(TED) et Mlle NDIAYE Ingénieur en Génie Civil (TED), assistés par le poste Senelec de 

Niakhar, M.SOW. 

II. DESCRIPTION DU POSTE  

Le poste transformateur de Niakhar est réalisé par Eiffage Energie Systèmes dans le cadre de 

l’extension de la boucle électrique de Fatick-Kaolack. Il est composé de 3 départs HTA que 

sont NIAKHAR, FIMLA et FATICK NOUVEAU. Allant de la ville de Fatick jusqu'à Fimla, 

Niakhar ainsi que les localités environnantes qui sont alimentées par ce poste.   

Le transformateur a une puissance de 40 MVA avec des tensions de 225 kV / 30 kV. La tension 

225 kV est alimentée par la ligne Nouveau Kaolack et les 30 kV desservent les réseaux de 

distribution.  

La tension de consigne aux jeux de barre est de 32 kV. 

En interne, le poste est alimenté par le transformateur de source auxiliaire (TSA) encore appelé 

transfo abaisseur qui a une puissance de 160 kVA avec des tensions de 30 KV / 400 V.  

Les images suivantes permettent de voir le poste et les lignes électriques.  
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Figure 1 : Vue du transformateur et des lignes électriques 

Le poste est constitué de plusieurs cellules que sont :   

• Salle informatique : les ordinateurs installés permettent de suivre en temps réel les 

caractéristiques électriques des lignes qui arrivent au poste. Il est également possible de 

visualiser comme l’indiquent les images ci-dessous, le plan de délestage, le détail du 

schéma électrique du transfo, le système général, etc.  
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Figure 2 : Vue détaillée du poste "Capture d'écran" 

• Deuxième pièce : on y trouve des armoires électriques de différentes fonctions que 

sont : la boite de comptage, la boite de protection, le calculateur, l’oscillo-perturbateur. 

Ce dernier permet de sauvegarder toutes les informations relatives au réseau sur une 

période qui peut même dépasser 200 ans. Elle est une sorte de boite noire. 
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Figure 3 :  Armoires électriques 

• Local transfo 30 kV : c’est la pièce qui abrite le transformateur. Elle est constituée de 

huit (08) armoires électriques dont trois (03) représentent les départs HTA alimentés par 

le poste et deux (02) en réserve pour de nouveaux raccordements éventuels comme 

la future centrale photovoltaïque de Niakhar.  

Le transformateur a une puissance de 40 MVA avec des tensions de 225 kV / 30 kV.  
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Figure 4 : Local transfo 30 kV 

 

• Salle du Transfo de Source Auxiliaire (TSA) : dans cette pièce, se trouve le 

transformateur abaisseur du poste. Il a une puissance de 160 kVa correspondant à des 

tensions de 30 kV / 400 V. 
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Figure 5 : Transfo abaisseur  

• Local service auxiliaire : cette pièce abrite les chargeurs de batteries installées dans 

une autre pièce, un onduleur, la centrale de mesure. Les chargeurs sont de type 127 V/ 

60A.  

  

  

Figure 6 : Eléments du local service auxiliaire 
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• Local batteries : Ces dernières permettent de stocker une quantité d’énergie suffisante 

pour redémarrer le poste en cas de délestage dans le secteur. 

 

  

 

Figure 7 : Local batteries 

• Local groupe : il abrite un groupe électrogène qui est démarré tous les vendredis.  
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Figure 8 : Local groupe électrogène 

• Salle télécoms : elle regroupe tous les réseaux : la fibre optique, le téléphone, etc ;  
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III. CONCLUSION ET OBSERVATIONS  

Il est prévu la mise en place d’une ligne électrique vers Malicounda, situé aux environs de 100 

Km de la centrale, pour que la charge électrique puisse atteindre la région de Dakar. 

Le poste a tendance à délivré du 225 V au lieu de 220 V : ce qui peut entrainer des dégâts 

matériels chez les clients Senelec desservies par le poste. Ce dysfonctionnement est dû à une 

panne technique intervenue lors de la manutention du transformateur à son arrivée au Port de 

Dakar. 

Sur le côté génie civil, un tassement du bâtiment est observé ; tassement surement dû à des 

vibrations des machines qui s’y trouvent et qu’il importe de remettre en état.  

 

Figure 9 : Illustration du tassement du bâtiment 

 

 

      Melle Fatou Dieng NDIAYE 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXE 6 : Correspondances et comptes rendus de réunions 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 











 
 

Engineering & Environment Services 

(EES SARL) 

Adresse : Scat Urbam Mariste – Imm Fatou Kiné Sylla 

Y/62 – 3ème étage 

BP : 29 477 Dakar Yoff – Dakar Sénégal 

Telephone : +221 33 832 88 70 

Email: ees.sarl@orange.sn 

NINEA: 258 3179 2S2 

RC : SN DKR 2006 B4182 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Réunion de partage d’informations sur le projet de 

construction et d’exploitation d’un système de stockage de 
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Lieu : Salle de conférence de la Gouvernance de Fatick 

Rédaction : Fatou DIOP 
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Introduction  

Dans le cadre de la réalisation du projet de construction et d’exploitation d’un système de 

stockage de 15MW/45MWh alimenté par une centrale solaire d’une puissance de 30MW, une 

réunion s’est tenue au sein de la gouvernance de Fatick. L’objectif de la réunion était de partager 

les informations relatives au projet avec les populations des villages de Kandiou, Mbane et 

Poukhame en présence d’autorités administratives, de services techniques et du cabinet EES 

chargé de réaliser l’étude d’impact environnemental et social. La réunion a débuté à 10H20 et 

a duré 02H35mn. El Hadj Malick Sémou DIOUF, Adjoint au Gouverneur de la Région Fatick 

chargé du développement, a présidé la séance. 

I. Déroulement de la séance 

• Mots d’ouverture du président de séance El Hadj Malick Sémou DIOUF ;  

• Présentation des différents membres (liste en annexe) ; 

• Prières d’ouverture par l’imam de Mbane pour un bon déroulement de la séance ; 

• Présentation d’Energy Resources S.A et des grandes lignes du projet par Moustapha 

SENE ; 

• Rappel des démarches administratives notamment l’enquête publique par Mme Mbaye, 

chef de la DREEC de Fatick ; 

• Séries de questions et préoccupations et réponses apportées par le promoteur, le 

représentant de SENELEC et le cabinet EES. 

 

II. Présentation d’Energy Resources S.A et rappel des démarches administratives 

La société Energy Resources S.A a été créée en 2013. Sur les six appels d’offre lancés pour les 

installations photovoltaïques, Energy ressources SA est la seule entreprise sénégalaise ayant 

gagné un marché aux côtés d’autres sociétés étrangères.  Cela s’explique par l’investissement 

lourd des centrales solaires. La première centrale installée est celle de Kahone, fonctionnelle 

depuis février 2018. Les études pour la réalisation du projet de construction ont été entamées 

depuis quelques mois.  

Des études techniques relatives au potentiel solaire de la zone ont également été réalisées avec 

l’aide de la Senelec, seule entreprise disposée à distribuer l’électricité aux populations 

sénégalaises. Elles ont permis de confirmer la capacité d’accueil du projet dans cette zone où 

les surfaces utiles ont également été déterminées. Cette centrale d’une capacité de 30MW fera 

partie des plus puissantes et à la différence des autres, un stockage est envisagé. Le stockage 

permettra de reconduire l’électricité 3h après le coucher du soleil mais aussi une régulation de 

la fréquence du réseau. Notre ambition est de pouvoir mettre en œuvre le projet dans les jours 

à venir. L’installation est prévue sur une période de 20ans, d’où notre soucis de tisser de bonnes 

relations avec les villages voisins. 

La DREEC de Fatick précise les raisons de l’enquête publique, qui est une forme de 

consultation du public, mais son importance majeure est liée au fait qu’elle soit une exigence 

réglementaire. Une centrale solaire est une installation classée et le projet nécessite une étude 



d’impact approfondie (EIA). Les avis des populations sur le projet à travers l’enquête publique 

seront pris en compte pour juger de l’acceptabilité du projet.   Le rôle de la DREEC est d’inviter 

la population lors de l’enquête publique à soumettre ses préoccupations dans le registre qui sera 

disponible dans différents sites. L’enquête publique est supervisée par le Chef de service de la 

DREEC, un agent assermenté prend en compte les avis et préoccupations des populations qui 

seront proposés au promoteur pour une réunion de restitution en présence de la population, du 

promoteur et de Senelec.  

L’équipe technique du projet pourra par la suite apporter des éclaircissements aux différentes 

expressions du public. L’ouverture de l’enquête publique sera annoncée par des notes, 

correspondances, la presse orale, écrite et en ligne. Notre objectif est le même, produire de 

l’électricité sans causer d’impacts majeurs pouvant gêner les populations. 

III. Avis et recommandations des populations 

• Après le partage d’informations sur le projet de la centrale, nous partageons vos 

objectifs car le projet est très intéressant ; 

• en tant que populations, nous magnifions la démarche de l’enquête publique qui permet 

de rendre efficace la communication entre les différents acteurs qui ne sont autres que 

la population des trois villages avoisinants le site et le promoteur ; 

• l’électricité est une nécessité et nous tenons à vous rappeler que Poukhame et quelques 

villages voisins sont électrifiés au moment où le village de Mbane est toujours dans le 

noir ; 

• la population de Mbane est pauvre, les jeunes sont à la recherche de travail et la 

réalisation du projet leur privera de leurs terres d’agriculture ; 

• la population souhaiterait avoir une genèse du projet et une description des différentes 

activités que vous avez eu à réaliser depuis quelques années sur le site car depuis 2014, 

on note quasiment chaque année la présence d’autorités sur le site ;  

• l’agriculture et est la source de revenue principale des populations. Les centrales 

réalisées au Sénégal pour la majorité sont implantées loin des populations mais pas si 

proches des villages. En plus, un espace énorme est déjà occupé par l’université ; 

• les populations n’ont pas la culture de se déplacer pour l’enquête publique, l’agent en 

charge de l’enquête devrait donc pouvoir se déplacer jusqu’à eux pour leur expliquer le 

projet et recueillir leurs avis et préoccupations ; 

• le site est très proche de la commune de Fatick, il devrait être implanté ailleurs, loin des 

populations car l’agriculture est primordiale dans la zone ; 

• la population doit bénéficier du projet, car dans beaucoup de projets les populations n’y 

gagne pas grand-chose, dès fois rien. Il faut donc informer les gens à temps avant de 

mettre en place les choses. Pour l’université, nous n’avons été ni avisés, ni dédommagés 

alors que c’était une zone de culture ; 

• ce projet est d’un grand avantage pour le Sénégal, car l’électricité est incontournable 

pour un développement. Les terres sont certes une propriété de l’Etat, mais constituent 

une richesse pour la population et un legs de nos anciens. On ne pourra jamais 

dédommager les terres perdues à leur juste valeur ; 



• il faut noter que Fatick a une croissance spatiale limitée à cause la mer. Niakhar est le 

seul espace disponible pour l’extension de la ville de Fatick. L’université a déjà occupé 

une bonne partie, la centrale s’y est rajoutée sans compter l’autoroute à péage ; 

• la population ne veut pas retomber dans le même piège du passé car la création de 

l’université a dévasté nos semences à peine réalisées. Ce projet est le nôtre, il faut 

communiquer avec la population et trouver un consensus ; 

• un jardin d’un demi-hectare a été aménagé à Kandiou pour la culture de mangues, ce 

jardin est situé dans le site identifié. En 2015 Senelec et l’Agence Nationale des 

Energies Renouvelables (ANER) avaient effectué une visite de site pour la réalisation 

d’un projet d’installation solaire. Aussi, en 2017, d’autres promoteurs sont venus en 

compagnie du Programme des Nations Unies pour le Développement (PNUD) pour une 

extension du site anciennement identifié. Nous n’avons pas d’éclaircissements 

concernant l’acquisition du site, les dédommagements etc. Nous voudrions être 

impliqué dans les procédures de réalisation des projets ; 

• il faudrait penser à aménager une piste Poukhame-Mbane pour éviter aux populations 

le grand détour. 

 

IV. Questions des populations 

• La zone soulève beaucoup de problèmes en rapport avec l’espace utilisé pour la 

construction de l’université. Quels sont les moyens déployés pour calmer les 

populations ?  

• Quel est le lien entre Senelec et le promoteur ? 

• Le projet est-il un projet privé ou de l’Etat ? 

• Des appareils ont été installés sur le site, sont-ils utilisés pour un autre projet ou pour ce 

présent projet ?  

• Nous avions eu  écho que deux centrales différentes devaient être construites sur le site. 

Est-ce le même projet ? 

• Les activités principales de la zone sont l’élevage et l’agriculture, il y aura donc des 

impacts liés aux pertes de terre. Quels avantages les populations pourront tirer du projet 

en guise de compensation ? 

• Que gagnera la population dans le projet en cours d’exploitation et à la fin du projet ? 

• Comment s’organiseront les indemnisations ? 

• Où seront ouverts les registres pour l’enquête publique ? Seront-ils vraiment accessibles 

aux populations ? 

• Quand le projet sera-t-il mis en œuvre ?  

• Pourquoi avez-vous choisi ce site entre Pokhame, Kandiou et Mbane ?  

• Le cheptel pourra t’il circuler librement après l’installation de la centrale ainsi que les 

enfants ?  Avez-vous pris des mesures pour les droits des populations ?  

• Pour quand est prévu le démarrage du projet ? Ce qui nous intéresse particulièrement, 

ce sont les impacts reliés à la végétation. Un espace considérable sera utilisé donc un 

déboisement. L’IREF est-elle impliquée dans ce projet ?  

• Des campagnes de reboisement sont-elles prévues ?  

 

 



V. Réponse aux questions 

1. Concernant le choix du site 

Les centrales ne peuvent pas être implantées en pleine forêt, vue la distance de raccordement 

qui sera très grande, ce qui nous amènerait à ventre le KWh à un prix élevé. Le site identifié est 

proche du poste de Senelec pour le raccordement, ce qui permettra de rentabiliser les coûts. La 

centrale solaire nécessite de l’espace et doit être considérée comme une infrastructure aussi 

importante qu’une école ou un hôpital car il participe au développement du pays et l’électricité 

est indispensable. Aussi, cet espace est une partie du domaine national et est un bien commun. 

Ce n’est pas une propriété de l’Etat, mais ce dernier à la facilité de le transformer en titre bail 

et il ne sera donc plus utilisable pour les habitants. 

2. Rapport entre Senelec et Energies Ressources S.A  

 La Senelec est une société nationale dont le capital est détenu par l’Etat, c’est donc un 

concessionnaire. Il signe des contrats de cession avec le Sénégal. Le fonds monétaire 

international (FMI) et la banque mondiale sont des partenaires car le budget du Sénégal ne peut 

pas réaliser ces projets. Depuis 1998, le Sénégal accueille les investisseurs nationaux et 

internationaux pour des projets ou tout autre investissement. Le promoteur privé accepte d’être 

donc une filiale de Senelec et ce dernier détiendra 50% du capital. C’est donc Senelec et ses 

partenaires qui sont en charge de réaliser ce projet.  

3. En termes d’emploi 

Un GIE a été créé à Kahone où une centrale solaire a été mise en place par le même promoteur, 

les membres de ce GIE ont été formés aux activités de nettoyage de panneaux. Pour toutes les 

compétences que nécessitera la centrale, les villages voisins seront sollicités s’ils sont qualifiés 

pour la tâche. 

4. Circulation des personnes et du cheptel  

Un établissement produisant de l’électricité est une installation classée. Des mesures de 

sécurités assez rigoureuses doivent être prises. Ce sera une zone clôturée, l’accès sera donc 

limité. 

5. L’enquête publique 

La démarche de l’enquête publique est celle expliquée tantôt. Des sites seront déterminés et 

informés aux populations. Ces derniers auront un délai pour s’y rendre et consigner leur avis, 

préoccupations et recommandations dans un registre. Une fois l’enquête publique bouclée, le 

rapport sera remis au gouverneur qui convoquera une réunion de restitution de cette enquête en 

présence des populations. En outre, le cabinet chargé de l’étude effectuera des visites aux 

populations pour recueillir à nouveau leur avis et contraintes sur le projet. 

6. Les impenses 

Senelec indemnise toujours les populations affectées par le projet au-delà de leurs espérances. 

Les occupants du site aux fins agricoles seront recensés avec l’aide du gouverneur et seront 

impensés. Un comité de suivi social sera mis en place pour aider les populations. 

7. L’historique du site du projet 



Le site du projet a été identifié en 2015 par un autre promoteur. La non existence d’un poste de 

raccordement avait empêché la réalisation de ce projet. 
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Compte rendu de la réunion de conciliation avec les impactés du projet de construction 

et d’exploitation d’une centrale solaire de 30MW alimentant un système de stockage de 

15MW/45MWH à Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Objet de la réunion : trouver un point d’accord 

par rapport à l’indemnisation des terres de 

culture pluviale et s’accorder sur des critères 

d’indemnisation 

Lieu : dans les locaux de la Sous-Préfecture 

de Niakhar 
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Lucien CHAMBAZ ; Sous-Préfet 

 

ANCAR 
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Date : 29 /12/2020 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 10H55 

Heure de fin : 15H55 

 

Durée : 5 heures 

 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de la réunion a porté sur les points suivants : 

1. Mots d’ouverture et rappel de l’objectif de la rencontre par le Sous-Préfet ; 

2. Proposition du promoteur ; 

3. Attentes des populations et négociations. 

 

1. Mots d’ouverture et rappel de l’objectif de la rencontre par le Sous-Préfet 

Après les remerciements du Sous-Préfet à l’endroit du comité des impactés pour avoir 

répondu présent à son appel et ce depuis le début du projet, M.Chambaz a fait un rappel 

important sur le principe du paiement des impenses. En effet la tenue de la réunion de 

conciliation est justifiée par le fait que les terres ciblées pour accueillir la centrale solaire 

appartiennent au domaine national, si ces terres étaient des titres fonciers, des textes définis 

par la loi seraient directement appliqués sans aucune négociation. Cela étant, la réunion 

devra permettre de s’accorder sur une formule bénéfique tant pour les impactés que le 

promoteur. Des concessions seront faites par les deux parties car une conciliation est régie 

par des compromis et des compromissions. La discussion sera axée sur le revenu agricole 

annuel. L’arachide a été retenu comme spéculation de référence pour le calcul des impenses 

sous réserve de le remplacer par le mil (culture vivrière) s’il présente plus d’avantages pour 

les impactés. 



 

2. Proposition du promoteur 

Le promoteur représenté par M.DIALLO a dans un premier temps proposé les critères puis 

les montants prévus après concertation avec les responsables du projet  : 

➢ Le rendement des terres à l’hectare ; 

➢ Le prix du kilogramme d’arachide ; 

➢ Le rendement en foin à l’hectare et le prix du sac de foin ; 

➢ Evaluation des agrumes et arbres fruitiers suivant le barème du code forestier. 

Un point important sera discuté après accord sur les critères cités ci-dessus, il s’agit du 

coefficient de majoration représenté par le nombre d’années qui sera fixé et par lequel le 

coût définitif à l’hectare sera multiplié. 

Le prix officiel du kilogramme d’arachide fixé par l’Etat est de 250 FCFA majoré à 300 

FCFA par ERS. Le rendement en foin est autour de 50 sacs à l’hectare avec un prix moyen 

de 2500 FCFA. Le prix des terres à l’hectare sera ensuite calculé en fonction du rendement 

obtenu à l’hectare. 

3. Attentes des populations et négociations 

Le choix des critères a été validé par le comité des impactés qui, appuyés par le technicien 

de l’ANCAR ont informé que le rendement à l’hectare fixe ne peut être obtenu. Cela se 

justifie d’une part par l’absence d’un technicien pour accompagner les agriculteurs et des 

statistiques faisant souvent défaut. Le rendement en moyenne de la Commune de Niakhar 

peut être estimé à 700kg à l’hectare.   

Le promoteur a rajouté après cette information qu’il était prêt à majorer le rendement à 

900kg/ha. Sur la demande du Sous-Préfet, une tonne à l’hectare a été fixée et acceptée par 

les impactés. 

Un rendement d’une tonne à l’hectare avec les valeurs proposées par le promoteur pour les 

autres critères ramène le coût des terres à l’hectare à 425 000 FCFA sans majoration. 

 

3.1.Attentes des populations 

 Le comité a jugé la somme de 425 000 FCFA dérisoire avec les commentaires suivants : 

➢ Le prix du sac de foin peut atteindre 10 000FCFA en période de pénurie ou lorsque 

les pluies ne sont pas abondantes ; 

➢ Les populations de Niakhar ne vendent jamais leur récolte d’arachide au prix fixé 

par l’Etat. A ce jour, aucune récolte de cette année n’a encore été vendue, d’ici 

quelques mois l’arachide pourra être vendue à 450 ou 500 FCFA le kilogramme ; 

➢ Il faut noter que certaines familles seront privées des seules terres dont elles 

disposaient, les terres ne pourront jamais être compensées à la hauteur de ce qu’elles 

valent vraiment. 

Différentes propositions ont été faites par les membres du comité des impactés : 

➢ Le prix du kilo d’arachide à 400 FCFA avec un rendement en foin de 100 sacs à 

l’hectare au lieu de 50 au prix unitaire de 2500FCFA ; 

➢ Un rendement en foin de 100 sacs à l’hectare au coût de 4000 FCFA le sac ; 

➢ Un rendement en foin de 100 sacs à l’hectare au coût de 8000 FCFA le sac et le prix 

du kilogramme d’arachide à 450 FCFA ; 



A partir de ces données, le prix de l’hectare a été recalculé suivant les valeurs les plus 

élevées proposées par le comité des impactés et les valeurs les plus faibles.  

Montant 1 : 1 250 000 FCFA 

Montant 2 : 750 000 FCFA 

 

3.2.Réponse du promoteur par rapport aux attentes des populations 

Il y’a un grand écart entre les attentes de populations et ce qui avait été discuté et retenu en 

interne au sein de ERS bien que le coefficient de majoration ne soit pas encore pris en compte. 

Après moult négociations, un calcul a été refait avec les critères suivants : 

➢ Le prix du kilogramme d’arachide à 400FCFA, le rendement d’une tonne à l’hectare 

étant maintenu ; 

➢ Le rendement du foin à l’hectare égal à 70 sacs ; 

➢ Le prix unitaire du sac de foin à 4000 FCFA.  

A ces chiffres, le prix des terres à l’hectare est de 630 000 FCFA. 

 

3.3.Le coefficient de majoration 

Le nombre d’années fixé pour la majoration par ERS est de 3ans. Pour s’aligner aux bonnes 

pratiques et recommandation de la banque mondiale, M.DIALLO a pris l’engagement de le 

maintenir à 4ans. Le prix à l’hectare reviendra ainsi à 2 520 000 FCFA. 

 

3.4.Commentaires du comité des impactés par rapport au coefficient de majoration 

➢ A ce prix, les populations préfèrent renoncer à la mise en œuvre du projet bien qu’il 

soit d’utilité publique et bénéfique pour le développement du pays.  

➢ Le minimum attendu était 10ans puisque la durée du projet est de 25ans.  

➢ Le promoteur avait promis de prendre exemple sur le cas de la centrale solaire de 

Kahone.  

➢ D’après des sources directes, les impactés au niveau de Kahone ont été indemnisés 

à hauteur de 10 000 000 l’hectare soit 1000 FCFA le mètre carré. 

➢ Certaines familles sont très larges avec peu de terres dans l’emprise du site, avec 

cette somme le partage sera très compliqué et ils risquent de se retrouver dans la 

misère dans quelques années. 

 

Recommandations du Sous-Préfet 

Les négociations étant bloquées sur le coefficient de majoration et le prix de l’hectare à Kahone, 

le Sous-Préfet a formulé les recommandations suivantes : 

➢ S’informer par rapport au prix du vente de l’hectare à Kahone. Si la procédure de 

Kahone est jugée favorable pour Niakhar, elle sera adoptée et améliorée et si elle 

est défavorable, le coefficient de majoration sera renégocié ; 

➢ Fixer un nombre d’années « plafond » (10ans) et un nombre d’années « plancher » 

(5ans) qui sera l’objet de la discussion lors de la prochaine réunion ; 

➢ Préparer les estimations par rapport à la spéculation « mil » qui pourra être utilisée 

comme solution de rechange. 

 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 



ANNEXES 

Annexe A : Feuille de présence de la réunion 

 



 

Annexe B : Rappel de l’historique du projet de la procédure d’EIES du projet (dates 

importantes). 

 

Activités Dates 

Soumission des TDR du projet 18 juin 2019 

 Demande d’autorisation d’une ICPE  

Visite de site 27 juin 2019 

 

Dépôt des lettres d’informations aux parties 

prenantes 

Juin 2019 

Réunion de partage d’informations avec les 

populations autour du site à la Gouvernance 

de Fatick 

20 août 2019 

 

Elaboration d’un plan du site avec une 

superficie de 86ha 67a 76ca  

21 août 2019 

Validation des TDRs  06 novembre 2019 

Demande d’enquête publique  05 aout 2019 

Mission d’évaluation des mesures sociales 

d’accompagnement par ERS  

Du 26 au 29 décembre 2020 

Période de réalisation de l’enquête publique  Du 02 au 16 septembre 2020 

Consultations publiques des STE à Niakhar 

et des populations  

Du 11 au 15 novembre 2019 

Demande de l’adoption d’un décret de 

déclaration d’utilité publique du projet au 

Ministre du Pétrole et des Energies  

07 Février 2020 

Etude de la biodiversité et mesures 

d’atténuation écologiques pour la centrale 

solaire de Niakhar par l’IREF de Fatick 

Février 2020 

 

Réunion de validation du rapport de Niakhar 

et compléments d’informations EES/ERS 

05 mars 2020 

 

Proposition d’une lettre à ERS pour 

demande de dérogation auprès de la DEEC 

par EES 

09 mars 2020 

 



Compte rendu de la deuxième réunion de conciliation avec les impactés du projet de 

construction et d’exploitation d’une centrale solaire de 30MW alimentant un système de 

stockage de 15MW/45MWH à Niakhar, Région de Fatick 

Objet de la réunion : trouver un point d’accord 

par rapport à l’indemnisation des terres de 

culture pluviale et s’accorder sur le coefficient 

de majoration 

Lieu : dans les locaux de la Sous-Préfecture 

de Niakhar 

Présents :  

Sous-Préfecture 

Lucien CHAMBAZ ; Sous-Préfet 

 

ANCAR 

Ibrahima DIOUF ; Technicien 

 

Energy Resources Sénégal (ERS) 

Mamadou DIALLO ; conseiller de ERS 

Mariama DIALLO  

 

Cabinet EES 

Fatou DIOP ; Ingénieure QHSE 

 

Mairie de Niakhar 

Conseillers municipaux (cf. feuille de présence 

en annexe) 

 

Comité des impactés (CI) 

Cf. feuille de présence en annexe 

 

 

Date : 07 /01/2021 

 

 

 

 

Heure de début : 11H20 

Heure de fin : 14H35 

 

Durée : 3 heures 15 mins 

 

 

 

Ordre du jour   

L’ordre du jour de la réunion a porté sur les points suivants : 

1. Mots d’ouverture et rappel de l’objectif de la rencontre par le Sous-Préfet ; 

2. Rappel  des points importants de la réunion de 29 décembre par le technicien de 

l’ANCAR ; 

3. Mise au point sur le déroulement des impenses de Kahone ;  

4. Dernières propositions du promoteur et avis des populations ; 

5. Recommandations du Sous-Préfet. 

 

1. Mots d’ouverture et rappel de l’objectif de la rencontre par le Sous-Préfet 

La séance a débuté par des remerciements du Préfet de la présence du comité des impactés, 

du cabinet EES et du promoteur. Il a ensuite profité de l’occasion qui est la première réunion 

de l’année concernant le projet pour présenter ses meilleurs vœux de longévité, de santé et 

surtout du bon déroulement de la suite du projet dans une paix totale, une entente et surtout 

un aboutissement bénéfique aux différentes parties à savoir les populations de Niakhar et 

au promoteur du projet Energy Resources Sénégal (ERS). 

 Une bonne heure a été consacrée au règlement des problèmes internes du village de Mbane. 

En effet, des intrus (et impactés) ne faisant pas partie du comité des impactés délégué étaient 

venus s’enquérir de la suite de la réunion et présenter directement leurs doléances. Ces 



derniers ont été priés de quitter la réunion par le Préfet qui a ensuite reproché au comité des 

impactés de n’avoir pas rendu compte des conclusions de la première réunion aux 

populations respectives de chaque village. 

 

2. Rappel des points importants de la dernière réunion 

M. Ibrahima DIOUF, technicien de l’ANCAR a fait un résumé fidèle de la première réunion 

et a rappelé ce qui a été retenu notamment les critères fixés à savoir : 

➢ Le rendement à l’hectare égal à une tonne d’arachide ; 

➢ Le prix du kilo d’arachide à 350 FCFA; 

➢ Un rendement en foin de 70 sacs à l’hectare  

➢ Le prix du sac de foin au coût de 4000 FCFA ; 

Le prix du terrain à l’hectare s’élevait ainsi à 630 000 FCFA. Le coefficient de majoration 

était le point restant à discuter et la négociation devait se faire entre 10 et 5ans. 

 

3. Mise au point sur le déroulement des impenses à Kahone 

Une promesse avait été tenue par le promoteur et consistait à bonifier le payement des 

impenses de Niakhar en comparaison à celles de Kahone où le même promoteur a érigé une 

centrale solaire sur 40ha. Le comité des impactés après information de connaissances au 

niveau de Kahone avaient informé lors de la dernière réunion que ces derniers avaient 

apparemment cédé leurs terres à 1000FCFA le mètre carré, ce qui porte le prix de l’hectare 

à 10 000 000 FCFA, ce que le promoteur avait jugé être une information erronée. M.Babou 

Ndiaye du comité des impactés ayant diffusé cette information était chargée d’apporter les 

preuves matérielles confirmant le coût des terres à Kahone. Malheureusement, ce dernier 

n’a pas eu les preuves nécessaires. Le Préfet quant à lui, a cherché d’avoir de plus amples 

informations sur ce dossier mais le changement de l’autorité administrative dans cette 

localité a été un blocage à la vérification de ces informations. Sur ce, la démarche entamée 

d’évaluation du coût des terres a été poursuivie. 

 

4. Dernière proposition du promoteur et avis des populations 

Le promoteur représenté par M.DIALLO après concertation avec l’équipe promoteur du 

projet s’est prononcé sur le coefficient de majoration. Quatre (4) ans ont été maintenus pour 

s’aligner aux bonnes pratiques de la Banque Mondiale, ce qui porte le coût de l’hectare à 

2 520 000 FCFA.  Ce dernier a rajouté l’utilité d’ordre publique que représentait la mise 

en œuvre de ce projet ainsi que l’effort consenti par ERS pour le coefficient de majoration 

sans compter le projet de convention à valider qui permettra d’accompagner les populations 

de Niakhar dans la mise en place d’infrastructures importantes dans les domaines sanitaire, 

culturel, d’éducation et de projets de développement pour les jeunes et les femmes. 

Les populations ont tenu à se concerter en aparté pour tenir les propos qui suivent : 

- Le projet de convention a été réalisé sans consultation du comité des impactés ; 

- L’érection d’une case des tout-petits comme informé dans le projet de convention n’est 

pas une priorité mais plutôt un lycée et des dos d’âne sur les routes à proximité des 

collèges et écoles élémentaires ; 

- Les critères fixés doivent être révisés, le prix du sac de foin pourrait coûter jusqu’à 

8000FCFA. 



- Environ treize (13) ménages risquent de se retrouver sans leurs terres alors qu’il n’y a 

aucun membre à revenu mensuel fixe, seul des ouvriers ; 

- Enfin il est impensable pour les impactés d’être d’accord pour un coefficient de 

majoration en deçà de 10ans. 

 

5. Recommandations du Sous-Préfet 

- La convention est en phase projet et ERS au début de l’élaboration de ce protocole a 

sollicité l’avis du Chef de village, des services compétents tels que l’inspection 

d’académie ; 

- Après une négociation infructueuse, c’est l’autorité administrative qui sera chargée de 

trancher ; 

- En ce qui concerne les espèces fruitières, la Commission de Recensement et 

d’Evaluation des Impenses au niveau départemental présidée par le Préfet se chargera 

de les prendre en compte.  

M.Diallo a finalement promis une dernière négociation avec le groupe promoteur pour 

augmenter le coefficient de majoration. La décision finale sera communiquée au Sous-

Préfet par appel téléphonique. 

Secrétaire de séance : Fatou DIOP 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



ANNEXES 

Annexe A : Feuille de présence de la réunion 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



Annexe B : Rappel de l’historique du projet de la procédure d’EIES du projet (dates 

importantes). 

 

Activités Dates 

Soumission des TDR du projet 18 juin 2019 

 Demande d’autorisation d’une ICPE  

Visite de site 27 juin 2019 

 

Dépôt des lettres d’informations aux parties 

prenantes 

Juin 2019 

Réunion de partage d’informations avec les 

populations autour du site à la Gouvernance 

de Fatick 

20 août 2019 

 

Elaboration d’un plan du site avec une 

superficie de 86ha 67a 76ca  

21 août 2019 

Validation des TDRs  06 novembre 2019 

Demande d’enquête publique  05 aout 2019 

Mission d’évaluation des mesures sociales 

d’accompagnement par ERS  

Du 26 au 29 décembre 2020 

Période de réalisation de l’enquête publique  Du 02 au 16 septembre 2020 

Consultations publiques des STE à Niakhar 

et des populations  

Du 11 au 15 novembre 2019 

Demande de l’adoption d’un décret de 

déclaration d’utilité publique du projet au 

Ministre du Pétrole et des Energies  

07 Février 2020 

Etude de la biodiversité et mesures 

d’atténuation écologiques pour la centrale 

solaire de Niakhar par l’IREF de Fatick 

Février 2020 

 

Réunion de validation du rapport de Niakhar 

et compléments d’informations EES/ERS 

05 mars 2020 

 

Proposition d’une lettre à ERS pour 

demande de dérogation auprès de la DEEC 

par EES 

09 mars 2020 

Réunion de négociation des impenses 29 décembre 2020 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXE 7 : FONCIER 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 





 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ANNEXE 8 : PLANS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 






